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ABSTRACT

This study examines the groundwater controversy in U.S.-Mexican

relations and the role domestic political structures are likely to play

in shaping a bilateral agreement apportioning transboundary groundwater.

The study shows that waterpolicy making in the United States takes a

distributive form while policy making in Mexico resembles a mobili-

zation style of policy formation. It is argued that these dissimilar

national water policy systems affect the way both nations engage the

other in bilateral water disputes and are relvant to ascertaining the

prospects for resolving the groundwater controversy.

The study surveys the relevant hydrological, historical and

economic context bearing on the groundwater dispute, then examines the

mole.s of domestic policy making in each country. It follows with an

analysis of how national differences ir policy making are witnessed in

previous bilateral water conflicts.

Water policy patterns pertaining to the United States and

Mexico respectively strongly influence the making of foreing policy in

this sogere. Domestic policy making affects the manner of politization,

objectives sought by each nation, and the diplomatic style seen in

the adjustment of bilateral water agreements. Patterns seen in previous

water conflicts, it is suggested, may obtain in the groundwater case.

Nevertheless, the groundwater controversy is substantially

different from earlier surface water disputs. Hydrological variation

between problem situations is apt to fragment political interests in the

ix



United States. Nor is there a firm basis for approaching a settlement

in international law. These conditions frustrate extrapolation of

past political patterns to the groundwater situation.

The study concludes analyzing various methods for resolving

the groundwater conflict in light of political limitations. Of these

alternatives, a case by case, ad hoc approach to settling the ground-

water conflict is indicated as the most feasible approach. Attainment

of a fully comprehensive groundwater treaty as now envisioned by the

International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC), is not likely to

be achieved. However, formal comprehensiveness can be had by conferring

on IBWC comprehensive authority to seek case by case solutions.



CHAPTER 1

THE GROUNDWATER CONFLICT: OVERVIEW AND THEORY

Introduction 

For nearly a decade the United States (U.S.) and Mexico have

been fueding over the most precious resource in their arid border region,

water. Unlike past water struggles, this battle is being waged with

electric turbine pumps, concrete canals and tile drains. The weaponry

employed is devised for capturing one of the least heralded of the

borderland's resources, the groundwater underlying the U.S.-Mexican

boundary.

The immediate origins of the present "pumping war" along the

border are found in the salinity crisis afflicting Mexico in the 1960's

and early 1970's. Faced with an acute water shortage in the Mexicali

alley owing to highly saline water delivered by the U.S., Mexican

hydrologists undertook a crash program of groundwater development along

the frontier near San Luis, Sonora and Algodones, Baja California.

Alarmed by the Mexican initiatives, U.S. farmers--particularly those

near Yuma, Arizona--protested Mexican pumping. The Mexican operations,

they claimed, were drawing down groundwater stock belonging to the

United States and, hence, ought to be charged against Mexico's allotment

of water under the terms of the 1944 Water Treaty. In response,

Mexico denied any liability for the effects of its pumping on United

1
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States interests and pointed to similar operations on the U.S. side,

as well as to the deleterious effects of salinity caused by its drain-

age.

This particular conflict is not yet resolved, nor are an

increasing number of groundwater problems, actual and latent, along

the frontier. The salinity crisis has, however, given form to an

important agreement that places the issue squarely on the current

agenda of U.S.-Mexican relations. Under Minute 242 of the International

Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) signed in 1973, the groundwater

issue was raised as part of the settlement of the long standing salinity

problem. The agreement limited U.S. and Mexican withdrawals in the

vicinity of San Luis, Sonora and Yuma, Arizona to a ceiling of 160,000

acre feet annually--roughly one-tenth of Mexico's annual treaty allot-

ment of Colorado Water--and committed the two nations to consult on

future developments of groundwater in the border zone. Most important,

the Minute bound the two nations to seek a comprehensive treaty appor-

tioning transboundary groundwater.

The need for a comprehensive groundwater treaty has been

advanced on several grounds. Most cogent is the fact that groundwater

disputes either exist or loom on the horizon in six geographic regions

spanning the length of the U.S.-Mexican border. The IBWC has already

been involved in disputes along the Baja California-California border

near Mexicali-Calexico and on the Arizona-Sonora boundary, the San

Luis-Yuma, Papago Wells at the twin cities of Nogales, and on the

Texas-Chihuahua border at El Paso-Ciudad Jurez.
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The nature of conflicts vary according to the type of water use

and the characteristics of the aquifer in the given locality. For

instance, in the San Luis-Yuma area, the groundwater basis generally

slopes into Mexico due to the geologic structure of the basin and

groundwater mounding on the U.S. side of the border. Pumping activities

near the border in Mexico will inevitably siphon off water on the U.S.

side. Here, the water economy is principally agricultural. Urban uses

are not in serious jeopardy.

In the El Paso-Juârez zone, however, both cities rely almost

exclusively on groundwater for municipal uses. The groundwater is drawn

from a large artesian basin underlying the Rio Grande River, the Hueco

Bolson. Although the slope of the acquifer is generally even, sub-

stantial pumping on one side of the boundary may lower the table on

the other. Whether this occurs depends on the hydrological characteri-

stics of the specific area being pumped. The general point, however,

is that the pumping activities of either nation may put the other in

jeopardy. In this case, the United States is the principal user of the

resource. Unlike water use in the San Luis-Yuma area, where fortunes

of local farmers are at stake, the water dispute in the El Paso-Juârez

area pits two of the most rapidly growing cities on the border against

each other in a zero-sum struggle for the basin's water.

Elsewhere, at Papago Wells, the twin Nogales, along the New

Mexico-Chihuahua border, and into the valley of the lower Rio Grande,

similar water problems are emerging in response to rapid development

of local water supplies. Short of an agreement on groundwater, local
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users have every incentive to maximize groundwater development on both

sides of the border, adding to the competition for the border's water

supply.

Legal and institutional reasons may also be advanced in favor of

a comprehensive treaty on groundwater. At present, the agency re-

sponsible for administering currently in force water treaties, the IBWC,

lacks necessary jurisdiction over groundwater in the border region.

This lack of authority stems from weaknesses in the basic document

forming the IBWC's charter. Such weaknesses include conceptual ambigu-

ities in the language of the 1944 Water Treaty--particularly with

respect to consumptive uses--hydrological oversights.

The conceptual problems in the 1944 Water Treaty are seen in

the differences of interpretation giving rise to the salinity crisis on

the Colorado River. Specifically, the failure to agree on the matter

of water quality as a condition of the treaty led to U.S. delivery of

highly saline runoff in fulfillment of its obligation to deliver 1.5

million acre feet (maf) annually to Mexico.

The hydrological limitations of the 1944 Treaty--and earlier

agreements--have received attention in the wake of the salinity crisis.

They are basically two. The first concerns the failure of the 1944

Treaty to incorporate all transboundary rivers and streams into these

treaties. The second is its failure to incorporate groundwaters. As a

result of the salinity accords, this last issue has become the principal

water apportionment problem now facing U.S. and Mexican policy makers.
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Finally, sound environmental and hydrological reasons exist for

pursuing a comprehensive settlement of the groundwater problem. Regula-

ting activities that threaten or actually contaminate groundwater

reservoirs is currently a matter of considerable relevance in the trans-

frontier area. Growing awareness of the threat of pollution and water

depletion by overdrafts of groundwater in excess of natural recharge

points to the necessity of managing the entire hydrological cycle.

Only such a conjunctive water management approach can procure maximum

benefits from the available water supply. There is at present an acute

need for a comprehensive, integrated and authoritative management

approach to water conservation in the boundary region. This is par-

ticularly the case in view of the rapid urbanization and population

growth affecting the border region.

This study considers the obstacles to as well as the prospects

for settling the groundwater dispute. It seeks to develop the thesis

that the structure of domestic system of water policy and administration

is the elementary political condition governing the settlement of the

dispute. The study attempts to assess the various elements affecting

the settlement of the dispute and indicate how they are likely to in-

fluence the solution.

The importance of domestic political institutions and behavior

in fashioning foreign policy outcomes cannot be automatically assumed.

Foreign policy outcomes may reflect casual influences emanating from

the international political arena, they may be artifacts of decision

making processes and personality traits, or they may reflect specialized
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decision making institutions oriented to foreign policy decision making

that are generally immune to political pressures from society at large.

The relevance of one or another of these patterns, however, may be

indicated by an analysis of the particular issue in question.

As is subsequently shown, the groundwater conflict is signifi-

cantly affected by domestic political structures in Mexico and the

United States.	 Domestic politics has played a determinant role in

the whole sphere of bilateral water regulations and is evident in the

principal treaties governing surface water approtionment. Specifying

the structure of domestic politics in this realsm, identifying the

political dynamics in the water policy area, and placing the ground-

water conflict in this context will provide a useful guide to anticipa-

ting a solution to the groundwater conflict.

This introduction next considers various theoretical perspectives

from the literature of international relations and comparative policy

analysis with the object of identifying those conceptual frameworks that

may be useful in considering the relationship between domestic and

foreign policy making in the water area in Mexico and the United States.

First, the discussion examines several general approaches to inter-

national conflict as such and suggests why a theory that stresses the

domestic determinants of conflict resolution is most relevant to an

understanding of the groundwater conflict. Second, the discussion con-

siders the relevance of several typologies of policy making to the

domestic policy processes in both Mexico and the United States. Finally,

the introduction sets forth the following analysis.
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Water Resource Conflict in International 
Relations: Implications for the Groundwater Controversy 

As a point of departure for considering the groundwater conflict,

it is well to review some basic concepts and alternative approaches

from international relations literature. A considerable theoretical

literature deals with international conflicts and a full treatment of

that literature is beyond the scope of this study. A selective over-

view of the main approaches to understanding international conflicts

should serve, however, to identify some useful guiding assumptions and

indicate the most relevant theoretical approach for the purposes of

this study.

The selection of appropriate methods depends primarily on the

questions the analyst seeks to answer. Morton Kaplan, for instances,

states "one may begin from different macro-theories--or first order

approximations--in order to explain the same micro-events. . .The

different theories, however, will answer different sets of questions

concerning these events" (Kaplan 1969, p. 64). One of the principal

concerns, for instance, is whether a study is conceived primarily for

purposes of theory building or whether the study is substantive, as in

the case presently under consideration, relying on theory as a method

for understanding aspects of a particular problem.

In most instances of international conflict no single theore-

tical approach is sufficient to embrace the full range of influences

bearing on the development or resolution of a conflict situation. A

theory that stresses the interplay of nation-states in the international

system is apt to be inadequate where the student seeks to understand
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the behavior of a pair of nations in relation to each other. A theory

that stresses the internal decision making modes of individual states

may not encompass the other institutional actors relevant to the

decision making process. Nor is a theory geared to prescriptive purposes

apt to be useful where prescription is not the object of analysis. These

considerations are evident in the respective approaches taken by systems

theory, decision making theory, and international integration theory

and will be subsequently examined in relation to the needs of this study.

Prior to considering these several approaches to international conflict

analysis, however, it is helpful to put the groundwater dispute within

a general typology of international conflicts so that some basic

features of the dispute can be better understood.

One of the principal methods for classifying international

conflicts is along the lines of the methods employed in resolving

international conflict situations. International conflicts may be

arrayed along a continuum ranging from wholly violent to wholly pacific

behavior among nation-states. At the violent end of the continuum,

international conflicts resemble what economic theorists call zero-sum

games; that is, whatever one party wins the other loses absolutely.

The use of violent means reflects the narrowing of means and ends in a

struggle for national existence or exploitation. On the other hand,

as conflicting parties move further away from violentmeans of conflict

resolution, their strategies for attaining objectives resemble variable-

sum games. Here the mix of violent and pacific or wholly pacific means

implies the broadening of both means and ends in a complex milieu of
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purposive political interaction. International parties seek a mix of

mutual rather than exclusive advantages. Most international conflicts,

including the groundwater dispute, are of this type. Thomas Schelling

(1960, p. 5) observes, "most interesting international conflicts are

not 'constant-sum' games but 'variable-sum games'. The sum of the

gains of the participants involved are not fixed so that more for one

inexorably means less for the other. There is a common interest in

reaching outcomes that are mutaully advangageous."

Disputes like the groundwater conflict that focus on natural

resources are historically among the most common types of international

conflicts. Where such resources are deemed essential to the basis of

the state or community, they are more likely to approach the limited and

violent end of the behavioral continuum.

International relations theorists agree that any state will go

to extremes to preserve resources essential to sovereignty. Kalman

Holsti defines these interests as core values. He argues that such

values are short range interests; on their realization hinge longer

term objectives of the state. Such core values encompass preservation

of the territorial limits of the state and its concomitant stragegic

resources (Holsti 1967, p. 133). With these objectives secured, the

nation can pursue other mid-range and long range goals such as economic

development and international prestige.

The groundwater conflict, however, is not a core value dispute.

Neither Mexico nor the United States has indicated that groundwater

is essential to its sovereign integrity though each has a vested
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interest in defining and, perhaps, even extending its sovereign sphere

of control over these resources. Nor is the groundwater conflict one

of long range, involving abstract goals like international prestige.

Rather, the groundwater conflict more closely resembles what Holsti

terms a mid-range value, that is, an interest deemed of high priority to

the maintenance and development of the state yet not of sufficient

priority to risk violent conflict with contending nations. Such

objectives "are generally concerned with satisfying domestic, social and

economic demands through international agreement or maintaining amicable

relations with neighboring states" (LeMarquand 1977, p. 11). Conflicts

of this type are complex, involving multiple objectives and competing

interests. Outcomes tend to allocate value benefits to each party to

a dispute.

A theory that assists in understanding the groundwater conflict,

therefore, will be one that helps explain the relationships between

domistic and external values and interests, structures and processes.

A study of the groundwater conflict must take account of the range of

domestic interests, actors and institutions in each of the nations in-

volved and their interactions.

With these considerations in mind, the principal approaches to

international relations and foreign affairs will be examined as to

their suitability for the present study. The objective is to distill

from the body of theory an appropriate framework for discussing the

matter of domestic influence on foreign policy in this issue-area.

The several theoretical approaches mentioned above will be considered
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in terms of their general orientation, levels of analysis, and congruence

with the problem that is the object of this study. Four approaches to

international conflict will be considered in the section that follows:

systems theory, decision making theory, integration theory and

institutional-group theory.

Systems Analysis

Systems theory is the least appropriate of the international

relations approaches for purposes of studying the groundwater conflict.

Its level of abstraction is the principal difficulty of using systems

theory for the analysis of the groundwater conflict. In this study

systems theory is used mainly as pre-theory, or research design, or as

a method of suggesting significant relationships at the level of the

international system. It is less effective for analyzing the relations

among a small number of states or as a method of analyzing the policy

relations involved in settling a particular dispute.

In its most general application, systems analysis does not pur-

port to assign casual weight to any one or set of determinants of con-

flict among states, but only to specify the interactive elements,

relations and processes in explanations of international behavior. It

is in this respect that it has been used as a research design--as a way

of ordering the relations among system elements--leaving to the re-

searcher the task of supplying the causal content in the system

(Rosenau 1971, p. 114). Used as pre-theory, the systems approach has

little actual theoretical relevance aside from providing a general frame

of reference that the researcher can use to organize a causal sequence.
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Efforts have been made, however, to apply systems theory as a

paradigm aside from its uses as an organizing scheme. This use of

systems theory proceeds from the assumptions of general systems theory

as an abstract model. As in David Easton's famous formulation of the

notion of a political system, the international political system is

deemed to tend toward dynamic equilibrium, processing inputs thru with-

inputs into outputs, expanding and contracting its systemic boundaries,

and transforming outputs thru feedback into inputs in the form of demands

and supports. These general assumptions concerning the dynamics of the

international system become the basis for comparative analysis focusing

on questions of systemic stability, structural and functional relations

among political systems, systemic responses and linkages and other

problems.

Used in this way systems analysis is a technique for theory

building based on abstract operational assumptions for evaluating the

behavior of nation-states at the international level. A major exponent

of this approach is Morton Kaplan, whose System and Process in Inter-

national Relations attempts to develop a middle-range theory of inter-

national behavior based on systems theory. Its level of abstraction,

however, limits its analytical usefulness for analyzing specific con-

flicts like the groundwater controversy. Kaplan observes:

Systems theory deals primarily with the macrostructure of
political or social systems. It is not a tool for most policy
problems, that is, for the microstructural problems of foreign
policy, although it might shed light on some of them. Nor can
it illuminate those areas where surprises may occur. . . It
is merely a tool for achieving a moddle range of generalizations
about political or social system macrostructures (Kaplan 1969,
p. 74).
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Systems theory, therefore, is conceptually inappropriate for a

study that attempts to identify the determinant elements in a particular

international conflict or policy making situation. It is not designed

to take into account the historical, legal economic and political con-

ditions that may underly a particular dispute, or to consider in

detail the political processes involved in the resolution of a par-

ticular conflict. Such considerations, however, are essential to an

understanding of the groundwater problem as one that occurs in a con-

text of domestic and international policy making and a long history of

bilateral relations. The purposes of systems theory, in sum, are

more general than the purposes of the present study and, hence,

unsuitable.

Decision Making Theory

Aside from systems theory, all other approaches to conflict

analysis are couched at lower levels of analysis, namely the level of

the nation-state and its subsidiary units. These approaches are more

congenial to the study of a conflict situation like the groundwater

case. Collectively, they focus on the microbehavior, on concrete

actions of individuals and institutions within and between nation-

states. The various approaches differ, however, in their respective

foci on the conflict situation, the part of the policy process emphasized,

and the scope with which they embrace the actors and institutions in the

policy process.

Decision making theory, or theories, depart from systems

analysis in terms of operating assumptions about the conflict
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situation situation. While systems analysis is concerned with the

dynamics of the international system, decision making theory takes the

nation-state and subordinate entities as its principal units of analysis.

Where systems theory is concerned with behavior arising from the system

itself (e.g., process, equilibrium, adaptation, boundary maintenance,

and goal attainment), decision making theory focuses on the decision

making situation, the formulation and implementation of policy decisions.

The decision making approach includes a number of modes of

analysis ranging in type from highly analytic to practical conceptual

frameworks. All of these, however, share the underlying assumptions

of what is called the "rational actor" model of behavior, rationaltiy,

utilitarianism, and information. Under these conditions the actor is

assumed to decide any matter according to a rational evaluation of

alternatives predicated on a structure of values or preferences. The

notion of utilitarianism underpins the axioms of rationality by imposing

the criteria of efficiency and economy as conditions of evaluation to

supplement that of preference. Finally, rational choice is predicated

on the notion that each actor possesses sufficient information to fully

evaluate the available alternatives.

This model takes various forms depending on the analyst's con-

cern with analytical and heuristic utility. The precepts of game theory,

the most abstract and analytical of decision making models, are directly

predicated on this set of assumptions. Formal models like game theory,

however, do not attempt to mirror reality, only to specify how rational

actors might behave under specific conditions. They must be supplemented
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by actual analysis of decision making dynamics to explain behavior in

particular instances.

The possible relevance of decision making theory for analysis

of the groundwater conflict is seen in the adaptation of the theory by

the incrementalist school of thought. Incrementalist theory is express-

ly concerned with the analysis of actual decision making situations,

relaxing the assumptions of the rational-actor model to accommodate the

constraints on rationality in actual situations. In the area of con-

flict analysis, the writing of Graham Allison is instructive of this

approach.

Allison is critical of the rational-actor approach to foreign

policy analysis, arguing that this approach concentrates too exclusively

on the nation-state as a unitary or reified actor in the policy process

(Allison 1971, p. 324.). Such a view tends to neglect subordinate actors

and processes in the decision making process. In the case of the

groundwater conflict, for example, a traditional decision making

approach would concentrate on the United States and Mexico as primary

actors, with little attention devoted to the internal decision making

processes of those countries. In all likelihood, a traditional approach

would stress strategic positions and legal arguments to be made on behalf

of both countries, taking account of the logical options available to

each and how these would be exercised, to the exclusion of further

detailed analysis of the actual decision making processes of each

country.
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Allison suggests two alternative approaches that compensate in

different ways for the assumptions of the traditional rational actor

model in conflict analysis. First, an organizational process model

suggests the importance of looking at organizational subunits of the

nation-state relevant to the issue at hand. This approach considers the

decision making responsibilities of each relevant subunit, its

institutional routines and procedures, and interactions with subordinate

and superior agencies. In the groundwater case, such an approach might

focus on the internal procedures on the Mexican Foreign Ministry and

the United States' Department of State respectively and their relation-

ships with subordinate and lateral agencies--the IBWC, for instance--in-

volved in settling the dispute.

An alternative approach proposed by Allison focuses on individ-

ual decision makers as opposed to organizational units of analysis.

Allison calls this approach the bureaucratic politics model, stressing

the interactions of decision makers within and outside a particular

organization. Policy outcomes are the consequence of manuevering by

specific individuals within organizations at the national and sub-

national level. Allison comments, "government decisions are made and

government actions emerge neither as the calculated choice of a unified

group, nor as a formal summary of a leader's preferences. Rather, the

context of shared power but separate judgments concerning important

choices, determines that politics is the mechanism of choice" (1971,

p. 367). Analysis in this model focuses on the environment of the

political game, its place, structure, rules and rewards.
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Applied to the groundwater situation, such a bureaucratic

politics model would focus on the politics of decision making within

the institutions mentioned above. It would examine the interests and

actions of individual actors within respective national foreign offices,

their relations with individual actors in other ministries and sub-

ordinate agencies, and the decision making context affecting individual

decisions at each level.

Several problems arise in adapting a decision making approach to

an analysis of the ground water conflict are several, however. Although

decision making theory is set at the proper level of analysis--that of

the nation-state and subordinate units--it is nonetheless conceptually

narrow in its compass. Decision making analysis requires detailed study

of the decision making institutions and individual actors in those

institutions. Any conflict situation, however, may extend well beyond

the actors and institutions formally invested with policy authority in

that area. In the groundwater case, for example, a study of the decision

making dynamics of the foreign ministries, related agencies, and the

IBWC, would prove incomplete, since a large number of jurisdictions and

political actors should be considered. In particular, decision making

and analysis tends to be shy of political processes external to organi-

zations where decision makers exercise judgment and command. Issues

that evoke broader political processes are less well understood through

the single lens of decision making analysis. An analysis of the

groundwater situation, for instance, should treat the whole political

regime, to include both political and administrative patterns in the

realm of water policy.
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In a practical vein, the decision making approach is better

suited to the study of a case that has already occurred rather than

one that is presently developing. Most decision making analysis,

similar to Allison's work, is ex post facto in nature, analyzing a

situation already unfolded. The advantage of hindsight allows the

researcher to identify the most relevant actors and delve into the

specific processes that led to the decision. In a sense hindsight

functions as a control on the research subject. Analyzing a situation

in the process of development, however, requires a less restrictive field

of reference and leads to less certain conclusions. Such patterns are

evident in the efforts of policy analysts to project scenarios of

foreign policy behavior--or contingencies--that aid in foreign policy

decision making. This study falls decidedly into this class of analysis.

Nevertheless, the incrementalist aspects of the decision making

approach are instructive. A study of the groundwater situation should

focus on the internal dynamics of policy making within relevant agencies

in Mexico and the United States. It should consider institutional norms

and procedures as relevant to understanding the functions and roles

particular organizations are apt to play in the process of resolving

the groundwater dispute. These contributions will be taken into account

in the legal, historical and political analyses of water policy making

in U.S.-Mexican relations that follows in this study.

International Integration Theory

Integration theory is another body of theory dealing with

international conflict resolution. The literature on international
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integration does not truly constitute a cohesive body of theory, but

brings a number of theoretical perspectives to bear on the problem of

international integration. The treatment here does not evaluate the

various approaches to international ingegration in any systematic way,

but will look at aspects of international integration theory as it is

applicable to the study of the groundwater problem.

International integration theory in international relations

specifically seeks to identify the requisites for building cooperative

international relations among nation-states. Two discernible trends

are evident in this literature. One is a body of empirical studies

measuring the effects of certain conditions and processes on inter-

national integration and cooperation. The other is a prescriptive

literature advocating functional integration, known as functionalism,

as one approach to furthering international cooperation and dealing

with problems that do not easily fit the capabilities of nation states

as political and administrative units.

The relevance of the latter body of study for the groundwater

dispute is indicated in the various arguments that groundwater may be

conducive to further integration of water management functions between

the United States and Mexico. This writing follows the functionalist

logic developed most fully in the work of David Mitrany (1975) and is

applied in the writing of various legal scholars (Utton, 1978; Hayton,

1978; Clark, 1978 and Sepulveda, 1978). Groundwater conflicts are

regarded by these scholars as one class of problems not easily managed

with the context of the nation-state framework. This view is reinforced
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by a heightened awareness of the ecological interface implicit in the

hydrological system--to include groundwater--and has given rise to the

legal notion of international drainage basins needing functionally

integrated international management (Caponera and Alhéritière, 1978).

Such considerations are the basis for views anticipating greater

functional integration of U.S.-Mexican water management as an out-

growth of the groundwater controversy. These views span a gamut from

anticipating greater administrative consultation, as is presently

practiced by the IBWC's national sections, to the more hypothetical

form of full functional integration within an autonomous supranational

agency--either the IBWC or some new entity (Clark, 1978; Bradley and

DeCook, 1978; and Hayton, 1978).

The functionalist approach is expressly prescriptive. Implicit

in functionalist ideas is the notion that political differences between

states may be circumvented through the efforts of internationally

minded and functionally oriented administration.

This assumption has been widely questioned among students of

international affairs. One group of scholars observes that functional-

ism has been broadly defined as applicable to the whole range of affairs

between national communities and that these assumptions "have been

proclaimed without careful reference to qualifying and limiting con-

ditions." They continue:

When the functionalist explanation is applied this broadly, it
falters at two important points, both of which have been re-
peatedly identified by previous critics of the theory. The
first is the assumption that important functions left to the
experts will be efficiently performed in the common interest.
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The second is the assumption that the creation of 'separate
and autonomous' functional organizations can generally
insulate economic and social activities from the play of
politics (Riggs and Mykelton, 1979, p. 176).

The very importance of domestic political structures in de-

termining integrative activity is seen in the findings of the other,

empirical, branch of integration theory. Along with domestic structure,

Herbert Jacob and Henry Tuene (1969) list nine other variables among

the possible determinants of intergrative outcomes: promixity, homo-

geniety, transactions, mutual knowledge, functional interests, communal

character, governmental effectiveness, dependency status, and previous

integrative experience. There is, however, little consensus among

integration theorists concerning the relative weight any one combina-

tion of these variables have in producing ingegration. Such evidence

as exists suggests that dissimilar systems, to include the political,

social and economic aspects of those systems, are non-conducive to inte-

gration, whether political or functional in nature.

One study that tests the literature of integration theory is

offered by Roger Cobb and Charles Elder (1970). The authors collapse

the ten variables above into three general categories of background

factors that they identify as geophysical properties, unit properties,

and systemic properties. Geophysical properties refer to notions about

geographical proximity as an influence on integration. Unit properties

include the broadest range of variables dealing with national political

systems, to include political values and attitudes, cultural homo-

geneity, common historical experiences, social welfare values, inter-

national levels of socio-economic development, internal political
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stability, military power, economic power and administrative capabilities.

Systemic properties consist of previous collaborative or integrative

experience between nations.

The findings of the Cobb and Elder study indicate that geograph-

ical proximity has the greatest "positive influence on the mutual

relevance of two nations" (1970, p. 89). Mutual relevance, as they

define it, refers to the potential for integration. On the other hand,

unit properties were found not to be generally conducive to mutual

relevance. In particular, disparities between cultural background,

historical experience, social welfare values, levels of socio-economic

development, economic power and bureaucratic capabilities were found to

impede international integration (Cobb and Elder, 1970, pp. 93-115).

Finally, systemic properties, as measured by indicators of previous

collaboration among nations were found to be conducive to integration

(Cobb and Elder, 1970, pp. 117-123).

The Cobb and Elder study must be interpreted cautiously insofar

as it bears on the question of the relationship between domestic polit-

ical structures and integrative tendencies. The authors do not employ

a specific measure of regime type in their study, nor any other

measures relating to institutional characteristics of government aside

from bureaucratic capabilities. However, the general pattern of unit

(domestic) influences on integration suggests the important role these

properties play in affecting cooperative policy outcomes between nations.

Generally, they lend credence to the assumption that domestic structures

and processes are important conditions affecting integrative processes

between states.
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With respect to the groundwater conflict, these findings suggest

the importance of analyzing historical background, economic differences

and domestic patterns of water policy making in the United States and

Mexico as conditions affecting the prospects for a cooperative solution

to the groundwater conflict. These findings support the view taken in

this study that history, economic aspects, and politics underlying the

groundwater conflict must be taken into account in order to assess the

prospects for resolving the issue.

However, the literature dealing with international integration,

while validating the general thrust of this study, does not otherwise

lend itself well to the purposes of this study. The prescriptive focus

of functional theory is couched at a macrolevel of analysis and is not

designed for the study of a specific conflict situation. Moreover, its

basic purpose, to advocate functional integration between nations as a

method of fostering international cooperation and avoiding political

disputes is tangential to the concerns of this investigation. In par-

ticular, this study seeks to identify the political obstacles to a

cooperative solution to the gorundwater conflict rather than advocating

a certain management approach. The view taken here is that any solution

to the conflict will hinge on the politically possible, not on the

normative or hypothetical merits of a particular management approach.

Finally, the empirical studies in international integration literature

likewise suffer from a macrolevel of analysis and a preoccupation with

integration broadly construed rather than particular problems of con-

flict management. Although the questions raised by scholars discussing
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the groundwater conflict will be considered in the final chapter of

this study, the theoretical approaches employed in the literature of

international integration are not suitable for orienting analysis in

this study.

Institutional-Group Process Models

The theoretical approach most compatible with the purposes of

this inquiry stem from the more conventional sphere of domestic policy

analysis. Like integration theory, it embodies several modes of

analysis, combining institutional study with group process approaches

to the analysis of domestic policy dynamics.

The institutional approach to foreign policy is grounded in the

study of the formal structures of government. This approach looks to

the constitutional and legal basis of governmental institutions and their

behavior. Such study is descriptive and historical in character, look-

ing to the evolution and development of governmental structures in

substantive policy areas. Its weaknesses as technique are its rather

static character and limited range of analysis, particularly its

tendency to neglect the effects of political process and context on

institutional norms and behavior (Dye, 1975, pp. 18-19).

The weaknesses of institutional theory may be offset by com-

bining that approach with a group process approach to the policy system.

Group theory stresses the dynamic interactions of political interests

with institutions in conditioning policy behavior. Its best known

exponents and practioners, David Truman and E. E. Schattshneider, both

depart from the institutional approach to the policy process in their
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theoretical views. Truman's theory of interest group equilibrium is

commonly taken as a critique of the institutional approach, indeed he

considers it as such. Yet it is, nonetheless, heavily predicted on

the determinant effects of governmental institutions on group behavior

(Truman, 1951). Schattshneider is more explicit in his attachment to

the institutional approach, though likewise a critic. His analysis

views governmental institutions as the principal matrix of what he

calls the "mobilization of bias" and "solicalization of conflict," in

other words, the policy process as it engages actors and interests

(Schattshneider, 1960, pp. 20-35).

Used jointly, the institutional and group process approaches

lend themselves to the study of the groundwater conflict. Both

approaches are expressly concerned with the domestic dynamic of policy

making. They stress the domestic political conditions shaping each

nation's approach to the issue. Neither approach is tightly structured

or rigidly analytical, allowing the researcher to draw flexibly on

historical, legal and other descriptive materials in analyzing the

issue.

The following section considers the relevance of this approach

in the case of the groundwater conflict and suggests the utility of

several comparative policy models for the present study. These policy

models, each taken from the institutional-group theory approach, are

considered for their comparative relevance to the policy system in the

United States and Mexico. Although no single policy model is applicable

to both countries, the discussion suggests how the models can be used in
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tandem to guide the analysis of the domestic systems of water policy in

Mexico and the United States.

Domestic Structure and the Groundwater Conflict 

The previous section sets out the rationale for employing an

institutional-group theory approach to the ground water conflict.

This approach focuses on the influence of domestic political structures

and group processes on foreign policy behavior.

Despite the importance of domestic structures in the making

of foreign policy, very little theory lends itself to the comparative

analysis of foreign policy making. Although a number of works

explicitly set out to study comparative foreign policy, the tendency

within the literature of international relations, according to theorist

James Rosenau, has been "to settle for juxtaposition without comparison"

(Rosenau, 1971, p. 76). International relations studies also con-

centrate predominantly on the international level of analysis, as

seen above. Thus such systemic theory as is available tends to con-

centrate on the external behavior of nations rather than the internal

processes that give rise to it.

This lack of theory is partly a consequence of an engrained

view that foreign affairs are managed by a skilled class of professional

executives, and largely detached from the ordinary milieu of institutions

and political processes that govern domestic politics. Henry Kissinger

observes there has traditionally been the view that "foreign policy

begins where domestic policy ends" (Kissinger, 1966, p. 503). This

view is erroneous and clearly discredited. While foreign policy is a
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functional dimension of national policy its making is the product of

domestic political processes as well as specialized decision making

agencies. It is bound to reflect the peculiarities of the domestic

system of government. Where two or more nation-states are interactive,

and their systems of government widely divergent, the inconguence

between foreign policy behavior is apt to pose a considerable obstacle

to the reconciliation of their respective interests (Kissinger, 1971,

pp. 22-25).

Furthermore, certain types of issues are more prone to make

usual patterns of domestic politics bear more directly on foreign policy

behavior. Rosenau (1971, p. 439) notes in this regard that "the more

an issue encompasses a society's resources and relationships, the more

it will be drawn into the society's domestic political system and the

less it will be processed through the society's foreign policy system.

These considerations are especially salient to the ground-

water conflict involving the domestic political systems of the United

States and Mexico. The two systems of policy making are radically

different from each other in their structural organization, in the degree

of centralization in each country's framework of law and administration,

in their political processes and norms. The groundwater issue, more-

over, involves a sphere of public policy making--water policy--that

engages the archetypal pattern of policy development in each country.

In order to better conceptualize the way domestic structures

are apt to influence national approaches to the groundwater conflict,

it is useful to draw from several models of the policy process within
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the institutional-group theory approach to international conflict that

lend themselves to comparative analysis. Within the field of com-

parative policy analysis two models, both employing group theory

assumptions, have been influential. One is taken from the work the

Theodore Lowi and is predicated on the idea of policy regimes; the

other, by Roger Cobb and Charles Elder, is based on the nation of

agenda building. Both Lowi and Cobb and Elder use similar basic units

of analysis. Each takes the policy issue, its substantance and per-

ceived impact, as their point of departure. The two approaches differ,

however, in emphasis on phases of the policy process, the particular

problem under consideration, and levels of comparability. These dif-

ferences give each model particular strengths and weaknesses for

analyzing policy dynamics in the Unites States and Mexico as seen in

the discussion below.

Lowi's conceptualization of the policy process has received wide

application in national and cross-national policy analysis and is par-

ticularly appropriate as a model of the United States policy process in

the issue-area of water policy (Lowi, 1964; 1970; 1971). The Lowi model

is output oriented, that is, its basic unit of analysis is the policy

issue as that issue entails levels of government coercion that, in turn,

prompt predictable responses within the political system. His principal

concern has to do with why and how the structure of government determines

political patterns in society at large.

The Lowi model suggests that certain distinctive regimes of

political behavior are evident in U.S. politics depending on the type
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of political issue at stake. Four major issue arenas exhibit distinctive

patterns of politics based on two criteria for classification: 1) the

environment in which the function operates (termed the scope of impact)

and 2) the likelihood of government coercion implicit in any policy

(expectation of impact). The four types of distinctive policy patterns

arising from these criteria are distributive, regulatory, redistributive

and constituent arenas.

The most salient of these policy arenas for considering the

groundwater conflict is the distributive arena. This political pattern

is typical of decentralized policy making in the United States and is,

perhaps, archetypal in the sphere of water policy. Distributive

politics is seen in those issues where governmental authority is in-

herently fragmented. Such issues, according to Lowi, may be character-

ized by a remote likelihood of coercion at the individual level.

Distributive policies, for example, are not apt to infringe on or

otherwise affect an individual's sphere of personal freedom. These

types of policies tend to offer benefits to certain individuals while

dispersing the costs broadly enough to avoid the impression of

creating specific losers as well as gainers. Generally, "distributive

policy involves short run considerations to which a government must

give priority" (Cobb and Elder, 1973, p. 94). Lowi sees this pattern

in the practice of legislative log rolling and porkbarrel politics

typifing certain substantive areas of policy in the United States.

Institutionally, such issues tend to be resolved within individual

committee structures, within administrative departments, ministries
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and agencies, or within the legislative branch of government (Smith,

1969, P. 501). A number of analysts of U.S. water policy have found

strong correspondence between the bheavior predicted by Lowi's dis-

tributive arena and the pattern of politics in water issues (Ingram,

1971; Lord, 1979; and Mann, 1975a).

To the extent this pattern is also true for the groundwater

case, it has several implications for bilateral relations. First, it

suggests that the principal actors are as likely to be found outside

the State Department as within it. The formulation of the U.S. position

on groundwater may well be complicated by a fragmented decision making

structure that extends to the states and the U. S. Congress as well as

the formal policy making institutions of the Department of State, par-

ticularly where a treaty is concerned. Second, it suggests that

negotiations on the groundwater issue are likely to be complex. This,

in turn, is apt to lead to a negotiating strategy of subdividing the

issue, dealing with the groundwater problem on an incremental and piece-

meal basis. Third, it indicates that the issue is apt to receive low

priority at the level of the Department of State unless the Mexican

government treats it otherwise.

Unfortunately, the Lowi model does not reach conceptually to

the Mexican political system. A number of scholars (Peters, 1974; Smith,

1969; Lowi, 1978) have extended the model as a cross-national comparative

theory, and one team of scholars, John and Susan Purcell (1977), have

applied it to a sutdy of policy regimes in Mexico. Nevertheless, certain

conceptual problems limit its usefulness for cross-national comparative
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purposes. The most damaging characteristic is a strong systemic bias

confirming its utility to democratic regimes. T. Alexander Smith

(1969, P. 198) notes, "in its present form this theory is applicable

only to western democratic systems; hence, whereas the theory is at a

relatively high level of abstraction, it nevertheless remains limited

to more 'open' societies having rather highly differentiated structures".

Mexico does not have an open, democratic, or highly pluralistic

political society. Instead it has variously been characterized as a

bureaucratic or limited authoritarian system (Purcell, 1973), a

patriomonial state (Cosio Villegas, 1972; and Grindle, 1977) or as a

single party dictatorship progressing gradually toward more pluralistic

democratic practice (Scott, 1959). The single effort to characterize

Mexican political dynamics within the Lowi typology of policy regimes

relies solely on arbitrary classification of Mexico's policy regime and

fails to account for the structural conditions that are the basis for

the basis of the Lowi typology (Purcell and Purcell, 1977). While

the model remains useful in directing attention to policy making

patterns in the United States--and other democratic political

systems--its parochial features are not adequate for considering the

dynamics of the Mexican policy process.

The problems of applying the Lowi model to the Mexican case

would justify discarding it entirely were the purpose of this study to

test the comparative relevance of the Lowi model. Because this study

uses the model as a suggestive device, however, the comparative problems

associated with it can be compensated by looking at an alternative model
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of the policy process that takes regime types as a basis for comparison,

the agenda building model developed by Roger Cobb and Charles Elder.

The agenda building approach, like the Lowi model, takes policy

issues as basic units of analysis. Its treatment of issues, however,

departs from Lowi's in a couple of key respects. First, the agenda

building approach looks at the input side of the policy process, asking

how issues gain the official attention of government. Second, agenda

building avoids considering the substantive content of issues (e.g.,

degree of government coercion, how it affects people) in favor of more

abstract--but measurable--categories such as the degree of specificity

in definition, degree of complexity, and extent of social precedence

(Cobb and Elder, 1973). The agenda building approach also avoids

positinga particular pattern of policy development based on issue type,

though it has been adapted to posit certain types of policy patterns

based on regime type (Cobb, Ross and Ross, 1976).

The central assumption of the agenda building approach is that

issues develop as they are made salient to one or more parts of the

mass public by a process of issue definition. Issues must negotiate a

trajectory of first achieving stature on the societal, or systemic,

agenda. They then move onto the governmental, or formal agenda.

According to the authors, issues are more likely to reach an expanded

public agenda if they are defined ambiguously, are more social signi-

ficant, have greater temporal relevance, are simple, and lack historical

precedence.
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As this model has been adapted to the comparative analysis of

policy regimes, it is useful for the study of the groundwater problem.

Roger Cobb, Ross and Ross (1976) observe 'agenda building is a process

ideally suited to comparative analysis. All communities must decide

the issues to be the concern of decision makers. At the same time,

there is a great variety in the ways this is accomplished" (Cobb, Ross

and Ross, 1976, P. 126). Taking the process features of the agenda

building model, Cobb, Ross and Ross identify three alternative agenda

building models, "depending on variation in the four major character-

istics of issue careers: initiation, specification, entrance, and

expansion" (Cobb, Ross and Ross, 1976, p. 127).

It is here that the model has relevance to the study of the

Mexican as well as U.S. policy process. The three types of models

correspond closely to regime types. The first model, "outside initia-

tive," bears particular resemblance to the original agenda building

model of Cobb and Elder, and conforms to the pattern of policy develop-

ment in democratic political systems. Initiation occurs outside the

formal structure of government. Demand specification may evolve in a

number of ways depending on the group structure in a given society.

Issue expansion is a function of attracting other new and older groups

to the standard raised by using a variety of tactics to gain the atten-

tion of a larger public. An entrance on the formal agenda is contingent

on successful elaboration and expansion of the issue at the level of

the political system, insuring its recognition by formal authorities.

The second type of pattern corresponds most closely to authori-

tarian systems. The "mobilization model" is in most respects the
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converse of the outside initiative pattern. It describes "policies and

programs which decision makers want to move from a formal to a public

agenda" (Cobb, Ross and Ross, 1976, p. 132). Issue initiation occurs

within the decision making leadership in advance of public awareness.

Specification succeeds initiation and is likewise a leadership function.

It is designed to make the public aware of the issue and usually commands

the resources of government for those purposes. Issue expansion, how-

ever, occurs less by command than either the initiation or specification

functions. Political leaders seek to woo the opinion of leaders and

public to whom the issue is addressed and may employ various means to

that end. By comparison with the outside initiative model the entrance

problem is reversed; an issue is said to have entered once it has, in

the eyes of the political initiators, attained a sufficient level of

support.

This particular pattern is appropriate to the Mexican policy

process. The Mexican system, as indicated above, is best characterized

as a bureaucratic authoritarian political system. Policy initiatives

tend to be formulated within the upper eschelons of the government and

promoted downward rather than responding to specific demands. The

mobilization paradigm, to the extent that Mexican officials could act

with considerable disdretion in framing a policy position in the ground-

water issue, that such a position would reflect considerable policy

cohesion within the executive establishment, and that other, more

representative, institutions would not likely play a role in its formu-

lation. It also suggests that the politics of promoting the outcome
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of the groundwater conflict--that is, the eventual solution--will be a

higher priority for Mexican decision makers. Finally, it suggests

Mexican leaders will have considerable discretion on the priority they

attach to the groundwater problem, as well as strategies pursued in

negotiating the issue with the United States.

The final form of agenda building identified by the authors is

the inside access pattern. This pattern resembles the mobilization

model insofar as the issue initiators come from within the government.

Consequently, the issue easily attains formal agenda status. Here,

However, "the iroup articulating the policy does not seek to expand the

issue to the public agenda. . . Instead, expansion is aimed at par-

ticular influential groups which can be important in the passage and

implementation of the policy, while at the same time, the initiators try

to limit issue expansion to the public becasue they do not want the

issue on the public agenda" (Cobb, Ross and Ross, 1976, p. 135). In

this case the initiation and specification stages are practically

merged as the initiating officials and politicians consult with those

they seek to influence. Entrance is tantamount to attaining formal

agenda status, while issue expansion is limited and directed specifically

to persons capable of lending the issue higher priority with key decision

makers to whom the issue is directed. This pattern, the authors suggest,

cannot be readily identified with any particular type of regime, and

is found in democratic as well as authoritarian political systems.

The agenda building model, like Lowi's issue-arenas approach,

suggests patterns of domestic policy formation that may be found in
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particular types of political systems. Its disadvantage in relation to

that model is its less specific identification of institutions and

processes associated with particular types of policy issues. The Cobb

and Elder approach remains highly general in describing issue develop-

ment. Its wide scope of comparability, however, lends the model to the

study of authoritarian regimes like Mexico.

The two models outlined above are not expressly oriented to

the analysis of foreign policy issues, and used separately, entail

"juxtaposition" rather than comparison. Given the lack of suitable

comparative theory, however, this is unavoidable.

These models, therefore, are useful points of departure for con-

sidering the policy dynamics affecting the groundwater conflict. As a

water resource conflict involving directly contiguous states, the ground-

water conflict engages their domestic political processes as directly as

any other type of foreign policy issue between them. The Lowi model,

to the extent that it depicts policy processes in the United States,

directs attention to the political role exercised by local and state

level--subnational--actors in relation to the federal government and

the consequences of dispersed policy authority in bilateral diplomacy.

The Cobb, Ross and Ross model, as indicated above, directs attention

to the concentration of policy authority in Mexico and the diplomatic

behavior fostered by that pattern where bilateral water issues are

concerned. Evidence that the United States and Mexico conform to these

patterns on foreign policy in bilateral water disputes and how such

patterns may influence resolving the groundwater conflict. It should

also lend some credence to the value of these models in depicting
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domestic policy dynamics in the water area and for considering certain

foreign policy problems.

The present study is expressly concerned with the political

influences on a groundwater treaty between the United States and Mexico.

It must be noted in conclusion, however, that political considerations

are not the only relevant influences on water conflicts. Hydrology,

the historic pattern of diplomacy between nations within the issue-area,

and economic patterns must be counted among the various influences

affecting the prospects for settling the groundwater dispute. They

interface with political structures to create the general context

shaping foreign policy behavior in the groundwater case.

Hydrological, or hydro-geographic characteristics are fundamental

conditions governing the development of water disputes. The array and

type of water resources contested, their location and distribution as

they intersect or form international boundaries, determine the nature of

the issues and the social and political institutions affected by the

conflict. Along the U.S.-Mexico border, as seen above, past water con-

flicts have involved major surface rivers and both apportionment and

quality problems of international nature. The groundwater dispute con-

trasts with these earlier conflicts both in the number of discrete trans-

boundary situations involved, their dispersion along the border, the

specific communities and interests affected, and unique problems of

management arising from the character of groundwater.

The history of bilateral diplomacy and settlement of past dis-

putes is likewise pertinent to the development and resolution of
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international water conflicts. International relations do not develop

in a behavioral vacuum; they are affected by general diplomatic relation-

ships and past experience with like and similar issues. The procedures

and principles invoked in resolving previous disputes, particularly as

these are reiterated and reinforced in bilateral relations and by

international norms broadly subscribed among nations, serve as normative

guides for dealing with subsequent controversies. In the groundwater

situation, the history of U.S.-Mexican relations in the water area and

the pattern of law and diplomacy evolved with respect to surface disputes

are apt to influence the outcome of the problem.

Finally, economic conditions serve to frame foreign policy in

the groundwater dispute. Water is a primary economic resource of

quintessential importance in the arid United States-Mexico borderlands.

The pattern of water development and economic incentives and dis-

incentives affecting water use contribute to the intensity of the con-

flict and the obstacles bearing on conflict resolution.

Although it is beyond the scope of this study to determine with

clarity the relative importance of these several influences to the

eventual outcome of the groundwater dispute, these dimensions of the

groundwater situation will be examined in order to suggest the obstacles

and possibilities they present for settling the dispute. Specifically,

this study attempts to discern how these conditions may affect the

political structures and patterns that bear upon a solution to the

groundwater conflict with implications for various alternative solu-

tions currently mentioned in discussion of the groundwater case.
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Conclusion

The groundwater conflict is the most important water apportion-

ment issue to arise between the United States and Mexico since the

settlement of surface water problems on the Rio Grande and Colorado

Rivers in the mid-1940's. The realization of a comprehensive ground-

water treaty, as presently envisioned under terms of Minute 242, is

apt to be complicated in the way hydrological aspects of the groundwater

conflict evoke basic political differences between Mexico and the United

States. These differences, grounded in the domestic political systems

of each country, affect the way each nation perceives and approaches

the dispute.

In the pages to follow, this study examines potential influences

on a groundwater treaty, emphasizing political differences between the

two nations. The institutional-group approach, as seen in the Lowi

and Cobb, Ross and Ross policy models will provide reference points

for discussing the policy differences between the U.S. and Mexico in

the water area. However, the study treats all aspects of the ground-

water dispute, surveying the present dimensions of the groundwater

dispute, looking at the historical and legal background of bilateral

water relations, economic trends and development policy affecting the

groundwater dispute, as well as the political dimension of the conflict.

An overview of the groundwater conflict, focusing on the hydro-

logical and environmental aspects of the dispute is given in Chapter

2. This chapter surveys the various conflicts, extant and latent,

along the U.S.-Mexican border, providing relevant background and
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indicating the stakes at issue. The principal objective is to give the

reader an inventory and a reference on the range of issues encompassed

in the groundwater dispute.

Chapter 3 reviews the historical and legal background of U.S.-

Mexican water relations. It directs attention to the context of major

agreements that make up the present formal structure of U.S.-Mexican

water relations. Particular stress is placed on identifying continu-

ities and discontinuities in U.S.-Mexican negotiations on past water

issues and the reasons these positions were either altered or main-

tained.

Chapter 4 analyzes current development trends affecting con-

sumptive uses of water in the border region. These trends are the

major determinants of demand for water in both countries' border areas.

The chapter surveys the array of interests and demographic issues as

well as current development policy in Mexico affecting its interests in

groundwater along the boundary.

Chapters 5 and 6 deal respectively with the political aspects

of the groundwater dispute and constitute the core of the study.

Chapter 5 consists of a comparative analysis of the domestic systems of

water administration and policy in Mexico and the United States. This

chpater focuses on the institutional, legal and political setting at the

federal and subordinate levels of government. The main thrust of the

chapter demonstrates how each national system manifests the "distribu-

tive" and "mobilization" patterns of policy making discussed above,

suggesting the implications of such patterns for water politics at the

domestic levels in each country.
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Chapter 6 examines the linkage between domestic politics and

foreign policy in the water area. The major historical cases of water

conflict are reviewed with specific focus on the relationship between

domestic politics and foreign policy outcomes. Again, continuities

and discontinuities are noted and explained. Further, this chapter

looks at the way domestic political tendencies are seen in the operation

of the International Boundary and Water Commission. The major impli-

cations of the relationship between domestic and foreign policy for

diplomacy in the groundwater case are noted.

The concluding chapter of the study, Chapter 7, summarizes the

findings of earlier chapters and applies these to an analysis of various

alternatives approaches suggested for settling the groundwater conflict.

Scenarios and approaches that have been advanced by various analysts are

evaluated and a tentative prognosis advanced. The significance of this

chapter, however, does not lie in predicting a particular outcome. All

scenarios are contingent and tentative. The real value of the study

consists in detailing the considerations that enter into the resolution

of the groundwater conflict. Accordingly, while the projection offered

here is tentative, the ground it is based upon ought to be of interest

to others considering the groudwater problem for academic and policy

purposes.

In sum, the present study is a comprehensive examination of the

groundwater conflict and the political factors relevant to a settlement.

It attempts to bring the literature of comparative policy analysis to

bear on the problem of understanding domestic political influence on
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foreign policy behavior by Mexico and the United States in this issue-

area. Although the groundwater dispute presents new technical and

hydrological difficulties that a treaty must address, the principal

problems that confront the two nations are political. Comparison of

domestic policy regimes in this issue-area serves to isolate the basic

differences and show how these are apt to impede or facilitate a

solution. It is hoped that the study will prove useful for scholars,

officials and laymen alike concerned with an equitable solution to

this difficult problem.



CHAPTER 2

A GROUNDWATER ISSUE AS IT HAS EMERGED:
A GEOHYDROLOGICAL PANORAMA

Groundwater: Some Hydrological Considerations 

The use of groundwater for human consumption is as old as

antiquity. Technically groundwater is that form of fresh water which

in any of various forms lies beneath the surface of the land. It

exists wherever thick alluvial matter overlies impermeable rock. Like

water on the surface, groundwater exists in dynamic relation to other

aspects of the natural geology, responding to gravitational force,

temperature and exposure as well as the fixities of the impermeable

surface. Depending on the slope and porosity of the alluvium ground-

water may flow in a particular direction at various rates or remain

relatively well contained, its volume altered only by the processes of

infusion, evaporation and transpiration. Where it is contained or con-

fined under pressures created by geological activity--generally occurring

over a long period of time--groundwater is denominated "artesian" by

virtue of its capacity to rise above its specific surface when penetrated

by artificial--human--means (Hiendl 1968, pp. 8-14).

Groundwater is thought to be one of man's most extensive and

available natural resources. Within the natural hydrology which is

accessible to humankind--excluding snow, ice or permafrost--groundwater

constitutes fully 99 percent of the whole; the remainder consisting of

43
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surface rivers and lakes and natural vegetation. As a source of water

it is often considered superior even to surface flows on the basis of

purity, availability and accessibility (Hayton 1976, p. 276). This

has been especially true in arid regions where its availability and

invulnerability to drought have permitted exploitation of the surface in

the absence of reliable surface supplies. In the last century rapid

improvement in extractive technologies has made possible the wholesale

mining of groundwater and encouraged its use as an alternative to the

surface water regime.

In the area of the United States-Mexican borderlands groundwater

has long been a resource of paramount importance. Indigenous peoples

exploited natural springs long before the conquistadors arrived, while

subsequently excavated wells permitted a livelihood in regions far

from perennial sources of surface water. As technologies improved,

application of groundwater to livestock, agriculture and industry en-

hanced the settlement and development potentialities of the borderlands.

Groundwater has thus had a significant influence on the ecological,

social and economic characteristics of the borderlands over time

(Bowden 1977, pp. 125-138).

In the border region, as elsewhere, groundwater is distributed

sporadically in varying magnitudes and gradations of quality. In this

respect it is not dissimilar from surface waters. In one important

parameter, however, groundwater differs in its availability for human

consumption. Groundwater is not easily replenished. This is particular-

ly true, and the problems posed even more acute, in arid zones where

climatic patterns, coupled with evaporation and transpiration,
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drastically reduce the amounts of precipitation percolating into the

groundwater supply. In these areas almost any significant draft of

groundwater means long term depletion and, for practical purposes,

permanent loss.

Overdrafting, however, is only one type of groundwater problem.

Another is saturation. In those reaches of the frontier where surface

water has been extensively applied in irrigated agriculture, ground-

water stock has accumulated, causing saturation of soils and con-

centrations of salt injurious to consumptive uses. The hazards of

salinization may also be induced by down drafting fresh water deposits

that lie adjacent to saline water. Salinization adversely affects both

agricultural and urban uses, limiting production of crops, damaging

water conduit, and reducing the utility of water for direct human con-

sumption.

A related difficulty arises from infiltration of contaminants.

Pollution may occur through various means ranging from natural percola-

tion from the earth's surface to artificial infusion. Disposal of

hazardous solid and liquid wasters without adequate containment is a

primary source of groundwater contamination. In urban areas lacking

draininge, artificial infusion of water wastes directly into groundwater

acquifers has been employed as the solution to the drainage and disposal

problems of industrial waste water.

Depletion, saturation, contamination and distribution point to

basic political problems associated with groundwater and development.

Insofar as the consequences of groundwater development ramify across
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the international boundary between the U.S. and Mexico, they harbor

potential for dispute.

The conflict potential of groundwater development is readily

appreciated in view of the 1925-mile boundary shared by the two

countries. This boundary intersects groundwater reservoirs and drainage

throughout its length. Although some of these transnational aquifers

are not exploitable due to prohibitive costs or water quality, those

that are have taken on increasing importance in the water economy of the

region in the last thirty years. This heightened concern with under-

ground water as an adjunct to the surface waters of the region has been

caused by the surge in demographic growth affecting the region as well

as the proliferation of types of water uses in the economy. As will

be seen in Chapter 4 these pressures are strongly conducive to the over-

development of the region's groundwater resources and, hence, provide

incentives for international competition and conflict. In the last

decade groundwater has supplanted surface water as the major source of

contention in this resource area. The dimensions of this conflict are

seen in the profile below.

Manifest and Latent Groundwater 
Problems Along the Border 

Information on the groundwater situation along the border is

presently inadequate. By contrast to data accumulation on surface

waters, determining the scope, quantity and quality of groundwater is

more costly and technically difficult (U. S. General Accounting Office

1977, p. 33). In the United States there has been confusion over which
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agencies, state and federal, should exercise responsibility for develop-

ing groundwater information. Thus far, "the extent of these needs,

the resources involved, and priorities for data collection and analysis

have not been determined (U.S. General Accounting Office 1977, p. 33).

Since 1973 the IBWC, through its separate sections, has been active in

compiling information on border groundwater (Utton 1978, p. 46). Domestic

agencies, including the Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources

(SARH) in Mexico, and the U.S. Geological Survey in the United States

have been collaborating in this effort. The Commission, however, has

not yet been willing to release its data or comment on the groundwater

situation pending conclusion of a groundwater treaty (Ybarra,1981).

The present discussion is thus limited to those sources already in the

public domain.

Bilateral groundwater problems, actual and potential, vary

considerably along the reach of the international boundary. Although

arid throughout its course, the boundary traverses avide variety of

hydrographic areas with concomitant variation in patterns of settlement

and water use. Dependence on groundwater thus ranges from total to

very slight, uses from urban-industrial to agricultural, and problems of

international consequence from distribution and apportionment to

contamination and the need for better management.

As a matter of bilateral contention, the groundwater problem is

most visible in two location, the Imperial Valley-Mexicali Valley

agricultural basin on the lower Colorado River and the metropolitan

area of El Paso, Texas and Juárez, Chihuahua. In the first case,
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Mexican well fields adjacent the boundary near San Luis, Sonora went

on line in 1972 threatening to tap groundwater in the adjoining Yuma

Valley at the rate of 465,000 acre feet a decade--toughly one-third of

the annual allotment of Colorado River water committed to Mexico by

treaty. The United States countered with a program of "protective pump-

ing" to avert such losses. The Colorado case is particularly important

for its role in placing the groundwater issue formally on the agenda of

U.S.-Mexican relations.

In the second instance, El Paso-Judrez, the near total dependence

of that binational con-urban area on groundwater for municipal con-

sumption, in the context of existing uses and domestic law, severly

circumscribes the limits to growth in an area of high demographic

pressures on both sides of the border. Local binational attitudes are

strained on this issue. These issues, and others to be examined below,

attest to the interests of both nations in arriving at a livable

adjustment of their competing claimes to these resources.

In order to gain a more thorough picture of the groundwater

problem, it is useful to divide the border into contiguous units ex-

tending westward from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific coast and focus

on the situation in each. General regions uniting the two countries

include (1) the lower Rio Grande Valley, (2) the middle Rio Grande

Valley, (3) the upper Rio Grande Valley, (4) the New Mexico-Chihuahua

borderlands, (5) the Sonoran Desert borderlands, and (6) the San

Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area.
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The Lower Rio Grande Valley

Geographically, the lower Rio Grande Valley region consists of

a strip of land along the Rio Grande River more than 100 miles long

extending from Falcon Dam to the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1, Table 1).

Texas and the Mexican state of Tamaulipas are the adjoining states,

sharing two major municipal areas, Brownsville-Matamoros, and McAllen

Reynosa as well as several other smaller communities along the reach of

the Rio Grande. The economy of the area is predominantly agricultural,

but also includes tourism and fishing in the Gulf of Mexico.

Groundwater of varying quality is found in two aquifers, the

Gulf Coast aquifer and the alluvium associated with the river. The

principal consumptive uses are supplied by the Rio Grande River.

Locations further away from the channel rely on groundwater. At present,

however, there are few problems concerning the use of this resource with

the possible exception of the Brownsville-Matamoros and McAllen-Reynosa

areas (Bittenger 1972, p. 51).

The twin cities of Brownsville and Matamoros comprise a rapidly

growing metropolitan area. Brownsville's 1980 population is estimated

at 85,000, that of Matamoros nearly 300,000. Both cities draw on the

Rio Grande for municipal uses, though groundwater of good quality is

relatively abundant and has been used at various times to supplement

surface water supplies. The city of Brownsville has had seven wells as

emergency reserves since the mid-fifties, but these are not commonly

used (City of Brownsville 1979, VII 2-3).

Nevertheless, water issues have increased in importance (Jamail

1980, p. 8). Pollution of surface supplies is presently a problem
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that may lead to greater dependence on groundwater (City of Brownsville

1979, II 14-15). Between Brownsville-Matamoros and McAllen-Reynosa

growing concern exists over groundwaters. Conflicts over extant

supplies have already pitted Texas farmers against the area's munici-

palities and are likely to intensify with the prospect of international

repercussions (Williamson 1966, p. 29).

The other bilateral municipal area in the lower Rio Grande

Valley encompasses the non-contiguous cities of McAllen and Reynosa.

McAllen, situated seven miles across the Rio Grande from Reynosa, had

a population of 70,000 in 1980. Reynosa, Tamaulipas, had a population

of 300,000 in the same year. Both of these cities are more dependent on

groundwater for municipal uses than are Brownsville and Matamoros.

Water authorities in Texas anticipate this area will see bilateral

groundwater problems in the future (Bittenger 1972, p. 52).

Although groundwater is fairly abundant in the lower Rio Grande

Valley, the principle limiting factor on its use is the high salinity

and mineral content of the water found in most valley locations (Apple-

gate 1979, p. 33). Development of the area along the U.S. side of the

border has seen--in addition to the municipal uses cited above--intensive

use of groundwater for steam-electric power generation and mining.

These uses are expected to double by the year 2000 and may be paralleled

on the Mexican side as development intensifies in this part of the

boundary region (Texas Water Development Board 1977, IV-790).
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The Middle Rio Grande Valley

The middle Rio Grande Valley is a sparsely populated area of the

river, extending several hundred miles from above Falcon Dam to the

western reaches of the Big Bend country (Figure 1, Table 1). Con-

centrations of population are found in three municipal zones; the twin

cities of Laredo (Texas-Tamaulipas), Eagle Pass-Piedras Negras (Texas-

-
Coahila), and Del Rio-Ciudad Acuna (Tezas-Coahila).

Neither the Laredos nor Eagle Pass-Piedras Negras are likely to

experience groundwater difficulties due to their exclusive use of

surface water from the Rio Grande River (Comisiein de Plan Nacional

HidrLdico 1979, pp. 68-69; Ryan, Clark and Schkade 1964, p. 13).

The case of Del Rio-Ciudad Acuna is different. Del Rio (population

•40,000) and Ciudad Acuna (population 50,000) are situated some twenty

miles downstream from the largest international dam on the Rio Grande,

Amistad Dam. Neither city, however, depends much on the surface waters

of the Rio Grande. Underlying the area is the extensive Trinity-

Edwards aquifer. The aquifer produces several natural springs and

supports numerous wells that provide the two communities with dependable

and high-quality water supply. Although there are no severe problems

to date, local conditions are expected to worsen due to gradual growth

and the development of arable lands on the Mexican side of the border

(Bittenger 1972, p. 51; Clark et al. 1964, pp. 7-10).

The Upper Rio Grande Valley

The upper Rio Grande Valley encompasses that reach of the Rio

Grande above the Big Bend extending to where the -Rio Grande crosses
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the border of New Mexico (Figure 1, Table 1). The major consumptive

uses are clustered along a stretch of the Rio Grande from Presidio,

Texas-Ojinaga, Chihuahua to New Mexico. The largest population center

is the conurbation of El Paso, Texas (population 500,000 in 1980) and

Juarez, Chihuahua (population 750,000 to 1,000,000, 1980, variously

estimated). The international con-urban area constitutes the single

largest urban zone situated on the border.

Groundwater problems in the El-Paso-Juarez urban area and

valley are the best known and most thoroughly studied along the border.

Both urban and agricultural uses draw heavily on the waters of a vast

artesian reservoir, the Hueco Bolson, which spans the international

reach of the Rio Grande. It interfaces above the New Mexico state line

with the Mesilla Bolson which stretches along to the west of the Rio

Grande River in New Mexico. Water quality ranges from highly saline to

usable throughout the valley (Day 1978, p. 168).

The El Paso-Juirez municipal area is almost wholly dependent

on the Hueco Bolson. El Paso itself relies upon groundwater for 94% of

its municipal needs; only 6% of its supplies are taken from the Rio

Grande (Busch 1978, pp. 349-350). Ciudad Juarez is even more dependent

on groundwater for municipal purposes.

Farmers in New Mexico and Texas, however, do rely on groundwater

reserves for supplemental purposes. Under the terms of the 1906 Treaty

apportioning the Rio Grande's water between Mexico and the United

States, and under the tri-state Rio Grande Compact between Colorado,

New Mexico and Texas, farmers are adequately supplied with Rio Grande

water except during periods of drought.
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In Mexico, the agricultural water supply depends heavily on

groundwater to supplement its treaty allotment of 60,000 acre-feet of

Rio Grande water annually. These waters are mixed with sewage waters

(aguas negras) from Ciudad Juarez to extend the total supply. Develop-

ment of water on the Mexican side is part of a systematic national

groundwater development program and has proceeded rapidly in the

seventies (Day 1978, p. 173).

The problems associated with groundwater development in the area

are several. First, virtually all further development on either side

of the border hinges on an increased use of groundwater for agricultural

and urban purposes (Texas Board of Water Development 1977, IV 782-784).

Despite an extensive water reserve in the Hueco Bolson, estimated to

contain 20,800,000 acre feet of fresh water, the Bolson will only suffice

for the next fifty years at current rates of growth. Although steps

have been taken on the U.S. side to artifically recharge the Bolson with

purified wastewater, these efforts still fall considerably short of

balancing withdrawals with recharge (Flynn 1979, p. B-8).

Municipal water supplies for the City of El Paso are further

limited by existing patterns of urban development. High costs associated

with development of agricultural lands and the transfer of water rights

to urban uses have encouraged development in water barren mesa lands

northeast of the city (Henderson 1968, p. 29). The water situation is

sufficiently acute to have prompted city fathers to initiate a lawsuit

against their neighbor state, New Mexico, challenging that state's

statute forbidding export of water beyond its boundaries. The objective
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is to obtain access to groundwater right valley lands twenty miles

upstream along the Rio Grande (Stark 1980; Balz 1981; Albuquerque

Journal 1981). The lawsuit promises to reach the U.S. Supreme Court

as a test of state's rights to limit water ownership and commerce and

will have legal repercussions for Mexico's hypothetical right--or

absence of right--to acquire water for export in the United States, a

matter that may prove important for Ciudad Juarez's development.

Second is the threat of subsidence in the twin municipal area.

Water levels have fallen 73 feet in El Paso and 85 feet in Juarez since

the turn of the century, posing a threat to municipal development (Day

1978, p. 168). Third, because the Bolson is interspread with both

saline and fresh water zones, rapid depletion of fresh waters may have

the effect of mingling fresh with saline water (Texas Water Development

Board 1977, IV 785). Finally, the groundwater issue has been the cata-

lyst of recent Mexican complaints concerning the justice and validity

of the 1906 Treaty apportioning the waters of the Rio Grande (Meraz

1979, p. 1). This matter is juridically separate from the groundwater

dispute, but politically closely allied.

The New Mexico-Chihuahuan Border Region

The overland portion of the frontier runs 700 miles, extending

from where the Rio Grande crosses the New Mexico line to the Colorado

River and thenceforth to the Pacific Coast. In this section of the

boundary, unlike that formed by the Rio Grande, the border bisects a

large number of drainage basins which form the basis for potential con-

tention.
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The New Mexico-Chihuahuan borderlands encompass some six drain-

age basins where groundwaters are available for consumptive uses

(Figure 1, Table 1). While groundwater problems are not yet serious

in this section, a brief overview suggests a couple of potential

problems.

As part of the Rio Grande Valley, the Mesilla Bolson area lies

almost entirely within the United States excepting a short stretch

beneath the New Mexico boundary adjoining the Hueco Bolson. Although

the Mesilla Bolson is extensively farmed, it is continuously recharged

by Rio Grande surface waters and is not overdeveloped (Burman and

Cornish 1975, pp. 395-396).

Further west, the Mimbres, Hachita, and San Luis basins have

seen groundwater development in varying and modest degrees. Population

is sparse throughout this region, with only one small urban area,

Columbus, New Mexico-Palomas, Chihuahua, having a joint population of

little over 5,000 people. The Mimbres Valley, encompassing the

Columbus-Palomas community, supports the greatest development of ground-

water among these several basins with agriculture accounting for nearly

all of its uses. On the Mexican side of the valley groundwater pro-

duction is steadily increasing. Substantial declines in the ground-

water table have been registered in various parts of the valley over

the last decade. Modest development is occurring in the Hachita and

Wamel basins, principally on the Mexican side with the extension of

irrigated farming and stockraising operations. The San Luis basin is

least consequential, supporting a few isolated ranches and experiencing

little development (Burman and Cornish 1979, pp. 395-396).
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The Sonoran Desert Borderlands

Outside the El Paso-Judrez area along the international border,

the greatest development of groundwater and the greatest controversy

is now occurring in the Sonoran Desert borderlands (Table 1, Figure 1).

This region extends from the westernmost corner of the state of New

Mexico through the adjoining states of Arizona and California as they

are contiguous to Sonora and Baja California in Mexico.

Although a large number of arroyos and intermittent streams

cross the boundary in this area, the major zones of groundwater

utilization include six drainage basins. From east to west are found

the Douglas, Upper San Pedro, Santa Cruz, San Simon, and Colorado

basins, all of which cross the Arizona-Sonora border excepting the

Colorado, which forms the state boundary between Arizona and California,

and the international boundary between Mexico and the United States. A

short sketch of each of these areas follows.

Bilateral groundwater use in the Douglas basin centers around

agricultural uses in the Sulphur Springs Valley and the municipal uses

of the adjoining cities of Douglas, Arizona and Agua Prieta, Sonora.

Though not actually in the same basin, the city of Bisbee, Arizona also

relies on the Sulphur Springs drainage for municipal supply. White-

water Creek which drains into Mexico is the principal stream in the

Sulphur Springs Valley. As it approaches the boundary the creek inter-

sects the municipal limits Douglas and Agua Prieta. Both, however, rely

solely on groundwater for municipal uses. Agricultural development in

the Sulphur Springs Valley is extensive on the American side, moderate
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in Mexico. Mexican planners foresee potential for further development

in the area (Comisi6n del Plan Nacional Hidraulico 1979, pp. 50-51).

No serious bilateral problem exists at the moment in the Douglas basin.

However, groundwater levels have been plummeting over the last decade

and may create conflict in the foreseeable future (Mann and English

1980; Arizona Water Commission 1978, X-1). A related issue of local

concern has been reports of arsenic contamination of Ague Prieta's

water supply. So far these reports remain unsubstantiated, but in-

dustrial development on both sides of the border has increased the

possibility of groundwater pollution in the area and will doubtlessly

remain a matter of public attention.

The Upper San Pedro basin consists of the drainage of the San

Pedro River. With headwaters near the Mexican city of Cananea, the

river flows in a northwesterly direction, crossing the Arizona-Sonora

border below Bisbee, Arizona. The basin area on both sides of the

border is largely rangeland and generally underdeveloped. About fif-

teen miles northwest of the international line, however, the city of

Sierra Vista is heavily dependent on groundwater and has been over

drafting seriously. Upstream in Mexico, mining and municipal develop-

ment in Cananea has drawn intensively on the headwaters of the basin.

Projections for future development of the Mexican basin are on the

drawing board (Arizona Water Commission 1978, IX 1-4; Bradley and

DeCook 1978, p. 36).

The most serious binational groundwater problems in this area

involve pollution. Spillage and seepage from sewage ponds in the
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Mexican city of Naco, Sonora--located just east of where the San Pedro

River intersects the boundary--has threatened wells that form the water

supply for the Arizona city of Bisbee (IBWC 1979b; IBWC 1981). A

related problem affecting the entire basin has been the periodic pollu-

tion of the San Pedro River arising from spillage from tailing ponds at

the Cananea copper mine in Sonora (Jamail and Ullery 1979, pp. 37-47).

Each of these difficulties have been remedied temporarily through

diplomacy of the IBWC (IBWC 1981).

The Santa Cruz River is unique along the border. With headwaters

in the Huachuca Mountains of Arizona, the river crosses into Mexico

some thirty miles east of the Ambos (meaning both) Nogales municipal

area. It loops forty miles through Mexico before reentering Arizona

eight miles east of Nogales. The river flows intermittently on the

surface for most of its length, but sustains a regular and reliable

underground stream and associated aquifer on which a number of com-

munities depend. Upstream, the villages of Lochiel, Arizona and Santa

Cruz, Los Fresnos, and San Lazaro, Sonora are the principal users in

addition to the twin cities of Nogales.

Downstream, below the Ambos Nogales, the towns of Tubac,

Continental, Sahuarita, Green Valley, several large copper mines, the

Papago Indian Reservation at San Xavier, and the City of Tucson are the

major corporate users. Heavy dependence on the waters of the Santa

Cruz has seriously deplected the aquifer in the Tucson area. Water

levels to the south fluctuate widely in response to upstream uses in the

vicinity where the river crosses the international boundary into the

United States.
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Development upstream in Mexico, however, and the rapidly expand-

ing municipal uses of the Nogales (Nogales, Sonora's 1980 population is

estimated at 120,000) concerns downstream Arizona users. The Inter-

national Boundary and Water Commission has in the last decade devoted

considerable attention to this area in hopes of arranging both surface

and groundwater agreements between the two countries (Bradley and

DeCook 1978, pp. 35-36; Arizona Water Commission 1978, VI-9; U.S.

House, Sub-Committee on Appropriations 1976, p. 814).

Between Nogales and the Colorado River to the west, the border

is sparsely inhabited. Only two binational communities of any size

are located in this stretch of the border, Papago Farms and Lukeville,

Arizona-Sonoita, Sonora in the Sonoita Valley. Both communities are

heavily dependent on groundwater. The Papago Farms community is

situated along the San Simon Wash, an intermittent stream providing the

recharge for the aquifer in the area, which crosses the Papago Indian

Reservation into Mexico. Agricultural uses predominate on both sides

of the border.	 The only concentrated population is located at Papago

Farms, about five miles north of the international boundary. Just over

1300 acres are under cultivation on the U.S. side of the border, with

800 acres in Mexico. However, projected agricultural expansion in

Mexico, which has cleared some 2000 acres for future development, has

caused serious concern among Arizona's Papagos who feel their own

limited water supplies may be impaired. Complaints have been voiced to

the International Boundary and Water Commission and Arizona State

authorities (Martin 1979 and Clinton 1979). At Lukeville-Sonoita,

with 1980 populations of 300 and 10,000 respectively, the principal uses
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are municipal. The Lukeville community is wholly dependent on ground-

water. In addition to groundwater, however, Sonoita relies on surface

flows along the Rio Sonoita. Water supply between the two communities

presents no problem at present. An economy based mainly on tourism and

the limitations of water supply and arable land portend a subdued

pace of development here.

Groundwater contention in this section of the border is greatest

in the lower Colorado River zone. There the boundary joins the vital

American breadbaskets of the Yuma and Imperial Valleys with the equally

important San Luis and Mexicali Valleys of Mexico. As part of the

alluvial delta of the Colorado and Gila Rivers, fresh groundwaters are

found abundantly in various valley sites and have long been a supplement

to the waters of the Colorado. Since the mid-fifties, however, the

whole region has suffered from the saturation of soils with saline

groundwaters, the result of excessive irrigation. The drainage of

brackish waters on the U.S. side is the source of the present contro-

versy.

In the early sixties the American drainage began to take a

devastating toll on Mexican agriculture. The resultant salinity crisis

saw a significant increase in Mexican utilization of groundwater to com-

pensate for the unusable waters of the Colorado. In 1972 Mexico built

a field of sixty-three wells along the border at San Luis, Sonora, as

part of the pressures on the United States to arrive at an equitable and

rapid solution to the salinity problem. It began pumping 160,000 acre

feet of water annually for agricultural purposes. Since the aquifer
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there slopes into Mexico, the location of these wells alarmed Arizona

farmers and water authorities, setting the stage for negotiations on

groundwater in the context of the salinity discussions. The eventual

settlement, under Minute 242 of the IBWC, allowed each nation to pump

up to but only 160,000 acre feet per year. The U.S. subsequently

commenced pumping to avert drawdown and loss pending negotiations aimed

at a comprehensive treaty on frontier groundwaters. Minute 242 con-

stitutes the first official recognition of groundwater as an inter-

national problem and is the basic document committing the two countries

to a solution to these problems (Bradley and DeCook 1978, pp. 34-46;

Brownell and Eaton 1975, pp. 261-262; Furnish and Ladman 1975, p. 98).

Groundwater in the Colorado zone continues to be a problem.

Minute 242 is, at best, an interim agreement requiring further authority

to apportion and manage groundwaters in this area. At present both

nations are pumping their full allotment under Minute 242. In the

American case, the water is delivered into Mexico as part of its treaty

allotment under the 1944 Treaty. Critics charge that this practice

amounts to a net waste of water (Bradley and Emel 1978, p. 15). Still,

as long as Mexico persists in pumping its allotment it is unlikely the

U.S. will alter its present pumping strategy.

Within the Imperial Valley, but outside the context of the

Colorado River situation, another groundwater problem has evolved link-

ing Mexicali, Baja California to water use in the Yuha Desert north of

Calexico, California. The source of this controversy lies in the

apportionment of Yuha Desert waters for commercial potable water sold
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in Mexicali. Located between the Jacumba Mountains to the west and the

Westside Main Canal to the East, the Yuha Desert extends some forty

miles south of Holtville, California across the Mexican border. Just

over 1000 inhabitants are scattered throughout its 300 squre mile area.

Water supplies are plentiful due to a vast fresh water reservoir

beneath the desert floor estimated to contain 640,000 acre feet of fresh

water. The aquifer extends diagonally from northeast to southwest

crossing the Elsionore fault where it drains into the extensive

Laguna Salada, a brackish lake about thirty miles southwest of Mexicali.

Desert users include a gypsum plant, a few small farms, private domestic

consumption by the few desert dwellers, and the private commercial wells

which mine water for shipment to Mexicali.

The latter operations have caused the most controversy. Due to

the absence of adequte fresh water supplies in Mexicali, its residents

have relied heavily for drinking water on commercial water imported

from the Yuha Desert. The gypsum plant and commercial wells on the

American side are a major contributing factor to the overdraft of

groundwater in the Yuha Desert and the lowering of the water table.

Curtailment of these operations would be a vital step toward stabiliz-

ing the water table and averting the need of local residents to deepen

their private wells. It would help to avert the serious risk of "per-

mitting saline waters to flow westward across the Elsinore fault and

eventually destroy the quality of the Yuha aquifer." While Mexicali

would undoubtedly be able to find alternative sources of private water,

increased costs of transportation makes this a controversial issue

(Jamail and Ullery 1979, pp. 28-36).
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Several minor aquifers located in the coastal range between the

Imperial Valley and San Diego-Tijuana metropolitan area also deserve

mention. Small farms, recreational and residential sites are found

along the U.S. side of the border with at least one major urban area,

the City of Tecate, adjoining the boundary on the Mexico side. Ground-

water basins provide virtually all the water for the binational com-

munities at Jacumba, Campo Valley, Tecate and a scattering of other tiny

sites adjacent the boundary. Little study has been made of the water

situation in this area, but no groundwater problems are reported

(California Department of Water Resources 1975, pp. 46-93). The Mexican

city of Tecate, with a rapidly increasing population and major industry--

principally brewing--may present a problem in the future, but as yet

has not impinged on the water supply of the small U.S. community in the

basin.

The San Diego-Tijuana Metropolitan Area

The last of the groundwater areas along the U.S.-Mexican

frontier is the San Diego, California-Tijuana, Baja California metro-

politan area (Table 1). Apportionment and use of the waters of the

Tijuana River and its drainage system is the principal difficulty here.

The groundwater problem in the Tijuana River Basin is related to

that of surface water. Neither resource has been apportioned between

the two countries. The combined drainage area within the.iTijuana River

Basin is comprised of some 1700 square miles, 70 percent lying in Mexico.

The river is short. It extends from the confluence of Cottonwood Creek
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and the Rio de las Palmas in Mexico, running eleven miles to where it

crosses the international border into the United States; from that point

westward for six miles to where it drains into the Pacific Ocean.

The major contributing watersheds have been dammed to capture the inter-

mittent streamflow. The U.S. dams, Barrett and Morena, are siutated up-

stream on Cottonwood Creek, the Mexican dam, Rodriquez, is sited on the

Rio de las Palmas. Below these reservoirs streamflow is scanty and

erratic (Cabrera Fernandez 1978, pp. 20-24).

Both American and Mexican water users depend on groundwater to

augment those from the reservoirs. The City of Tijuana has since 1972

relied heavily on groundwater sources to augment its supplies (Cabrera

Fernandez 1978, pp.22-24). Well fields along the Tijuana River provide

about 25 percent of its water supply with wells some thirty.miles south

providing another 20 percent. A new aqueduct, to be completed in 1982,

will supply Colorado River water, eliminating the need to rely on

California Water Districts for conduit (Aroyo 1979, p. 2; Montero 1981).

The municipal zone of San Diego (including National City,

Imperial, and San Diego) is amply supplied with surface waters for most

purposes, yet relies on groundwater for irrigation and farming the delta

floodplain near the coast. Commercial wells for exporting water to

Tijuana have been discontinued since 1974 (City of San Diego 1977, p. 6).

The greatest concern of both nations has been the threat posed

by subsiding water tables and consequent sea water intrusion con-

taminating fresh groundwater in the area. Overdrafting of groundwater

has already resulted in some limited contamination in the delta area.
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Studies in the 1960's indicated that the total recharge of 114,000 acre

feet was exceeded by uses amounting to 144,000 acre feet with a result-

ing loss of 30,000 acre feet annually. In some places, the water table

has dipped as much as thirteen feet below sea level. Mexican concern

about the damaging effects of U.S. uses has been voiced periodically.

In response, the U.S. has ceased operations of commercial wells in the

Tijuana Valley.

Other issues recently stem from flood control measures under-

taken by the IBWC along the Tijuana channel. The IBWC sought to preserve

the groundwater basin by artificial recharge of stream flow along the

newly constructed flood control culvert on the Tijuana River (IBWC,

1965, p. 24; U. S. Army Corps of Engineers 1964, pp. 5, 16, 2-2, 3-2).

The U.S. segment of this binational project, however, has not yet been

completed and may be permanently abandoned due to local opposition in

San Diego. Whether this will limit the remedial effects of IBWC's

plan is uncertain. The major problem at present seems to be the

development of an effective bilateral program of groundwater management

to preserve the multiple uses of the two large cities. Eventually

these waters may need to be formally apportioned as well.

Conclusion 

As witnessed above, the groundwater conflict actually embraces

a large number of existing or latent resource problems along the

international boundary. The specific issues in particular locations

along the border vary depending on the hydrological, economic and

political conditions that are prevalent. Generally, however, the
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groundwater conflict has two dimensions; one pertaining to the apportion-

ment of the transboundary groundwater, the other concerning the pol-

lution--or conversely, the protection--of groundwater resources.

Unlike past apportionment disputes over the region's major

surface rivers--disputes that united political interests in the United

States basin-wide in defense of water rights--the hydrological, economic

and political scope of most groundwater situations along the border

is limited. Generally, groundwater has become important as the demand

for water has risen in the border zone. As will be seen further in

Chapter 4, the more recent comers to water along the border have had to

be more dependent on groundwater. Marginal agricultural areas--particu-

larly in Mexico--and urban areas affected by population growth have

been especially reliant on groundwater. With exceptions along the lower

Colorado and in the El Paso-Cd. Juarez region, however, the effects of

groundwater use elsewhere along the border tends to be confined to the

immediate border area.

This fact makes it difficult to treat the groundwater conflict

as a single bilateral dispute. In those areas closely associated with

major river basins, groundwater use is tied to the apportionment of

surface water and, therefore, is apt to engage political interests

basin-wide. Elsewhere the political impact of the groundwater dispute

is limited to the local interests and jurisdictions immediately affected.

Such variation in the political effects of the several groundwater

situations along the border is apt to alter the pattern of politics

witnessed in previous bilateral water disputes.
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Just as the groundwater conflict presents a complex and varied

apportionment picture, so it raises difficult issues relating to water

quality management. Although apportionment is the principal issue on

the bilateral agenda and, hence, is the focus of this study, groundwater

pollution has been a significant subsidiary consideration. Already

U.S. domestic agencies have cited this problem as the most serious water

resource problem pending in the next decade (U.S. Congress, House 1981,

p. 3; General Accounting Office 1980, p. 24). A survey of pollution

problems along the U.S.-Mexican border completed by the U.S. Environ-

mental Protection Agency cites over 9000 potential sources of groundwater

contamination along the international boundary in Mexico and the

United States (Environmental Health Services 1981, p. 1). Management of

salinity, subsidence caused by overdrafting and related problems are

also matters of concern. Bilateral negotiations on groundwater must

deal with these issues, at the very least as far as the IBWC's present

lack of jurisdiction in this area is concerned, and may reach to the

whole range of management and regulatory practices requisite to pre-

serving transboundary groundwater resources.

It is these several problems, including apportionment and

pollution types of issues, that constitute the broad sources of con-

tention between Mexico and the United States. Thus far both nations

have set out the objective of a comprehensive solution to the groundwater

problem, one that would deal with the spectrum of groundwater problems,

geographically and substantively.
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In order to assess the prospects for realizing such a comprehen-

sive treaty, it is necessary to place the groundwater conflict in the

context of previous water disputes between the two countries. The

history of U.S.-Mexican disputes related to boundary and water matters

reaches back to before the turn of the century. Past political pro-

cesses and commitments provide a frame of reference for the analysis of

the present controversy and supply certain precedents that are bound to

influence negotiations on groundwater. Structures and concepts arising

from international law may likewise affect the framework for negotiating

the groundwater dispute. Discussion and analysis of the historical and

legal context affecting the groundwater dispute follows in the next

chapter.



CHAPTER 3

HISTORICAL AND LEGAL BASES OF UNITED STATES-MEXICAN
WATER RELATIONS

Historical Background 

Modern Mexican-United States relations have been greatly affected

by water. Settlement of the frontier was contingent on water and early

bilateral contact was often structured in terms of water dispute.

Isolated passions gave impulse to national concern in the late nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries as the two countries sought respectively

to extend and defend their water base in the region. Bilateral agree-

ments resolving these conflicts are in the most material sense the basis

for present and future subsistence in the borderlands. More specific-

ally, they provide a point of departure for both countries in approach-

ing the groundwater dispute. A summary review and analysis of these

events is essential, therefore, to an understanding of the groundwater

situation.

The most notable feature of U.S.-Mexican water relations are

the distinctly unequal terms of its evolution since the late nineteenth

century. Since the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 Mexico has

generally been the plaintiff in water resource disputes. While this

is partially due to geographic accident, it has concrete historical

antecedents in the Mexican War and insuing territorial cessions to the

United States. Subsequently, the more bountiful upper basins of the

73
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international rivers were colonized quickly, while sparse water resources

impeded development below. As patterns of water utilization developed

with settlement, Mexico was disadvantaged.

The fundamental conditions of Mexican vulnerability and United

States strategic dominance in the broader framework of bilateral water

affairs evolved from that development. These conditions shaped the

terms each nation would use to engage the other in water matters. In

view of its inferior location downstream, Mexico has approached water

issues ideologically. Its approach consistently emphasized political

principle over technical solutions to bilateral water problems. The

United States, on the other hand, historically advocated technical

solutions. Accordingly, Mexico based its claims on the liberal prin-

ciples of equitable apportionment, commonwealth, limited territorial

sovereignty and the geographic integrity of international waterways.

The U.S. adopted a conservative bargaining posture based on inter-

national comity, absolute territorial sovereignty and existing uses as

the basis for apportioning common waters.

The pattern of domestic influence also evident in the major

water resource disputes between the two countries. With variations in

each case, Mexican policy with respect to water has been the design of

federal craftsmen with little participation of local interests. It

has been drafted with a view to the primacy of national sovereignty and

strategic interests. Policy in the United States has seen the active

participation of state and local interests with the Department of State

acting as broker between domestic interests. These basic relations
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are evident in the 1906 convention, the Chamizal dispute, the 1944

Water Treaty and the salinity crises reviewed below.

The Convention of 1906 on the Rio Grande River 

The major bilateral disputes concerning water and territory

focus on the allocation of water in the Rio Grande and Colorado river

basins. The five basic treaty documents are: the Treaty of Guadalupe

Hidalgo, the Boundary Treaty of 1853, and the successive Conventions

of 1882, 1884, and 1889. The first, provided the parameters for

demarcating the international boundary and affirmed the principle that

both the Rio Grande and the Colorado (then called the Gila) were to

be considered navigable, hence, "free and common to the vessels and

citizens of both countries" (International Boundary and Water

Commission, IBWC, Treaties and Conventions, 1973b, p. 2). Continuing,

the treaty stipulated "Neither [nation] shall, without the consent of

the other, construct any work thay may impede or interrupt, in whole

or in part, the exercise of this right: not even for the purpose of

favoring new methods of navigation" (IBWC, Treaties and Conventions,

1973b, p. 2). The Treaty of 1853, also known as the Gadsden Treaty

in the United States, amended the boundary in its overland portion and

further substantiated the doctrine of navigability with express refer-

ence to the Colorado River. The implementation of the treaty began in

1882 with a treaty that authorized the marking of the boundary.

The navigation doctrine was reinforced by the Convention of

1884. The 1884 treaty revised the language of the two earlier boundary

treaties with respect to the fixing of the international boundary along
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the limitrophe reach of the Rio Grande River. The last of these

treaties, in 1889, authorized creation of a permanent joint international

commission, the International Boundary Commission (IBC), to oversee the

provisions of the preceding agreements and resolve any difficulties

arising from the international boundary (IBWC, Treaties and Conventions,

1973b, pp. 11-13).

The Convention of 1906 

The first of the bilateral treaties bearing on the partition of

shared surface waters is the Convention of 1906 concerning the upper

Rio Grande River. The origins of the 1906 agreement are found in the

rapid development of the upper basin of the Rio Grande in the states

of Colorado and New Mexico. By the middle 1880's diversions of water

for rapidly expanding irrigation needs in the upper basin were

seriously reducing the streamflow available to Texan and Mexican

farmers in the El Paso-Ciudad Juârez vicinity. The growing drought

brought mutual recriminations, even violence.

A worsening of the drought in 1894 prompted the Mexican govern-

ment to press damage claims in excess of thirty-five million dollars

against the United States. Mexico alleged the United States had

physically impaired the navigability of the Rio Grande in violation of

Article Seven of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo bearing on navigation.

The Mexican note was transmitted by U. S. Secretary of State Richard

Olney to Attorney General Judson Harmon for an opinion. Harmon

declared it nugatory. The Harmon Doctrine, as it has become known,
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argued the Mexican claim was invalid because (a) the Rio Grande was

not historically navigable at the boundary point, (h) the navigation

applied only with respect to the international reach of the Rio Grande,

and, most important, (c) that as upstream riparian, the United States

exercised complete sovereignty over its territorial waters and was not

bound in any way to the interests of downstream users.

The Mexican claim became the first major business of the IBC

in 1894. The Commission was mandated to investigate the allocation

problem on the upper Rio Grande River. The initial determination of

the Commission, in 1896, was favorable to the Mexican case, finding

. . that Mexico has been unjustly deprived for many years of a part

of its equitable rights to half of the streamflow of the Rio Grande

(Bravo) as existed in the time of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo"

(Enriquez, 1975, p. 167). The Commission further recommended that the

matter be settled by treaty (Teclaff, 1967, p. 158). Subsequently, in

1902, the U. S. Supreme Court supported the Mexican interpretation of

the 1848 treaty's navigation clause. On this basis it struck down a

concession for construction of a dam at the site of Elephant Butte,

New Mexico by the Rio Grande Dam and Irrigation Company.

The clash of state and vested interests and lengthly legal

wrangling in the United States postponed bilateral treaty talks nearly

seven years. Eventually, in 1903, these problems were overcome through

a series of compromises. Spurred by yet another drought, the Mexican

government renewed its pressure on the United States for settlement of

the claims. By this time, however, the U. S. Department of Interior's
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created Reclamation Service, with the support of the states of Colorado,

New Mexico, and Texas, was advocating the United States proceed with

construction of a dam at Elephant Butte, and set aside the bilateral

dispute for later resolution. This view lent itself fully to domestic

opposition to the Mexican claims. The resulting bill submitted by

the Theodore Roosevelt administration to Congress provided for con-

struction of a dam at Elephant Butte but denied liability for the

Mexican damage claims and failed to acknowledge a Mexican entitlement

to Rio Grande water. While Mexico was anxious for both dam and treaty,

it was unwilling to abandom its basic claims for either. The nego-

tiations had reached another impasse.

The diplomatic deadlock was finally broken through the informal

initiative of the U. S. Secretary of State, Elihu Root, who offered to

resolve the dispute on "principles of highest equity and comity" (Hundley,

1966 p. 29). Still denying the Mexican claims, the State Department

proposed a treaty which would apply only as far south along the Rio

Grande River as Ft. Quitman, Texas. The treaty would include the con-

struction and financing of Elephant Butte dam solely by the United

States and would also guarantee Mexican farmers in the Juârez, Chihuahua

area an annual allotment of 60,000 acre feet of water annually--roughly

the maximum extant use in 1905-6. Mexico was, in exchange, to abandon

its damage claims and all further claims for water above Ft. Quitman.

Faced with U.S. rejection of its subsequent efforts to expand the volume

of water in its stipulated entitlement, Mexico accepted the terms on May

21, 1906.
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The Convention of 1906 was a net victory for U.S. diplomacy.

Though not explicitly set forth, the treaty reflected the Harmon

Doctrine in its denial of Mexican water claims. In the language of

the treaty, the 60,000 acre feet of water were granted on the basis of

international comity rather than obligation in equity under inter-

national law (Hundley, 1966, p. 29-30).

From the Mexican vista, the treaty came to be regarded as the

"Disaster of 1906" (Enriquez, 1975, p. 212). Although it provided

several important benefits in the form of regularization of streamf low

and guaranteed allotment of water to the Juarez Valley based on extant

uses, it contained serious defects. Most important, the allocation of

water was not based on the international law of rivers as Mexico had

claimed, but on the principle of "comity" or international courtesy,

neglecting the notion of basic juridical rights. Second, the treaty

established a schedule of water deliveries which Mexico was bound

to accept, with no allowance for future changes in cropping patterns

or irrigation needs in the Juarez Valley. Third, the treaty failed to

allow any margin for development in the Juarez region. In fact, the

decade preceding the treaty had seen over a third of the inhabitants

of the valley migrate due to the severity of the droughts. Consequently,

extant uses recognized by the treaty were actually lower than they

had been in 1896. Finally, the treaty failed to specify the time frame

for the construction and opteration of the dam at Elephant Butte. Ten

years elapsed before the Juarez farmers began to receive the full measure

of the waters to which they were entitled (Herrera Jordan 1968, p. 9).
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With respect to domestic politics and influence the Convention

of 1906 exhibited the basic patterns characteristic of each country's

negotiating style. In the Mexican case, initial protests of valley

farmers and their representatives were internalized at the level of

the Mexican foreign ministry which subsequently took charge of the

affair at the executive level. The eventual outcome virtually overrode

demands of prominent local interests in the Juarez valley who objected

to the solution obtained. In the United States, by contrast, state

interests were the deciding influence impeding a solution between 1894

and 1903. These interests effectively stymied all efforts by the IBC

and the State Department to fashion a solution more favorable to the

substance of Mexico's equity claims.

The Chamizal Controversy and Arbitration of 1911 

The arbitration of the Chamizal dispute is not, strictly speaking,

a water issue. Yet it has exerted sufficient effect on the course of

subsequent bilateral negotiations and policy to merit inclusion in any

discussion of U.S.-Mexican water relations. Although the legal theory

is not salient, being concerned with fixing international boundaries

rather than allocation of waters, the manner in which the Chamizal

problem was treated conditioned future Mexican diplomacy toward the

United States, providing a symbolic and emotionally charged issue for

Mexican nationalism.

The status of the Chamizal portion of the city of El Paso, Texas

was initially brought to international attention in 1895 (Timm 1941,

pp. 132-174). The matter involved a dispute over a "banco"--segment
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of land detached from one or another nation's domain by accretive or

avulsive shifts in the course of a common river--created by the

changing course of the Rio Grande River. By 1873 the river had imparted

an approximately 600 acre tract of land to the U.S. side of the

international boundary, which subsequently became settled and incorpora-

ted as a part of the city. As plaintiff, Mexico initiated the proceed-

ings for adjustment of the boundary on behalf of the titular owner of

the property, one Pedro I. Garcia, who claimed title from 1827 (Timm

1941; Liss 1965, P. 14).

A principal function of the IBC under the Convention of 1889

was adjudication of such boundary issues, hence the Commission had

jurisdiction in the case. The Chamizal was represented initially as

one in an ongoing series of boundary adjustments aimed at resolving

outstanding claims between the two countries. The case, however,

proved no ordinary banco dispute. In the first place, the zone had

become heavily populated and lay adjacent to the commercial zone of

the city of El Paso. Thus the dispute drew popular and speculative

interest in El Paso, Juârez and elsewhere. Second, the origin of the

dispute antedated the 1884 boundary convention. While the U.S.

supported the retroactive application of that treaty (which held the

boundary to be a fixed line following the center of the main channel

of the river), Mexico refused to be so bound. Under these circumstances

the established process of resolving the issue thru technical procedures

gave way to the need to find a satisfactory political formula for solving

the problem.
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In 1897 the United States and Mexican IBC commissioners

recommended the problem be resolved through the appointment of a

private personas third member of the commission to function as

arbiter. The United States was willing to act on this suggestion, but

Mexico refused, basing its objection on the fact that the IBC was

officially enjoined to submit its opinions for the separate delibera-

tion and approval of the respective governments (Timm, 1941). In

other words, the Mexican government found the IBC incompetent to settle

political issues betwen the two sovereign governments. Alternatively,

Mexico advanced the proposal for a sovereign state to function as

arbiter, indicating it was not opposed to arbitration in principle so

long as that was at the level of international law. This the United

States was unwilling to do, maintaining the question was strictly a

technical one to be settled between the two countries. In view of

the impasse the issue was deferred till 1907. At that time efforts

centered on the possibility of revising the 1884 treaty language for

determining the boundary, but this too failed.

Unable to develop an alternative juridical framework for re-

solving the dispute, the two nations, in 1910, finally accepted a United

States draft proposal of a convention. This document, in lieu of a

treaty, would serve specifically for the purpose of arbitration in the

case of the Chamizal. By this convention both nations resolved to

accept international arbitration. It was agreed that a Canadian jurist

should be appointed with power to adjudicate all issues on which the

U.S. and Mexico could not agree.
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In the ensuing proceedings, in May of 1911, the American and

Mexican commissioners agreed on only one of six questions presented

regarding the Chamizal's status. The intervening decisions of the

Canadian jurist, Professor Eugene Lafleur of McGill University,

divided the Chamizal according to the alledged location of the river's

bed in 1864, awarding Mexico the greater part of the tract lying south

of that line.

The U.S. refused to accept the judgment. It based its dissent

on two objections: first, that the river's course in 1864 was not

technically ascertainable; second, on the Commission's departure from

the decision rules specified in the authorizing conventionn, namely,

that the convention did not provide for a division of the Chamizal

tract (Sepulveda 1976, p. 109; Liss 1965, pp. 149-152).

The United States refusal to accept the 1911 judgment, apart

from its merits, was widely regarded by Mexico as evidence of its

unwillingness to negotiate in good faith on matters not redounding

to its interests (Frantz 1978, p. 44). This view was reinforced as

the solution continued to ellude the best efforts of American presidents,

notably Roosevelt and Harry Truman (National Archives 1947: RG 43,

File 711.1215, Doc. 11-2847). Both were blocked by concerted opposition

by the Texas congressional delegation. For better than half a century,

however, the issue became an acrimonious backdrop for bilateral

relations and, on various occasions, became linked to the negotiation

of water disputes (Enriquez 1944, p. 944; National Archives, 1943:

RG 43, File 711.1215, Doc. 071243).
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In Mexico, well before the 1911 decision, the Chamizal had

become a high matter of state transcending local interests. Mexican

presidents from Alvaro Obrogon through Lopez Mateos were to view the

Chamizal as a symbol for Mexico's commitment to defend its territorial

integrity against U.S. encroachments and a symbol of its commit to

the resolution of boundary and water disputes according with principles

of international law. Thus opposed the status of the Chamizal lingered

and festered as one of the thorniest political issues between the two

nations until 1963 when it was settled by treaty.

The U.S.-Mexican Water Treaty of 1944 

The effect of the Chamizal decision on subsequent bilateral

relations was evident in the proceedings which led to the U.S.-Mexican

Waters Treaty of 1944, the major treaty allocating water between the two

nations (Hundley 1966, p. 98). Negotiations leading to this agreement

originate shortly after the 1906 water settlement on the upper Rio

Grande. At that time it was recognized that the 1906 treaty implied

settlement of other outstanding water disputes in the near future. The

rapid development of the lower Colorado and lower Rio Grande River

basins after the turn of the century bore out the necessity of

reaching an internationl accord on these waters.

American development of the Colorado River provided the initial

impetus for a treaty. By 1921 the U.S. Colorado River basin states

had formalized a compact for allocating the waters of the Colorado

and regulating its flow throughout upper and lower basins (Hundley

1966, pp. 48-51). Fears in Mexico that it would be ignored by this
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subdivision caused President Alvaro Obregon to create a Board of

International Waters in 1922 to study the problem and represent Mexico's

case to the United States (Enriquez 1975, pp. 472-473).

Initial overtures for a treaty were introduced by Mexico in

1926. At that time Mexico proposed joint settlement of water allocation

issues on the Rio Grande and Colorado. Then Secretary of State, Frank

Kellogg, responding to pleas by Texas farmers on the lower Rio Grande,

lent support to the Mexican request. Talks, however, were not begun

until August 1959 due to U.S. domestic debate over legislation enabling

the construction of a dam at Boulder Canyon (Hundley 1966, p. 68).

Disagreement on the problem of the Colorado River proved to

be the primary obstacle once negotiations were joined. Mexican negoti-

ators were again at the disadvantage of geography. In the case of the

lower Rio Grande, however, their barganing power was substantial since

Mexico was the principal tributarial source for water reaching that

stream (Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores [SRE] 1947, p. 47).

Negotiations quickly stalled over disagreement concerning the amount

of Colorado water each nation was entitled and the criteria for its

allocation. One interesting development during these negotiations was

the reference to the precedent of the 1906 treaty, although that

document expressly forbade its use as a precedent for future talks on

water allocation (Hundley 1966, pp. 69-70; IBWC, Treaties and Conventions

1973, p. 19).

Though the 1929-1930 negotiations failed, the issues raised

illustrate the fundamental differences between the two countries. The
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United States position rested on the notion of absolute sovereignty and

prior use. The U.S. argued that allocation of Colorado water should be

determined according to preceding patterns of water utilization and

appropriation (Hundley 1966, p. 74; Enriquez 1975, p. 517). Under the

extant use precept, as in 1906, the Mexican entitlement would be a

function of the amount of irrigable land actually in cultivation and

the amount of water it required.

The Mexican position, conversely, was argued from the concept of

commonwealth and the claim of benevolent consent--the latter concept

referring to the Treaty of 1904 which permitted the United States to

divert Colorado River water through Mexico via the Alamo Canal for

purposes of irrigation in the Imperial Valley (Hundley 1966, pp. 69-71).

The doctrine of commonwealth was similar to the argument made in 1906

claiming the Colorado River was an international waterway whose waters

should be apportioned according to the principle of equitable distribu-

tion. In the case of its claims to Colorado water, the Mexican

government considered the appropriate measure of equity to be the total

irrigable land area in each nation (SRE 1947, p. 50). The Mexican

position also sought to refute the aforementioned "Harmon Doctrine" on

the rights of upper riparians. An official position paper issued by

the Ministry of Foreign Relations observed:

No state may, by virtue of its sovereignty, independence, lib-
erty or faculty of self determination applied to its territorial
supremacy, use its territorial waters if such use alters the
natural condition of those waters or appropriates them in such
a way as to impede another state, in its turn, from exercising
its natural and legitimate uses of its own territorial waters
or which causes any other injury to that state (SRE 1947, p. 49).
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Neither country was consistent in applying its principles to

the case of the lower Rio Grande, indicating each was willing to use

its strategic advantage where opportunity allowed. The Mexican

government rejected the notion of absolute territorial sovereignty on

the Colorado River, yet nevertheless applied that rationale to the

case of the lower Rio Grande (Enriquez 1975, p. 517). The United

States, conversely, was unwilling to accept the Mexican position on

the lower Rio Grande while employing the same argument on the Colorado.

Ernesto Enriquez, one of the principal Mexican negotiators of

the 1944 Treaty, confesses that the contradictory attitude of the

Mexican government in the1928-1930 talks weakened its negotiating posi-

tion at the time (Enriquez 1975, p. 518). Considering that the Mexican

position was argued from the point of international law, and in view

of its reluctance to treat the two issues separately, its vacillation

on the question of principle was more costly to that nation than the

United States in the short run. In the long run, however, the Meixcan

government gained from the postponement of negotiations, at least in

the Colorado area. The delay enabled Mexico to further develop its

existing uses and strengthen its claims in the area with respect to

the absolute volume of water it could demand from the United States

(Hundley 1966, p. 74).

As in the case of the Chamizal, the deadlock took nearly a

decade to break. During this time informal consultation continued.

An important institution building step was taken with the informal

integration of the functions of the International Water Commission,

created in 1924, with those of the IBC (Timm 1941, pp. 211-212).
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The decision of the United States in 1940 to proceed with a

reclamation project on the lower Rio Grande (the Valley Gravity

Project) formed the catalyst for renewal of negotiations. This project

threatened to deprive Mexico of bargaining leverage by diverting up-

stream waters of the Rio Grande via canal to downstream irrigation

sites in Texas in order to avert the threat of a similar project con-

templated by Mexican planners. At this time the Mexican government

gave serious attention to the possibility of arbitrating the dispute

(Enriquez 1975, p. 601).

Cognizant of the Chamizal experience, the Mexican government

chose not to seek arbitration for several reasons. First, it argued

that the problem of its international waters was "the most trancendental

and important of all those confronting Mexico:' it "represented a

national interest superior to any other." Its solution would determine

Mexico's developmental propensities in the border region. Hence, that

solution was to be a matter of absolute national priority. Second,

arbitration could not obtain the most beneficial and comprehensive

solution to the waters problem because it would require mutual develop-

ment of the international rivers (especially on the Rio Grande). Third,

it was felt that all the possible diplomatic alternatives to arbi-

tration had not yet been exhausted (SRE 1947, pp. 37-38). The Mexican

government, therefore, in July 1941 expressed its interest in renewing

treaty negotiations and introduced a draft treaty proposal for the

consideration of the United States.

The United States was disposed to consider the proposal in view

of the advantages gained by the Valley Gravity Project and severe
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flooding on the Rio Grande in the Spring of 1941. Also important was

the need to cement bilateral ties at a time of war. Informal dis-

cussions of both Mexican and U.S. treaty drafts began in mid-1941

and continued through the Spring of 1943. Early in that year, Mexico

with heightened urgency owing to severe drought in the Mexicali Valley

(Anderson 1973, p. 129), proposed that the negotiations be expedited.

The Mexican Foreign Ministry suggested that negotiations be turned over

to the representatives of each country on the IBC with sufficient

discretion given the IBC to achieve a breakthrough. Under these auspices

the two nations managed to reach agreement.

The basic structure of the 1944 Treaty, signed in February 1944,

provided a net delivery of 1,500,000 acre feet of Colorado River water

annually to Mexico with the possibility of increasing that amount to

1,700,000 acre feet annually when sufficient surplus and demand justi-

fied the allocation. While Mexico fell considerably short of its

initial demand for 4,500,000 acre feet of Colorado water, the amount

obtained was a substantial increase over earlier U.S. offers which

ranged from nothing at all to 1,000,000 acre feet annually. Moreover,

the entitlement also was in excess of the actual uses of water in the

Mexicali Valley area (Matthews 1973, p. 6). Mexico was to guarantee

the United States, for its part, approximately one-third of the runoff

from its lower Rio Grande tributaries, between 350,000 and 750,000 acre

feet per annum. Finally, the 1944 Treaty formally integrated and

expanded the functions of the IWC and IBC in a single agency, the

International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC). The newly formed
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IBC was mandated to implement the 1944 Treaty and resolve differences

of interpretation concerning its provisions.

While the United States was without question the substantial

beneficiary of the 1944 Water Treaty, Mexico gained from a juridical

standpoint. The treaty virtually abandoned the Harmon Doctrine by

establishing Mexico's claims to water as a matter of international right

and not, as before, as a matter of international comity. Although its

commonwealth doctrine was not accepted, Mexico did obtain recognition

of the principle of restricted territorial sovereignty; that is, the

treaty implicitly embodies the notion that the United States doe not

enjoy an absolute right to the unilateral development of its waters

where such development may have an adverse effect on Mexico. In return,

Mexico abandoned the language of navigable right in favor of a schedule

of priorities to use with respect to the Colorado and lower Rio Grande.

On the other hand, Mexico tacitly reinforced the latter's claim to

extant use by conceeding the superior magnitude of the U.S. claim to

Colorado water.

The 1944 Water Treaty was a significant diplomatic and legal

achievement for both countries, though not without flaws. The treaty

was limited in scope. It did not extend to incorporate all boundary

rivers and streams or groundwaters. Furthermore, several important

matters which should have been clearly specified remained ambiguous,

subject to contending interpretations. While the IBWC was empowered

to resolve such interpretive differences, and succeeded in most cases,

it failed in the area of water quality.
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In conclusion, it should be observed that the negotiations

leading to the treaty are the paradigm of United States-Mexican water

diplomacy. The critical problem for the U.S. was the adjustment of

basin states' interests on the Colorado River and the lower Rio Grande.

This adjustment persistently hampered the ability of U.S. diplomats to

formulate and bargain on the basis of a comprehensive solution to the

international waters problems between the two countries. Mexican

diplomats, however, acted with greater latitude and few local restraints

in seeking a comprehensive solution taking into consideration the full

scope of its equity claims. Mexico's comprehensive approach remained

the basis for adjustment and compromise throughout the long period of

negotiation from 1926 through 1944 and is reflected in the form of the

final settlement. Because of its importance this case will be further

analyzed in Chapter 6.

The Salinity Crisis on the 
Colorado River, 1961-1973 

The creation of the IBWC was a landmark accomplishment of the

1944 Treaty. In addition to duties accured from its predecessor

agencies, the new commission was to oversee and investigate complaints

emanating from the treaty. Like the earlier institutions it was com-

prised of both United States and Mexican sections. Under the treaty's

provisions the IBWC was endowed with authority to investigate, consult

and recommend appropriate action regarding complaints brought to its

attention by either party.

Since 1945 the IBWC has resolved numerous minor problems relat-

ing to international waters. Most, though not all, of these problems
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have been technical in nature and thus settled directly by the Commission

with the consent of its respective departments of foreign affairs.

To date, the IBWC's most conspicuous difficulty has arisen from the

Treaty's failure to adequately specify the quality of water that might

reasonably be delivered to Mexico in fulfillment of the U.S. treaty

obligation.

The salinity crisis emerged in 1961 and required more than a

decade to resolve. The precipitant of the dispute was the discharge

of saline drainage water into Mexico from the Wellton Mohawk Irrigation

Project, designed to supply groundwater drainage for the Gila Valley

of Arizona near Yuma. Coinciding with a reduction in the volume of

Colorado River to the minimum stipulated by treaty, 1.5 million area

feet (max), the concentration of salts rose from around 800 parts per

million (ppm) to 1500 ppm within a year (Dregne 1975, pp. 43-44). The

deleterious effects were felt immediately in Mexico's Mexicali Valley

agricultural region where some 11,000 hectares (one hectare = 2.4

acres) of wheat and 2,000 hectares of alfalfa were lost to salt (Zamora

1977, p. 71). The resultant outcry forced reconsideration of important

features of the 1944 Treaty. According to Furnish and Ladman, "the

Wellton-Mohawk drainage acted as a catalyst for opening negotiation on

a series of questions, all of which are important and none of which

were resolved under the Treaty of 1944, and some of which remain after

the signing the Salinity Agreement of 1973" (Furnish and Ladman 1975,

p. 90).
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Alarmed by the rapid accumulation of salts, the various sectors

of the Mexicali agricultural community, led by the larger commercial

farmers, immediately organized a group called the Coordinating Committee

for Private Initiative in Mexicali (CCPIM). A massive protest rally

was staged in the city of Mexicali in December 1961, followed by the

arrival in Mexico City of a caravan of campesinos in February 1962, to

convey the message directly (SRE 1975, p. 19).

Responding in late 1961, the Mexican government submitted a

note of protest to the U.S. State Department stating that, in its view,

the drainage water could not be considered for purposes of fulfilling

treaty obligations and that the use of these waters was causing

serious injury to agriculture in the Mexicali region (SRE 1975, p. 18).

The Mexican note asserted "the delivery of water that is harmful for

the purposes stated in the Treaty constitutes a violation of the

Treaty" and that "any contamination of international water by one of

the riparian countries that causes damage or loss to the other riparian

party is in itself an act clearly and specifically condemned by

International Law. . ." (Brownell 1972, pp. 20-21). The United States

replied that the matter of water quality was nowhere provided in the

1944 Treaty. On the contrary, the treaty required Mexico to accept

waters "from any and all sources" (1944 Treaty, Article 10, IBWC 1975).

It pointed out that the increase in salinity occurred for various

reasons, among them the inadequacy of irrigation drainage in the

Mexicali Valley. The United States offered to provide technical assis-

tance to aid in solving the draining problem.
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The U.S. response was judged insensitive and gratuitous by the

Mexican government, which thereupon considered taking the case to

International Court of Justice at the Hague (SRE 1975, pp. 19-20).

This recourse was rejected due to the urgency of the situation and the

likelihood that litigation would be prolonged.

Instead, the Mexican President, Adolfo Lopez Mateos, brought the

matter directly to the attention of John F. Kennedy during their summit

meeting in March of 1961. The resultant joint communique "instructed

the IBWC to recommend within 45 days measures to be taken" (LeMarquand

1977, p. 32). A binational panel of experts was to be assembled to

study the problem. At the same time, on the recommendation of the U.S.

Section of the IBWC, the Department of State reconvened the Committee

of Fourteen, consisting of two memebers from each of the Colorado River

Basin states, to advise it in developing a solution to the water

quality conflict (Matthews 1973 p. 9). Further discussions were held

in June 1962.

The immediate response to the salinity problem consisted of

Mexican reductions in water use and U.S. releases of water from storage,

ostensibly for domestic purposes but having the side effect of diluting

Mexican treaty water (SRE 1975, pp. 19-20; LeMarquand 1977, p. 33).

Short of such makeshift measures, the report of the binational study

committee indicated that a partial solution could be had by constructing

a drainage bypass system to convey Wellton Mohawk water to a point

below Mexicale Morelos Dam where they could be harmlessly discharged

into the Gulf of California. This was to be accompanied by a program of
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selective pumping of drainage water from the Wellton Mohawk irrigation

district (SRE 1975, p. 20).

The latter recommendations were incorporated into an interim

agreement, Minute 218, concluded by the IBWC in March 1965. Under its

terms the U.S. assumed the cost of these works and further agreed to

release up to 50,000 acre feet of water annually when surplus allowed,

to help dilute the salinity of Mexican treaty water. Point Eleven of the

agreement, however, stated "that the provisions of this Minute not

constitute any precedent, recognition, or acceptance affecting the rights

of either country, with respect to the Water Treaty of February 3, 1944

and the general principles of law" (IBWC, 1965b, p. 3). Minute 218 was

to last a period of five years, or until a more suitable solution could

be found.

Settlement of the outstanding legal differences between the two

countries presented the greatest obstacle to a solution to the salinity

problem. Owing to ambiguity in the 1944 Treaty, both Mexican and U.S.

negotiators were able to justify their positions within its language.

Mexico took the view that the quality of Colorado River water was

implicitly guaranteed by the Treaty's specification of priorities of use,

in Article Three, and the preamble reference to the desirable interest of

both nations in using the water for purposes other than navigation to

"obtain the most complete and satisfactory utilization thereof" (SRE

1947, p. 81; Sobrazo 1973, pp. 32-33).

The United States relied upon Article Ten and Article Eleven.

Article Eleven specified with respect to deliveries that "Such waters
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(Gantz 1973, P. 19). Moreover, both sides were able to justify the

consistency of their stance with interpretations given the treaty by

their governments at the time of its ratification (Gantz 1973, pp.

19-20; SRE 1947, p. 81; Orive Alva 1945, pp. 16-17; Tilden 1973, p. 23-

25).

The combined measures specified under Minute 218 were sufficient

to reduce the level of salinity to 1245 ppm. By bypassing up to 75,000

acre feet of Wellton Mohawk drainage annually, Mexico was able to reduce

its salinity level to 1161 ppm by 1971. During this period of time the

salinity issue was repeatedly mentioned as a major issue in thepublic

media and in forums like the U.S.-Mexico interparliamentary meetings

(Mansfield 1976, p. 36). At that time, meeting in Puerto Vallarta,

President Richard Nixon proposed to Mexican President Gustavo Diaz

Ordaz that a new agreement be worked out on the basis of "salt balance."

This approach, which would limit the saline discharge to the amount of

salt absorbed in waters used by the Wellton Mohawk district, was seen

by the Mexican president as a "constructive" proposition. Due to the

approach of presidential elections in Mexico, however, the working out of

the agreement was left od Diaz Ordaz' successor. Minute 218 was extended

another year to 1971 pending further discussions.

Even before he formally assumed office, the new Mexican President

Luis Echeverria, visited Washington, D.C. for informal talks with President

Nixon. At that time, November 1970, Echeverria expressed his deep

personal interest in the salinity issue, noting that he considered it

"the most important single issue outstanding between the two nations"

(SRE 1975, p. 50).
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Upon assuming office the new Mexican President promised to work

for an equitable and permanent outcome (SRE 1975, P. 54). He rejected

the concept of "salt balance" as the basis for reconciling differences,

choosing instead to take the quality of water stored at Imperial Dam as

the measure of equity in working out a solution. Still, various meetings

between senior Mexican and U.S. diplomats, including the heads of their

foreign offices, failed to make progress on the political differences.

At the end of 1971 it was agreed that Minute 218 should be extended for

yet another year (SRE 1975, pp. 53-55).

A diplomatic opening finally came with the Mexican President's

first official visit to Washington in the Summer of 1972. Prefacing

that trip with several inspection tours of the Mexicali region, Echeverria

made a forceful presentation of the necessity of settling the controversy.

Before a joint session of Congress he reiterated his belief that the

issue was "the most delicate issue between our two countries," and urged

both legislators and President to work for a solution. President Nixon

agreed to seek a prompt resolution of the problem and appointed former

Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr. as his special representative to

work out an agreement.

As special advisor Brownell was able to act more effectively than

other agency personnel at the executive level in the United States. He

assembled an inter-agency task force including representatives from the

U.S. Department of State, Bureau of Reclamation, Corps of Engineers,

Environmental Protection Agency, Council on Environmental Quality, Office

of Management and Budget, Domestic Council and the U.S. Section of the
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IBWC. The task force was supplemented with technical experts from the

private sector (Matthews 1973, p. 11). The special group met with

Mexican diplomats and technicos in November 1972 for discussions, followed

by an extended on site bus tour of the affected area (SRE 1975, pp. 73-74).

On December 29, 1972, Mr. Brownell submitted his recommendations for the

solution of the problem to President Nixon.

Inasmuch as both presidents needed more time to study the Brownell

proposals, and considering the expiration of Minute 218, the two nations

concluded yet another agreement under the auspices of the IBWC, Minute

241, to last thru April of 1973. It was subsequently extended twice,

remaining in force until August 31, 1973. Under this Minute the IBWC

stepped up the substitution of fresh water for briny Wellton Mohawk

effluent to an annual rate of 118,000 acre feet and, at Mexico's request,

bypassed the remaining brine--without substitution--into the Gulf of

California (Brownell 1972, p. 24).

In the final negotiating sessions during 1973, both parties sought

a pragmatic adjustment of the technical and legal arguments that they

had adhered to up to that point. According to Luis Cabrera, head of

the Mexican Department of Territorial Boundaries and Waters within the

Mexican Foreign Ministry, "in the final negotiations, both sides

abandoned their various arguments in the interests of finding a mutually

satisfactory solution to the problem" (Cabrera 1975, p. 34). Compromise

by both governments along the main lines of the Brownell proposition was

formalized in the IBWC's Minute 242, August 30, 1973.
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The new Minute was significant in several respect. First, by

settling the problem under the auspices of Article Twenty-Four of the

1944 Treaty the two countries both strengthened the treaty and its

institutional agency, IBWC, avoiding potential stalemate in an effort to

revise the treaty itself.

Second, the solution upheld the principle of the responsibility

of upper riparians to downstream riparians implicit in the 1944 Treaty.

Its provisions for remedy, including U.S. construction of the world's

largest desalinization plant, its financing of an extension of the Wellton

Mohawk bypass drain from the Arizona-Sonora border to the Santa Clara

Slough on the Gulf of California, and related provisions for U.S. assist-

ance in the reclamation of damaged Mexicali Valley lands, affirmed the

U.S. obligation to provide water of reasonable quality to Mexico and

assume substantial liability where failure to do so resulted in injury to

its downstream neighbor state. Though not expressly mentioned, that

position is also consistent with international law in the area of pollu-

tion.

Third, the Minute in effect distinguishes between salinity which

accrues from natural flow and that arising from consumptive uses, par-

ticularly where the latter exert an injurious effect on downstream

consumption. The distinction, however, is not absolute, but one to be

determined through negotiation. In the salinity case the Mexico negotia-

tors eventually abandoned their insistence on water quality equivalent

to that at Imperial Dam and accepted a natural level of degradation of

115 ppm plus or minus 30 ppm as the differential between water at Imperial
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Dam and those delivered at the Morelos diversion dam for use in the

Mexicali valley (Brownell and Eaton 1975, P. 269).

The salinity agreement was not without defects and potential

pitfalls. Implementation of the agreement was contingent on U.S.

Congressional appropriations which, when finally forthcoming in 1975,

allayed some Mexican doubts about the remedial program of desalinization

(Gonzales de Leon 1975, p. 110). As of yet, however, rapidly rising

costs and technical delays have prevented completion of the desalting

plant--previously scheduled to go on line in 1978. The completion date

has been tentatively postponed till 1984 (Yuma Daily Sun 1979, p. 3).

Domestic critics have continued to question the necessity of the de-

salting works and the issue will probably be raised again (U.S. General

Accounting Office 1979, p. 44). Meanwhile the United States has continued

to substitute fresh water for Wellton Mohawk drainage which is passed

into the Gulf of California through the recently completed concrete

lined drain. Abetted by several years of high runoff, the United States

has exceeded its minimum treaty obligation to Mexico, averaging 1.7

million acre feet annually. However, the United States has yet to con-

tribute financially to the reclamation of Mexican lands and this issue

may have to be confronted by the IBWC at a future date (Friedkin 1980).

Thus, though salinity is no longer degrading Mexicali Valley soil, its

effects and their ramifications have not been fully resolved.

The salinity crisis also raised a number of other issues,

among them the problem of basinwide salinity, which continues to worsen,

and the groundwater problem. Consequently, it has added to the agenda of

U.S. Mexican water issues.
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In regard to the problem of domestic influence on the eventual

solution the salinity affair resembles previous water conflicts. Like

the earlier cases, the United States negotiating position had to be

built on an alliance of states' interests and could not be pursued

independently. The federal role was that of mediator among the basin

states, individually, and betwen them collectively and the Mexican

government. The position of the Mexican government, as will be shown

in Chapter 6, evolved quite separately from the position of local farmers

in the Mexicali Valley after the initial protests in Mexicali. Local

protests after 1964 were ignored and even suppressed due to the mili-

tancy of the Independent Campesino Confederation (CCI), which took an

increasingly important role in the organization of small producer's

grievances after 1961. Not until Echeverria's visits to the Mexicali

Valley did the Mexican government pay direct heed to local farmers, and

then by way of mobilizing support for the President's initiatives toward

a settlement (Hundley 1964, p. 500; Padgett 1976, p. 164-165).

The cases reviewed, the 1906 Convention, the Chamizal dispute,

the 1944 Treaty, and the salinity crisis, are the principal instances of

water, or water related, conflict in U.S.-Mexican relations over a century

or more. These disputes exhibit certain basic tendencies of policy

formation, diplomacy, and legal argument against which future water

problems can be gauged. In the following section the principle legal

implications are reviewed.
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Legal Implications of U.S.-Mexican Water Conflicts 

Among the important considerations bearing on the settlement of

U.S.-Mexican water disputes are principles of international law regard-

ing allocation of international waters. Both the United States and

Mexico have at various times employed international law to legitimize

their positions and have variously considered the device of arbitra-

tion to reconcile their disputes. The outcomes of their several water

conflicts have contributed to the canon of international water law in

this century (Sepulveda 1975, p. 115). It is reasonable to expect

that positions taken by the two nations in past surface water disputes

in conjunction with the current state of international law with

respect to surface and groundwater will bear at least indirectly on the

negotiation of the groundwater dispute (Caponera and Althéritière

1978; Barona Lobato 1975, pp. 40-41; Teclaff and Teclaff 1980). The

following pages examine the way both nations have used international

law and consider the relevance of contemporary international law for

the case of groundwater.

As indicated above, the principal concerns of the two nations

have centered on the apportionment and use of surface water. The body

of international law in this sphere is historically more extensive and

broadly based than that concerning groundwater. International agree-

ments concerning navigation are found in antiquity. Generally,

international law affirms the right to unimpeded use of commonly shared

rivers for navigational purposes. With respect to non-navigational

uses, however, the precepts of common and equitable use are far more

recent.
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In the area of consumptive use the development of U.S.-Mexican

water law has exerted a formative influence and, hence, is instructive

as to the major juridical principles. The major precepts in this area

are summarized by Berber as those of absolute territorial sovereignty,

absolute territorial integrity, community or commonwealth in water, and

restricted international sovereignty (Berber 1959, p. 13). The concept

of absolute territorial sovereignty is seen in the Harmon Doctrine.

This notion is largely discredited in international law as seen in the

U.S.-Mexican case and in other international cases (Lipper 1967, pp.

18-19). Concerning the remaining precepts international law is less

clear, although some consensus has been developed over time. The

principle of absolute territorial integrity suggests that the measure

of equity consists in guaranteeing the natural flow of water coming to

a nation downstream from one further up. The notion of community

vests rights either equally or proportionally in all co-riparian states,

so that any action by one requires the consent and cooperation of the

others. Restricted territorial sovereignty limits the unilateral uses

of an upstream riparian to those which do not cause material injury to

those downstream. Of these three principles recent international law

has leaned towards the latter (Lipper 1967, pp. 38-40), applying

criteria of equitable distribution to the case at hand. This notion

assumes that each nation is willing to negotiate and compromise in

apportioning common waters, heeding the legitimate rights of other

nations riparian to the water system.
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More recently there has been growing legal support for the idea

of equitable management and use of international drainage basins (Teclaff

1967, P. 154). This concept incorporates both surface and groundwater

flows in a bounded watershed area and reflects a developing concern for

the hydrological nexus in transboundary water resources. As yet, how-

ever, it has only been articulated by the major professional association

in the field of international law and thus reflects only progressive

thinking on the subject. Support in the form of major international

legal judgements or national level policy statements is still absent

(Day 1970, p. 24).

The history of U.S.-Mexican water conflict shows that the

positions adopted by both parties reflect their relative strengths and

weaknesses as riparian neighbors. Mexico, as downstream riparian, has

sought to use international law as a prescriptive device in order to

redress what it has viewed as its legitimate grievances in the face of

unilateral actions by the United States. In the 1906 case, in view of

the lack of specific treaty provisions pertaining to the problem of

non-navigational uses, Mexico relied on the principle of navigational

commonwealth as applicable to the case of international rivers. All

other uses were held subject to the priority of navigation; hence, any

use substantially affecting the navigability of those streams under

treaty required concurrence of both countries. This approach was

awkward inasmuch as it dealt with the problem of consumptive uses

indirectly. The vital element in the Mexican legal position, however,

was the concept of commonwealth; it is this notion which has been
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subsequently extrapolated and applied as the keystone of Mexican juris-

prudence concerning transnational waters.

The Mexican position in the Chamizal controversy is of another

order. Yet it is instructive. Here, though the legal principles are

inapplicable, the case indicates Mexico's willingness to employ

arbitration in a dispute with the United States. Specifically, Mexico

insisted on the arbitration of the dispute at the international level,

rejecting a strictly bilateral approach. The failure of arbitration in

this case, however, caused Mexico to skeptically appraise the prospects

for arbitration in future water conflicts. As one of its leading legal

scholars puts it, "Mexico would most likely be reluctant to submit. .

to international arbitration since she has been unfairly treated in the

past" (Sepulveda 1978, p. 140).

Mexico's position in the 1944 negotiations can be seen as an

elaboration of its earlier stance in 1906. With respect to the

Colorado River, the Mexican government employed what Wallace Hawkins

calls the "commonwealth, geographical unit-sovereign" formula (Hawkins

1931, p. 203). Again, the specific basis of this contention lay in

the natigational clauses of the 1848 and 1853 treaties applied to the

problem of non-navigational uses, both consumptive uses and floodworks.

The claim to commonwealth was derived from the character of the

Colorado as an international river; as such an international geographic

resource the river was held to belong to both countries (Hundley 1966,

pp. 69-70). Such shared sovereignty obliged both nations to apportion

the waters based on a mutually acceptable criteria of equity. And, as
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in 1906, it held that now works could be unilaterally undertaken by the

United States that might exdrt an adverse effect on navigability.

Concerning the lower Rio Grande, on the other hand, Mexico

initially adopted, in 1929-1930, the rule of absolute sovereignty with

respect to its tributarial waters. Although it likewise agreed to an

equal division of all waters reaching the river's mainstream, this

position was in all fundamental respects similar to the Harmon Doctrine,

particularly in its consequences for U.S. users downstream. Mexico,

then, has not been wholly adverse to asserting strategic advantage in

water disputes with the United States. However, Mexico abandoned its

insistence on absolute territorial sovereignty in final negotiations

leading to the 1944 Treaty. First, it attempted to raise anew the

principle of commonwealth with respect to the whole of the Rio Grande,

to include waters above Ft. Quitman (Hundley 1966, p. 132; SRE 1947,

p. 45). When rebuffed by U.S. refusal to reopen the 1906 treaty, Mexico

eventually accepted a proportional solution based on consideration of

U.S. uses downstream by which one-third of the waters of its tributaries

would be alloted to the United States. This position is consistent

with the doctrine of commonwealth to which it previously adhered.

The treaty of 1944 altered the basis of the Mexican legal

position by broadening the notion of use from navigation to accommodate

non-navigational uses. Thus, in the salinity conflict Mexican nego-

tiators relied both on the existing language of the treaty where it

specified the priority of uses, Arthich Three, and invoked the precepts

of equitable utilization and the geographic unity of the Colorado
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River as the sovereign basis for an equitable determination on the

water of water quality.

In sum, the Mexican legal position in bilateral surface water

disputes has quite consistently followed the principles of common-

wealth, equitable utilization, and geographic unity of transboundary

water resources as the basis for the resolution of these conflicts.

This position as noted by various students of these problems, is

consistent with its position as lower riparian in relation to the

United States. Mexico has also indicated its willingness to rely on

international arbitration as the basis for settling disputes in its

previous option for arbitration. Arbitration has been a distinctly

limited option, however, The record shows that Mexico has largely

eschewed it for the pragmatic avenue of diplomacy and negotiation.

Owing to its superior upstream position in surface water con-

flicts the United States has had far less incentive to rely on inter-

national legal doctrine as a basis for pressing its claims. In all of

the conflicts mentioned the plaintiff was Mexico. Insofar as the

United States has sought to rely on international law, it has done so

to defend its unilateral appropriation and use against Mexican challenge.

The basic precept running through the U.S. position in these conflicts

has been the notion of the superiority of extant use as the basis for

determining appropriative rights expressed through its claim to absolute

territorial sovereignty. These notions have been supplemented by the

more general precept of comity in international relations.
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In the 1906 treaty, the U.S. expression of these principles

was articulated in perhaps its plainest form. The Harmon Doctrine

denied the applicability of the navigation doctrine to the specific

case of the upper Rio Grande and iterated the concept of absolute

sovereignty. The United States also advanced the principle of comity

as the basis of its support for the treaty and denied any precedent

might be constituted by that agreement.

These principles find further expression in United States'

attitudes with reference to the 1944 Treaty. Here too the U.S. started

from the position that it exercised absolute territorial sovereignty,

in which capacity it might act in comity to satisfy Mexican claims.

The basic formula for apportionment taken by the United States was

that of extant use. While the navigation doctrine was not disputed,

the United States sought to refute the Mexican contention that the

Colorado and Rio Grande Rivers constituted geographical unities that

ought to be the basis for equitable division of those waters.

In the case of the salinity crisis and the negotiations leading

to Minute 242, the United States relied expressly on the language of

the treaty for its defense. It also sought to deny the Mexican

doctrine of geographical unit-sovereignty as the underlying principle

for settling the equity dispute inherent in the debate over quality.

While it is important to note that the United States signifi-

cantly compromised its legal stance in the 1944 and 1972 agreements,

the historical attitude of the United States is fairly consistent.

In accordance with strategic advantage, the United States has sought
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to defend its actions on the basis of first appropriation and extant

use without express reference to international law as a prescriptive

device for conflict resolution. Similarly, the United States has shown

a marked preference for negotiated settlement. Only in the case of the

Chamizal did the United States consider an arbitrated solution.

The continuity in the legal positions of the two countries

suggests they might well adopt such postures in the future. However,

potential water problems along the U.S.-Mexican border vary considerably,

and in light of the flux in bilateral relations council caution in

extrapolating legal approaches for future negotiations.

Also problematic forprojecting past bilateral legal positions in

the groundwater case is the absence of international law in this par-

ticular resource area. The body of actual international practice in the

law of surface water has yet not counterpart with respect to groundwater.

International groundwater law is an emerging field. As yet, however, no

legal decisions have been given by international courts in this area

(Caponera and Alhéritèire, 1978b, p. 375). Aside from Minute 242, the

Warsaw Agreement between Poland and the U.S.S.R. (1964) and several

similar agreements elsewhere make up the corpus of reference to inter-

national groundwater disputes. The case of transfrontier petroleum

deposits and international fisheries provide analogical bases to supple-

ment the precepts of surface water law applied to the case of groundwater.

With respect to petroleum deposits, however, the actual number of cases,

five, provide a slender foundation for analogical derivation of prin-

ciples applicable to the groundwater situation (Onorato 1968, pp. 97-98).
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Caponera and Alhéritière point out that the accumulated case

law in countries with federal systems of law may also be analogically

relevant to international groundwater disputes. A number of cases of

inter-state water compacts extending to groundwater exist, many in the

United States (Caponera and A1h6ritiare 1978b, p. 361). While the

general purpose of these compacts is to realize equitable apportionment

among basin states, the specific precepts employed vary widely. In

judicial decisions the United States' Supreme Court has followed the

rule of equitable apportionment except where a common doctrine between

contending states exists, in which case that doctrine has been taken as

the basis for settlement (Caponera and Alhéritière 1978b, p. 362).

Finally, the precepts articulated by professional associations

and institutions such as the aforementioned Helsinki Rules of the

International Law Association's rendering on international drainage

basins also affect groundwater. These rules, however, have not been

fully developed in relation to groundwater hydrology. Caponera and

Althéritière observe that "drainage basins do not always overlap

individual groundwater systems," making the international drainage basin

concept inadequate in these cases (Caponera and Althéritière 1978a, p.

281). The shortcomings of the concept for the range of groundwater

problems are also stressed by Bradley and Emel (Bradley and Emel 1979,

p. 15).

The relevance of international law to the groundwater situation

is, therefore, provisional. By analogy the experience of other resource

areas and levels of law suggests the salience of the equitable appor-

tionment principle. The conclusion of Onorato, with reference to
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petroleum deposits but instructive for the groundwater case, is that

"insofar as there is relevant State practice. . ., it would appear

to substantiate the proposition that some form of cooperative or

integrated exploitation of common deposits is the correct means of

handling the problems of common ownership involved therein" (Onorato

1968, p. 99). This view is reinforced by Caponera and Alhéritière

who write, "Regarding applicable legal standards, while there are no

specific rules which may be derived from treaties or from court

decisions, the same criterion of equitable utilization as has been

accepted for surface water is also valid for groundwater" (Caponera

and Alhéritière 1978b, p. 369). The strength of this principle in the

U.S.-Mexican case is reinforced by the specific language of Minute 242,

in its clauses limiting groundwater pumping and requiring consultation

on further development in the border area, which may be interpreted to

support the concept of "equitable utilization" (Hayton 1978, pp. 206-

207). The Minute, however, in no way constitutes a formal precedent

and does not commit either nation to such an interpretation.

Conclusion

The history of U.S.-Mexican water conflicts established several

distinctive patterns that are apt to be seen in the groundwater

situation. The negotiating positions of both countries derive from

their strategic control over the resource. The strategic superiority of

the United States in surface water conflicts is evident in the pattern

of conflict initiation. In each case Mexico petitioned for remediation

of grievance or settlement of impending problems. This pattern underlies
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Mexico's historical senR7tof injury in water disputs with the United

States and is likely to shape its perception and approach to the ground-

water problem.

In each of the apportionment cases discussed above, specifically

the 1906 and 1944 treaties, the U.S. and Mexcian positions have been

consistent. The United States has argued its right to appropriate water

without restriction and has eschewed an international principles of

law approach to apportioning water. Instead it has preferred to bargain,

and considered such an approach consistent with international comity in

relation to Mexico. Mexico too has preferred to bargain in water

disputes, particularly in view of its experience with arbitration.

Mexico has nonetheless pursued its claims on the basis of principles of

international law congenial to its position as downstream riparian.

Important to the Mexican approach have been the principles of the geo-

graphical integrity of river basins, commonwealth and the need for

equitable apportionment of such rivers between upstream and downstream

riparians. Both countries, however, have been pragmatic in adjusting

their differences and have modified commitments to earlier doctrines.

This is most clearly seen in Mexico's abandonment of the navigation

doctrine in negotiationson the1944 Treaty, and the United States'

relaxation of its earlier rigid adherence to the doctrine of territorial

sovereignty.

It is reasonable to assume that the main tendencies in the

sphere of surface water negotiations will be evident in the case of

groundwater. These doctrines have served each nation in the past and are
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indicated in part in the groundwater case. However, the groundwater

situation varies markedly along the boundary, offering each nation

certain strategic advantages and disadvantages for capture and develop-

ment of groundwater resources. The large number of individual ground-

water problems actual and emerging should encourage the pragmatic

bargaining approach, with potential for significant variation in legal

arguments and positions taken by both countries. Innovation is likely

to be enhanced by the limited legal precedent for this type of water

apportionment case in international law.

So far as the field of international law offers guidance to

diplomacy in the groundwater situation it does so in emphasizing the

relevance of the principle of equitable utilization (apportionment)

as the appropriate standard for apportioning shared groundwater resources.

The use of the principle in the groundwater case is indicated by the

consistent advocacy of the doctrine by Mexico. Contradicting this

assumption is the historical approach of the United States in bilateral

water conflicts and the weak foundation of current international law in

this area.

What seems fairly clear is that the outcome of the groundwater

conflict will be determined by negotiations rather than arbitration.

Negotiation and bargaining is a fundamental aspect of equitable

apportionment, a necessary though not sufficient condition for the

application of that principle. Ultimately both nations must be willing

to accept the doctrine as the basis for negotiations if the doctrine is

to have relevance for the settlement of disputes.
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The cases reviewed above also point to domestic politics affect-

ing the negotiating positions of each country in these disputes. In

each of the disputes noted above the political patterns are markedly

similar. The political and institutional aspects of water disputes

will be studied in greater depth in Chapter 6 to identify patterns that

may be salient to the groundwater dispute. The following chapter,

however, focuses on the role and development of groundwater in the con-

temporary border economy, concentrating as well on understanding the

policy objectives of the Mexican government in developing water resources

along the border.



CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH IN THE MEXICAN BORDERLANDS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the borderlands the development of water is the

critical element in economic subsistence and growth. Due to natural

limitations, however, the pace of development remained modest until major

surface waters were apportioned and the necessary works developed to

make optimal use of them. Dating from the 1930's and taking off in the

decade after the 1944 Treaty, the borderlands of both countries have

seen rapid development of their water resources.

Traditionally, the border economy has centered on agriculture

and commerce, with agriculture providing the bulk of consumptive demand.

In certain regions mining has also been an important aspect of the

economic base. Apart from mining, industrial development has lagged

behind other economic sectors and is wholly a modern, post-world

war two phenomenon. As the borderlands have become urbanized the

importance of the industrial sector has become more vital to the area's

economy and an important part of its burgeoning demand for water.

These patterns pertain to both sides of the frontier. However,

inportant economic differences exist between the U.S. and Mexican

borderlands with respect to water. In the agricultural sphere, the

U.S. developed more rapidly and extensively than Mexico due to earlier

appropriation and use of surface water. Agricultural development

115
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continues but has generally reached a plateau due to rising water costs

and competing demands in the context of limited supply. In the Mexican

borderlands, however, this is not yet evident. Government policy is

still promoting agricultural development in the borderlands. Despite

certain setbacks in production, agriculture continues to maintain its

place next to commerce and manufacturing as the third most important

source of economic revenue among various sectors (Urquidi and Mendez

1978). It is also, in distinct contrast to the United States, the

predominant employer in the border zone (Alba 1977, p. 574).

Outside the agricultural sector, the rapid pace of urbanization

and population growth is by far the most important phenomenon shaping

water use. Here too, there are national differences in development.

The rate of growth in Mexico exceeds that of the United States in almost

all of the municipalities adjoining the international border. On the

other hand, the industrial development of U.S. cities, and higher levels

of domestic consumption have seen a more rapidly rising level of water

consumption on the U.S. side of the border. In both cases, however,

the escalating demands of urban areas have been the most dynamic

feature of changing patterns of water development, requiring expansion

of minicipal services and challenging existing allocations of border

water. In order to better comprehend the various social and economic

trends which bear upon the development of water in the borderlands,

several of the most important will be presented in this chapter. Of

interest are patterns of opuluation growth, urbanization, employment,

agriculture, hydraulic development and indicators of the direction of

public policy affecting water development.
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This analysis will focus primarily on the Mexican border region

since it is less well known and subject to more serious developmental

constraints than the United States' borderlands. The Mexican case is

also important due to the centralization of water development and other

policy authority at the federal level, whereas this authority is

decentralized north of the border. The general policy initiatives of

the Mexican government are among the most visible of the various

administrative trends in groundwater development and, hence merit

discussion.

Water Development in the United States Borderlands 

Like the states to which they belong, the various localities in

the U.S. borderland region have experienced rapid population growth in

the last several decades. The reasons for this growth vary from place

to place. Generally, however, the border zone has been affected by the

sunbelt syndrome, attracting immigrants drawn to its climate, economic

potential, recreation and leisure opportunities. The pace of growth

among border communities has outstripped population growth in border

states as a whole. Between 1956 and 1977, taking border counties as

the measure, population increased 127 percent. Border state population

increased 86 percent in the same period (see Table 2). The high rate

of growth was obviously concentrated in urban areas, with San Diego,

Pima (Tucson), Luna (Deming), El Paso, Val Verde (Del Rio) and

Maverick (Eagle Pass) among county leaders in population increase.

Rural counties fared somewhat worse in population trends with counties

like Hidalgo, New Mexico and Hudspeth, Jeff Davis, Presidio, Terrell and
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Table 2.	 Population Growth in U.S.
1956-1977. *

Border Counties and States

1956 1977
Percent Change

1956-1977

ARIZONA COUNTIES

Cochise 31,488 73,950 134
Sta.	 Cruz 9,344 17,543 87
Pima 141,216 443,958 214
Yuma 28,006 66,020 135

County total 210,014 601,471 186
State total 749,587 2,225,077 196

CALIFORNIA COUNTIES

San Diego 556,808 1,584,583 184
Imperial 62,975 84,276 33

County total 619,783 1,668,862 169
State total 10,586,223 21,202,559 100

NEW MEXICO COUNTIES

Dona Ana 39,557 79,593 101
Luna 5,095 14,421 183
Hidalgo 8,753 5,820 -33

County total 53,405 99,834 86
State total 681,187 1,143,827 67

TEXAS COUNTIES

El Paso 194,968 424,479 117
Hudspeth 4,298 2,968 -30
Jeff Davis 2,090 1,456 -30
Presidio 7,354 4,810 -34
Brewster 7,039 7,867 11
Terrell 3,189 1,834 -42
Val Verde 16,635 31,943 92
Kinney 2,668 2,253 -15
Maverick 12,292 22,164 80
Webb 56,151 81,009 44
Zapata 4,405 4,828 9
Starr 13,948 20,885 49
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Table 2.--Continued 

1956 1977
Percent Change

1956-1977

TEXAS COUNTIES (Cont)

Hidalgo 160,446 227,853 42
Cameron 125,170 176,931 41

County total 603,614 1,011,280 67
State total 7,711,194 12,244,678 59

Cumulative County total 1,486,816 3,381,447 127
Cumulative State total 19,728,191 36,816,141 86

Data extracted from the County and City Data Book, Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1956, 1977.
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Kinney in Texas registering net deficits over the same period. The

overall trend, however, is one of rapid growth sustained by in-migration

rather than natural increase as the principal determinant of change

(Carpenter and Blackwood 1977, p. 561).

Rapid population growth and urbanization in the border region

has had an impact on water development. Following national trends,

growing urban and industrial uses have cut into agricultural consumption

in the border area. This is especially evident in the large urban

counties of San Diego, Pima and El Paso, all of whom registered

declines in total irrigation acreage since the mid-fifties (see Table 3).

Although the percentage of water used in domestic and urban-industrial

uses is slight ranging from 7 percent in Arizona to 20 percent in

Texas (e.g., if power cooling is added, Texas is 61 percent), these

figures represent marked increases over the last three decades (U.S.

Congress, Senate 1980, pp. 25, 39, 141, 187-188). Some suggestion of

the rate of increase is seen in the growth of water consumption in

urban areas; El Paso, for instance, has seen its per capita rate of

water consumption rise from around 90 gallons a day in 1940 to 200

gallons a day in 1980 (Ihne 1980).

Agriculture, however, remains the predominant water consumer in

the borderlands and the sector with most relevance for considering

long range trends in water development. At the county level, the

border region has experienced a long run declining trend in growth in

irrigated acreage, an indicator of water use. While irrigated acreage

expanded in the last two decades, its growth in the borderlands was
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Table 3.	 Actual Irrigated Acreage In U.S. Border Counties and States*

1954 1964 ]974
Ter Cent Chan c e

54-64	 64-74	 54:-74

ARIZONA
Cochise 56664 73851 110485
Sta.	 Cruz 7390 4418 1701
Pima 56274 54383 46024
Yuma 128301 188011 203723

County Total 248629 320663 388933 .28. .21 .56
State Total 1177407 1125376 1153478 -.04 .02 -.02

CALIFORNIA
San Diego 62799 52436 50458
Imperial 418682 429594 454455

County Total 481461 482030 504913 .001 .04 .04
State Total 7048049 7598698 7748709 .08 .02 .09

NEW MEXICO
Dona Ana 80185 91680 85086
Luna 27908 31053 49682
Hidalgo 14583 23818 26878

County Total 122678 146551 161646 .19 .10 .31
State Total 649616 812723 867325 .25 .06 .33

TEXAS
El Paso 61232 60194 45045
Hudspeth 24230 37289 40232
Jeff Davis 2280 1459 736
Presidio 6246 6616 7839
Brewster 343 274 321
Terrell 170 195 501
Val Verde 3034 1253 637
Kinney 6512 3335 3672
Maverick 34921 31328 22041
Webb 12134 9343
Zapata 2921 3866
Starr 11637 14121 14385
Hildago 311842 318539 279051
Cameron 213864 190359 174576

County Total 676311 680017 602245 .005 -.11 -.10
State Total 4707028 6384963 6593832 .35 .03 .40
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Table 3.--Continued 

1954 1964 1974
Per Cent Change

54-64	 64-74	 54-74

Cumulative
County Total 1529079 1629261 1657737 .06 .02 .08

Cumulative
State Total 13582099 15921760 16363344 .17 .02 .20

*Data extracted from 1954, 1964 and 1974 Census of Agriculture for
Arizona, California, New Mexico and Texas. United States Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
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well below the rate of growth in the border states collectively. Among

individual states there was considerable variation. Agricultural

growth in the Arizona border area vastly outdistanced state growth,

increasing 56 percent between 1954 and 1974 as compared with a state

deficit over the same period. In California, the border counties grew

at about half the rate, 4 percent, of the state at large due to ex-

pansion of acreage in the Imperial Valley. Irrigated acreage in New

Mexico grew 31 percent between 1954 and 1974, with border counties

keeping pace with state growth. In Texas, the largest state irrigator

along the U.S.-Mexican border, border counties witnessed a net deficit

of 10 percent during this period, in contrast to a 40 percent expansion

of irrigated acreage throughout the state.

According to recent projections by border states' and federal

authorities these long term trends of diminished growth, even net

decline, of agricultural water use are expected to persist over the next

thirty to fifty years. The Texas Water Development Board, for example,

forsees a long term dimunition of irrigation in the border zone from a

1974 level of 602.4 thousand acre feet (taf) annually to 491.9 taf

annually by year 2030 (Table 4). During the same period they expect an

increase in non-agricultural water uses, to include municipal, manu-

facturing, mining and steampower generation from a total of 162.4 taf

in 1974 to 504.8 taf annually in 2030, exceeding the level of irrigation

use by that time. Total water use, however, is expected to increase

from the 1974 level of 764.8 taf annually to 1096.7 taf a year by 2030.
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Table 4. Water Use Trends in the Rio Grande Basin, Years 1974, 2030
(1000 acre feet). *

Type of Use
	

1974	 2030

Agriculture	 602.4	 491.9

Municipal	 130.3	 500.7

Manufacturing	 12.3	 55.4

Mining	 12.4	 35.4

Steam Power	 7.4	 13.3

Total Water Use
	

764.8	 1096.7

Total non-agricultural
water use
	

162.4	 604.8

*Data extracted from: Texas Water Development Board, Continuing 
Water Resources Planning and Development for Texas,  Vol. 2  (Austin:
Texas Water Development Board, May 1977): IV-778, IV-779.
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Similar trends are forecast for other border states. At the

state level, Arizona water use is expected to increase to the year

2020, with significant increments in urban and other non-agricultural

uses. In that state, according to projections by the Arizona Water

Commission, agricultural uses will continue to predominate over all

other uses, although these may either increase or decline absolutely

depending on the regulatory policies pursued in the State (U.S. Senate

1980, pp. 27-29). An econometric study of Arizona water by Kelso,

Martin and Mack anticipates a net decline in agricultural water use

from 4790 taf in 1966 to 3421 taf by the year 2015, with border counties

accounting for 206 taf of the total decline (Kelso, Martin and Mack

1973, p. 110). In the state of California total water use is also

expected to increase, with absolute increments in all use areas. Rela-

tive to urban uses, however, agriculture will realize a modest pro-

portional decline from 84 to 80 percent of all state uses between 1975

and the year 2000 (U.S. Senate 1980, p. 39). Total water use in New

Mexico is expected to increase from 4566 taf in 1980 to 4965 taf in

year 2000 with modest absolute decrease in the volume of water used for

irrigation and a large increase, for 372 taf in 1980 to 762 taf in year

2000, in urban-municipal and domestic uses (U.S. Senate 1980, p. 142).

These trends in overall water use in the border region are

strongly affected by and in turn affect groundwater development. In all

the border states groundwater has played an important role in the

water economy. The states of California, Texas and Arizona rank first,

second, and sixth in national groundwater withdrawals, with groundwater
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supplying over 60 percent of the water used in Texas and Arizona and

50 percent of the water supply in New Mexico (U.S. Senate 1980; U.S.

General Accounting Office 1980, pp. 304). Within the immediate border

region there is, as seen previously, considerable variation in level

of dependency, with groundwater constituting a large part of the water

supply. At least twelve of twenty-three border municipalities are

totally dependent on groundwater while another four are partially

so (Table 5). The agricultural communities along the Arizona, New Mexico

and upper Rio Grande are also heavily dependent on groundwater, com-

pletely so in those districts outside the immediate vicinity of the

Colorado and Rio Grande Rivers. Use of groundwater in all border states

and many of the communities contiguous to the frontier exceeds normal

rates of recharge (General Accounting Office 1977, p. 6; 1980, p. 2).

Overdrafting, in fact, is the principal variable along with increased

urban demand, which is expected to reduce rates of agricultural expan-

sion in the foreseeable future in the borderlands (Kelso, Martin and

Mack 1973, p. 110).

Laoking adequate regulation U.S. border states have allowed

market forces to determine the development of groundwater. Declining

water tables and increased pumping costs have been the principal con-

straints on development. Rising agricultural water costs are a factor

enabling cities like Tucson and El Paso to purchase agricultural lands

and retire them in order to develop the water rights for municipal

purposes. Each of these cities, however, has suffered rapidly escala-

ting urban water costs. In Tucson, water levels have been declining
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Table 5. Water Sources of U.S. Border Municipalities. *

State	 Groundwater	 Surface Water	 Conjunctive Source

ARIZONA
	

Douglas
Nogales
Tucson

Yuma

CALIFORNIA
Calexico

Chula Vista
San Diego

NEW MEXICO
Columbus
Deming
Lordsburg

TEXAS
Alpine
Bracketville
Del Rio
Hidalgo
Presidio
Marfa

Eagle Pass
Laredo
McAllen
Roma
Zapata

Brownsville
El Paso

Total Number of Municipalities = 23
Total Municipalities:
Dependent on Groundwater = 12
Dependent on Surface Water = 7
Dependent on Conjuctive Source = 4

*Data extracted from: Organization of U.S. Border Cities, Final 
Report: An Economic and Demographic Study of U.S. Border Cities 
(Arthur Young and Company, January 9, 1978).
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over a foot annually for thirty years, increasing in magnitude in the

past decade. The city's municipal water department has sunk its wells

from two to ten feet deeper a year for the last several years. Tucson

is also developing outlying well fields in the Sahuaripa and Avra

Valley areas which presently provide over half of its water supply.

Such development has steadily contributed to rising water fees for

planning, drilling, pumping and distributing water in the municipal

area. Even a relatively successful conservation program, which has

reduced per capita consumption by 30 percent, has largely been offset

by the city's rapid development in the last five years (Yoakum 1979,

p. 22).

The City of El Paso's situation, as seen previously, is also

acute. As recently as 1980, the city increased its water rates by

10.9 percent to finance a major sewage treatment and water recharge

plant to conserve municipal water supplies (Burchell 1979, p. 3).

Development of further water resources will increase present pumpage and

processing costs from 130 to 800 percent depending on the alternatives

the city is able to pursue over the next decade (Inhe 1980). Problems

like these have added to the political importances attached to water

development in the arid border region and spawned ongoing legal and

political controversies concerning transfers of uses as well as regula-

tory reform of states' water policies.

Throughout most of the border region the area's groundwater

resources are now being fully exploited or overexploited. Further

development in these areas can only make present conditions more acute
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and increase the economic and social costs of water use. In several

important water use regions, however, plentiful surface supplies have,

until recently, slowed the pase of groundwater development. In these

areas there is still potential for groundwater development without

serious overdraft due to adequate sources of acquifer recharge. The

principal regions where these conditions obtain are the lower Colorado

Vally in the Yuma, Arizona area, the Mesilla Valley of New Mexico

adjacent to the Rio Grande River, and the lower Rio Grande Vally of

Texas approaching the Gulf coast.

In the lower Colorado groundwater development has mainly been

limited to drainage functions in both the Imperial and Yuma County

areas. Extensive irrigation in both areas has aaturated aquifers cre-

ating large mounds of saline groundwater. Near Yuma, however, large

deposits of fresh groundwater lie beneath and onthe periphery of saline

water concentration and have been principally used as marginal reserves

to augment Colorado River water in irrigation. In this area, the only

unit fully dependent on groundwater is the Yuma Irrigation Project south

of the Gila River which uses some 20,000 acre feet of fresh groundwater

annually (Dubier 1968, pp. 189-190). Since Minute 242 and the initiation

of "protective pumping" in conjunction with Mexican groundwater develop-

ment, these latter waters have been put to more intensive sue. There

is now the danger of overdrafting at present rates of withdrawal (Bradley

and DeCook 1978, p. 38).

The New Meixo Mesilla Bolson, which extends from above Las Curces

into Mexico, has been marginally used for irrigation as well as
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providing municipal water for Las Cruces. The large volume of water

in this aquifer, estimated at 35.5 maf, has been treated by New Mexico

state water authorities as a long term water bank and reserve for

future development. As seen earlier, this resource is now the center

of a landmark legal battle between the City of El Paso and the State

of New Mexico concerning New Mexico's water export statute. Should

El Paso win the lawsuit this reserve will see further development in

the next three to five years.

Within the Rio Grande basin potential for future groundwater

development exists in the lower middle and lower basin areas. The

Water Development Board estimates that groundwater will remain under-

developed throughout the area for the next fifty years, although

modestly increasing use will be made of this resource as the area re-

sponds to growth trends in the long term (Texas Water Development Board,

1977 p. IV-790).

To sum up this overview of water use in the U.S. borderlands,

four main trends are discernable. First, water uses continue to

increase and will grow through the turn of the century and beyond to

satisfy the requirements of a rapidly growing population. Second, in

the major area of use, irrigated agriculture, uses continue to modestly

grow with some regional exceptions. The absolute rate of growth in

agriculture has diminished considerably over the last couple decades

and is declining in proportion to other uses in the borderlands

(Stahl 1981, A-1). Agriculture is, nevertheless, the largest single

consumptive use in the border area and will remain so for the long term.
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Third, groundwater overdraft is a major constraint on water development

in the borderlands. Rising pumpage costs are associated with growing

water diseconomies in agriculture and higher urban water costs. These

economic pressures on borderlands water development have given vent to

political demands for alternative uses and better regulation. Finally,

increasing water uses will exert pressure to develop such existing

groundwater resources as remain undeveloped, such as those mentioned

above. These trends collectively imply a heightened political sensi-

tivity to the development of groundwater in the U.S. borderlands as well

as increasing preoccupation with conservation and alternative economic

uses. Such concerns are bound to be felt where U.S. border communities

are dependent on transboundary aquifers ±n which Mexico has an interest.

Water Development in the Mexican Borderlands:
Trends and Policies 

Compared with U.S. water development in the borderlands,

Mexican development has lagged behind. Since the 1944 Water Treaty,

however, the pace of Mexican development has quickened, with irrigated

agriculture playing a vital role in the border economic picture. In-

creased ground water use since the mid-sixties has been the base of

new Mexican development in the region and is instrumental in provoking

the present controversy.

The importance of groundwater in the Mexican border economy is

closely tied to the growth of the border states. As a group, the

six border states, Baja California, Sonora, Chihuahua, Coahila, Neuvo

Leon and Tamaulipas, are growth leaders in several major areas,
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including population, urbanization, export agriculture and commerce.

These trends reflect transformation in the structural importance of

the border states to the national conter. Where formerly the border

region was important as a buffer to U.S. encroachment, as a means of

diaspora and colonization and entreports of contact and trade with the

United States, they are now more crucial to the prosperity and

development of Mexico as a whole. Water development has been the major

instrument of national policy underlying this transformation. It is

necessary, therefore, to examine growth trends in the borderlands and

assess their implications for further water development.

Population and Urbanization

The most graphic development affecting the growth of the border

region is population increase. Though far from the largest of Mexican

states in population, the border tier are the most rapidly growing

(Table 6). As in the United States the most distinctive aspect of this

growth is their exceptional pace of urbanization. Border cities that

formerly were -shanties around a customs house are now enumerated among

the largest metropolitan centers in Mexico. These parameters are seen

in Table 7, which indicates trends in selected border municipalities

since 1960. In nearly every case the urban unit has doubled or more in

size, a rate of growth significantly exceeding in magnitude the growth

rate in the United States. Table 8 demonstrates the border states'

predominance among the ranks of urbanized Mexican states.

While the general trend of population distribution is clearly

in the direction of greater urbanization, in the short run an
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Table 6. Population Increases and Urban Proportions of Mexico and
the Northern Border States, 1949-1970 (thousands).

Northern Border States	 Nation
Totals	 % Urban	 Totals	 % Urban

1940 Population	 2,618	 19,654	 35

1950 Population	 3,763	 25,791
	

43
1940-50% Increase	 44%	 31%

1960 Population
	 5,541	 64	 34,923
	

51
1950-60% Increase
	

47%	 35%

1970 Population	 8,671	 49,561
	

58
1960-70% Increase	 57%	 42%

Source: Raul A. Fernandez, The United States-Mexico Border.
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1977, p. 139).
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Table 7.	 The Growth of Mexico's Border Cities, 1960-1976 (Population
in Thousands).

City 1960 1970 1976

Mexicali 174.5 267.4 348.4

Ciudad Juarez 262.1 407.4 538.2

Monterrey 708.4 1,213.5 1,667.5

Tiajuana 152.4 277.3 393.4

Chihuahua 150.4 257.0 354.4

Hermosillo 96.0 176.6 259.0

Ciudad Obregon 68.0 114.4 152.9

Ensenada 42.6 77.7 111.8

La Paz 24.3 46.0 67.5

Nogales 37.7 51.2 59.4

Reynosa 74.1 137.4 200.5

Nuevo Laredo 92.6 148.9 199.5

Matamoros

Source: Marynka Olizar, Guide to Mexican Markets, 1976-1977
(Mexico, D.F.: Merchandizing and Marketing, S.A., 1977 p. 27)
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Table 8. The Ten Most Urbanized States in Mexico, 1976 (Percent Urban
Population)

State
Urban
Population

Federal District 98.2

Baja California (Norte)* 76.3

Coahila* 63.4

Nuevo Leon* 60.6

Tamaulipas* 60.6

Chihuahua* 56.3

Sonora* 53.9

Jalisco 51.9

Aguascalientes 51.4

Colima 48.6

Source: Marynka Olizar, Guide to Mexican Markets, 1976-1977 
Mexico, D.F.: Merchandizing and Marketing, S.A., 1977 p. 26)

*Denotes Border State
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interesting pattern is evident in rural-urban distribution in border

states. In all cases, as seen in Table 9, there has been a slight

edge in the percentage of growth in the rural sector. This trend

cautions against assuming an absolute shift away from rural life in

the border states and suggests that the rural sector will continue to

be an important social and economic dimension of border society. In

conjunction with other socio-economic trends, such as rural employment,

this fact underscores the importance of agrarian policies in the

borderlands and the critical dimension of water is satisfying rural

demands.

Employment and Income

The rapid growth of Mexican border states is in no small measure

a function of employment opportunities, real and imagined, in the

frontier area. According to a recent analysis, 29.3 percent of the

border states' populations originated outside their state of residence,

that is, from in-migration (Urquidi and Mendez 1978, p. 142). Given

high rates of in-migration and growth it might be expected that border

states perform better than national norms in levels of employment and

unemployment.

Although the real extent of unemployment in the Mexican border-

lands is not ascertainable, direct unemployment may currently reach

above 30 percent of the work force (Briggs 1978, p. 213). That the

border states may be faring worse than the statistics show is further

suggested by levels of employment in agriculture and serivces. In

Table IO,the border states manifest a trend toward the diminution of
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Table TO. Percentage of the Working Population in Agriculture and
Services in the Mexican Border States, 1960-1976

1960 1976

State Agri Services Agri Services

Baja California 45.6 17.3 24.0 26.1
(Norte)

Coahila 49.2 10.4 31.6 19.8

Chihuahua 55.0 10.9 38.8 20.5

Nuevo Leon 41.0 11.0 18.2 23.6

Sonora 54.4 12.0 40.7 20.4

Tamaulipas 52.6 11.7 35.0 21.6

National Total 41.9 17.6

Source: Marynka Olizar, Guide to Mexican Markets, 1976-1977
(Mexico, D.F.: Merchandizing and Marketing, S.A., 1977 p. 39;
Olizar, Guia a Los Mercados de Mexico, 1960 (Mexico, D.F.,
1960 p. 14)
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agricultural employment as a percentage of the economically active

population, yet show a near doubling of their employment in services.

When this information is considered in light of the physical increase

in the proportion of population living in rural areas, Table 8, it

suggests the saturation of agricultural employment. This is significant

since the agricultural sector is still by far the largest employment

sector in the border region overall, and four of the six border states,

and is expected to bear the brunt of the employment burden.

The employment situation in the borderlands is acute, yet the

lure of the border is apparent. The border states rank in the uppermost

sector of the Mexican economy in terms of per capita income, minimum

wage, and industrial production (Table 1I). The level of public

expenditure per capita exceeds national averages (Navarette 1970, pp.

70-71; Barkin and King 1970, p. 63). Proximity to the United States

is a powerful magnet as well. Duty free importation of goods, trans-

boundary shopping and cultural opportunities, the prospect of obtaining

legal border commuter privileges and legal employment are among the

many offerings of the frontier communities.

The benefits of the border, however, are no better distributed

than socio-economic benefits elsewhere in Mexico. Urquidi and Mendez

note that "although the 2.7 million Mexicans who live in the border

municipalities seem to have a higher average income than most of

their compatriots, save those in the Federal District, the inequality

in distribution of income is probably no less than the national

average" (Urquidi and Mendez 1978, p. 161). Yet the appearance of
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Table 11. Mexican States Ranked According to Annual Per Capita
Income and Percentage of National Industrial Product,
1965

Annual Per Capita Income

Pesos	 Index

National Industrial

Product %

HIGH INCOME

Federal District 13,803.6 242.8 37.8
Nuevo Leon* 11,451.0 242.8 10.5
Baja California

Norte* 9,450.2 166.2 1.9
Sonora* 9,102.0 160.1 1.5
Coahila* 7,895.4 138.9 4.9
Baja California Sur 7,846.3 138.0 0.2
Tamaulipas* 6,774.1 119.2 1.4
Simaloa 6,260.3 110.1 1.4

MIDDLE INCOME

Mexico 5,373.0 94.5 15.7
Veracruz 5,326.8 93.7 4.6
Campeche 5,331.5 91.8 0.3
Chihuahua* 4,863.4 85.5 1.6
Tabasco 4,282.6 75.3 0.1
Colima 4,186.4 73.6 0.2
Jalisco 4,134.3 72.7 5.0

LOW INCOME

Yucatan 3,678.1 64.7 0.9
Aguascalientes 3,544.1 62.4 0.3
Durange 3,427.0 60.3 0.8
Morelos 3,3353.1 59.0 0.7
Nayarit 3,339.2 58.7 0.4
Queretaro 2,847.0 50.1 0.8
Guanajuato 2,691.1 47.3 1.9
San Luis Potosi 2,593.2 45.6 0.8
Puebla 2,563.7 45.1 2.7
Chiapas 2,393.7 42.1 0.4
Quintano Roo 2,161.0 38.0
Michoacan 2,148.7 27.8 1.0
Guerrero 2,133.5 37.5 0.2
Zacatecas 2,022.6 35.6 0.1
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Table 11.--Continued

Annual Per Capita Income	 National Industrial

Pesos	 Index
	

Product %

LOW INCOME (Cont)

Hidalgo	 1,962.1	 34.5
Caxaca	 1,433.1	 25.2
Tlexcala	 1,372.1	 24.1

National Average	 5,685.3	 100.0 Total

1.1
0.5
0.3

100.0 Total

Source: Ifigenia M. de Navarrete, "la Distribucion del Ingreso en
Mexico: Tendencias y Perspectivas," in El Perfil de Mexico 
en 1980, Vol. 1 (Mexico, D.F.: Siglo Vienteuno Editores,
S.A., 1970 p. 70)

Denotes Border State
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prosperity is strong in the borderlands in relation to the national

setting and exerts a push on the growth dynamics of the region.

Agricultural Development and Water Use

Of greatest relevance to groundwater development are patterns

of agricultural expansion in the frontier states. The growth in

irrigated farming, as seen in the United States, is an important

indicator of the macro-water use trend.

The best estimates indicate that 63 percent of Mexico's national

terrain is arid and another 31 percent semi-arid for a total of 94 per-

cent of the nations cultivable land depending on one form or another of

irrigation in order to grow crops (Orive Alba 1974, p. 142). Since the

initiation of Mexico's program of irrigation works under President

Plutarco Elias Calles in 1926 the amount of irrigated land in cultivation

has increased spectacularly (Table 12). Much of this increase has

centered in the border states. Federal reclamation projects permitted

the extensive utilization of otherwise barren lands and are seen as the

main force behind the settlement, urbanization and rapid growth of the

region (Orive Alba 1974, p. 148). Individually, five of the six

border states rank among the top ten of Mexico's states in irrigated

acreage. These states together accounted for 39.3 percent of the

nation's total irrigated land (Table 13). In the last decade alone

irrigated acreage increased on the average 35 percent in the border

tier with three states, Nuevo Leon, Coahila and Tamaulipas well in

excess of that figure (Table 14).



Table 12. Estimated Cumulative Increase in Irrigated Farmland in
Mexico, 1936-1973 (hectares)

Year
Government Irrigation

Districts
Total Irrigated
Farmlanda

1936 115,194 1,015,194

1937 256,396 1,080,113

1938 219,188 956,868

1939 341,817 1,078,346
\

1940 310,698 967,736

1941 479,634 1,136,477

1942 567,240 1,179,405

1943 560,079 1,159,508

1944 621,164 1,203,414

1945 641,533 1,202,002

1946 682,953 1,343,359

1947 708,247 1,381,447

1948 830,984 1,357,394

1949 816,708 1,586,609

1950 859,140 1,794,140

1951 1,022,355 2,085,011

1952 1,118,655 2,206,527

1953 1,215,171 2,348,464

1954 1,443,930 2,751,020

1955 1,534,353 2,898,195

1956 1,710,325 3,192,408

1957 1,775,400 3,377,189

1958 1,649,363 3,317,616

1959 1,677,834 3,353,627

1960 1,751,788 3,474,233

143
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Table 12.--Continued

Government Irrigation	 Total Irrigated
Year
	

Districts	 Farmlanda

1961	 2,120,148	 3,915,045

1962	 1,972,531	 3,838,704

1963	 1,883,970	 3,756,517

1964	 2,133,161	 4,010,703

1965	 2,147,147

1966	 2,152,236

1967	 2,189,754

1968	 2,325,424

1969	 2,439,301

1970	 2,484,735

1971	 2,451,992

1972	 2,674,747	 4,237,297

1973	 2,760,050	 4,731,050

a
This category includes private deep wells, plus private surface water
irrigation and the small dams maintained by the Ministry of Agriculture
for partial irrigation purposes. Inter census years are interpolated
between 1965 and 1971; data are unavailable. 1972 and 1973 figures
were obtained from a year-long study conducted by the Ministry of
Water Resources.

Source: Cynthia Hewitt de Alcantara, Modernizing Mexican Agriculture:
Socioeconomic Implications of Technological Change 1940-19 70.
Geneva: United Nations Research Institute for Social
Development, 1976.
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Table 13. The Ten Largest States in Irrigated Acreages Ranked for
1974-1975 (in percent of total national hectares
irrigated)

1974-1975 (%)

1. Sinaloa 18.3

2. Sonora* 14.5 14.5*

3. Tamaulipas* 13.4 13.4*

4. Michoacan 6.2

5. Baja California (Norte)* 4.9 4.9*

6. Guanajuato 3.9

7. Coahila* 3.7 3.7*

8. Chihuahua* 2.8 2.8*

9. Jalisco 1.6

10. Hidalgo 1.5

Total 70.5 39.3

Denotes Border State.

Source: Marynka Olizar, Guide to Mexican Markets, 1976-1977 (Mexico,
D.F.: Merchandizing and Marketing, S.A., 1977 p. 48)
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Table 14.	 Land Irrigated in Mexican Border States, 1964-1965,
1974-1975 (hectares)

Percent
State 1964-1965 1974-1975 Increase Increase

Baja California 178,344 188,201 9,857 .5

Coahila 95,704 151,801 56,097 .58

Chihuahua 70,708 89,264 18,456 .26

Nuevo Leon 14,225 27,739 13,514 .95

Tamaulipas 285,181 455,713 170,532 .60

Sonora 453,902 571,309 128,407 .28

Total 1,098,064 1,484,027 385,963 .35

*
Data extracted from: Marynka Olizar, Guide to Mexican Markets, 1976-

1977 (Mexico, D.F.: Merchandizing and Market-
ing, S.A., 1977 p. 39); Olizar, Guia a Los
Mercados de Mexico, 1960 (Mexico, D.F., 1960
P. 14).
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In addition to being among the most irrigated states in Mexico,

the pattern of agricultural development tends to be more highly

mechanized and commercial than the nation at large. Urquidi and Mendez

note that these states, particularly their border municipalities,

are more reliant on mechanized processes than the rest of Mexico and

consume a greater proportion of advanced agricultural products (e.g.,

fertilizers, insecticides, heavy equipment) than their national counter-

parts. The relation between irrigation technology and commercial

production is direct. Irrigation projects have benefitted large scale

farms and producers rather than the smaller ejido farms and privately

owned lands (Hewitt de Alcantara 1976, p. 17). While some regional

exceptions are evident, as in the Mexicali Valley where mid-sized--twenty

or more hectares--ejidal and private plots predominate over large

estates, these are heavily mechanized and commercially oriented (Ladman

1975, p. 40). The complexion of agriculture in the borderlands is thus

market oriented macro-scale machine intensive production rather than

smaller subsistence or near subsistence farming prevalent in much of

Mexico.

Despite these patterns, agricultural development in the Mexican

borderlands has slowed, both in terms of growth in irrigated acreage

and agricultural production. Agricultural expansion has reached the

practical limits allowed by surface water resources and, in some

instances, such as the lower Rio Grande and Rio San Juan delta region

in Tamaulipas, is seriously overextended, causing drainage problems

and increasing levels of salinity (Day 1970, p. 166; Landman 1975,
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pp. 90-91). A slump in productivity between 1960 and 1970 was related

to problems created by a scarcity of surface water and other cir-

cumstantial difficulties. Increasing salinity in both the lower Rio

Grande and lower Colorado deltas resulted in poor crop yields through-

out the most productive irrigated zones in the border area. In the

lower Rio Colorado the problem stemmed directly from U.S. dumping of

saline drainage into Mexico's treaty water allotment. Total Mexican

hectarage in Irrigation District 14, which encompasses most of the

Mexicali Valley, was cut back 20 percent over the decade. Cultivation

of water intensive crops like cotton was drastically reduced (Barkin

and Suarez 1980, pp. 95-103). Also affecting the cotton economy--the

greatest revenue producer--was the devastating effect of the pink

bollworm after 1966, when the pest entered Mexico from Arizona. Not

only did the bollwork ravage crop yields, but it increased the costs

of production due to insecticides (Ladman 1975, p. - 105). Finally, the

cotton economy was adversely affected by cotton dumping on the inter-

national market (Furnish and Ladman 1975, p. 91). The severe slump in

the cotton economy of the lower Colorado, coupled with a decline in

wheat production due to termination of government price supports,

accounts for most of the lag in border agricultural production during

this period (Table 15).

As a consequence of these difficulties the farming economy has

undergone substantial transformation and adjustment since 1966. New

government policies directed at soil rehabilitation, crop diversifi-

cation, better water management and groundwater development have been

instruments of readjustment (Ladman 1975, p. 91). Since 1977,
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Table 15. Value of Principal Crops in Border Municipalities
(thousands of pesos in 1960)

Rate of
Crops	 1960	 1970	 Annual Growth

-12.4Cotton	 703,987	 218,100

Sorghum	 190,570

Wheat	 82,520	 154,745

Alfalfa	 28,624	 49,520

Corn	 44,760	 46,747

Total Border
Municipalities	 859,891	 659,682

Total Border States	 2,776,259	 3,889,644

Total National	 7,591,332	 12,496,673

6.5

5.6

0.4

-2.6

3.4

5.1

Source: Victor Urquidi and Sophia Mendez Villareal, "Economic
Importance of Mexico's Northern Border Region" p. 145 in
S.R. Ross, Views Across the Border. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1978.
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under the Lopez-Portillo administration, other initiatives, such as

conversion of land from stock-raising to agricultural crop production

and additional soil reclamation efforts, have been pursued as part of

the government's program to increase productivity in border agriculture

(Comercio Exterior 1980b, p. 208). The economic impact of these

policies has not as yet been ascertained. They have, however, con-

tributed to the development of alternative water supplies, to include

both efforts at cloud seeding and groundwater development.

Urban Water Use and Development

Information concerning water use in Mexican border cities

is sketchy. Considering the rapid growth of these communities there is

no doubt that urban water uses have expanded rapidly during the past

three decades. As a rule, however, water consumption of Mexican

cities is lower than that of their U.S. sister cities due to lower

levels of domestic consumption and few water intensive industries

(e.g., power plants, mines and smelters, heavy manufacturing). Domestic

consumption in the city of Juârez, for example, averages one-fifth,

30-60 gallons per capita daily (Bath 1978, p. 20). Lower levels of

water use per capita in Mexico stem from fewer water intensive uses

such as lawns and evaporative coolers, and less adequate systems of

potable water supply. Other differences arise from fewer economic

incentives to increase the volume of use such as exist in U.S. border

communities (Day 1970, pp. 224-225).

Water uses in Mexican border cities can be expected to grow

rapidly in the future for several reasons. First, the mushrooming
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population in urban zones portends an equivalent growth in consumptive

demand for domestic uses. Second, existing services are inadequate in

most Mexican border communities and have been a factor in holding down

consumption. The state of present services, however, is a source of

serious grievance in border cities and in the last couple years has

been the cause of water riots and protests in border cities (Monroy

1975, Galvan 1979, P. 79; De Avalos 1980; Lemons 1980; Aguilar

1980, p. 6-D). At present, under the new National Urban Development

Plan, the expansion of urban potable water supplies is a priority of

the Lopez-Portillo government. The potential for expansion in selected

border cities is seen in Table 16. As urban systems of water supply

are expanded to outlier communities previously dependent on either

truked water or long burdensome trips to a central source, the levels

of domestic use will inevitably rise. Third, as levels of affluence

rise in Mexican border cities the volume of water used per capita will

increase. The use of water intensive appliances like washing machines,

dishwashers and evaporative coolers is part of the rising standard of

living on both sides of the frontier.

Finally, industrialization is having an effect on water con-

sumption in border cities. Although presently a small part of the

border economy, industrialization of the border has been promoted since

the early 1960's. Under the BIP, begun in 1965, the number of plants

proliferated from a total of 72 in 1967 to 443 in 1977 (Fernandez 1977,

p. 134; Comercio Exterior 1978b, p. 207). The assembly plants make

less intensive demands on water supples than heavy industries, but
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Table 16. Municipal Potable Water Services in Selected Mexican
Border Cities (in percent). *

Percentage of Population	 Population
City	 with Potable Water Services	 without Services

Tijuana	 .65	 .35

Mexicali	 .98	 .02

Nogales**	 .70	 .30

Juárez***	 .65	 .35

Reynosa	 1.00	 .0

Laredo	 .80	 .20

*Data taken from various sources. See: Bustamante, Jorge,
Proyecto de Factibilidad de Estudios Fronterizos (Mexico, D.F.:
Colegio de Mexico, 1980).

**Estimate by the author for 1979-1980.
***Rosado Echanove, Antonio. Proyectos Integrales Para La Ampliaci6n

de Los Sistemas de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado de Cd. Juarez, Chih.
(Paper presented at First U.S.-Mexico Border Planning Seminar,

April 22-23, 1980, El Paso-Juarez).
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represent an increasingly important source of demand in those cities

where they are situated.

Groundwater is the principal source of water for Mexican border

cities. The cities of Nogales, San Luis, Agua Prieta, Juârez,

Presidio and Cd. Acuria are virtually dependent upon groundwater, while

Mexicali, Tijuana, Sonoita, Reynosa and Matamoros are partly so. As

urban uses develop groundwater supplies will continue to be the principal

source for meeting new demand.

Developmental Objectives in the Borderlands

Centralization of policy authority in Mexico requires an examin-

ation of water development in light of broader government attitudes

toward border regional development. The position of official Mexico

with respect to the borderlands has changed as the border area has

grown, shifting from emphasis on the frontier as a buffer zone to

efforts to integrate the border more effectively within the framework

of national growth.

The border states, as seen previously, are relatively rich among

other Mexican states. This has not always been so. Historically the

borderlands were poor and under populated. The poor economy and scant

population in the borderlands prior to World War Two were sufficient to

give Mexican President Lazaro Cardenas the worry the United States

might try to annex portions of the northern frontier should Mexico fail

to develop its sparsely occupied borderlands.

Within this context water development was pivotal to national

strategic and economic interests. The reclamation of aird land along
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the frontier was viewed as "a developmental interest superior to any

other because on...its solution depends the posibility of denser

colonization of the frontier zone...and construction...of centers of

population and wealth" (Hundley 1966, p. 99). The 1944 Water Treaty

was a lynchpin of these efforts to develop the border region. The

surge of growth and relative prosperity which followed in its wake

transformed the region in the dynamic economic area it presently is

with a concomitant revision in governmental concerns towards border

development.

The current approach to the borderlands by Mexico City represents

a mix of policy interests, including concern with relations with the

United States, an interest in regional planning and the promotion of

economic growth. A brief review of aspects of regional planning and

economic development suggests several important trends which bear on

future growth and water development in the borderlands.

Three initiatives bear mentioning with respect to regional

planning and economic development; the Free Zone, BIP, and regional

administration as exemplified in the Comision Coordinadora del Programa

Nacional del Desarrollo de las Franjas Fronterizas y Zonas Libres

(CODEF). These programs are indicative of the government's effort to

promote the development of the border zone and have received priority

in regional development in the last decade.

The transformation of official posture towards the border region

is best seen in the Free Zone along the border. In part as a measure

to reduce contraband smuggled across the border, the Mexican government
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has historically maintained a special dispensation governing the import

of goods along its northern frontier (Fernandez 1977, pp. 76-80). The

Zona Libre was elaborated in the 1930's and extended in the sixties as

Part of the regional development program along the Baja California and

Sonoran border to stimulate trade and commerce and provide incentives

for colonization and settlement.

Originally conceived as part of the government's buffer zone

policy, the Free Zone has recently undergone criticism as an un-

necessary subsidy to border residents which diminishes consumer reliance

on domestic products in favor of duty free foreign goods. A recent

survey of consumers in Baja California, for example, found that over

80 percent of border residents preferred to shop in the United States

(Rostro 1970, P. 17). Worries concerning the outflow of pesos to the

United States prompted a reevaluation of the Free Zone concept in the

early seventies. Nevertheless, the Free Zone was renewed accompanied

by several countervailing measures designed to make Mexican border

merchants competitive with their U.S. counterparts. Principal among

the new initiatives was the provision for the duty free importation of

select goods popular among border consumers for resale on the Mexican

side of the border in order to entice Mexican consumers to shop

domestically (Urquidi and Mendez 1978, pp. 157-159).

The effort to restructure the Free Zone was indicative of the

view that the prosperous border communities were insufficiently

integrated into the national economy, a perception accentuated by the

declining strength of Mexican trade retention coefficients vis a vis
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the United States in the seventies (Urquidi and Mendez 1978 p. 149).

As part of its effort to re-integrate the borderlands into the national

economy, improve its balance of trade and promote a more "balanced"

development of the border zone, the Echeverria administration renewed

the Border Development Program in 1971 and created CODEF to administer

its new policies. This program, with CODEF as the lead co-ordinating

and administrative agency has also been promoted under the Lopez-

Portillo administration. Additionally, the Border Development Program

has been integrated into the present administration's new planning

initiatives with respect to urban and industrial development within the

context of the new Global Development Plan (PGD). Under the PGD:

CODEF tiene como principal objectivo formentar la concurrencia de
productos nacionales a los mercados fronterizos; promover el
establecimiento de nuevas industrias y ampliaci6n de las exist-
entes con la finalidad de sustituir importaciones, satisfacer
necesidades locales y promover exportaciones; alentar actividades
artesanales, asi como pequefios y medianos talleres, con la
finalidad de generar empleo; y finalmente, programar actividades
tendientes a incrementar el turismo extranjero y aumentar su
permanencia en el pais (Secretaria de Programacion y Presupuesto
[SPP] 1980, p. 169).

Special priority under the National Urban Development Plan is assigned

to the development of major cities along the U.S.-Mexican border,

specifically the cities of Tijuana, Mexicali, Ensenada, Ciudad Jurez,

Nogales, Nuevo Laredo, Reynosa, and Matamoros (SPP 1980, p. 173).

Concomitant with these initiatives, an important dimension of

the promotion of the border economy in the last decade is the Border

Industries Program (BIP). The BIP was conceived in the early 1960's.

It took off after 1965, promoted by the government as a stimulus and
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counteractive to the negative economic effects arising from termination

of the Bracero Program in 1964 and continued high rates of in-migration

to border cities. According to the quasi-official publication

Comercio Exterior the basic objective of BIP "was to foster the

creation of jobs through the installation of in-bond plants which would

absorb excess labor and would be involved in assembling and processing

American products" (Comercio Exterior 1978, p. 203). Under the

benevolent umbrella of U.S. tariff exemptions the program rapidly

emerged as the major impetus to industrial growth along the border

The plants have become major sources of employment and bolstered local

and national economies. In 1977, for instance, BIP industries accounted

for 6.3 percent of the Mexican balance of payments income (Comercio

Exterior 1978b, p. 208).

As with other regional development programs in the frontier, the

BIP has been soundly criticized in terms of its basic purposes.

Scepticism with respect to its employment function has been seen

earlier in this discussion. Other arguments suggest that BIP has

fostered migration, hence unemployment, and reduced labor skills

(Baird and McCaughan 1979, pp. 138-139). Yet others deplore the level

of the Program's dependence on the U.S. economy and its fluctuations

(Comercio Exterior 1978b, pp. 205, 208). While recent research indicates

that PIB is not a primary source of attraction for border migrants

(Williams and Seligson 1979), the BIP continues to be controversial.

Nevertheless, the Lopez-Portillo administration's National Industrial

Development Plan foresees a major place for the BIP within its
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prioritization of development efforts in urban areas along border

(SPP 1980, P. 169). In sum, it is apparent that in the spheres of

commerce and manufacturing the border region has beem assigned a high

priority that is being sustained under the current administration.

Official concern with the integration and development of the

border economy ramifies into the agricultural sector. Despite the

decline registered in border agricultural production between 1965 and

1975, long term expansion of irrigated land and the increasing sophis-

tication of production techniques are indicative of the continued

importance of border agriculture in the national economy.

Several features of border agriculture contribute to its national

significance. Border agriculture is preponderantly oriented to the

external market, particularly the United States. Furthermore, it is

more reliable than dry land farming and contributes significantly to

the balance of trade and payments and as a source of foreign exchange.

It is important to view the border economy in the national context to

appreciate fully the priority attached to agricultural development in

the region.

Since 1926 the development of the national irrigation program

has been a cornerstone of agricultural policy in Mexico. Throughout

the 1940's, 1950's and 1960's overall production in agriculture in-

creased at a rate upwards of four percent annually, satisfying domestic

demand and supplying sufficient surplus to underwrite the government's

industrialization program. This phenomenal achievement, the foundation

of Mexico's economic "miracle", was undermined in the late sixties by
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rapid population growth and the government's preoccupation with

industrial development. After 1971 domestic agricultural production

lagged behind the rate of population growth and necessitated the

importation of basic staples like corn and beans to compensate for

production shortfalls.

Such trends stimulated the government's interest in agricultural

production. In 1974, the government officially acknowledged a shift in

public investment towards agriculture relative to industry within its

general development scheme. The seriousness of the situation was

underlined by President Echeverria's Minister of Finance who avowed "It

is the government's aim to employ the revenues collected for the purpose

of fostering agricultural production, which has remained at the same

levels over a number of years in relation to a population that is not

only expanding but is transforming its consumption patterns. Either

we grow food or we shall suffer hunger. . ." (Comercio Exterior 1974,

p. 24). The timing of this policy turnabout coincided with government

efforts to rehabilitate saline damaged lands and diversify production

in border agricultural areas. Thus the escalation of official concern

with agricultural problems nationally has been integrally linked to

efforts to revitalize the flagging agricultural sector in the border

area.

The linkage is visible in the most recent of the L6pez-Portillo

administration's initiatives in the agricultural area introduced in

1979, the Sistema Alimentaria MeXicana (SAM). As outlined by the

program's chief architect, economist Cassio Luiselli, the SAM is
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conceived as a comprehensive effort to integrate and promote all aspects

of domestic foodstuff and agricultural production, distribution and

consumption in order to attain higher efficiencies in the use of

extant resources and improve the nutritional basis of the Mexican diet

nationwide, especially in rural areas (Luiselli 1981). The SAM

entails a strong production orientation which seeks to realize two

fundamental goals in the short term (1980-1985) future; first,

to achieve a rate of agricultural growth upwards of four percent -

annually between 1980-1982; second, to attain self-sufficiency  in

basic staples by 1985--corn and beans by 1982 (SPP 1980, pp. 155-156).

In order to achieve these objectives the government is presently

promoting the development of cultivable land as well as rehabilitation

projects. Addressing the country in his 1980 State of the Union message,

L6pez-Portillo observed that his administration has placed under

cultivation 29 percent of an anticipated total of 2.1 million hectares

of rainfall lands, and 34 percent of the eventual goal of 1.4 million

hectares of rehabilitated lands, with a cumulative total of 4.7

million hectares to be added or reclaimed by 1982. A substantial part

of these lands are located in the border area, principally in the states

of Sonora, Chihuahua and Tamaulipas (L6pez-Portillo 1980, pp. 330-331).

In these areas the government has pursued a policy of converting land

previously devoted to stock raising to agricultural production,

principally of the rainfall variety but including irrigation (Comercio

Exterior 1980b, p. 208).

Regionally, Mexico City continues to put a priority on production

growth in border agriculture and this entails both absolute growth in
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area under cultivation and in the efficiencies of the production system.

Although the SAM stresses the development of small scale farming, it

is also clear that the larger units and agri-business concerns which

predominate in the border region are not being neglected (Comercio

Exterior 1979b, p. 374). The recession in the agricultural economy

in the borderlands during the sixties and early seventies, therefore,

must be viewed as a temporary rather than chronic condition. The

government has responded with major capital investments, regulation,

diversification and incentives calculated to promote the regional

economy and boost production within the context of strong emphasis on

the whole agricultural sector. The border agricultural economy has

lately shown strong resurgence in key crop areas like sorghum and

wheat production, at a time when Mexican agriculture as a whole has

suffered setbàcks due to drought (Comercio Exterior 1980a, p. 9).

Assessing the direct impact of these regional development

initiatives on water consumption is hazardous at best since there are

virtually no reliable statistics on aggregate water consumption in

Mexico (Orive Alba 1974, p. 148). In the most general way they do,

however, imply increasing pressure on region's water resources,

especially those which are presently marginal to the surface supply.

Cover-commitment of surface reserves in the borderlands has

left the Mexican government little recourse for augmenting its water

stock in the border area. Besides what marginal development remains

possible (e.g., building catchment dams, designing expensive inter-basin

transfer projects, and planning for such contingencies as exceptional
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runoff on major rivers), the present administration has promoted the

more efficient use of water resources through improved irrigation

practices (e.g., lining conveyance canals, tile drainage systems,

diversified cropping patterns anduse of less water intensive crops).

Complementing this conservation strategy has been an increasing emphasis

on dry land--rainfall--agriculture. Aside from the above the major

area of water augmentation in the border area continues to be the

expansion of well dependent farming.

That this strategy of water augmentation is pursued is

consistent with two general caveats concerning groundwater development

which apply to the Mexican border area. First, development of ground-

water universally is affiliated with maximizing use of surface water.

Because groundwater development is generally more costly than

exploiting surface water sources, it is deferred until surface water

costs or, alternatively, the benefits of groundwater development

adjust themselves to offset costs entailed in sinking wells. Where

surface resources are scanty the costs may justify the development of

groundwater if it can be applied to beneficial use. Second, the level

of technology used in surface water projects is likely to foster ground-

water development (Lees 1976, p. 198). In the border area the level of

technology is uniformly high as seen previously. The region's agricultu-

ral base is set upon capital intensive production systems involving a

disproportionate share of the irrigated land in Mexico and a high level

of mechanization. The development of capital intensive production con-

tinues to be the anvil of agricultural policy; between 1974-1975 over
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50 percent of the increase in irrigated land occurred in the six border

states (Table 14). Despite what appears to be a commitment by the

L6pez-Portillo administration to encourage less capital intensive

agriculture in the context of the SAM, such initiatives are not being

concentrated in the border area.

Though reliable statistics on groundwater use are unavailable,

what information can be obtained indicates increasing dependence on

groundwater for agricultural and urban development. That groundwater

has been viewed as a supplementary water source of great importance is

evident in Mexican water policy since the early sixties (Greenberg

1970, p. 99). Most indicative of this trend is the pattern of develop-

ment in the rich Mexicali-San Luis Valley region adjoining the Imperial

and Yuma Mesa agricultural areas. Statistics there show that as surface

water became increasingly scarce there occurred an concomitant increase

in groundwater consumption (Table 17)). The principal stimulus for

escalated groundwater development was, as seen above, the Wellton-Mohawk

Project in Arizona. Within a year after its effects began to be felt

in Mexico, 610 wells were installed in the northeast corner of the

Mexicali Valley (Archbold 1966, p. 51). While the exacerbating effects

of this period complicate nay extrapolation of the relationship between

surface and groundwater in the Mexicali-San Luis area, groundwater will

probably supply nearly half the water utilized in the region for the

forseeable future.

New development of groundwater is evident elsewhere along the

border. At present an irrigation program in the Chihuahuan Hueco Bolson
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Table 17. Distribution of Irrigation Water in Mexicali and San Luis
Valleys According to Gravity Fed or Pumping from Wells

Total Irrigated	 Pumping Fed
Crop Cycle	 Land	 Gravity Fed	 Wells 

1957-58	 216,752	 167,678	 49,074

1958-59	 191,362	 149,262	 42,100

1959-60	 190,030	 134,536	 54,494

1960-61	 186,090	 128,220	 56,870

1961-62	 156,059	 115,865	 40,194

1962-63	 153,633	 113,992	 39,641

1963-64	 162,211	 118,746	 43,465

1964-65	 155,237	 113,345	 41,892

1965-66	 179,159	 111,601	 67,558

1966-67	 178,020	 112,551	 65,469

1967-68	 176,716	 106,281	 70,435

1968-69	 173,982	 103,833	 70,149

1969-70	 172,635	 100,082	 72,553

1970-71	 173,646	 98,471	 75,175

1971-72	 171,561	 97,977	 73,584

Source: Jerry R. Ladman. The Development of the Mexicali Regional
Economy: An Example of Export Propelled Growth. Tempe:
Arizona State University, Bureau of Business and Econmic
Research. p. 92.
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is underway with the objective of increasing hectarage 60 percent,

and is entirely based on new groundwater development entailing 200 or

more new wells (Day 1978, PP. '173-174). Responding to a series of

droughts in 1977-1978 the SARH implemented a program of emergency

drilling which saw 65 wells sunk in various border locations, prin-

cipally along the Costa de Hermosillo in Sonora (Latin American

Commodity Report 1978, p. 147; SARH 1979, pp. 222-224). Following the

emergency program, SARH in 1979 announced the institution on a nation-

wide basis of a National Deep Well Drilling Program with the objective

of increasing net irrigable land by 131,000 hectares by mid-1981,

involving a total projected number of 2,398 wells (Comercio Exterior

1979a, p. 12). The specific impact of this program on the border area,

however, has not yet been ascertained. In other indications of the

importance of groundwater in the border area the SARH has been active

in exploration of potential groundwater sites for future development

and in renovating wells in government irrigation districts operating at

low efficiency or contaminated. The Ministry has recently sponsored

external research on borderlands irrigation and groundwater in con-

junction with its own in-house research capabilities.

In addition to these projects which are being carried out under

government auspices, there is an undetermined amount of private

development in the border area. Under Mexican law private lands not

incorporated in government regulated groundwater areas carry un-

restricted capture rights. Most groundwater areas along the border

fall into this category. In government developed irrigation districts
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where groundwater is unrestricted, the government has regulated with-

drawals in wells developed in federal projects or otherwise built with

federal financing. Even in these areas, however, a large nunber of wells

are developed privately and not restricted (Ladman 1975, p. 44). Con-

sidering the many groundwater bearing areas along the international

boundary that are not incorporated into federal irrigation districts

the potential for private withdrawals and overdrafts is great.

In sum, the pattern of development and policy in the Mexican

borderlands portends the further development of groundwater resources.

Groundwater has become an important auxilliary water source figuring in

the growth of the region just as it has in the United States. In this

respect, however, Mexican development of groundwater has lagged some-

what in comparison to U.S. development and is only now approaching

full and over-exploitation. As they do in the United States such

development trends inevitably pose water conflicts between urban and

rural regions, presenting crucial choices to Mexican planners concerning

the allocation of scarce water supplies and development alternatives.

They also contribute to tensions between the two countries concerning

the apportionment and management of transboundary acquif ers.

Conclusion 

Patterns of development and growth in the borderlands demon-

strate the crucial importance of groundwater in the border economy and

existing pressures for development. On both sides of the border

current trends maximize groundwater use as a supplement to surface water.
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Although the paucity of data prevents a thorough appraisal it appears

that very few aquifers along the border are not now fully or over-

developed, or targeted for full development in the near term.

Agriculture is still the major water user on both sides of the

frontier, but development has slowed in recent years in the United

States. Rising water costs associated with the over-utilization of

groundwater, declining water tables and increased costs of pumping water

have seriously reduced the economies of agricultural production in

various locations along the U.S. side of the border. Increased pumpage

costs are expected to limit and eventually reduce the level of agri-

cultural water use in coming decades. Throughout the border area,

Mexican agriculture is more dependent on groundwater than farming in

the United States. The Mexican government is currently attempting to

revitalize the depressed agricultural sector. Government policy is

promoting development of under-utilized groundwater basins to extend

hectarage under cultivation.

Relative to agriculture, urban uses are increasing and con-

stitute the major source of new groundwater development at several

locations along the international line. Most urban communities along

the border have come lately in the border water economy and, hence,

find themselves dependent on groundwater as their primary water source.

Under the press of rapid population growth and rising consumer demand

for water urban uses, absolute and per capita, are expected to con-

tinue to rise in the future. Although urban uses are modest compared

to agriculture, increased water demand has already encroached upon
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agricultural uses on the U.S. side of the border. Such trends engender

disputes over water rights and water policy as seen in the case of El

Paso, Texas. Disputes are aggravated by the system of private water

rights and limited state and federal regulatory powers to be examined

in the next chapter.

Development patterns along the border are likely to intensify

competition for transboundary groundwater. Existing groundwater

problems will worsen and others emerge short of a formal agreement or

treaty enabling the two countries to fashion solutions to these

problems.

The most important set of influences affecting the development

of a bilateral treaty framework for apportioning and managing trans-

boundary groundwater are those stemming from the domestic political

environment in the United States and Mexico. Each nation has histor-

ically dealt with domestic water problems quite differently. Their

dissimilar domestic legal, administrative and political approaches to

water policy condition their diplomatic conduct towards water problems

in bilateral relations. These domestic patterns are examined in the

following chapter.



CHAPTER 5

WATER ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY IN MEXICO AND THE
UNITED STATES: OVERVIEW AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

An axiom of policy analysis holds that "the form in which policy

problems arise affects the perceptions of stakes in the particular issue

and the way the issue is worked on in the policy process (Ingram 1972,

D. 104). The fact that the United States and Mexico have profoundly

different forms of government must inevitably affect the way they

approach the groundwater problem. Obviously, both nations will pursue

self interest in formal negotiations. However, their respective notions

of self interest and the procedures employed to attain that interest

will vary according to political characteristics unique to each system.

In the groundwater case, these differences mold the possible outcomes

to the conflict.

The pattern of domestic politics is more than usually relevant

to an analysis of transboundary water issues. Boundary resource issues,

though formally matters of foreign policy to be managed by foreign

ministries, have a propensity to cross the threshold from foreign to

domestic policy. Such a transition implies a change of political arena.

Political patterns attendant to the domestic setting become engaged in

the notions of national interest and the particular policy behavior to

which that gives rise. Thus, to a greater degree than usual foreign

affairs, domestic institutions and processes are drawn into consideration

169
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of transboundary resource questions. The structure of federal-state

relations, patterns of representation and expression of political

demands, bureaucratic and administrative organization, and ideological

differences bear directly on those issues.

The policy patterns particular to any nation are not homogenous,

however. The policy dynamics nutured by any political system exhibit a

certain range of variation. To the extent that these variations are

consistent and determinable they might be thought of as policy sub-

systems. Such subsystems, as Lowi (1964) has aptly shown, are shaped

as much by the issue--or substantive content--of a policy, as by the

system itself. The general structure of the system, however, bounds the

extent of sub-system variation. Within these limitations a given

political system may manifest a central tendency or modal type of

policy reflecting its institutional and cultural peculiarities (Cobb,

Ross and Ross 1976).

These theoretical generalizations are relevant to an analysis of

the way domestic politics and U.S.-Mexican water relations. Water

policy in both countries conforms closely with their respective

dominant policy modes. In the United States, for instance, water policy

tends to be fashioned according to pluralistic norms and institutional

structures, resulting in a welter of discrete policy decisions designed

to satisfy the demands of interests at local and regional levels. Policy

in this case is ad hoc, reflecting no overriding national goals and few

priorities that subordinate local and regional concerns. The strong

tendency for water policies to be decided by interests active at the
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local level exemplifies what Lowi labels the distributive policy mode

archetypal in the United States. The disaggregation of policy in the

United States limits the degree of control that is exercised over the

diplomatic process by the Department of State and functions as the

major constraint on diplomacy in the groundwater case.

Conversely, in Mexico a centralized authoritarian political

system allows the formulation of national policy priorities and restricts

the - influence of local interests. The range of policy variation is

narrowed by the institutional constraints of the political system,

particularly by limitations on political participation--what Susan

Purcell has termed "limited political pluralism" (Purcell 1975). The

predominance of the federal executive in the policy process encourages

a decision-making pattern some have labeled bureaucratic-authoritarian;

one that encourages policy formulation in the inside access and

mobilization styles described by Cobb, Ross and Ross (1976). This

pattern is well illustrated in the area of water policy, along a federal

perogative in Mexico. As this pattern affects the groundwater situation,

Mexican diplomats enjoy comparatively greater policy space in fashion-

ing a negotiating strategy. Freedom from domestic constraints of the

sort weighing on U.S. diplomats, however, must be qualified in relation

to other domestic limitations on Mexican diplomacy.

The following discussion reviews the main characteristics of the

legal, administrative and political systems of both countries as these

bear upon patterns of water policy. The study demonstrates that

patterns of domestic policy making in the water area conform to the
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central tendencies hypothesized and suggests the implications of these

systemic dissimilarities for the groundwater dispute. These implica-

tions will be further investigated in the next chapter.

Water Law and Administration in 
the United States and Mexico

The differences between the United States and Mexican patterns

of water policy derive from and are embodied in their respective legal

systems. Leaving aside the distinction between formal and actual

policy, it is reasonable to treat the body of law as the foundation of

the policy system. In fact, in the U.S.-Mexican case, substantial

correspondence exists between the structure of the legal code pertaining

to water policy and the structure of actual policy.

In both countries the legal system is designed around a federal

division of powers, encompassing a complex of codes and rules arising

from constitutional charters, legislative statutes, judicial decisions

and administrative regulations. Formally, and in practice, however the

federal systems of the two countries are quite different. The Mexican

system is nominally federal; in the United States much greater authority

is reserved to the states. Mexican states do not enjoy formal sover-

eignty and are artifacts of the central government (Tucker 1957, p. 378),

while American states constitutionally have formal sovereignty and had

a pre-existing sovereign status before the central government was

established. These basic differences underscore the considerable

centralization of formal and actual power in Mexico and the well known

decentralization and diffusion of powers in the United States.
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The creation and administration of basic property law is one of

the most elemental perogratives of American states under the powers

reserved them by the federal constitution. In the main, property

doctrines, to include those applicable to water, have been inherited

from the English Common law tradition and recognize the right to private

and public ownership of real property, by individuals, institutions

and state and federal government. Private property rights are pro-

tected under the due process clause of the federal constitution. The

tendency at both the state and federal levels has been to release to

private acquisition and ownership all land suitable for permanent human

developlent. Thus, in most states, usable land is privately owned.

In the arid west, however, and along the border, much land remains in

public domain.

Under the Common Law the control of water is slightly less

private than land. The modest inclination towards public control of

water rests in the fluvial characteristics of water, its frequent origina-

tion on state and federally owned watersheds, and the climatic variation

in supply. These considerations have resulted in two distinctive

doctrines of water law and the elaboration of these doctrines in relation

to both surface and groundwater. The dominant doctrines at the levels

of the respective states have distinct implications for both private

property use and the institutional management of water resources.

The riparian doctrine is the predominant and original rule of

water law. It derives from the Common Law of property and is prevalent

in the majority of American states. This English Rule, as it is
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sometimes called, allocates water use on the basis of "land abutting on

a stream" (Clark 1976, P. 472; Teclaff 1972, p. 8). Upstream users are

accorded a superior claim to the use of waters. There are few limita-

tions on water use under this system. They stem mainly from judicial

decisions, with only minor participation of state legislatures (Hutchins

1955, p. 869).

In the western United States, however, water rights follow the

prior appropriation doctrine. The doctrine of appropriation derives

from Spanish and Roman traditions and was adopted with the opening of

the western frontier to U.S. development. The more critical role of

water in the development of the western states underlay the need for a

greater degree of flexibility and regulation of water rights. Accord-

ingly, the prior appropriation principle establishes water rights

apart from land ownership on the basis of the earliest valid beneficial

use of a water course. Nineteen states, all of the middle and far

west, currently employ this doctrine. The notion of appropriation finds

expression in state constitutions and legal codes, with the courts the

principal adjudicators of conflicts arising from appropriative law.

These two major systems of water law have been adapted indepen-

dently to surface and groundwater, resulting in considerable variation

of legal regime among individual states. Among four border states of

Arizona, California, New Mexico and Texas, the surface water laws of

each embrace the doctrine of appropriate, with Texas combining both

appropriative and riparian doctrine. In Texas appropriative doctrine

was adopted subsequent to the use of riparian rules and constitutes
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the modern phase of legal development (Texas Board of Water Development

1977, IV, 5-10).

The law pertaining to groundwater is more complex. Three states,

Arizona, California and Texas, practice some variant of the riparian

doctrine. Robert Emmet Clark, a leading student of water law, describes

the differences in groundwater law in the following terms:

1. Texas follows the old English rule of so-called 'absolute

ownership' which allows unlimited withdrawals. .

2. California adopted a rule of 'correlative rights' which is a

modification of the common law rule in order to provide some

method of allocation. The sharing relates theoretically to

proportional overlying land ownership or control. But

California also recognizes the appropriation of groundwater

by adverse use, or mutually prescriptive rights...

3. Arizona follows the American rule of 'reasonable use' which may

be hard to distinguish in application from the California rule

although the California rule was expressly rejected by the

Arizona court. This is simply another variation of the English

rule devised for allocation purposes although the amounts

allocated remain uncertain because of the co-equal rights in

overlying owners which are analogous to riparian rights. .

(Clark 1976, pp. 472-473).

The State of New Mexico, finally, practices prior appropriation with

respect to groundwater just as it does with surface supplies. The

subassumption of both surface and groundwater under state statute has
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allowed New Mexico to exercise a greater degree of regulatory authority

over water use than other border states.

The respective systems of water law not only affect individual

property rights but also determine the form and extent of state

administration of water resources. Limitiing this discussion to ground-

water, the extent of administrative control is greatest in the State of

New Mexico. In that state the existing appropriation doctrine has

fostered what Clark has designated an administrative-public management 

approach (Clark 1976, p. 476). State water statutes dating from 1927

establish groundwater rights in prior appropriation and have been

modified to allow the State Engineer considerable authority to define

and relate ground water basins. According to Chalmers, "the State

Engineer may determine that the waters of an underground stream, channel,

artesian basin, reservoir or lake do have reasonably ascertainable

boundaries, and when he so proclaims, he then assumes jurisdiction over

such waters. As a result of such authority, this official may proclaim

or declare an underground water basin by issuance of appropriate orders

and the publication of a description of the basin boundaries" (Chalmers

1974, p. 74). Any development subsequent to the declaration of such

areas requires a permit issued by the State Engineer. The State

Engineer may also conjunctively manage the utilization of surface and

groundwater, requiring retirement of surface uses or groundwater to

accommodate increased uses of one or the other.

New Mexico, however, is an exception. Elsewhere, state regula-

tion is more limited. Generally, Arizona, California, and Texas have
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little power to intervene in actual groundwater use to manage withdrawals

to achieve optimal utilization in conjunction with social needs and

hydrological limitations. Clark characterizes the laws of Arizona and

Texas as non-management approaches (Clark 1976, p. 475). Although a

1948 Arizona law enables the state to declare critical groundwater

areas, the regulatory clout of that statute is nullified by lack of

restrictions on pumpage and extension of extant wells within the

critical area (Chalmers 1975, p. 42). In Texas, state statute authorizes

the formation of special underground water conservation districts for

purposes of conserving groundwater resources. Actual implementation,

however, is complicated by provisions allowing dissidents to evade

enforcement of special district's provisions (Tyler 1976, p. 534;

Chalmers 1974, p. 89). Only a few such districts have been formed,

leaving the state otherwise without effective regulatory authority in

the groundwater area.

The State of California, in contrast, practices what Clark calls

a property rights-institutional approach to management (Clark 1976,

p. 476). It adjudicates water rights on a basin-wide level in certain

areas where groundwater has been badly depleted. In adjudicating these

rights, California has adopted a rule of "mutual prescription"; water

use is apportioned according to the "safe yield" of the groundwater

basin (California Department of Water Resources 1975, p. 124). Cal-

culation of safe yield has also taken into account water imported from

outside the confines of the groundwater basin (California Department of

Water Resources 1975, p. 124; Clark 1976, p. 426).
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Regulation of groundwater quality is also centered at the state

level. Provisions of most states regulating groundwater quality are

lax (Dawson 1979, P. 102). Along the border, the basis of each state's

groundwater protection is vested in general laws addressing water

quality; no specific groundwater quality legislation is mandated

(Dawson 1979; Bartlet 1979). Responsibility for enforcing water

quality standards is dispersed among several agencies in each state.

Only New Mexico presently has specific groundwater quality standards in

force (Dawson 1979, p. 105).

In relation to the predominant authority of the states in

United States water law, the federal government plays a restricted role.

The federal position has been indirect, arising out of its ownership of

public lands, reclamation and commerce powers and its constitutional

capacity to administer interstate water compacts (Hutchins 1955, pp.

872-873). More recently, moreover, environmental legislation has

brought a greater federal presence in water management practices.

The limited lines of federal law bearing on groundwater

development derive from the federal government's authority with respect

to public lands, interstate commerce and environmental legislation.

Large federal domain in western states has made the national government

a significant actor in groundwater allocation through its entitlement

under what is known as the "reservation doctrine". Under the reserva-

tion doctrine the federal government has reserved to itself sufficient

water to enable it to fulfill its basic obligations with respect to

public lands. In addition, interstate water compacts allocating water

among stages either expressly or potentially extend to groundwater and
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are refereed by federal authorities. These include agreements between

New Mexico and Texas, Arizona and New Mexico, and Arizona and Cali-

fornia. In the environmental area, since 1974, the Safe Drinking Water

Act has authorized the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to

establish national water quality standards (Sheridan 1981, pp. 74-75).

The EPA's power to enforce such standards, however, is mainly to

withholding federal funds.

The restricted legal authority of the U.S. government contrasts

with the vast powers possessed by federal government in Mexico. The

Mexican government's legal powers over water derive directly from the

Constitution of 1917, the nation's basic charter. They are principally

delegated powers. Under sweeping patrimonial authority in Article

Twenty-seven, original ownership of property is vested in the nation.

Individual ownership is contingent upon the national perogative to

intervene, regulate and redistribute real property subject to certain

limitations. The key sections of Article Twenty-seven state:

Ownership of the lands and waters within the boundaries of the
national territory is vested originally in the Nation, which has
had, and has, the right to transmit title thereof to private
persons, thereby constituting private property. . .

The nation shall at all times have the right to impose on private
property such limitations as the public interest may demand, as
well as the right to regulate the utilization of natural
resources which are susceptible of appropriation, in order to
conserve them and to ensure a more equitable distribution of
public wealth. . .

In the Nationa is vested the direct ownership of all natural
resources of the continental shelf and the submarine shelf of
the islands; of all minerals or substances, which in viens,
ledges, masses or ore pockets, form deposits of a nature dis-
tinct from the components of the earth itself. . . (Article
Twenty-seven as reprinted in Organization of American States
1977, pp. 8-9).
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Based upon this constitutional authority, the federal government

is the predominant source of legislation affecting water rights and

water management. It has employed its powers to develop and regulate

national water resources. As early as 1926 the Mexican government ,

enacted its first irrigation law, creating a National Irrigation Com-

mission to design and implement major reclamation works. Federal

legislation of 1929, updated in 1934, defined the preogratives of

national ownership under the constitution and established a schedule of

priorities. In effect it served as a national plan for water use,

though limited by institutional constraints (Orive 1974, p. 151;

Anaya 1967, p. 685). The same statute also established the power of the

federal government to prohibit water utilization in certain areas

(Orive 1974, p. 150).

Centralized control over national water resources was enhanced

by the Irrigation Act of 1947. The initiative combined water related

functions previously exercised by several ministries into a single

cabinet level ministry, the Secretaria de Recursos Hidraulico (SRH).

This ministry was exclusively entrusted with the development, con-

struction and supervision of all federal irrigation works and given

broad powers to intervene in existing land and water rights to facilitate

the development of such works (Ley de Riegos in Orive 1960, pp. 286-

292). It was also entrusted with administrative authority of previous

water legislation, enabling the ministry to oversee water development

in the private sector. The powers of SRH were extended in the same

year by the Health Engineering Act. That act "vests in the Federal
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Government the sole right to plan, design, construct and operate water

supply facilities in towns and cities if these are financed wholly or

in part from funds supplied...by the federal government" (Grive 1974,

p. 150). Virtually all such facilities are federally financed.

Federal legislation applicable to groundwater has developed

since the mid-fifties. Underground water is included within the con-

stitutional grant of power in Article Twenty-seven. It states:

Underground waters may be brought to the surface by artificial
works and utilized by the surface owner, but if the public
interest so requires or use by others is affected, the Federal
Executive may regulate its extraction and utilization, and
even establish prohibited areas, the same as may be done with
other waters in the public domain.

Groundwater ownership, therefore, is basically a function of land owner-

ship. However, the state exercises broad powers to intervene to

regulate its use (Langone 1968, pp. 38-39).

Until the mid-fifties little of the federal enabling legislation

was directed specifically to groundwater. Power to regulate groundwater

use was implied in the 1926 and 1934 legislation, though until 1947

it is difficult to point to a single agency entrusted with its

administration. The 1947 Irrigation Act also implied that SRH would

administer the development and use of groundwater. That ministry thus

proceeded to regulate new well development (Carbajal 1967, pp. 253-

258). The major statutory advance in this field came in 1956 with

enactment of a new law directed at groundwater management. That act

provided for registration of wells and their organization within water

management zones administered by SRH. Another statue in the same year

charged SRH with improving domestic drinking water facilities and
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commencing a nationwide survey of national groundwater resources (Day

1970, p. 30; Orive 1974, P. 150). Neither of these statutes, however,

provide for the regulation of extractions except within designated

"prohibited zones" (Langone 1968, p. 38).

The Federal Water Law of 1971 moved to consolidate federal water

legislation yet further. This measure is part of the general program

of administrative reform initiated under Echeverria (1971-1976) and

carried forward by his successor, Jose LiSpez-Portillo (1977-1982).

The law dealt with surface and groundwater, providing for the inte-

grated development and management of both under the auspices of SRH.

Among its prinicpal features are the specification of types of use

systems with their concomitant organizational requirements and rules

governing water use (SARH 1977, p. 81). In addition, it established a

high level planning commission within the SRE to formulate a com-

prehensive national water plan under the oversight of an intermini-

sterial Directive Council comprised of the Secretaries of the SRH,

Treasury, Presidency and the Director of the National Finance Agency

(SARH 1977, p. 1-2-). The formulation of the National Water Plan of

1975 came from that effort. It institutes comprehensive central

planning of Mexican water resources (Gonzales 1973, pp. 1008-1009).

The formal capacity of the federal government to regulate ground-

water reached its apogee with the adoption of the National Water Plan

and the integration of the functions of the old Ministry of Agriculture

and Ministry of Water Resources in a new agency, the Secretariat of

Agriculture and Water Resources (SARH). The new law enhances the powers
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of the government in this area by concentrating primary responsibility

in a single agency, thereby solving earlier inter-agency competition

for primary jurisdiction over groundwater. The SARH is largely re-

sponsible for implementing the National Water Plan. It does not, how-

ever, monopolize the sectoral policy domain. The Ministry of

Programming and Budgeting (SPP), the Department of Agrarian Affairs,

the Federal Electricity Commission, and the Ministry of Public Works

and Human Settlements (SAHOP) all share some water related functions,

with SPP exercising budgetary and policy oversight as it does with

other cabinet ministries.

The SARH has promoted goundwater use in a program of conjunctive

management of surface and groundwater resources (SARH 1977, pp. 58-59).

The impact of the program, however, may increase the exploitation of

groundwater in the border region. Outside the Costa de Hermosillo

of Sonora, the SARH has not yet seen fit to regulate groundwater with-

drawals directly (Comisiem Nacional Hidrdulico 1979). In the areas of

groundwater quality management, the SARH is sharing some responsibil-

ities with SAHOP, which is mandated to protect the quality of urban

drinking water. The SAHOP, following the National Urban Development

Plan promulgated by the Lopez-Portillo administration, has initiated

a nationwide program monitoring potable water supplies (LOpez de Alba

1981). Outside urban areas, however, the monitoring and regulation of

water quality is poor. There is not general legislation mandating

water quality standards at the present time.

The monopoly of the Mexican government on water management is

almost complete. Compared to the United States, lesser entities, to
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include states, corporations and individuals, are hardly involved

in water development and management. At the state level, Mexican

federal law leaves states' courts some latitude for the adjudication

of private water conflicts where federal interests are not concerned.

States may also enact certain supplementary statutes affecting water

use so long as they are not in conflict with federal regulations

(Tucker 1956, p. 383). In recent initiatives to decentralize Mexican

public administration, the responsibility for developing and adminis-

tering municipal public water supplies has been made a state function,

although the federal government retains budgetary control and oversight

functions (Gutiérrez 1980, p. 1; SPP 1980, p. 175; López-Portillo

1979, p. 330). Although states are entitled, along with the federal

government, to initiate irrigation works, in practice their fiscal

dependency on federal government has limited state activity in this

sphere (Rodriguez Langone 1968, p. 38). Beneath the state level, a

former secretary of SRH has noted, "There are practically no corpora-

tions in Mexico managing water, and the only cooperatives in this field

are those constituted by users of irrigation systems, which, strictly

speaking, function under government control" (Grive 1974, pp. 152-153).

Differences between the two national legal regimes underly the

marked contrasts in administrative practices and politics in the water

area. Whereas water administration in the United States is highly

fragmented both within and between the states and federal agencies,

Mexican administration is high centralized. These administrative

patterns facilitate and constrain the degree that the public is apt
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to become involved in determining water resource issues. Patterns of

civic participation, pressure and policy formulation, however, cannot

be entirely understood from the standpoint of water administration

alone. Rather, they must alos be seen in the general context of

domestic politics. In the following section Mexican and U. S. water

administration will be considered in relation to their individual

political systems in order to identify salient features of water

policy making in each country.

Domestic Patterns of Water
Administration and Policy 

The basic configuration of sovereignty and administration seen

above provides the formal framework for the divergent patterns of water

policy making in the United States and Mexico. Theis structure has

permitted a highly pluralistic form of water administration to develop

in the United States, while Mexico has gradually evolved towards its

present mode of comprehensive central planning. These patterns reflect

the most basic political differences between the two nations. Policy

patterns, therefore, must be examined in relation to the political

system generally as well as in relation to specific features of water

resource administration.

Water Policy in the United States

As hypothesized in the introduction and restated above, the

pattern of water policy which predominates in the United States closely

resembles the distributive pattern of policy development described

by Theodore Lowi. According to Lowi's paradigm, particular types of

issues of policies generate distinctive policy regimes that impact on
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and shape policy products. Distributive policy refers to political

conflicts that can be broken down, or disaggregated, into parts

representing the various interests and competing groups, with rewards

parceled out among these groups so that none is significantly dis-

advantaged.

As noted previously, the Lowi model is predicated upon policy

dynamics in the United States. The model implicitly incorporates basic

features of the United States political system in its assumptions,

including federal division of sovereignty, division of powers, a broad

realm of citizen participation in government and responsive representa-

tion. The most elementary assumption in the model is that groups will

to influence policy outcomes coalesce on the bases of shared perception

of mutual benefit. The nature of the benefit or constraint determines

the level of groups aggregation in the political process as well as

the strategies employed to attain the desired outcomes.

The tendency for U.S. water policy to take a distributive form

has been demonstrated by a number of policy analysts (Maass 1952;

Ingram 1971; Lord 1979; Mann 1975b). Taking for granted the general

features of the United States political system, at least three reasons

for the distributive pattern are evident: first, the systems of state

legislated private property; second, the pattern of water administration;

third, the system of interest and influence at the federal leve. A

review of each of these influences help to indicate why the distributive

pattern predominates and how it functions to influence federal decision

making in water resource issues.
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As already shown, the system of state dominated property law

is an elementary feature of water management in the United States.

This system has functioned to insulate local water rights from

governmental regulation and to encourage patterns of water development

beneficial to local private interests.

Both the benefits to be derived and the capacity of owners to

influence local political representatives arise, in part, from pro-

prietary control over water resources. Water development in the

western United States, to include the border states, was originally

promoted by private property owners and developers, mainly in agri-

culture. They sought to bring state pressure to bear on federal govern-

ment to finance those projects. The resulting reclamation programs were

thus conceived to serve local developmental interests, generally

organized at the state level or below, encouraging what has been

called the "rural reclamation, tiller of the land ethic" (Hennig and

Olsen 1976, p. 463). In essence, the water law system has served to

mobilize local interests to ward off federal controls on the one

hand and, on the other, to promote private economic interests.

The pattern of local political initiative is reinforced by

the fragmented structure of administration within the American federal

system. The federal arrangement of national state and local agencies,

each with a measure of independence in the fashioning of water policy,

results in a maze of overlapping jurisdictions and policies often at

cross purposes. The net effect is disaggregation of policy making and

a pattern of federal deference to local concerns.
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The complexity of water administration in the United States can

be seen in the case of a single border state, Texas, where over thirty-

eight agencies of the national, state and local levels have juris-

dictions that impinge upon water management. At the federal level are

included the Federal Power Commission, the Economic Development

Administration, the Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration, the Farmers Home Administration, the

Environmental Protection Agency, the National Park Service, the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, the U.S.

Geological Survey, the Office of Water Research and Technology, and

the Department of Housing and Urban Development (Texas Water Development

Board 1977, Vol. 1, pp. 27-33).

State agencies are almost as prolific. Those with jurisdictions

touching the border bounties include the Texas Water Rights Commission,

The Texas Water Quality Board, the State Department of Health Resources,

the Public Utility Commission, the General Land Office, the State Soil

and Water Conservation Board, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department,

the Railroad Commission of Texas, the Attorney General's Office, the

Rio Grande Compact Commission and the Pecos River Compact Commission.

Nor does this exhaust the list of interested agencies. At the local

level are found various political subdivisions, among them River

Authorities, Water Control and Improvement Districts, Municipal Uitlity

Districts, Fresh Water Supply Districts, Levee Improvement Districts,
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Water Improvement Districts and Groundwater Conservation Districts

(Texas Water Development Board 1977, Vol 1: I, pp. 27-33).

The number of agencies with jurisdictions in the water area

provide many instances of duplication of effort and interagency con-

flicts in the water resource area and reinforce the disaggregation of

federal water authority. At the federal level the overlapping juris-

diction of the Water and Power Resources Service (WPRS)--formerly the

Bureau of Reclamation--and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is a case

book instance of dissegregation of jurisdiction. The WPRS, located

within the Department of the Interior, and the Army Corps of Engineers

of the Defense Department, each exercise authority over water resources

development in the western states. The WPRS concentrating on irrigation

and hydroelectric works; the Corps invests in flood control and

navigational functions (Maass 1952, p. 568). In the words of Arthur

Maass, "both agencies have been drawn into competition to keep their

positions in water development" (Maass 1952, p. 568). Such interagency

conflict has led both agencies and others dealing with water to solicit

reliable constituencies and clientele groups at local levels for

political support. Federal development initiatives are thus firmly

attached to local interests as a condition of their approval.

The legal and administrative bases of U.S. water policy inter-

face with other institutional features of the political system to

produce a highly decentralized system of interest and influence in policy

creation at the federal level. The predominant position of the federal

legislature in the policy process is basic to the making of water policy

in the United States. Water policy is a congressional perogerative.
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Although an exhaustive study of the Mexican political system is

not possible here, it is necessary to have some understanding of the

main features of Mexican government and politics to comprehend the

dynamics of water policy. Most scholars agree that the Mexican political

system is an authoritarian system, though the extent and in what form

is a subject of considerable debate (Needleman and Needleman 1969;

Koslow and Mumme 1977). The characterization of the Mexican political

system most widely heeded among American scholars in recent years was

suggested by Susan Purcell, who described the Mexican political system

as a limited, or bureaucratic, authoritarian system (Purcell 1975).

This conceptualization is based on findings of low subject (citizen)

mobilization (participation) in the political process and executive

domination of the policy process through an extensive political-bureau-

cratic apparatus capable of regulating political behavior. With respect

to party system and ideology, Purcell's conceptualization of the Mexican

political system views Mexico's dominant party, the Partido Revolu-

cionario Institucional (PRI), as a mechanism of political recruitment

and social control wedded to the promotion of rapid economic development

(Purcell 1973).

These general descriptive categories do little more than pro-

vide a point of departure for understanding the political system; but

they do suggest two fundamental features of Mexican politics, central-

ization and political control. Constitutionally, the federal government

exercises extensive powers over the states, so far that it may intervene

to remove political officials and nullify state laws. These powers are
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The executive branch of government plays a distinctively subordinate role

in this issue area. The bread and butter character of federal water

projects and their local developmental benefit is a material link

between congressmen and their constituencies. The nexus between

congressional careers and the federal pork barrel has always been

predominant in fashioning national water policy (Hart 1957, p. 536;

Ingram 1971, p. 107).

The central arena of water policy, however, is not the congress

at large, but congressional subcommittees (Fenno 1966). This is par-

ticularly true for water issues inasmuch as they afford individual con-

gressmen the opportunity to visibly benefit their home districts and

states. In the water area these committees consist of the Public Works

and Interior and Insular Affairs committees in each house and their

corresponding appropriations subcommittees. Western water interests have

historically been prominant on these committees and, in the case of the

House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs membership came from

western states between 1947 and 1968 (Ingram 1971, p. 110). This pattern

was even more pronounced on its key Water and Power Subcommittee where

sixteen of seventeen members were westerners, nine of these from border

states (vis House, Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources 1974).

These congressmen are in strategic positions to influence the policy

process on behalf of their constituents.

The predominant role of the committees and subcommittees in

water policy has led to the edging out of executive initiative in the

policy process. Traditionally water issues have not received priority
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attention at the presidential level (Hart 1957). The local character

of these matters does not lend the issue to presidential attention fixed

on a national constituency. Lacking presidential sponsorship, water

issues have fallen to the oversight of the respective cabinet depart-

ments (e.g., Agriculture, Interior, Defense) and to the President's

Office of Management and Budget (OMB). For similar reasons, department

heads and OMB are unlikely to give water issues a high priority

(Ingram 1972, p. 1181).

Lacking executive direction, line agencies have sought their own

sources of support at local and congressional levels. The Corps of

Engineers, for instance, has long thought of itself as a congressional

agency responsible to the public works committees of the House and

Senate (Maass 1950). The WPRS has also cemented strong ties to con-

ressional subcommittees. The expense and the time involved in planning

water projects lead these agencies further in the direction of fashioning

local support. The dependency of states on federal agencies for the

planning of water projects contributes to this alliance also. Few

states have the planning and technical resources to develop their own

projects. According to Ingram, "Federal agencies typically play the

crucial role in selecting the projects to which locally oriented

interests attach themselves" (Ingram 1978, p. 65). Federal agencies

such as those mentioned conduct feasibility studies and seek to involve

• local groups in the planning process before a project is committed to

Congress. At the initiation stage, therefore, water projects find local

sponsors and federal water agencies allied for purposes of winning

congressional and executive budgetary support.
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Finally, as Wildavsky indicates in his study of the budgetary

process, federal agencies tend to favor the congressional appropriation

process over the executive branch, since the Congress generally has the

last word on actual appropriations (Wildavsky 1979). Agency heads

routinely defer to congressional preferences to facilitate approval of

their agency's requisition. This pattern is much in evidence in the

water development field where trading off economic for political benefits

has been the rule of play.

Although the process of water policy making is changing, attes-

ted to by Ingram (1972) and Mann (1975), the fundamental patterns still

hold (Mann 1975b). The major dimensions of change are in the direction

of broadening the definition of the issues and greater participation of

non-local interests, principally environmentalists (Mann 1975a, pp.

120-121). To the extent that such patterns exist as subcurrents within

distributive water policy dynamics, they only tend to render the process

of adjustment more complex, and reconciliation of such interests more

difficult. Moreover, even where non-distributive, more specifically,

regulatory, interests have intruded into the traditionally distributive

arena of water, as in the case of EPA, evidence shows that the dis-

tributive dynamics of water policy have managed to prevail over the

regulatory mandate (Ingram and McCain 1977, pp. 452-454).

In sum, the pattern of water policy in the United States is

decentralized and dominated by the play of local interests, even at the

federal level. Federal authority in the water sphere is highly

fragmented, lacking capacity for central planning or systemic regulation.
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Water development is dominated by local interests through a log rolling

pattern of distributive politics centered in Congress. The localized

nature of such projects, absence of executive leadership, and mutual

dependence of federal water development agencies and local interests in

the promotion of water projects insures that local interests at the

community and state levels will play major roles in water policy making.

As a corollary, it is seen that federal water initiatives lacking local

support will experience difficulty acquiring congressional support.

Decentralized policy making is pronounced in bilateral treaties.

Negotiations have had to surmount the same political hurdles. The

locus of policy formation has been at the level of the states and the

Congress, with the Department of State playing a subsidiary role and

the IBWC, U.S. Section, serving as broker among the various political

and institutional interests. These patterns, as witnessed in past

disputes will be examined in Chapter 6.

Water Policy in Mexico

In Mexico, political and administrative centralization combine

to concentrate decision making power within a few federal cabinet

ministries. The extent of local involvement in the generation of

specific developmental projects or water related policy initiatives

is limited by political and institutional constraints that diminish

public participation. On the other hand, the water policies of the

national government have been instrumental in a way without parallel in

national policy north of the border.
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Although an exhaustive study of the Mexican political system

is not possible here, it is necessary to have some understanding

of the main features of Mexican government and politics to comprehend

the dynamics of water policy. Most scholars agree that the Mexican

political system is an authoritarian system, though the extent and

in what form is a subject of considerable debate (Needleman and Needleman

1969; Koslow and Mumme 1977). The characterization of the Mexican

political system most widely heeded among American scholars in recent

years was suggested by Susan Purcell, who described the Mexican poli-

tical system as a limited, or bureaucratic, authoritarian system

(Purcell 1975). This conceptualization is based on findings of low

subject (citizen) mobilization (participation) in the political

process and executive domination of the policy process through an

extensive political-bureaucratic apparatus capable of regulating

political behavior. With respect to party system and ideology, Purcell's

conceptualization of the Mexican political system views Mexico's

dominant party, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), as a

mechanism of political recruitment and social control wedded to the

promotion of rapid economic development (Purcell 1973).

These general descriptive categories do little more than provide

a point of departure for understanding the political system; but they do

suggest two fundamental features of Mexican politics, centralization and

political control. Constitutionally, the federal government exercises

extensive powers over the states, so far that it may intervene to remove

political officials and nullify state laws. These powers are
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reinforced by the political controls the government can exercise by

virture of its official monopoly over the political system. Political

power is therefore concentrated in the executive branch, in the hands

of the Mexican president (Purcell 1975, pp. 131-142; Cosio Villegas

1972 pp. 26-27).

Images of Mexican constitutional dictatorship must be tempered by

those of the complexity of the governmental system. Though the

President exercies virtual domination over the party system, and through

that over the legislative branch of government, Mexican executism is

seen by most observers to be subject to various constraints, including

ideology and a highly differentiated bureaucracy.

The ideological constraints on the Mexican president and

decision making elite stem from the constitutionalist slogans and

embodiments in the Constitution of 1917 and their appropriation for

rhetorical, hortatory and symbolic purposes by the Mexican regime.

These ideals comprise what Frank Brandenburg has termed the "Revolution-

ary Creed". They include the principles of Mexicanism, constitutionalism,

social justice, political liberalism, racial tolerance, intellectual

freedom and public education, economic growth, public ownership and

initiative, labor rights, financial stability, aspirations to world

leadership and international prestige (Brandenburg 1964, pp. 8-18).

However vast the gulf between rhetoric and performance, such precepts

provide the government with a set of abstract principles to be re-

iterated as propaganda in verse and slogan and require that these

symbolic notions be substantiated to some extent in performance.
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Adjusted to the actual conditions and needs of Mexican political elites,

these goals may be subsumed under the more general categories of

political stability, economic growth, public welfare, and Mexican-

ization of business and industry, roughly in that order of priority

(Anderson and Cockcroft 1972, pp. 245-267).

As an aspect of its ideological orientation, the social ideals

of the Creed, though further down the list of priorities, have been

important to the maintenance of political stability. The performance

of the regime in this sphere has been two pronged, one involving the

use of political organization and propaganda in conjunction with

selective provision of social benefits, the other following the tra-

jectory of promoting rapid economic development.

The success of the regime's two pronged strategy is a matter

of debate among observers of Mexican politics. At the organizational

level the PRI has grown to encompass the vast majority of politically

active citizens as well as a wide spectrum of ideological leanings.

This accomplishment contributes to the government's capacity to dis-

tribute substantive benefits intermittantly across the various sectors

of the populace affiliated with the PRI. That capacity in turn is a

consequence of the government's success in promoting rapid economic

development (Hansen 1971).

However, the strategy of rapid economic development fueled by

capital intensive industrialization and import substituting trade

policies has benefitted a selective minority within Mexico at the

expense of most (Hansen 1971, p. 95). This minority, including the
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thirty percent of the Mexican population that is middle or upper class,

is the strategic minority located in urban centers, more readily

mobilized for political purposes and generally able to express demands

with greater effectiveness. The social and economic policies of the

government, therefore, have been aimed at this modern sector of Mexican

society, and have built up a reservoir of expectations that the govern-

ment must consider (Gonzales Casanova 1970, pp. 120-123).

The Mexican civil bureaucracy has expanded substantially to

fulfill the requirements of the practical and ideological commitments

of the government. Executive government has made the bureaucracy the

principal actor below senior political executives in the formulation

and implementation of social and economic policy. Currently, some 15

major ministries and departments, 400 quasi-autonomous agencies, another

350 commissions and development trusts, and 1.3 million federal

employees sum the dimensions of the federal administrative apparatus

(Bally 1980, p. 31). This extensive public sector conducts an array of

functions ranging from the fiduciary and administrative tasks of

government to the operation and ownership of a large number of economic

enterprises as part of its effort to promote economic development.

Other strengths of the federal bureaucracy attach to its

absorbtion of a high proportion of skilled manpower in Mexico and its

functions as a source of employment, salaries, emoluments, and corruption.

Through its potential for political patronage the bureaucracy is one of

the principal provisioners in the Mexican economy, providing thousands

of jobs in direct employemnt and an unknown number of fringe opportuni-

ties for the politically faithful and ambitious.
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The relationship between political power and the bureaucracy

is nonetheless asymmetrical. Mexican administrative institutions lack

real autonomy from the political executive and tend to be highly

politicized. The highest levels of the federal bureaucracy are political

appointees loyal to the incumbent president. The personal loyalities

of Mexican executive officials, however, are far more binding and a

part of the office than in the United States. Political and adminis-

trative careers are shaped by a network of personalistic ties by which

an individual manuevers to attain advancement and position (Grindle

1977, pp. 41-69). The six year presidential term, or sexenio, with

no re-election under Mexican constitution, increases the importance

of loyalty as a factor in consideration for political appointment,

inasmuch as the incumbent president has but a limited time to put his

imprimantuer on the political record (Smith 1979, pp. 255-261).

Additionally, the structure and operation of the executive

branch limit administrative power. Little horizontal contact between

individual agencies occurs even at the cabinet level. Ultimate decision

making authority on the vertical axis centers in the presidential chair.

The vertical structure of administration is apparent even in ostensibly

decentralized agencies. Political concentration is exaggerated by the

virtual absence of parallel structures at the state and local levels in

Mexico. Dependence on federal initiative and lack of fiscal resources

has stunted the development of local administration (Cardenas 1966,

pp. 861-863; Ugalde 1970, pp. 104-111).
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Within the federal bureaucracy, political authority tends to

be constricted further to a few ministries and agencies termed by

Bertram Gross the Mexican "central guidance cluster". These agencies,

including the National Finance Agency, the Ministry of the Treasury,

and the Ministry of Programming and Budgeting, center on the office of

the President, and are particularly influential in the consideration

of the policy proposals of other ministries. Ultimately, it is the

President who for six years sets the policy guidelines and passes on

new initiatives in the Mexican political system.

This summary of the main features of the Mexican political

system should not obscure the fact that Mexican public administration

is sophisticated, well advanced, and extensive, with ample opportunity

to put its own mark on presidential policies (Glade 1963, p. 27).

Nevertheless, the degree of centralization of the Mexican government

has been conducive to a top downward system of policy making. This

pattern contrasts with the decentralization of policy initiative in the

United States and is evident in the degree that central planning is

practiced in national policy making and in the water administration

sphere.

As Robert Shafer has shown, the Mexican commitment to planning

dates back to the Cardenas administration, 1933-40 (Shafer 1955), but

the record of Mexican planning has been spotty. Until the mid-sixties,

Mexican plans were of limited scope treating regional and sectoral

problems. Even so, planning was often more formal than substantive.

While there has been no want of theoretical analysis of Mexico's
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problems and needs in various sectors, the lack of skilled manpower,

material resources, and real commitment has plagued the implementation

of plans. Political considerations have dominated planning efforts.

Owing to the vertical structure of Mexican administration much planning

as well has been undertaken with little inter-agency coordination, and

predictable problems of overlap, redundancy and waste.

Beginning with President Diaz Ordaz in 1964, however, Mexican

public administration has steadily advanced in making and implementing

comprehensive national plans.	 Much of the impetus for change came

from the formation of an official Commission on Public Administration

(CAP) within the old Ministry of the Presidency in 1965, and its work

in systematizing, evaluating and proposing model changes in public

administration and planning procedures in Mexican government (Carillo

Castro 1974, p. 61). Diaz Ordaz successor, Luis Echeverria, in 1971,

in view of the reforms proposed by the CAP, established an intermin-

isterial commission to consider possible administrative reforms. Its

principal accomplishment of this commission was a design for a thorough

administrative reorganization in the context of a comprehensive national

development plan.

Significantly, Jose Lopez-Portillo was one of the architects of

the administrative reform. Acting on the basis of his predecessor's

recommendations, Lopez-Portillo undertook the reorganization of the

Mexican bureaucracy by sector, combining the functions of a number of

sectorally related departments, including those related to water

(Comercio Exterior 1978a, p. 194). The Mexican president has since
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pursued the development of a thorough comprehensive national development

plan, the Plan Global de Desarrollo, designed to rationalize and inte-

grate Mexican planning nationally by sectors. The National Water Plan,

mentioned earlier, is a part of this stream of initiatives.

While it is still too soon to evaluate the planning measures

of the last decade, it is important to recognize that the centralization

of Mexican politics infuses public administration with pronounced

political orientation. This orientation is not apt to be altered by

the reorganization of the bureaucracy in the last two Mexican adminis-

trations. Attached as they are to the Mexican President, the ministries,

departments and agencies adjust activities to aspects of the issue-

priority structure the President emphasizes. Depending on the degree

of conservatism or liberalism evident at the presidential helm the

government may, as it did during the Diaz Ordaz administration, stress

promotion of industry over agriculture, or reverse that policy in the

manner of the Echeverria administration. The significance of the policy

planning measures above is that whatever the policy bias of the incumbent

administration there-is nonetheless an emphasis on the coordination of

policy initiatives in a political strategy of national development, one

that has received much greater articulation in the last decade.

Contrary to the United States' policy pattern, therefore, policies

in Mexico are centrally initiated and controlled. Programs may in-

directly respond to localties or interests within the public at large,

but they do not ordinarily originate from active lobbying or pressures

generated by organizations and groups outside the government. While
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groups and organizations are abundant, particularly in the urban sector

of society, their capacity to be effective political agents is circum-

scribed by the regime's mechanisms of control.

Influence and interest group activity is characterized by a

"petitionary" rather than "bargaining" style (Anderson 1968, p. 134).

Most mass based or public interest groups are tied to one of the PRI's

three sector organizations, agrarian, labor and popular. Business

interests are integrated into the political process via government

organized chambers of commerce and trade. Groups outside the official

governmental political umbrella are virtually excluded by the political

system and risk repression if their activities are politically threaten-

ing (Reyna 1974, pp. 19-23).

Efforts at influence, therefore, are contained within the

governmental structure that fosters a paternalistic and personalistic

form of interest relations (Purcell 1975, pp. 38-41). Individual and

group concerns are expressed through the executive branch of government,

though the legislature may be employed as a vehicle for raising issues

and generating publicity. This publicity, however, is aimed not at mass

mobilization but at those administrative figures who are capable of

influencing executive decisions. The more common form of influence is

directly through individual or organized petition to the appropriate

administrator, agency head, even the president himself (Cornelius

1975, Ugalde 1970).

These systemic characteristics of Mexican politics and public

administration are exceptionally well illustrated in the crafting of
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water policy. As seen previously, the national jurisdiction over water

resources is nearly complete. Since 1971, the streamlining of national

water policy has been accomplished in the form of the National Water

Plan detailing agency jurisdictions, resource goals, and development

priorities.

The political importance of water in Mexico cannot be under-

estimated and is reflected in the exceptional status water has received

in constitution and administration. Water resource planning has and

continues to be accorded ministerial rank and has enjoyed a longer his-

tory of substantive planning than nearly any other functional sector of

governmental activity, including petroleum (Orive 1974, p. 155; Shafer

1966, pp. 89-91).

The Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources (SARH) is at

the center of Mexican water resource planning. The SARH represents the

incumbent administration's initiative to integrate the agricultural

activities of the major agencies of vexican government. It is, in fact,

the super agency at the center of the government's vast and critically

important irrigation and agricultural development program. The new

ministry is designed to be symbolic of Lopez-Portillo's priority re-

emphasis on agricultural development and elevates the old Ministry of

Agriculture to a new position of prominence within the administration.

The water resources branch is the more dynamic partner in the new

administrative hybrid, however. As an independent ministry prior to

its merger, the Ministry of Water Resources was the most prestigious

non-political ministry within the government (Greenberg 1970). It is
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bound to continue to exert a leadership role within the SARH, particu-

larly in view of its activism in promoting the concept of sectoral

integration of the agencies currently brought together within SARH

(Grindle 1977, p. 543). The new ministry, therefore, is apt to retain

much of the orientation and character of the former Water Resources

Ministry, though subject to greater coordination and functional inte-

gration than in the past.

Essentially, and even more so since the Lopez-Portillo adminis-

tration has vested overriding policy functions in the SPP, the SARH is

a technical ministry. It does not set the broad outlines of water

resources policy, but implements the administration's objectives within

the sector. As Greenberg has noted, the major emphasis within the

Ministry "is on compliance, rather than formulation" of policy (Greenberg

1970, p. 55). Notwithstanding, the input of the SARH is not lacking in

political significance, particularly where political decisions hinge on

technical feasibility and resources.

In this respect the Ministry is strategically situated as the

instrument for realizing the high priority developmental goals of pre-

vious and present administrations and is invested with an exceptionally

comprehensive array of functions and powers. Among its responsibilities

are planning and management of agricultural production in government

irrrigation districts, the planning, construction and management of water

storage, drainage and flood control works, irrigation districts,

aquaculture projects, water supply and sewage projects, reclamation and
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conservation of new and deteriorated lands, and management of groundwater

extraction in designated areas (SARH 1977, pp. 47-60).

The political influence of the ministry must also be considered

in view of the value its functions have for incumbent politicians. The

works of the ministry are highly visible in both urban and rural areas.

Dams, irrigation projects, reclamation works and potable water and

sewage systems forcefully declare the accomplishments of the government

and are central aspects of its social welfare and economic development

programs. While this tends in some respect to diminish the political

autonomy of the Ministry--politically valuable projects must be kept

under political control--it also fosters respect for the Ministry's

technical expertise. The SARH also serves an invaluable reconnaisance

function for the government by way of identifying potential mechanisms

for promoting national development goals. In this respect, the Ministry

is most often the court of first instance for the consideration of

development projects in the water area and carries definitive authority

in considering feasibility questions (Greenberg 1970).

As the major actor in Mexican water policy making, SARH operates

externally and internally in conformity with the general dynamics of

Mexican politics and administration. Externally, its role and mission

are determined through the political arena, with the Minister and his

immediate subordinates consulting the pllitical heads of the political

ministries, including SPP, Treasury, and Nacional Financiera, to

determine general policy direction and set broad programmatic goals

(Gonzales Villareal 1973). The Ministry is not without influence at
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this stage of policy development and may bring its technical expertise

to bear in evaluating policy proposals. This is particularly important

at the outset of an incumbent administration's sexenio.

Internally, the patterns of decision making and influence are

also quite centralized and hierarchical. At the apex of the national

organization, the Secretary occupies the central decision making position

in conjunction with his advisory staff. Subordinate to the Minister

and his administrative and operational staff at the national level are

state and district as well as regional commission authorities--the

latter operating semi-autonmously subject to federal policy oversight.

At the local level the primary unit of administration is the irrigation

district, the various districts being operations responsibel for imple-

menting the agricultural service functions of the Ministry. Ostensibly

semi-autonomous, irrigation districts are actually closely supervised

by SARH.

The political patterns attendant to Mexical water policy

development may usefully be viewed within the inside, mobilization, and

outside dimensions of policy initiative suggested by Cobb, Ross and

Ross (1977). The inside initiative pattern suggests that policy develop-

ment originates inside the government and is largely decided in that con-

text. Outside initiative refers to any pattern of policy development

that is originated by sources external to the formal institutions of

government and is subsequently adopted on the issue agenda of govern-

ment. The mobilization pattern refers to policy issues generated inside

the government, then promoted for political effect and acceptance.
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Within this framework, the few studies of Mexican water policy

which exist suggest that the majority of water policy issues develop

as inside or mobilization initiatives. This is certainly the case with

virtually all major water development projects (i.e., water storage,

flood control works, river basin development, and interbasin transfers).

As seen previously, the SARH is instrumental in implementing

vital national development programs in the area of irrigation and re-

clamation. The Ministry has been activist in conceiving such projects

and enjoys a virtual monopoly on the technical expertise requisite to

assessing the potential for development. The incentive for the ministry

to take the lead in identifying and developing water policy initiatives

is substantial.

Political demands for water projects do, however, emanate from

outside the Ministry. Local communities actively solicit the develop-

ment of projects in their areas where they sense benefits available

through development of local water resources. However, such solicita-

tion follows the petitionary pattern of group influence. In his study

of one such effort to locate a water storage and flood control project,

Lawrence Graham observes that "a seemingly endless series of commissions

from Saragoza and other cities in the region to governors and presidents

finally brought about the construction of the sought dam" (Graham 1968,

p. 30). In this particular case the dam was originally promised during

the Avila Camacho administration, 1940-1946, but was not acted upon

until Diaz Ordaz was convinced of its value in 1965. The pattern of

political pressure was consistent with that described by Antonio Ugalde
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concerning large infrastructural works and federal investments (1970).

According to Ugalde (1970, pp. 123-125), the state governor and senior

officials of the federal agencies concerned are the key influentials.

In the Saragoza case described by Graham, the various committees and

commissions took their case to the governor on an intermittent basis.

While local elites continued to be interested in a dam, the pattern of

pressure was not maintained on a sustained or regular basis, but was

catalyzed by the infrequent visits of Mexican presidents to the city.

Although little research exists on the specific politics atten-

dant to the location of dams or, as Ugalde observes, other major infra-

structural works in Mexico, the Saragoza case conforms to the petitionary

pattern. Local activists did not demand that a project be built, or

bargain with other interest groups, although the opposition of an af-

fected neighboring state was an element taken into consideration in the

project's eventual approval. Instead the community's interest in the

project was brought to the attention of the most influential political

leaders at the local, state and national level where the political and

technical judgement of the president and senior executives in SARH are

the determining element. In this project, therefore, the evidence

suggests that inside initiative prevailed in putting the matter on the

President's agenda and obtaining approval.

The pattern of issue development above may be compared to

initiative in river basin projects where the pattern resembles more of

a mobilization pattern of policy formulation. The multi-purpose

development of whole river basins constitute the most ambitious and
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extensive development works undertaken by the Mexican government and

have been a cornerstone of regional development policy since the mid-

1940's. These projects, comparable to the Tennessee Valley Authority

in the United States, are far less decentralized than TVA and have

been undertaken and managed by SARH and its predecessors.

The persistent need to increase agricultural production for

both home and foreign markets and to expand supplies of electrical

power are the principal incentives underlying the river basin develop-

ment projects (Barkin and King 1970, p. 72). The immediate catalyst in

several of these projects, however, including the original project on

the Papaloapan River, was periodic devastation caused by seasonal

flooding. To the extent that outside demand has been an influence in

the consideration of such projects it has arisin primarily through local

petition for flood reflief, apart from considerations of economic

development.

The pattern of issue development can be seen with reference to

two of the five river basin developmental projects, those on the

Papaloapan River and Tepalcatepec River. In the case of the Papaloapan

River Project, original consideration was prompted by a flood in 1944

which killed over 100 persons in addition to ravaging housing and

nearly a half million acres of cropland (Barkin and King 1970, pp. 96-

97). That incident prompted a study of the basin for flood control

purposes under the auspices of the National Irrigation Commission

predecessor to the Water Resources Ministry and SARH. The report of an

investigation by a government commission, headed by Jose S. Noriega,
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based on field studies of the area, recommended establishing a series

of five dams, and creating of an organization with some administrative

autonomy to conduct the studies and oversee their construction. The

Miguel Aleman administration followed these recommendations. It

established the Papaloapan Commission to operate under the institu-

tional oversight of the newly created Ministry of Water Resources in

1946. However, under initiative from within the Water Resources

Ministry, the original flood control agenda was expanded to take into

account the range of socio-economic and hydro-electric functions

referred to above. Included in the list of expanded functions were

flood control, sanitation, reclamation, electric power, colonization

and urban improvement of lands, navigation and transportation develop-

ment, and communications development (Poleman 1964, pp. 100-101). Thus,

the original project mushroomed from a single purpose project to a

full blown multi-purpose developmental project sponsored by the Mexican

President for economic and political reasons.

Although formulation of the project was confined to the intra-

and inter-ministerial level of Mexican government, the vast scale and

multitude of projects entailed in its compass required considerable

efforts of winning public support. Large numbers of people were re-

located to accommodate new works and redesigning of local communities.

In one, the most graphic instance, 22,000 Mazatec Indians near the site

of Aleman Dam were forcibly relocated by the government (Poleman 1964,

p. 115). In addition, the effort to colonize new lands led to a

nationwide publicity campaign to evoke compliance with the Commission's
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initiatives and promote colonization of new lands. The campaign was

successful in promoting colonization but that proved to generate

further public relations difficulties. Poleman notes that "Groups

of land-short peasants from all over the country responded to this and

similar pronouncements in the manner of Mexico, with an appeal to the

President or some other high official. Therefore, when colonization

was actually started, the Commission was confronted with a bulky sheaf

of applications many of which were accompanied by notes from the

President's Office requesting that something be done to assist the

petitioners" (Poleman 1964, p. 163). Ironically, this success boomer-

anged due to poor planning and difficulties in transplanting highland

peasants to lowland agriculture settings without preparating them

for the adjustment, as well as by the paternalism towards those settlers

by the Papaloapan Commission. Such problems led to the alienation of

many colonists and their resistance to the Commission's further

activities.

Similar dynamics are seen in the Tepalcatepec River basin

project. In contrast to the Papaloapan Project', the Tepalcatepec Project

was conceived directly as an economic development program with lesser

emphasis on flood control. The "integral development of the region's

natural resources" was the express aim of the development "for purposes of

benefitting not only the inhabitants of the basin, but also...the

national economy" (Barkin and King 1970, pp. 130-131). Formulation of

the Tepalcatepec River Project was undertaken within the Ministry of

Water Resources sponsored by President Miguel Aleman at the outset of
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his administration. The Tepalcatepec Commission was created to implement

the multiple purposes of the basin development plan, operating, like

the Papaloapan Commission, under the aegis of the Water Resources

Ministry and cooperating with other agencies as necessary for the

implementation of its mandate. Water storage, irrigation and agri-

cultural production have been the main functions of the program, but

social investments have also been important to its implementation,

particularly as means of fomenting public support for the project's

operations. Barkin and King, for example, state that "Much fanfare

was given to the projects which improved social welfare, but in the

final analysis they appear to be a rather inexpensive way of demon-

strating the government's interest in the people" (Barkin and King

1970, p. 137).

The river basin development projects thus fit the mobilization

pattern of policy initiative where programs are developed within the

government, then promoted to mobilize public support, or at least

acquiescence. This pattern is seen elsewhere in national water develop-

ment projects, for example, in the large inter-basin transfer project

for the Pacific Northwest, along the coasts of Nayarit, Sinaloa and

Sonora. Here, local interests in the Costa de Hermosillo Region have

been petitioning for such a project for years in order to alleviate

expected water shortages owing to serious overdrafting of water (Cummings

1974, p. 14). The project, known as PLINHO (Northwest Water Plan), will

provide special benefits to the Costa region that cannot be justified

in cost-benefit terms alone (Cummings 1974, pp. 107-108). Clearly,
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the PLINHO reflects the lobbying efforts of the Costa farmers organi-

zations, comprised of predominantly large scale commercial farmers with

solid bases of influence in Hermosillo, the state capital of Sonora, and

Mexico City. The mobilization features of the project, however, are

seen in its scope, which reaches well beyond the Costa area to incor-

porate three states and seventeen river valleys including the important

Yaqui, Mayo and Fuerte basins of Sonora and Sinaloa. Mobilization

aspects of the project are also evident in the development of the plan,

originated in the Water Resources Ministry in the mid-sixties as part

of a series of regional development plans within Mexico (Orive 1974, p.

156; Cummings 1974, pp. 12-13). In order to overcome criticism of the

project, the government has promoted the program emphasizing its multiple

benefits outside the Costa zone (SPP 1980; Hernandez Teran 1967, pp.

39-40).

The limited extent of public participation in initiating water

policy programs is further manifested in the management of water affairs

at the level of local irrigation districts. These units, created

pursuant to the Irrigation Law of 1926, now numbering over fifty,

are the basic production units that have been developed in conjunction

with reclamation projects. Most of the land irrigated by governmental

development or investment is presently organized into irrigation

districts. The rationale for such districts is both social and

economic, to serve the purposes of government sponsored land reform

as well as production goals.
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Ostensibly, the irrigation districts function as cooperatives

of users under government control (Orive 1974, pp. 152-153). All users

are officially represented on the District Committee, the district's

governing board, through representatives elected by each class of

user, to include ejiditarios (communal land holders), cooperative

farmers, and private property owners. The predominant voice on the

irrigation district boards, however, is the government through the SARH

and other official entities. A recent study of one such district,

Irrigation District #10 in Sinaloa, revealed that ten of fifteen members

of the district committee were federal agencies, another represented

the state government, and only four representatives were apportioned

among irrigators (Mares 1979, pp. 12-13). Local representation is thus

more formal than actual. This pattern of government hegemony in local

water affairs decision making is substantiated by field work of Susan

Lees. Lees notes that where existing agricultural communities have

accepted government assistance, they have had to accept the "control,

supervision and constant surveillance of a government agency," in

this case SARH (Lees 1973, p. 85).

Policy making in the irrigation districts follows the petition-

ary pattern, with those irrigators able to command greater resources and

organization for influence most effective in shaping the government's

position in district affairs. Among irrigation districts as a whole,

large private commercial producers exercise proportionally greater

influence and reap greater benefits in districts where they are located

relative to smaller producers (Greenberg 1970, pp. 27-28; Hewitt
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de Alcantara 1976, D. 54). The smaller producers, in Mares' words

"are uniformed, have little voice" and are "put on the defensive

when confronted with a water shortage problem or new programs to which

they must contribute" (Mares 1979, p. 21). In contrast, the large

scale farmers not only have the resources and skills to participate in

decisions on these issues--to the extent the actual structure of

decision making in the irrigation district allows--but are also more

likely to have contacts with political influentials in state and

national government. Greenberg notes in this regard that the large

export farmers do act as a constituency for the water ministry,

functioning as its allies in certain interagency issues and as pressure

group in matters pertaining to their interests (Greenberg 1970, p. 49).

These interests are organized to exert influence through both private

and quasi-official producer's associations. As individuals, many are

also in position to employ bribes and special favors in exchange for

attention from the Ministry. Aside from the publication of an occas-

sional manifesto in the newspapers or, in extraordinary circumstances,

the convening of a special demonstration, the pattern of influence is

one of asking, not bargaining.

In sum, then, what research exists on aspects of Mexican policy

making tends to bear out the inside access and mobilization patterns of

policy development in this issue area. Local interests are seldom

responsible for raising a water issue on the government's formal agenda,

and to the extent that they do so occurs through the avenue of the

bureaucracy rather than thenaminally representative structures of the
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political system. In this case it is the bureaucratic agency, ordinarily

the SARH, that determines the merits of local requests and acts as

gatekeeper with respect to public influence. Such influence is peti-

tionary rather than demanding due to the powerful position of the state

in the sphere of water ownership, development and management. These

patterns resemble those in other policy areas and are characteristic

of the political system at large.

The petitionary pattern in domestic water policy formation

allows Mexican diplomats considerable discretion in developing their

negotiating strategy in water disputes with the United States. How-

ever, Mexican diplomats are not completely at liberty to fashion foreign

policy in this area. As seen above, water development has been a center-

piece of Mexican domestic economic policy. Water projects and

international treaties are both demonstrations of national accomplishment,

national sovereignty and a symbolic source of national pride. Water

treaties with the United States have been regarded as contests of

sovereignty. The need to promote the ideological objectives of the

government--to assert Mexican nationalism, guarantee the national

patrimony, and obtain an equitable settlement that enhances the govern-

ment's prestige is particularly important in relations with the United

States for historical reasons cited earlier. These foreign policy

values in water related issues are widely shared in Mexico; they do not

emerge as demands articulated by vested interests in the water area, nor

are they generally disputed. Such values function as ideological

constraints on Mexican foreign policy in this issue-area and are
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indicated in the study of past water conflicts that follows in Chapter

6.

Conclusion 

As indicated above, the domestic policy environment, to include

systems of law, administration and politics, varies markedly between

the two countries. From a legal perspective the two nations differ in

terms of property rights and powers of federal and state governments.

The legal system in the U.S. decentralizes proprietary control over

water and includes the federal government only as a fragmented partner

in determining actual management practices. Consequently, water law in

each of the four border states has evolved distinctly with respect to

surface and groundwater law. In Mexico, however, the federal government

is endowed with far reaching powers of property ownership in the first

instance and the right to intervene in individual and corporate property

rights to protect national interests. Where national water resources

are concerned, the federal government predominates over state and local

powers, lending Mexican water law and administration a unity of form and

jurisdiction unobtainable in the United States.

Differences in law and administration are sharply reflected in

policy development in the two countries. Politics in the water issue-

area in the United States exhibits the distributive pattern described

by Lowi. Issues originate at the local level where they are promoted

by vested interest with a stake in the development of specific policies.

The principal institutional arena of decision making is the Congress,

where these issues are worked out through bargaining arrangements in
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substantive and appropriations subcommittees. The policy system thus

affords local interests opportunity to play a significant role in

determining water policy at the federal level.

In Mexico, centralization of law and administration limits the

extent that local interests participate in developing water policy.

Local interests may influence policy outcomes, but this influence

functions in a dependent manner, by petition and personal influence

instead of demand and political bargaining. The authoritative position

of the federal bureaucracy--particularly the SAPE--in the development

of water policies, from large scale projects to the operation and

maintenance of local irrigation districts, makes the bureaucracy the

focus of efforts to influence the policy agenda and actual outcomes.

The SARH itself, however, is the principal source and pivotal advocate

of new policies and projects due to its long standing administrative

predominance in this area. This administrative pattern of policy

development resembles what Cobb, Ross and Ross (1976) have called the

inside access and mobilization patterns of policy development.

These domestic policy systems have affected the pattern of

groundwater development along the border and frame the capacity of

each nation to pursue negotiations towards a groundwater agreement. In

the United States, only one state, New Mexico, has sufficient authority

at present to regulate withdrawals and water quality. Elsewhere,

state's legislatures have been hesitant to adopt regulatory legislation

aimed at maintaining and optimizing the use of groundwater resources.

The absence of regulation is reinforced by the multitude of agencies,

local, state and federal with a hand in managing water resources.
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In the Mexican case, the national predominance in water law has

given form to a highly centralized structure of water administration

with power to regulate water uses on a national level. The SARH is

virtually predominant in the water area. Though a few responsibilities

like hydroelectric power and municipal water management are shared with

other agencies, the Ministry retains control over all other functions.

It has the power to limit and apportion water supplies through its

water works, and is responsible for financing and administering water

development and irrigation districts. In the sphere of groundwater it

may declare prohibited zones and critical areas restricting development.

On balance, then, the Mexican national government exercises considerably

more powers in the sphere of water management than does federal

government in the United States.

Ironically, the systemic differences in water administration

have not produced materially different results in the development of

groundwater along the border, at least to date. Both countries have

witnessed rapid development of groundwater resources, as seen previously.

The pressures to develop groundwater in the border area are funda-

mentally economic and have operated in spite of formal structures of

water administration. The policy structure, however, is not without

effect. Within the United States, the splintering and overlapping of

jurisdictions in water management has stymied efforts at regulation

and allowed, for practical purposes, the unfettered exploitation of

these resources. In Mexico, where groundwater is less fully developed,

the SAPE has promoted groundwater development along the border without
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imposing restrictions on private and corporate withdrawals. Differences

in policy systems, therefore, have not yetbeen evident in terms of

water conservation or improved management practices. Intensification

of groundwater use is a cause of the present controversy.

Domestic patterns of water policy making do, however, exert an

effect on bilateral diplomacy in the water area and bear upon the

prospects for settling the groundwater dispute. The structure of the

policy system in the United States functions to limit the capacity of

U.S. diplomats to pursue a settlement in water conflicts. Local and

state are able to exert a determinative influence on the U.S. negotia-

ting agenda that limits the range of initiative available to the federal

government through the Department of State. As will be shown in the

subsequent chapter, this constraint on water diplomacy is evident in

previous water conflicts and is apt to function as the major influence

on the outcome of the groundwater controversy. Mexican diplomats, on

the contrary, enjoy considerable latitude to develop their negotiating

agenda, subject to the general strictures of Mexican diplomacy in this

realm. These limits are ideological, emphasizing Mexican national

sovereignty and the importance of defending the national patrimony in

relations with the United States. Thus, domestic water administration

and policy is closely linked in each country with the potential for

diplomatic action where bilateral water issues are concerned. The

relationship between domestic water policy and bilateral water relations

is seen in the historical cases examined in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 6

DOMESTIC POLITICS AND U.S.-MEXICAN WATER RELATIONS

Systemic differences at the level of domestic administration and

politics function as basic constraints on settlement of water disputes

between Mexico and the United States. Domestic politics, of course,

bears on the settlement of all foreign policy issues across political

systems. Certain types of issues in foreign affairs, however, are apt

to be conditioned to a greater extent than others by structures within

the domestic political system. In U.S.-Mexican relations water is one

such issue.

In the previous chapter, it was shown that domestic water

politics in each country exhibits the institutional features of its

political system. Water policy in the United States reflects the

decentralization and disaggregated dynamics of its federal system of

government. Policy making in Mexico follows the authoritarian mode

of decision making with its attendant petitionary pattern of public

participation. The purpose of this chapter is to show how these two

modal types of policy making are evident in U.S.-Mexican water relations

and to identify the dimplomatic patterns that result.

Any effort to study the linkages between domestic politics and

bilateral policy in the water area must rely on a limited range of

source material. Aside from several general histories and monographic

studies of specific agreements, little detailed study of decision

221
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making in U.S.-Mexican water relations is available. Because of the

contemporary nature of these agreements, furthermore, much primary

source material remains unreleased from government archives. What

studies have been conducted tend to focus on policy making in the

United States (Hundley 1966; LeMarquand 1977; Matthews 1974; Mann 1975).

Excepting the work of Sepulveda (1976), Enriquez (1977) and several

monographic works published by the Mexican Foreign Ministry (SRE 1947;

1975) little has been published from the Mexican point of view.

For that reason, this analysis studies domestic-foreign linkages

in water relations using two alternative approaches. First, the

relationship between domestic and foreign policy is examined by review-

ing two of the bilateral water conflicts discussed earlier in Chapter

3. Aspects of the Treaty of 1944 and the salinity dispute are analyzed

insofar as they reflect domestic processes and effects on the outcomes

of these conflicts. Second, the study will focus on the influence of

domestic structures on the International Boundary and Water Commission

(IBWC). As a bi-national commission, this institution is responsive

to both domestic and international influences in its management of land

and water affairs under authority of the 1944 Water Treaty. Yet it has

received almost no scholarly attention. By examining the operation of

the Commission in the post-1944 period, the nature of domestic and

foreign policy linkages can also be demonstrated. This dual approach

should be sufficient to show how domestic politics have impacted on bi-

lateral water policy and suggest diplomatic patterns that are apt to

affect the groundwater conflict.
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Domestic Political Influence on the 
1944 Treaty and Salinity Crisis 

Each of the instances of water related conflict between the

United States and Mexico since the turn of the century might well be

taken as example of the impact of domestic politics on foreign policy

negotiation and decision. However, in the Mexican case, the political

system has undergone considerable change and development since the

turn of the century. That suggests the utility, at least, of con-

centrating attention on disputes occurring after the Mexican revolution

set the present structure of Mexican domestic politics and water

administration in place. For this reason, the present study of domestic

foreign policy linkages will not deal with the 1906 Water Treaty, but

instead will focus on the 1944 Water Treaty and the 1973 agreement

resolving the salinity controversy.

In reviewing each of these cases, the object is to show how and

to what extent domestic influences affected the treaty outcome. With

respect to the United States, the study emphasizes the relations

between local and states' interests and the Department of State's

national diplomacy. In t'he Mexican case, the emphasis is on the role

taken by the Foreign Ministry in prosecuting the treaty outcome, and

its relations with other federal and non-federal entities. The treat-

ment of each case will be succinct and selective in order to avoid

reiterating previously introduced facts and chronology from Chapter 3,

and to eliminate detail non-essential to demonstrating domestic-foreign

linkages in each case.
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The Water Treaty of 1944

Domestic political considerations are the overriding determin-

ants of the 1944 Water Treaty. Because the general history of this

treaty has already been outlined, this discussion will focus on the

pattern of political interest evident in the proceedings leading to the

adoption and ratification of the treaty and other minimal treatment

of basic chronology of events. Specifically, the case will note the

stakes involved in the conflict, the role and strategy of the foreign

ministry in both countries, as well as the role and strategy of state

and local interests as these affected the actual treaty outcome.

As has been shown, the issue of partitioning waters on the

lower Rio Grande and Colorado Rivers was raised as early as the 1906

treaty negotiations. Development in Mexico and the U.S. along these

rivers brought the apportionment issue to the fore in the 1920's. At

stake were basically two questions: first, whether or not the apportion-

ment of water on the two rivers (and Tijuana) would be treated

separately or linked in discussions; second, the terms of apportion-

ment in each case. The first issue logically preceeded the second

inasmuch as linkage would crucially affect the negotiating position of

each country on the apportionment questions.

In the United States, the need to apportion waters of these

rivers was first raised by Texas farmers in the lower Rio Grande delta

area. The Texans sought to have the U.S. State Department work out an

agreement to protect their interests against Mexican development of

its tributarial waters (Hundley 1966, pp. 57-58). The State Department
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subsequently approached Mexico about a treaty on the lower Rio Grande,

but Mexico's Foreign Ministry insisted that the Colorado be included

in negotiations. The Department of State prevailed on the Colorado

basin states to consider taking the Colorado and Rio Grande (the

Tijuana was added later) toegther in the first phase of negotiations

in 1929-1930. As seen previously these discussions ended in a hopeless

deadlock on the apportionment of Colorado water.

The failure of the 1929-1930 talks raised the linkage question

anew. In the decade of the 1930's, subsequent efforts to revive the

talks were initiated by the Mexican government and Texas farmers, but

floundered on the rocky shoals of the basin states' refusal to consider

linking the lower Rio Grande with the Colorado case. The opposition

of the basin states to linkage stemmed from perceptions of Mexican

bargaining leverage to be gained against the Colorado basin states by

inclusion of the Rio Grande, where Mexico was the principal upstream

riparian. Mexico, for its part, was anxious to pursue negotiations,

but refused to consider the two cases apart (Meyer 1967, p. 547).

The remaining party, Texas, was quite willing throughout to negotiate

the treaty separately or jointly (Hundley 1966, p. 87).

Under pressure from both Texas interests and Mexico, the State

Department, prompted by a congressional resolution in 1935 spear-

headed by Texas congressmen, approached the Colorado basin states about

reopening negotiations with Mexico. Secretary of State Cordell Hull

sought first to constitute a three man negotiating team consisting of

a representative of the Colorado basin states, Texas and the State
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Department, but the Colorado basin states' senators refused to cooperate

(Hundley 1966, p. 78). Nevertheless, the State Department decided to act

and, in 1937, asked the Secretary of the Interior to study the Colorado

River basin's watershed with a view to negotiating a treaty with

Mexico (Hundley 1966, p. 80). This initiative, coupled with the

Roosevelt administration's announced "Good Neighbor Policy" abroad,

mobilized the Colorado basin states to defend their interests.

Meeting in Phoenix in 1 938, the Colorado basin states resolved

to oppose any tradeoff of Colorado for Rio Grande water and formally

organized a new body to represent their concerns at the regional and

federal level. The Committee of Fourteen, as it was called, was

comprised of two members of each of the seven basin states, and

quickly became the vehicle for articulating the interests of the

several basin states before the State Department and Congress. When

the Interior Department's report on the Colorado River watershed

indicated a simple solution to the apportionment of Colorado water

between Mexico and the U.S. might be had by relying on return flows

from upstream irrigation projects, the Committee of Fourteen marshalled

its own technical experts to discredit the study (Hundley 1966, pp. 91-

92). These tactics served to delay the pending discussions with Mexico.

In face of strong lobbying by the Colorado basin states,

particularly California, Texas sought to put greater pressure on

Congress and the State Department and intensified its own lobbying

efforts at the federal level. The extent of the Texas effort is seen

in a resolution by the Texas State Board of Water Engineers in 1938.
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According to Hundley, it was endorsed by "152 irrigation districts,

service clubs, chambers of commerce, municipal governments from

Ft. Quitman to the Gulf" (Hundley 1966, p. 94). Despite the Texas

efforts to promote a treaty, however, the opposition of the Colorado

basin states to a linked approach to the waters problem stymied treaty

talks until 1941. Mexican requests for negotiations on both rivers

supplied the impetus for negotiations based on linkage in the early

1940's. The State Department was willing to consider the proposition,

providing the Colorado basin states could be persuaded to accept.

The settlement of U.S. petroleum claims against Mexico and

the advent of World War II brought a more favorable diplomatic climate.

An exchange of draft treaties by Mexico and the U.S. in 1941 sparked

further discussions between the two countries and between the State

Department and the Committee of Fourteen.

The renewed discussions between the State Department and the

Committee of Fourteen proved crucial. At a meeting of the Committee in

Santa Fe, New Mexico in April 1942, a coalition of upper and lower

basin states formed to support negotiations along the lines of a revised

draft treaty proposal it had submitted for the consideration of the

Committee (Meyer 1967, p. 556). Although California and Nevada opposed

the resolution, the agreement on linkage was the major hurdle cleared

in actually getting the bargaining process off the ground.

As indicated above, the question of linkage was

to the substantive question of apportionment. In the final analysis

the Colorado basin states were convinced a reasonable outcome might be

obtained despite linkage. The willingness of the basin states to accept
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linkage as a basis for negotiations was affected by the shifting

political forces at the level of the basin states and their relations

with the Department of States. A major consideration, for example, was

the growing possibility that Mexico might go to arbitration to resolve

the dispute, and that arbitration would favor Mexican claims. This

consideration proved an important source of leverage for the Department

of State in promoting the linkage of the Rio Grande and Colorado cases.

The international situation, the Good Neighbor Policy, and the out-

break of Wdrld War II also strengthened the State Department's hand.

Nonetheless, the political power of the affected states, Texas and the

basis states, was sufficient to block any initiative to link or prosecute

a treaty so long as those states acted in concert to oppose such a

measure.

Under these circumstances, the State Department had to pursue

a two step strategy of diplomacy. First it had to conciliate the

states and state interests involved, largely through the Committee of

Fourteen and the Texas congressional delegation, then negotiate a treaty

with Mexico that took into account, and would be supported by, the

affected states.

The most concerted opposition to the State Department's treaty

initiative occurred before the treaty was actually drafted. The

Colorado basis states, as seen above, were able to resist the linkage

of the Colorado and Rio Grande for over a decade after the failure of

the first phase of treaty talks in 1929-1930. The State Department's

response to the impediment presented by the Colorado basin states was
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ad hoc and diplomatic. First, the State Department assumed that basin

states could only be persuaded to change their stance of opposition

a) if the costs of no treaty were to exceed the cost of obtaining a

treaty, or h) if basin states could be convinced that a treaty would

not compromise or restrain their present water development or planned

development of Colorado River water.

A number of tactics were employed to convince the basin states

that the benefits of the treaty would exceed the costs. The State

Department, as noted, commissioned technical study of the Colorado

River basin to ascertain the amount of water available and land

potentially irrigable by water projects. These studies, especially the

report by the Interior Department's Bureau of Reclamation, known as

the Jacobs and Stevens report, provided evidence that by using return

flows from irrigation projects in basin states, the net sacrifice of

basin states would be minimal, providing Mexico reduce its water claims

(Hundley 1966, pp. 90-91). The State Department's studies also provided

the basis for challenging certain assumptions held by basin states,

California for instance, concerning options available to the basin

states and Mexico in water development.

Second, the State Department supported the basin states in most

matters of principle, for example, the principle of extant use as

the putative basis for a superior claim to Colorado water and con-

cerning the perogatives of upstream riparians. It did not, however, go

so far as to fully assert the Harmon doctrine--absolute sovereignty as

did both California and Arizona (Meyer 1967, p. 541).
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Third, where particular states interests were involved, the

State department sought to influence those interests that were tract-

able and isolate those that were not. This effort is particularly

evident in the negotiations after 1940, when it became evident that

California would not compromise in defense of its interest in the

river. Other states in the upper basin had less of an immediate

investment in the treaty outcome and were concerned with preserving

as much of their entitlement for future development as possible. Thus

they were more amenable to arguments concerning adjustment of interests

and indicated a greater willingness to accept a negotiated solution.

The State Department also profitted from the longstanding dispute

between Arizona and California and sought to turn that to its advantage

where possible. The diplomacy of the State Department, however, was

deferential to the Committee of Fourteen, stressing the importance of

the whole basin's support for a treaty initiative and providing the

Committee with alternative treaty options through its technical studies

and diplomatic feelers with Mexico. In general, the State Department

had to rely on persuasion rather than political leverage in the process

of negotiating with the basin states.

Such political leverage as the State Department had stemmed from

its periodic discussions with Mexico, support from Texas state author-

ities	 evidence of Mexican development on the Rio Grande, and the

Mexican threat of arbitration.	 Its principal support came from the

Texas delegation in Congress, which had the greatest incentive to obtain

a treaty. The threat of further Mexican development was also an
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important prod. The Department repeatedly advised of increasing Mexican

development on both rivers, increasing the extent of Mexican claims

under extant use doctrine. Time, it argued, was running against the

United States as Mexico developed its resource claims. Although

counter arguments were made by the basin states calling the Department's

figures into question, this argument continued to be influential

(Hundley 1966, p. 88). The threat of arbitration became more meaning-

ful after 1940, as the deadlock remained unbroken. The State Depart-

ment was far more sensitive to the implications of this possibility

that were the basin states and, in its discussions with the Committee

of Fourteen, emphasized the likelihood that an arbitral body would offer

a more liberal award to Mexico than could be obtained through a

negotiated settlement (Hundley 1966, p. 125). Although this was con-

jectural, it was an important uncertainty exploited by the State

Department in persuading the basin states of the costs of procrastina-

ting a treaty.

Once the Colorado basin states had agreed to support the State

Department's initiative--all excepting California and Nevada--the State

Department accepted the Mexican proposal for turning over actual negoti-

ations to its boundary commissioners. This decision indicated the

confidence both countries placed in the technical expertise of the IBWC

(then IBC) and the importance of starting the bargaining from agreement

on the technical aspects of the waters dispute. The fact that IBC was

regarded as technically competent and having greater familiarity with

the other country undoubtedly affected the consideration of the two
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countries. The national sections of the Commission were augmented by

technical advisors selected by the Foreign Ministry and Department of

State.

In the negotiations that followed, the State Department pursued

a strategy of agreement on the facts concerning the volume of water to

be partitioned, elimination of extraneous questions, deemphasis of the

question of "extant rights" within the context of specific discussions,

and deemphasis on water quality so as to maximize the absolute volume

of water available for partition between the two countries. Although

some differences on the facts concerning potential uses remained un-

settled, basic agreement on the volume of water to be partitioned was

readily realized--facilitated by the technical familiarity of the

boundary commissioners and technical advisors with the cases involved.

The State Department refused to consider a Mexican proposition to re-

open the 1906 Treaty apportioning the water of the upper Rio Grande and

likewise agreed to defer a discussion of the Tijuana River due to lack

of technical data (Enriquez 1975, p. 841; Hundley 1966, pp. 133-134).

With respect to the thorny question of extant rights that had

dominated treaty efforts for well over a decade, the State Department

chose to deemphasize the issue and simply bargain instead, given the

fact its superior position as upstream riparian allowed it to dictate

the initial working propositions governing the bargaining situation.

Finally, the State Department sought to avoid the question of water

quality so as to maximize the total volume of water it could bargain

with and thus protect the interests of U.S. states. This was not a

critical consideration on the Rio Grande, but was crucial on the
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Colorado, where return flows from irrigation projects made the differ-

ence between accommodating the major developmental interests of the

basin states or limiting them in the treaty outcome. In the final

settlement on the Colorado, Mexico, as previously indicated, accepted

"water from any and all sources."

Agreement, however, required modification of State Department

strategy in the ratification phase of the treaty process. The locus of

conflict during this phase was the U.S. Senate, particularly the

important Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. From the perspective

of the State Department, the principal objective was to hold together

the coalition of basin states forged during the negotiations with the

Committee of Fourteen preceding the formal treaty negotiations. With

fourteen members in the Seante, a preponderant number of the basin

states had to support the treaty in order to gain the support of other

senators.

The issue was sufficiently controversial at the level of the

basin states to cause the postponement of the ratification hearings

until after the 1944 general election. During 1944 both opponents and

supporters of the treaty mobilized to promote their views in the Senate.

California, the principal opponent, mounted an extensive publicity

campaign against the treaty and sought to ally with other critics of

the treaty from out of state (Enriquez 1976, p. 941). It was able to

solicit support from Nevada and other local interests within the basin

(Hundley 1966, pp. 141-144). The majority of basin states hung together,

however, and countered with their own campaign to generate support for
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the treaty. Combining with Texas, the remaining Colorado basin states

formed an organization called the Six States Committee to lobby for the

treaty on a national basis (Six States Committee 1944).

With the initiation of hearings in January 1945, it was evident

that the Six States Committee, with the strong support of the President

and his Department of State, had exerted the greater effect on public

opinion. Outside California, the national press in the United States

was strongly in favor of the treaty (Hundley 1966, p. 160). The State

Department, with the support of Roosevelt, and subsequently Truman,

emphasized the importance of the treaty as a gesture of international

goodwill at a time world attention was focused on the forthcoming San

Francisco conference for the framing of the United Nations charter.

Moreover, in the actual hearings, the State Department had further

advantage. The Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,

Texan Tom Connally, was a prime booster of the treaty, as well as the

United Nations initiative. Connally was determined to see the treaty

through and proved an important parliamentary asset in the hearing

process (Hundley 1966, p. 145). The strong support of Texas for the

Rio Grande settlement in the Treaty, and the failure of California to

make a compelling case that rejection of the treaty would improve the

chances of increasing benefits to the basin states as a whole, gained

strong support for the treaty in the Senate. That body approved the

treaty by a vote of 76 to 10 in favor in April 1945.

The politics of the Mexican position in the 1944 Treaty can be

summarized quickly. The origins of Mexican interest in a treaty
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apportioning boundary waters can be traced to the 1906 Water Treaty.

It was not until after the revolutionary decade 1910-1920, however,

that normalization of political affairs permitted Mexico to renew con-

sideration of the boundary waters problem. The situation on the

Colorado River was of principal concern to Mexico. Mexican interests

were threatened by United States actions apportioning the river's water,

specifically the Colorado Company of 1922, mentioned in Chapter 3. The

impetus to formally consider the question of division of Colorado water

arose with the United States approach regarding partition of the waters

of the lower Rio Grande. The initiative prompted the Obreg6n government

to create a study committee in 1922, the Junta de Aguas, comprised of

technical personnel of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and the

Ministry of Agriculture (Enriquez 1975, P. 473). It was the report of

this committee that urged the government to negotiate the water question

on a linked bases. Thus Mexico, in response to the United States'

overture for discussions on the Rio Grande, insisted on linking the

two rivers, in negotiations. This position continued to be the most

fundamental demand by Mexico during the long period leading to the

eventual treaty in 1944.

Throughout the protracted period of bilateral discussion, the

Mexican government remained committed to a treaty settlement (Enriquez

1975, pp. 534-535). While this position may be attributed to Mexico's

status as downstream riparian on the Colorado, it also reflects the

unity of decision making authority at the level of the federal govern-

ment. The importance of a treaty was never challenged by local
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interests, not even those in the lower Rio Grande who stood to surrender

water resources in any tradeoff of Rio Grande for Colorado water.

Basically, the question of whether a treaty was desirable or not re-

mained a federal question and a presidential perogative. Fully seven

Mexican presidents (Obregon, Celles, Portes Gil, Ortiz Rubio, Rodriquez,

Cardenas and Comacho) sustained commitment to the treaty process during

a turbulent period in Mexican politics.

The pattern of domestic politics in Mexico was characterized by

federal domination of the treaty proceedings. This did not mean that

the Mexican position was unaffected by political considerations but

that the most important political considerations were at the federal

level. The principal difficulties were adjusting inter-agency

differences with respect to the stragegies to be employed in prosecuting

the treaty negotiations with the United States.

The inter-agency differences referred to are seen in the Mexican

Junta de Aguas, appointed to review the waters situation by President

Alvaro Obregon. As noted above, that commission was composed of

representatives of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and the Ministry

of Agriculture. Specifically, the head of the Junta was the Mexican

Commissioner on the IBC, with three additional members representing the

Ministry of Agriculture's local agricultural commissions in the lower

Colorado valley, the Juarez valley and the vally of the lower Rio Grande

(Enriquez 1975, p. 473). In considering the apportionment question,

all members of the Junta agreed on the necessity of linking discussions

on the Colorado to the Rio Grande. With respect to the terms of
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negotiation, however, the Ministry of Agriculture's representatives were

far less willing to apply a uniform principle to the apportionment of

the waters in question. Agriculture particularly insisted on the need

to strike as hard a bargain as possible on the lower Rio Grande,

where Mexico had upstream leverage (Enriquez 1975, pp. 490-494). The

Ministry of Foreign Relations, however, was far more sensitive to the

international constraints affecting the negotiation process and the

importance of consistency in legal principle as downstream riparian in

order to achieve an acceptable settlement on the Colorado (Enriquez

1975, p. 494).

These differences complicated the conduct of negotiations on the

Mexican side throughout the period leading to the 1944 Treaty. The

debate in the Junta de Aguas, and subsequently, in the internal dis-

cussions leading to Mexico's participation in the first phase of treaty

negotiations, 1929-1930, saw the Ministry of Agriculture prevail on

the question of strategy. In these negotiations Mexico sought to apply

the doctrine of absolute sovereignty to the Rio Grande while pursuing

the commonwealth doctrine on the Colorado. The failure of the 1929-

1930 negotiations was partially attributed by Ministry of Foreign

Relations spokesmen to the Ministry of Agriculture's intransigence on

the question of negotiating strategy in these discussion (Enriquez

1975, p. 497).

The difference in bargaining preferences between the two

ministries was mitigated some by the creation of the National Irrigation

Commission (CNI) in 1927 with quasi-independence from the Ministry of

Agriculture in the management of national water policy (Orive 1960,
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p. 45). The CNI, however, formally functioned under the Department of

Agriculture and tended to support that ministry's views in the

bureaucratic struggles within the Mexican government. Thus the tension

between the two ministries persisted and contributed to the diplomatic

sluggishness of discussions between the Foreign Ministry and the

State Department in the mid-thirties. Further hampering the responsive-

ness of the Mexican government to U.S. overtures for discussions in the

thirties was the political turmoil of the Calles period and its after-

math, with rapid rotation of national executives and accompanying

administrative transitions.

The advent of the Cardenas presidency brought greater stability

to Mexican administration and permitted the renewal of discussions with

the United States. However, Ernesto Enriquez claims that even with

this auspicious turn of events the "old fued" between the Ministry

of Agriculture and that of Foreign Relations was rekindled (Enriquez

1975, pp. 552-524). In this case, the dispute centered around the

appointment of the executive director of the CNI to the Mexican Section

of the International Water Commission in 1934 (the U.S. Section of

this commission had become defunct by this time). The CNI executive

raised the complicating problem of the 1906 Water Treaty, insisting

that problem be placed on the agenda of the proposed U.S.-Mexican

Treaty talks. The Ministry of Foreign Relations, particularly its

official representatives at the level of the Mexican Section of the

IWC, saw that suggestion as a complicating issue that could not be

effectively raised without alienating the United States from a linked
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negotiation of the Rio Grande and Colorado. They eventually prevailed

over the CNI's representative (Enriquez 1975, p. 551). The issue,

however, resurfaced in the debate on negotiating strategy in the early

1940's.

At least part of the underlying reason for the lack of con-

sensus between the two ministries lay in the President's slowness to

assign specific spheres of responsibility for negotiating the treaty.

The Mexican Section of the IWC, the formal representative of the

government in diplomatic talks with the U.S. during the thirties,

was comprised of both members of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and

CNI. The agricultural bureaucracy was also represented on the negotia-

ting team in the less policy oriented capacity as technical consultants.

The IWC, however, functioned as the agent of the Ministry of Foreign

Relations with its representative designated Commissioner. The mixed

responsibility was further evident in the consultative body, the Mexican

Consultative Commission, that was periodically convened after 1933 to

assist the Mexican Section of the IWC in developing its legal and

negotiating strategy for pursuing the treaty. That Commission was

staffed with technical experts, both lawyers and engineers from within

and outside the Ministry of Foreign Relations and the CNI (Enriquez

1975, p. 584). While this was obviously meant to accommodate a wide

range of expertise reflecting the major interests of both of the prin-

cipal ministries concerned, it nevertheless meant that institutional

differences were given the chance to surface with respect to policy

matters.
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The internal administrative tensions that surfaced in the

Mexican government with respect to the treaty only rarely reflected

the organized pressures of non-federal domestic interests, however.

To the extent that local interests were represented, they were repre-

sentedthrough the Ministry of Agriculture, the CNI and its irrigation

district. The Ministry, after 1927 and during the 1930's with Cardenas'

agrarian reform, played an activist role in land reform development

in the Mexican countryside (Wilkie 1970, pp. 130-132). Its advocacy,

however, was not directly responsive to local demands and seems to have

functioned as much as an instrument for controlling grievances as one

for articulating them. However, the Ministry of Agriculture was also

affected by local problems--water problems being channeled through the

CNI and the Ministry--and viewed itself as the defender of the national

patrimony at the cabinet level (Enriquez 1975, pp. 491-496). It this

sense its local commitments reinforced the Ministry's determination to

drive a hard bargain with the United States and made it less amenable

to strictly diplomatic considerations and compromises in the treaty

process. Otherwise, local institutions and states' governments were

hardly visible in the treaty process.

The adjustment of differences between the ministries was

facilitated by the increasing urgency of a treaty to safeguard Mexican

development in the Rio Grande and Colorado valleys and by the failure

of the two doctrine (absolute sovereignty and commonwealth doctrines)

in the earlier 1929-1930 phase of the negotiations. In 1941, with the

integration of the functions of the Mexican Sections of the IBC and IWC,
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the Avila Comacho government had clearly given the lead role in nego-

tiating a treaty to the Foreign Relations Ministry, albiet with the

technical assistance of the CNI (Enriquez, 1975, pp. 601-602, 608). The

Ministry of Agriculture's influence, however, is seen in the inclusion

of the 1906 Treaty on the Mexican bargaining agenda. The limiting

factor was the United States' willingness to consider joint negotiation

of the two rivers.

Once the obstacles on the U.S. side were overcome, the Mexican

position in treaty negotiations proved highly flexible. First, Mexico

made it clear that it was willing to make concessions on the Rio Grande

in exchange for similar concessions on the Colorado (SRE, 1947, P. 42).

Second, Mexico raised the question of the 1906 Treaty, but was not

willing to make that an essential demand for continuation of treaty

talks. When the United States absolutely refused to discuss the matter,

Mexico abandoned the issue (Enriquez 1976, P. 841; Hundley 1966, p. 131).

Third, although Mexico raised the issue of commonwealth and the rights

of co-riparians in defense of its claims, it did not insist on writing

the legal language into the treaty. Instead it was willing to modify

its stance on principle to facilitate bargaining. Finally, the

key concern for Mexico as well as the United States proved to be the

question of quantity rather than quality. In short, the Mexican

negotiating strategy accepted the constraints imposed by U.S.

negotiators rather than allowing those constraints to impede a treaty

settlement.
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Once the treaty was agreed upon by Mexican negotiators, there

was really little doubt that it would become law. Under the Mexican

political system, as shown in the previous chapter, the Congress

exercises very little independence of executive perogative. Neverthe-

less, ratification of the treaty was an important process allowing the

administration to showcase the treaty, ventilate and defuse public

criticism. Moreover, the circumstances affecting the treaty's ratifi-

cation involved the early phases of the Mexican presidential election.

Ironically, one of the pre-candidates for the presidency was Lorenzo

Padilla, the respected Minister of Foreign Relations who presided over

the treaty negotiations. When the official party, PRI, threw its

nomination to the minister of government, Miguel Aleman, Padilla bolted

the PRI to run against Aleman as the candidate of the newly formed

Mexican Democratic Party. That action had the effect of splitting the

PRI political coalition (Enriquez 1976, p. 1088). Under the circum-

stances, official promotion of the Treaty lent political prestige to

the Padilla campaign. President Avila Camacho chose to wait until the

Aleman campaign had gained political momentum to promote the Treaty.

The political circumstances, however, did provide Mexico's

political opposition the chance to use the Treaty to attempt to embar-

rass the official party. Opposition parties, principally the Partido

de Accion Nacional (PAN), a right of center nationalist party, sought

to make a national issue out of the Treaty. Several former officials

with the Ministry of Agriculture who were disgruntled with the outcome

allied themselves with the opposition and criticized the treaty along
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the lines of the Agricultural Ministry's original arguments: 1) the

Treaty violated the federal constitution by surrendering parts of the

national patrimony, 2) that different principles should have governed

the negotiations on each river, 3) that the Treaty unduly burdened

the frontier states of Chihuahua and Tamaulipas since these states

contributed the most runoff to the flow of the lower Rio Grande, and

4) that the Treaty neglected the issue of a readjustment of the 1906

Treaty (SRE 1947, pp. 75-87, 97).

In order to deal with such criticism, the government, once the

Aleman candidacy was well underway and politically secure, undertook

an extensive campaign presenting its arguments for the Treaty. Repre-

sentatives of the Ministry of Foreign Relations and Ministry of

Agriculture presented the government's case in the pro-government media,

in secular conferences and government sponsored forums. The Mexican

Senate organized a pre-hearing and debate on the Treaty in late July

and August 1945, co-sponsored by the prestigious Mexican Academy of

Law and Jurisprudence. These debates provided the government ample

opportunity to respond to opposition critics and muster the full

weight of its technical expertise in favor of the Treaty. The govern-

ment's monopoly on technical expertise was an important influence in

this process. At one point in the proceedings, Orive Alba, the

Commissioner and a major participant in the Mexican diplomatic team

negotiating the Treaty, issued a challenge to any of the Senators to

prove his analysis incorrect and invited doubters to his office to

review the facts (Orive Alba 1945, p. 9). Subsequently, in September,
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after five days of formal hearings that reiterated government and

opposition views, the treaty was ratified unanimously (Enriquez 1976,

p. 1173).

The Salinity Crisis, 1961-1973

The salinity crisis varies from the conflict over apportionment

of the Rio Grande and Colorado waters inasmuch as it involves the

interpretation of the 1944 Treaty. This aspect of the salinity dispute

is of political importance since it shifted the formal arena of decision

making from the legislative to the executive branch in both countries.

The impact of the shift, however, was largely symbolic in Mexico and

only slightly advantaged the executive branch in the United States in

relation to the Congress and basin states. That this is the case is

indicative of the strength of U.S. domestic interests in determining the

basic patterns of U.S.-Mexican water relations. As with the 1944

Treaty, this review will focus on the domestic influences on the outcome

of the salinity dispute.

The origins of the salinity dispute have already been discussed.

The Mexican government initiated the dispute protesting discharge of

saline Wellton-Mohawk water in Mexico's treaty allotment in violation

of the terms of the 1944 Treaty. The United States, on the contrary,

denied responsibility for water quality of water delivered to Mexico.

This, in brief, defines the positions of the two parties.

The United States position in the salinity dispute was pre-

dicated on the necessity of preserving the existing apportionment

formula under the 1944 water Treaty. In effect, this meant defending
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the basin states interests in the Treaty. Because the quality problem

could not be solved, or so it was thought, without affecting the

quantity of water delivered to Mexico, the basin states were intimately

involved in the negotiations leading to the solution.

This relationship is seen from the very start. The Mexican

protest in December 1961, was relayed simultaneously to the Department

of State and the U.S. Section of the International Boundary and Water

Commission (SRE 1975, p. 17). These agencies were taken by surprise,

since they had not been notified by the Wellton-Mohawk district con-

cerning the drainage effluent. The importance of the problem was

recognized by members of the Commission who were familiar with the

discussions leading to the 1944 Treaty and the ambiguity of that docu-

ment regarding quality. One of the first acts taken by the U. S.

Commissioner was to reconstitute the Commiteee of Fourteen, which had

remained dormant after the ratification of the 1944 Treaty (Matthews

1973-74, p. 8-9).

Action on the Mexican protest was nevertheless slowed by inter-

national considerations and domestic constraints. The American

negotiators at the IBWC and State Department felt they had a firm

defense under treaty language. Moreover, the institutional commit-

ments to Arizona's Wellton-Mohawk project were very solid. According

to Freeman Matthews,

.	 . it was difficult to take any steps to ameliorate the harm-
ful effects of the Wellton-Mohawk drainage. The Bureau of
Reclamation was deeply committed to the Wellton-Mohawk Project;
Senator Hayden of Arizona, Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Appropriations, and Senator Anderson of New Mexico, Chairman
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of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, (8
of 17 members of the Committee were from the Colorado Basin)
were opposed to any amerliorative action that would require
additional water for Mexico.... (1973, 74, p. 9).

While American officials were pondering a more definite response to the

Mexican protest, initial overtures were made by way of offering to

alter the schedule of treaty water deliveries on the Colorado should

Mexico desire and send a U.S. salinity specialist from the Riverside

Salinity Laboratory to make a preliminary assessment of the impact of

the water on Mexican agriculture in the Mexicali Valley. These

responses only aggrevated relations when the American expert, Dr. Leon

Bernstein, suggested that Mexico learn to live with the salinity rather

than offering suggestions on solving the problem. Bernstein's comments

were shortly echoed by U.S. Secretary of the Interior, Stuart Udall,

an Arizonan, whose remarks drew a sharp rebuke from the Governor of

Baja California, Eligio Esquivel (SRE 1975, p. 19; Hispanic American

Report 19o2, p. 207; López Zamora 1977, p. 77).

The rapid deterioration in relations led to the escalation of

the issue to the Presidential agenda in March 1962 at Mexican request.

The outcome of the Kennedy-L6pez Mateos meeting was a joint communique

mandating that their respective IBWC commissioners, assisted by tech-

nical consultants from other government agencies, identify an interim

solution within forty --five days. The U.S. technical study team was

to cooperate with the Committee of 14 in recommending solutions to the

salinity problem (LeMarquand 1977, p. 32).
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The binational study group toured the affected Mexicali Valley

region in the summer of 1962. At the end of its tour, the Mexican and

American scientists found themselves in agreement on the problem, but

widely divergent on the solution. The U.S. study contingent contended

the problem was technical in nature and recommended certain ameliora-

tive works, including the expensive rehabilitation of the agricultural

district to cope with the salinity situation. The Mexican group took

the opposite view, holding the solution to be a legal and political one

under the 1944 Treaty (SRE 1975, pp. 20-21). As a result the bi-

national team recommended the construction of a bypass channel that

would allow Mexico either to accept or reject the Wellton-Mohawk water.

They also recommended the selective, or rotated, pumping of particular

Wellton-Mohawk wells to reduce the quantity of salinity to accommodate

seasonal variations in cropping the Mexicali valley. This solution

was eventually accepted by Mexico on a tentative basis and, as seen

previously, incorporated into Minute 218 of the IBWC in 1965. Imple-

mentation of the works required on the American side, however, was

resisted by basin states' representatives and accepted only insofar as

Mexico would continue to have the drainage waters charged against its

treaty allotment (LeMarquand 1977, p. 33).

The signing of Minute 218 in March 1965 was but a short term

solution of five years pending more definite solution. During this

time, however, little effort was made by United States' interests to

deal with the salinity problem aside from implementing the works

specified in the Minute. Inaction reflected a tacit agreement that
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Mexico would not raise the issue bilaterally in the interim (SRE 1975,

p. 28). Information discussions continued at the level of the IBWC,

interparliamentary meetings, and state visits. One issue that pre-

occupied these informal discussions was additional U.S. development of

drainage wells along the Yuma Mesa of Arizona, with both nations agree-

ing the groundwater question would have to be raised in future negotia-

tions on the salinity situation (SRE 1975, p. 42-44).

The temporary modus vivendi created by Minute 218 was breached

in late 1969 as the terminus of that agreement approached. The issue

was raised by Mexico in the Nixon-Diaz Ordaz summit of 1969 and sub-

sequently in the May 1970 meetings of the U.S.-Mexico interparlia-

mentary group (Mansfield 1974, p. 43). The 1969 summit, however, was

unproductive due to the approach of the Mexican presidential elections.

When the incoming Mexican President, Luis Echeverria, met with President

Nixon, he let it be known he would pursue a definitive political settle-

ment on the issue.

The influence of U.S. domestic interests on the eventual outcome

is best seen in the negotiations that ensued after 1970. The talks

begun at the onset of the Echeverria administration in Mexico started

from virtually the same assumptions held by the two countries in 1965.

At the behest of the U.S. Section of the IBWC, the Committee of

Fourteen consented to renew Minute 218 for a period of five years, but

Mexico's unwillingness to be bound for such a long period led to an

annual renewal of the agreement through March 1972, The discussion

ctntered at the level of the IBWC, but also included diplomatic
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exchanges by members of the Mexican Foreign Ministry and the Department

of State.

The negotiations of 1971-1972, however, were unable to arrive

at a political formula that at once would resolve the quality problem

to Mexico's satisfaction, yet guarantee the allotments of the basin

states. At best what was accomplished was a gradual persuasion of

the Committee of Fourteen by the State Department and U.S. Section

(IBWC) Commissioner that the problem would not simply be accepted as

fiat accompli by the Mexican government. This, however, reflected the

fact that Mexico's persistence in pressing its claims had gained

stronger standing within the Nixon administration. In particular,

Nixon's special advisor and head of the National Security Council,

Henry Kissinger, was persuaded that Mexico had a valid case under

international law during his conference with Mexican officials in

Acapulco in the spring of 1972 (SRE 1975, pp. 59-60).

The strength of the basin state alliance, however, was suffi-

cient to prevent any conciliatory overture on the part of the State

Department lacking direct Presidential support. Thus the 1972 summit

of Nixon mdEcheverria, and Nixon's decision to seek a "permanent and

definitive solution" to the crisis was pivotal. The result of that

meeting was the appointment of Herbert Brownell as the President's

Special Representative and the assembling of a special interagency task

force to study the salinity situation in detail and recommend alterna-

tives to the President.
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As an outsider familiar with the interest group system in

Washington, Brownell was able to act with considerable independence

(Matthews 1973-74, p. 11; Brownell 1972, p. 25). Brownell, like the

President, was personally committed to a binational solution to the

salinity crisis, but understood the political limits the basin states

represented. Thus his final report advocated a completely distribu-

tive solution to the salinity problem, the desalting plant. The federal

government would finance this solution in return for basin state

support for an agreement. These suggestions were incorporated into

Minute 242.

The deal with the basin states, however, was complicated by

domestic politics and inter-agency considerations. Although the IBWC

agreement was strictly an administrative procedure between the two

countries, its implementation by the United States hinged on appro-

priations by Congress for the desalting plant. The salinity problem

was also linked to the rising salinity of the Colorado Raiver basin

at large, an issue that had acquired federal dimensions with the passage

of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1970 and the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. The Environmental Pro-

tection Agency, in 1972-1973, recommended that the basin states pursue

a basin wide salinity control program and sought to quantify and

enforce salinity standards for the whole basin (Goslin 1978, p. 54).

In order to comply with the new federal provisions, and prompted by

genuine concern about the basin's salinity situation, the basin states

saw the opportunity to attach a basin wide salinity control program to

the funding bill for the desalting plant.
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The basin states strongly supported the salinity control

program, but were only loosely committed to the desalting program and

auxilliary provisions of Minute 242 (Mann 1975, p. 121). The executive

branch, however, strongly supported the desalting program on political

grounds, but had reservations related to its cost. It also opposed

the basin wide desalinization program on budgetary grounds. The

President's chief budget advisor, John Sawhill, of the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB), recommended against both projects

(LeMarquand 1977, p. 39).

Accordingly, two bills reached Congress in January 1974. The

first, introduced by the President, incorporated the provisions of

Minute 242, including the desalting plant, and recommended that IBWC

be given administrative and operational charge. The second, introduced

by basin states' representatives in Congress, incorporated the pro-

visions of Minute 242 but provided for implementation by the Bureau

of Reclamation. It also included the basin wide salinity control

program in Title II of its provisions (U.S. House 1974).

The outcome of the congressional debate on the bills hinged on

several elements. The parliamentary strategy of the basin states and

their allies in Congress provided a favorable forum for the congress-

ional bill in relation to the administration's bill. Both bills were

routed to the Water and Power Resources Subcommittee of the House

Committee, but that was prevented by basin state influence with the

House parliamentarian (LeMarquand 1977, p. 40). Another element favor-

ing passage of the congressional bill was the firm alliance of all
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seven basin states behind their bill. In view of the deference of

Congress to local and regional interests in water related legislation,

such unity was an impressive show of strength. Dean Mann notes that

"perhaps for the first time since 1922, the states of the basin dis-

covered a mutuality of interest that allowed them to present a unified

front to the Congress" (Mann 1975, P. 123).

Finally, the support of federal agencies strongly favored the

congressional bill. The bill represented the interests of the

Environmental Protection Agency, the Bureau of Reclamation and even

the IBWC. The IBWC's support for the bill derived from two sources,

the Commission's traditionally strong ties to its basin states clientele

group; second, its institutional reluctance to take upon itself duties

like the desaliting plant that, in its view, were better handled by

other domestic agencies--the Bureau of Reclamation in particular--a

concern that stemmed from its desire to avoid interagency conflict

(Martin 1980). Although its Commissioner was the principle "technical"

expert to testify on behalf of the President's bill, his testimony

neglected to mention of administrative jurisdictional questions and

lent itself well to the arguments for the congressional bill (U.S.

House 1974, pp. 97-104). Although the heads of the Department's of

Agriculture, Interior and State presented in support of the bill, with

the exception of the State Department this support was lukewarm

(U.S. House, 1974, pp. 54-56, 87, 94). Token opposition was provided

by two environmental groups, individuals and congressmen. But this

bore little effect. The congressional bill easily negotiated both

houses of Congress and was signed by the President June 26, 1974.
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In contrast to the arduous U. S. negotiations with the basin

states prior to the agreement and the tradeoffs made in the appropri-

ation process, the domestic politics of the salinity crisis in Mexico

were largely confined to the executive branch. Unlike the situation

leading to the Treaty of 1944, however, domestic interests played a

significant role in bringing the issue to the government's attention at

the outset and constituted a source of local pressure and support for

a settlement. In fact, the government's ability to contain local

grievances and turn them to its advantage sheds light on the relation-

ship between local interests and the Mexican government in a politically

volitile domestic situation.

The impact of the salinity crisis affected Mexicali farmers

directly. In addition to the figures cited in Chapter 3, LOpez Zamora,

former head of Mexicali's Irrigation District Fourteen, estimates that

about 7000 acres of land was immediately affected with total crop loss.

He cites another official as stating that between 400 and 500 farmers a

year were displaced throughout the whole period of the salinity crisis

(Lopez Zamora, 1977, p. 71). At the local level, although not all

irrigated land was affected, the issue directly or indirectly affected

the entire regional economy and population of some 300,000 people.

It was the campesinos who initially raised objections through the

District Committee of Irrigation District Fourteen. These protests were

channeled through the Mexican Section of the IBWC to the Foreign Ministry,

provoking Mexico's formal protest to the United States (SRE 1975, p. 19).

At the local level, however, Mexicali campesinos were not content to
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await a formal outcome but ventilated their outrage in several massive

demonstrations in the cities of Mexicali, Tijuana and Mexico City.

The Governer of Baja California appeared on public television denouncing

the United States and full page adds in newspapers petitioned the

federal government for relief (Hispanic American Report 1962, p. 207;

Ladmand 1975 p. 99). The farmers organizations, therefore, were

immediately effective in bringing the issue to the forefront of Mexican

national politics.

The Mexican government's formal protests in the winter of 1961

were prompted as much by domestic political implications as by the

economic effect of the salinity. The crisis coincided with growing

campesino frustration with the government's agrarian policies, com-

pounded by a prolonged drought that had seriously affected the outlying

regions of the Mexicali Valley as well as parts of Sonora and Sinaloa.

It also occurred at a time of ideological and institutional tension

within the government's official party, the PRI. Thus it aggravated a

difficult political situation. The government was having trouble

maintaining political control over agrarian organization in the country-

side at the level of communal farmers, ejiditarios, and small private

farm owners. Under the leadership of local political dissidents

these groups began to express themselves independently of the government's

official political and administrative insitutions in the countryside,

specifically the PRI's National Campesino Confederation (CNC), and the

local politics of the salinity crisis were emeshed in national political

dissidence.
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The form of local activism initially followed the petitionary

pattern. Two groups were formed to protest the salinity situation. The

first, the Committee for the Defense of the Mexicali Valley, represented

ejiditarios and small private owners and was linked originally to the

CNC. Its leader was Alfonso Garzon Santibanez, a political activist

long affiliated with the government's campesino organization CNC. The

second group, the Coordinating Committee for Private Initiative,

represented the larger concerns in the Valley. This latter group,

after participating in the early stages of the protests on salinity,

subsequently dropped out of thepicture, so far as conspicuous pressure

on the government is concerned.

The pattern of protest in the winter of 1961-1962 consisted of

mass demonstrations and formal petitions that the government press the

case for the United States' abatement of salinity effluent discharged by

the Wellton-Mohawk district. Under Garzon's leadership, however, the

demands for salinity abatement were quickly linked to demands for

improvement in agrarian policies being articulated by other campesino

groups in and outside the state. This development clearly deviated from

the petitionary pattern of politics inasmuch as it represented a

broad class based trans-regional form of political expression. The

broadening of demands and interests also violated the prescription of

party discipline with the PRI and its campesino sector, CNC, bringing

Garzon directly into conflict with the Baja California CNC leadership

(Hispanic American Report 1962, p. 989).
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The break between the CNC and Garzon cannot be understood

without brief mention of the tendencies within the CNC in Baja

California. As early as 1958, campension frustration with the CNC's

local-state leadership led to the formation of an independent activist

block within the organization, calling itself the Liga Agraria, or

State Agrarian League (Padgett 1976, p. 165). The league leadership,

including Garzon, solicited and attracted the affiliation of the

ejiditarios in particular, who nutured various grievances against other

farmers groups and felt that the CNC leadership had lost its elan for

agrarian reform. This faction within the CNC was already critical of

the terms of the 1944 Treaty regarding water quality and so was the

first to protest the Wellton-Mohawk effluent in 1961. It subsequently

took the lead in demonstrating for salinity abatement.

The intra-CNC conflict openly ruptured in the spring of 1962.

The State Agrarian League nominally split with the CNC, taking with

it some 3000 of the CNC's 5000 members in the Mexicali Valley (Hispanic

American Report 1962, p. 991). The Liga Agraria quickly became the

predominant voice within the Committee for the Defense of the Mexicali

Valley (CDVM), sponsoring further demonstrations protesting salinity in

the spring and summer of 1962--in one case lending its support to a

hunger march on Mexico City by campesinos from Bajo California, Sonora,

Sinaloa and Nayarit (Hispanic American Report 1962, p. 493). The

officials of the CNC responded by labeling the League a communist

financed organization and associating Garzon with national leftist fig-

ures and organizations--these claims having some basis (Hispanic American

Report 1962, pp. 991-992).
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By the summer of 1962, the Defense Committee's protest of

salinity had become a general anti-American critique directed not only

at the Wellton-Mohawk farmers but also at American agribusiness con-

cerns in the Mexicali Valley. This action had strong local support from

both campesinos interested in more favorable cottonseed prices and

Mexican entreprenuerial competitiors with the American firms. With

the support of state political authorities, the government reacted to the

CDVM's protests against Anderson Clayton Company in Baja California by

arresting Garzon and the leadership of the State Agrarian League,

November 20, 1962. According to the report of an observer affiliated

with Garzon's movement, the Mexicali Valley was subjected to "virtual

martial law." The same informant declared that "all types of meetings

were outlawed, that highways were patrolled by federal troops who

searched travelers, and that innocent peasants were jailed...and

beaten as Communists" (Hispanic American Report 1962, p. 991).

Although the government reprisal in November 1962 did not

immediately quiet the activities of the Agrarian League, it did mark

the decline of the league as the spearhead of opposition to the

salinity situation, and increasing government control over the

articulation of grievances. Moreover, the government took advantage

of the situation in communications with U.S. officials, suggesting

that a quick settlement of the salinity crisis might be important to

Mexican internal stability (Stewart Udall Papers 1962). Garzon and

the other leaders of the League were released shortly after their

apprehension, but the lesson was clearly painted. Subsequently, the
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League formally affiliated with the dissident Independent Campesino

Confederation (CCI) in 1963. That organization challenged the CNC

for nationwide leadership of Mexico's rural proletariat and, for a

short time, met with some success. The seriousness of the CCI threat

led to an even more forceful government crackdown on CCI leadership in

early 1964, when its national chairman, Danzos Palomino, and others,

were convicted and jailed for a long term (Reyna 1973, p. 22). Garzon,

in 1965, left the Baja California area to take a bureaucratic job with

the government in Mexico City (Padgett 1976, p. 166).

With the government's suppression of the League, the CNC

became the predominant force with the CDVM. The declining influence

of the League and the ascendancy of the CNC is seen in a local demon-

stration receiving the support of the CNC national organization and

other national associations staged in August 1964 that included a

broad cross section of the Mexicali Valley agricultural community

(L6pez Zamora 1977, p. 84). An effect of the announcement and

demonstration was to deflect criticism from the Mexican government and

its handling of the salinity crisis.

Further efforts were made by the government to allay local

criticism. In November 1964, representatives of the Foreign Ministry

and Water Resources Ministry met with the CDVM to discuss U. S.

concessions and solicit opinion on alternative solutions under con-

sideration (SRE 1975, pp. 24-25). Spokesmen for the CDVM were technical

specialists associated with District Fourteen. These representatives

were clearly sympathetic to the government's suggestions and accepted
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the government's preferences with one proviso, that the bypass canal be

concrete lined. No political demands seem to have been advanced (SRE

1975, p. 25). These provisions were subsequently incorporated into

Minute 218 in 1965.

With the signing of Minute 218, local activism in the Mexicali

Valley ceased. Action on the salinity situation was confined entirely

within the Foreign Ministry and the Ministries of Agriculture and

Water Resources. Discussion's within the Foreign Ministry were

directed at fashioning a legal strategy to rebut the United States'

position.

The Foreign Ministry sought to buttress its legal position

should the case eventually be submitted to arbitration. Its major

action here was to commission a study of Irrigation District Fourteen

by the Water Resources and Agricultural Ministries to bolster the

quantitative bases of the Mexican claims (SRE 1975, p. 40).

The Ministry was also confronted with U.S. protests on salinity

in the lower Rio Grande and U.S. well drilling operations in the Yuma

Mesa and Gila and Imperial valley areas of Arizona and California

(Lopez Zamora 1977, p. 84; SRE 1975, pp. 39-42). In settling the

salinity problem on the lower Rio Grande, the Foreign Ministry managed

to strengthen its legal position by diverting its saline drainage via

canal for discharge into the Gulf of Mexico, thereby treating saline

drainage as positively harmful effluent with no beneficial use and not

to be charged against treaty commitments. While the U.S. was not bound

by this interpretation, it did add to the Mexican case. The Ministry
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also expressed concern over further development of groundwater along

the border. These concerns were brought directly to the attention

of the U.S. Secretary of the Interior, Stewart Udall, by Mexico's

Minister of Water Resources, Jose Hernandez Teran, during their 1966

meeting in Washington, D. C. (SRE 1975, p. 41).

The occasion for a renewal of local protest within the Mexicali

Valley came with the advent of the Mexican presidential elections of

1970 and the expiration of Minute 218 in March of that year. A strong

signal that the issue would be considered by the incoming administration

was given by Luis Echeverria during his campaign swing through Baja

California. The CDVM, in conjunction with the CNC, issued a long

manifesto in the petitionary mode citing considerable dissatisfaction

with the arrangement under Minute 218 and requesting that the agreement

be renegotiated. This manifesto was published in the Mexicali daily

La Presna de Mexicali, December 29, 1969. It summarized a number of

specific agreements in its opening statement, and included a not so

thinly veiled critique of the Mexican Commissioner of the IBWC and

the Ministry of Water Resources for their handling of the salinity

situation, suggestiong a trace of the earlier activism of the CDVM.

The actual demands, however, were quite limited. The Committee asked

that Echeverria support the rehabilitation of drainage, requested more

favorable financial arrangements to assist farmers affected by the

salinity, and sought restrictions on large users of groundwater. These

requests fell within the traditional gamut of local petition of federal

officials and indicate a high degree of compliance with the government's

initiatives (La Presna de Mexicali 1969, pp. 122-124).
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As seen previously, the Echeverria administration made a con-

certed effort to bring the salinity crisis to a satisfactory solution.

Local interests in the Mexicali Valley were mobilized to support the

President's efforts to procure a favorable treaty. In a major con-

cession, local farmers agreed to suspend all uses of Wellton-Mohawk

water, no matter what the salt ratio, pending a settlement (SRE 1975,

p. 134). This was a political gesture since that water was useful

(Matthews 1974, p. 11), but helped to pressure the U.S. for a settlement.

Farmers organizations turned out in mass to solicit the President's

help during Echeverria's three visits to the valley in 1972, providing

a show of solidarity and support for the government's efforts. They

also cooperated with the Brownell study team that toured the Mexicali

Valley in the fall of 1972.

The diplomacy of the Echeverria administration during this period

has already been discussed in Chapter 3 and bears but slight reference

here. Negotiations were pursued within the context of the Foreign

Ministry and the Mexican Section of the IBWC, supplemented by high

level consultations by the President, the Ministry of Foreign Relations

and other senior officials in the government. Every effort was made to

press the Mexican position in bilateral meetings and conferences, the

annual interparliamentary meetings are a case in point. An important

part of the Mexican strategy was to make a symbolic demonstration of

the injustice of the situation, within the context of the 1944 Treaty

and under international law.
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Once the agreement was finalized, it was widely supported in

Mexico. Because it was an administrative decision, and considering

the favorable terms of the agreement, there was little criticism.

Some reservations concerning implementation of the agreement by the

U.S. were voiced, as well as opinion that the Minute should have

extracted more favorable guarantees of U.S. assistance or compensation

in rehabilitating damages incurred by the salinity (Yuma Daily Sun,

1979). Worthy of mention is the fact that the agreement did not coin-

cide with a presidential election year. That might have seen more

domestic discussion of the agreement considering the ideological and

national importance it had assumed over the decade. Instead, the agree-

ment was heralded by both President and public as a substantial achieve-

ment for Mexican diplomacy (SRE 1 975, pp. 83-85).

Comparison and Analysis

The relationship between domestic politics and diplomacy in

Mexico and the United States, in both cases above is consistent despite

the lapse of nearly thirty years, accompanying political changes, and

different issues at stake. This suggests the stability of the basic

structures affecting U.S.-Mexican water relations. Political decentrali-

zation in the United States allocates an influential policy making role

to the border and basin states and interest groups. Water is of such

fundamental economic interest in the border and basin states of the

southwest that state and local interests are inevitably mobilized to

affect bilateral relations in this sphere. In Mexico, however, federal

domination of decision making in the water sphere insulates foreign
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policy decision making from subnational influence. This does not mean

that domestic interests are not expressed or that they do not affect

bilateral water policy. It does mean that the government exercises

great discretion in relation to domestic interests and can act

independently of these interests in fashioning bilateral water agree-

ments. It also suggests that significant debate on policy formulation

occurs within the senior ranks of the federal bureaucracy similar to

the inside access or mobilization model of policy formation outlined

by Cobb, Ross and Ross.

These basic tendencies are seen in the water conflicts above

with respect to negotiating patterns, strategy and the respective roles

of states, other subnational and local interests, and government

agencies. The United States negotiating pattern in the 1944 and 1973

agreements was dual, requiring prior bargaining with the basin states,

followed by concurrent negotiations with Mexico and the states to reach

agreement. This pattern was clearly defined in the 1944 Treaty debate

over issue linkage as a prelude to actual negotiations. In the salinity

crisis, where linkage was not an issue, it was evident in State Depart-

ment's lengthy efforts to persuade the basin states that the salinity

issue would have to be addressed by international agreement. In both

cases this intra-national diplomacy was prerequisite to international

diplomacy.

Mexico, on the other hand, did not bargain with its states or

special interests prior to treaty negotiations. This is so even in the

case of the lower Rio Grande where it stood to lose rather than gain in
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an eventual agreement. The Mexican government's desire to obtain a

favorable settlement on the Colorado overrode local objections. The

case of the salinity crisis saw federal and local interests converge on

the larger question of the need for an agreement to alleviate the

salinity problem.

The strategy of negotiations was affected by domestic political

patterns as much as by the locations of each country with respect to

the rivers involved. The U.S. approach to these negotiations was con-

tingent on the support of the states, who resisted any indication that

the State Department might surrender water deemed theirs on the basis of

extant use, inter-state compact, and upstream location. In the ,case of

the 1944 Treaty, the State Department invested its early effort in

keeping the issues of the lower Rio Grande and the Colorado separate.

When that approach failed, and it was evident that a tradeoff need be

made, the State Department sought to avoid, or at least reduce the

appearance of, surrendering domestic waters. This tact took a technical

form, one of convincing the basin states with scientific agruments con-

cerning the availability of water supplies in the basin, seeking to

persuade Mexico to accept a quantitative standard for determining

water rights--based on extant use. In the salinity crisis, this tech-

nical approach also predominated. The United States sought to avoid the

prospect of replacing Wellton-Mohawk drainage water with fresh Colorado

water claimed by the basin states. In order to achieve this objective

the State Department and IBWC consistently stressed the need to make

technical improvements in soil management water use and cropping patterns.
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It also sought to improve the quality of Wellton-Mohawk water by

selective pumping of drainage wells in the Arizona irrigation district.

The eventual solutions were technical solutions, both the bypass canal

of Minute 218 and the conveyance canal and desalinization plant of

Minute 242. In each case the objective was to minimize the clash with

the basin states over the repartition of water.

The Mexican strategy emphasized international law, equity

and linking resource issues together to improve their bargaining chances.

The particular strategy of international law chosen is discussed in

Chapter 3. Apart from the matters of principle and rights under inter-

national law, the linkage question in the 1944 case raised questions

concerning domestic tradeoffs. As seen above, this issue provoked con-

troversy between the Ministries of Agriculture and Water Resources

that led to diplomatic impasse in 1929-1930. The Mexican Foreign

Ministry virtually predominated in this inter-agency struggle after 1930

with the support of Presidents Cardenas and Comacho. At no time, how-

ever, did the Foreign Ministry bargain with states or particular

interests concerning the negotiating strategy followed. Particular

appeals, such as those from farmers in the Juarez valley, were taken

account of and even received considerable support, but were not permitted

to restrict Mexican negotiators in seeking a bargain on the Colorado

and Rio Grande.

The influence of domestic political systems is most evident in

roles played by states, local interests and federal agencies in the

respective countries. The domestic political system in the United
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states offers states and other interests substantial leverage over water

policy. The capacity of the states acting in concert--as witness

the Committee of Fourteen--to influence the outcomes of both agreements

was formidable. The basis of their authority was vested in consti-

tutional powers and economic incentives deriving from these powers

(fiscal and civil powers at the state level and treaty and appropriations

at the federal level are examples).

Important source of influence in the negotiations leading to

the agreements were the vested interests of the affected states in the

treaty outcomes. In the 1944 Treaty, although certain states had more

of an immediate investment in the outcome than others--California, for

instance, had contracted to deliver its full allotment under the

Colorado River Compact even prior to the 1963 Supreme Court decision

apportioning the lower basin allotment between Arizona and

California--and, hence, had extensive sunk costs in a treaty outcome

protecting their investments, all of the basin states saw their develop-

ment propensities affected by an allotment of water to Mexico. In the

salinity crisis, the prospect of replacing saline water with fresh

presented the same threat. In both cases, there was high incentive

for inter-basin state cooperation in order to promote developmental

interests.

This incentive, however, was a necessary but not sufficient con-

dition of influence. Also important for state power was their

respective capacity to muster economic and political resources requisite

to promoting state interests at the federal level. With respect to
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economic power, the basin states were able to call upon state's trea-

suries as well as those of other corporate entities--again, California

is the best example--in order to promote state interests at the

federal level. In the 1944 case, the basin states were able to finance

an independent study of the basin's watershed to refute the study com-

pleted for the State Department by the Bureau of Reclamation. The

basin states were also able to retain lobbyists and public relations

services to provote their cases at the federal level.

The political power of the states, and local interests through

the states, was exercised through both the Congress and state's ties to

federal agencies. The nature of the agreements, a treaty in 1944 and

implementing appropriations in 1973, gave the Congress significant

leverage over the eventual outcomes. Although the 1944 Treaty authorized

significant works, opposition to the allocative aspects of the treaty

necessarily centered on the ratification process since additional works

were not required to make those key provisions effective. Here the

important battle was waged in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

since a show of basin unity or fragmentation would determine the Senate's

leaning on the Treaty given its regional character. The states employed

the full range of influence available within the pressure system to

support the treaty, as in the case of the Six States Committee, or

oppose it, as did California and other interests. In the 1973 agreement,

the source of leverage available to the states was the appropriations

procedure, inasmuch as the agreement was contingent on the implementation

of major works. At this stage of the process, the clearly lukewarm
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support of the basin states for the Brownell solution--indeed, there

was more than one state leader arguing that Minute 242 amended the 1944

Treaty and ought, therefore, to be approved by the Senate (Goslin

1978, P. 54; Holburt 1978, pp. 233-234; Mann 1975 p. 121)--was exchanged

for executive approval of the basinwide salinity control program.

In promoting their interests at the federal level the basin

states were also able to take advantage of their ties to federal agen-

cies. In 1944, for instance, influence was exerted through the Bureau

of Reclamation. That agency served both as a source of technical and

political support for the basin states that form its regional clientele,

as well as the State Department. The basin states also drew upon the

help of the Agriculture Department in defending their claims relating

to uses of Colorado water (Hundley 1955, p. 157). In the salinity

crisis, the basin states also took advantage of their ties to the IBWC,

U.S. Section, an agency that is also linked closely to the basin

states through its service to the border states.

The influence of state and local interests figured very little

in determining the Mexican position in these two agreements. Two roles

are discernable for state and local interests in these agreements;

petitioning government assistance in particular instances, and mobilizing

support behind government initiatives. In the 1944 case several

instances of petitioning are evident ranging from requests for assistance

in the municipio of Matamoros following severe floods (Enriquez 1975,

p. 537) to requests for assistance to alleviate drought conditions in

the Juarez valley attributed by locals to unjust upstream diversions
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in the United States. The latter case was treated as a matter of

national concern particularly by the Ministry of Agriculture and was

included on the Mexican negotiating agenda. This was not, as seen above,

allowed to become an impediment to reaching agreement on the main issues

of interest to the Mexican government. In the salinity crisis, both

state authorities and local campesinos petitioned the government for

assistance in terminating U.S. pollution of Mexican water. However,

when local activists sought to criticize the government's handling of

the salinity crisis and link that criticism to other campesino demands

carrying beyond the immediate Mexicali region, the government forcibly

intervened to suppress such behavior. Despite the unusual political

circumstances affecting that decision, it does suggest the extent

the government was willing to go to manage domestic political dis-

sidence.

The principal role of local interests was performing a support

function for the government's initiatives in relation to the United

States. In the 1944 Treaty case, this support function is seen both

before and after the treaty was signed. Prior to that, support was

mobilized on a nationwide basis at the irrigation district level by the

Minister of Agriculture. This support, as seen above, was utilized

by that Ministry to pressure for its hard line sovereignty approach to

negotiating the Treaty. After the failure of that approach in 1929-

1930, however, it was translated into generalized support for the

government's treaty initiative. The effectiveness of this support is

seen in the absence of criticism of the treaty--excepting a few
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dissidents who were no longer affiliated with the Agricultural

Ministry--and the support of the irrigation districts and the Ministry

of Agriculture for the agreement reached. Moreover, in the ratification

phase of the Treaty process, the government was able to display an

impressive show of national support for a treaty. The political

circumstances--the presidential election, the heightened sense of

nationalism created by the 1938 petroleum expropriation, for exam-

ple--made the treaty an extremely delicate issue, one involving the

national patrimony and evoking all the emotions bound up with preserving

national pride and dignity in relations with the United States. Despite

this, the government was able to promote the treaty with openness and

mobilize widespread public support. The Treaty's critics were.simply

no match against its political, organizational, financial  and technical

resources.

In the salinity crisis, the suppression of the Agrarian League

and, subsequently, the CCI, restored the monopoly of the government's

official party organization, the CNC, over campesino expression in the

Mexicali Valley. After 1965, the CNC kept the lid on local protests

except where such protests clearly advantaged the government negotiating

strategy with the United States. From 1969 thru 1973, for instance,

the Committee for the Defense of the Mexicali Valley solidly supported

the government's initiatives. The demonstrations and rallies accompany-

ing President Echverria's visits to the valley and that of the Brownell

study team were staged in support of the government against the United

States. After the agreement was reached, campesino organizations
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rallied to praise the government's achievement (L6pez Zamora 1977,

p. 94; SRE 1975 pp. 83-85).

Debate on negotiating strategy and other aspects of the 1944

Treaty was confined to federal agencies that were involved with the

treaty and was settled through presidential intervention. This

debate reflected ideological differences and bureaucratic competition

between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Foreign

Relations as well as practical questions of bargaining tactics. The

Ministry of Agriculture took an intransigent position defending absolute

national sovereignty on the lower Rio Grande; the Ministry of Foreign

Relations was sensitive to the international and bilateral constraints

and ramifications of the situation and was for more pragmatic. After

the failure of the early phase negotiations, the hard sovereignty line

was abandoned as both Cardenas and Comacho supported the more prag-

matic bargaining strategy favored by its diplomatic corps.

In the salinity crisis, the Mexican negotiating strategy was

a function of the Foreign Ministry and the Mexican Section of the IBWC,

with technical assistance provided by other agencies. In the final

phase of the negotiations, the Mexican President exercised supervision

over the Ministry's negotiations and personally took a hand inspecting

conditions in the Mexicali valley and promoting the remedial solution

he sought.

The respective patterns of domestic politics and diplomacy

described above conform to the political models of water policy formation

in each of the two countries; the distributive pattern in the U.S. and
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the petitionary-mobilization pattern in Mexico. The most fundamental

aspects of these two patterns as they influence foreign policy are the

domestic political constraints that the U.S. State Department is

subject to, and the independence from local constraints exercised by

the Mexican Foreign Ministry. In the United States, state and local

interests must first be propitiated in any bargaining strategy, re-

quiring a distributive or a redistributive solution. In Mexico, the

government is free to pursue the national interest as that is defined and

articulated by the government, principally the Foreign Ministry inter-

acting with water related agencies, subject to overall presidential

review and direction.

Further evidence of these sharply defined tendencies is seen in

the operation of the institution responsible for implementing bilateral

water treaties and agreements and resolving water disputes between the

two countries, the prestigious International Boundary and Water

Commission, Mexico and the United States (IBWC). A review of the

functions and development of that commission, focusing on its national

sections, will help to refine the relationship between domestic water

policy and foreign relations in this issue area.

The International Boundary and Water Commission, United 
States and Mexico: Domestic Affects on the 

Making of Bilateral Water Policy 

The effect of policy differences on bilateral relations in the

water area is evident in the politics of the International Boundary and

Water Commission, United States and Mexico (IBWC). The IBWC is en-

trusted with implementation of provisions of the boundary and water
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treaties and is also responsible for negotiating new agreements between

the two countries. In this capacity, IBWC plays a highly significant

role in the development of bilateral water policy.

The Commission, however, functions under the guidance of its

separate governments through their ministries of foreign affairs. It

is subject to the domestic institutions and political patterns attendant

to the political systems of each country. The Commission is thus an

ideal subject for examining the impact of domestic policy on bilateral

water relations.

Since its creation in 1889, then as the International Boundary

Commission, the IBWC has evolved into a multifunctional international

agency with a certain measure of functional autonomy in administering

its boundary and water mandate. The Commission assumed its present

character under the provisions of the 1944 Water Treaty, which restricts

its jurisdiction "to the limitrophe parts of the Rio Grande (Rio Bravo)

and the Colorado River, to the land boundary between the two countries,

and the works located upon their common boundary, each Section of the

Commission retaining jurisdiction over that part of the works located

within the limits of its own country" (IBWC 1975, pp. 210-13). The

Treaty lends the Commission special and exclusive status with respect

to the boundary itself, and serves as a limit on the strictly domestic

functions of the Commission. Under this mandate the Commission has been

instrumental in concluding two treaties, the Chamizal Convention in

1963 and the 1970 Bounder Y Treaty, as well as 81 subsidiary agreements

under its administrative powers, including Minute 242.
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The most distinctive aspect of the Commission is its dual

character as an international commission comprised of separate national

sections. Under the 1944 Treaty, the Commission approaches the functions

and powers of a truly international agency. In its joint capacity, the

Commission is empowered with an array of investigative, quasi-judicial,

administrative and operational functions. The 1944 Treaty requires the

Commission "initiate and carry on investigations and develop plans for

the works which are to be constructed or established in accordance

with the provisions of this and other treaties..." Further, with

respect to investigations, it is charged to "furnish the information

requested.. .by the two governments..." (Article Twenty-four). The

1944 Treaty also provides the Commission with power "to settle all

differences that may arise between the two governments with respect to

the interpretation and application of this treaty, subject to the

approval of the two governments" (Article Twenty-four). Administratively,

the Commission is to "exercise and discharge the specific powers and

duties entrusted to the Commission by this and other treaties and to

carry into execution and prevent the violation of the provisions of

those treaties and agreements" (Article Twenty-four).

The Commission's powers, however, are exercised through its

independent national sections. Its diplomacy is subject to the con-

currence and ratification of the two governments. In addition, the

. individual sections may exercise strictly national functions that do

not pertain to the Commission as an international body. The Com-

mission has been successful in fashioning boundary and water agreements.
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The majority of these are approved automatically under a clause that

allows its decisions to become binding if neither government objects

within a period of thirty days (Article Twenty-five).

The success of the Commission is indicative of the integration

o the Commission's sections within the domestic policy system of the

two countries. Each section has adjusted its bilateral obligations to

the domestic institutional and political constraints that affect it.

In this respect, the diplomatic functions of the two sections mirror

the distributive and petitionary patterns that characterize water policy

formation in their country.

The U.S. Section, headquartered in El Paso, Texas, is the

largest of the two sections, having, in addition to its engineering and

diplomatic staff, a construction facility for maintenance and special

projects (Day 1972, P. 937). These include the operation and maintenance

of several major dams, Amistad and Falcon, with hydroelectric capacities,

of several lesser diversion and flood control dams, of water gauging

facilities and channelization and boundary marking functions.

The adaptation of diplomacy to domestic political constraints

is apparent in the operation of the U.S. Section. Under the 1944 Treaty

and domestic enabling legislation, the U.S. Section operates with policy

guidance from the Department of State. It is included, along with other

international commissions on the Canadian boundary, in the State Depart-

ment for budetary and appropriations purposes. The Commission, however,

operates with considerable remove from the State Department, maintaining

only a liaison officer in the Office of Mexican Affairs. Significantly,
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the liaison is not a foreign service officer, but a career employee of

the U.S. Section whose functions are to represent the activities of

the U.S. Section to the Department of State and inform the Section of

pertinent matters of official policy in relation to Mexico (Martin

1980). In all non-routine matters, the Commissioner consults personally

with the Department before taking any action of a bilateral nature

(Martin 1980).

The Commission is, nevertheless, substantially independent of

the Department of State and functions as much as a congressional agency

as an appendage of the State Department. That this is so is a con-

sequence of at least three conditions, 1) the domestic character of

its functions, 2) its administrative independence of State, and 3) of its

apolitical-technical nature.

Although the Commission is an international agency, the

actual functions of its sections have direct domestic impact. The

construction activities of the U.S. Section employ American workers and

buy from American suppliers. Its hydroelectric works provide power for

U.S. irrigation districts and border communities. The channelization

and water storage works spare water for U.S. farmers and urban centers.

Sanitation works benefit border cities. The preponderance of the

Section's budget, ranging from roughtly five to ten million dollars

annulally since 1970, is directly invested in the border states. The

operational and construction activities of the U.S. Section thus

provide material benefits to its border clientele. Moreover, the

Commission's diplomatic accomplishments disproportionately benefit the

border communities adjoining the international boundary.
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The U.S. Section has been able to utilize its services to develop

a very strong border state clientele (Martin 1980). This clientele,

consisting of border municipalities, special districts and states can

be counted on to support the Commission in inter-agency conflicts and

policy disputes, even those involving the State Department--though the

latter instance is rare. The Commission has assiduously cultivated this

clientele at the level of municipal officials and congressional delega-

tions. A survey of congressional offices of border states delegations

revealed that the U.S. Commissioner personally visits most border

district congressmen once a year and maintains close liaison with those

offices, consulting more frequently when matters affecting a particular

state of congressional district are involved (Mumme 1980).

The direct impact of this type of lobbying is seen in the

relations between the U.S. Section and the congressional appropriations

subcommittees. The U.S. Section, due to its construction and operational

functions, has always maintained the largest budget of any of the U.S.

international commissions, though the size of the budget has fluctuated

widely depending on the specific functions the Commission was engaged in.

Within the appropriations process, the Section is viewed as a distinc-

tively regional agency benefitting the border states--in the thirties

and forties it was seen even more narrowly as a Texas agency. This

would ordinarily be a handicap in the appropriations process, but it

has been offset by the Commission's diplomatic and international work,

a point Commissioners have been careful to reiterate in every appro-

priations hearing. With support from border states and western
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congressmen, and attentiveness to the fiscal conservatism of the

committees that is seen in careful justifications for every request,

the U. S. Section has acquired a reputation as a reliable agency and

has been successful in obtaining its budgetary requests (Martin 1980).

Its operational budget has grown from a base of about a million dollars

in 1950 to over ten million in 1975 (U.S. House 1950, 1975).

The Commission has also successfully survived inter-agency

conflicts. The strength of its border states congressional constituency

was displayed in the later 1940's when the Interior Department, taking

advantage of the Hoover Commission's recommendations for administrative

consolidation, sought to acquire the operational functions of the U.S.

Section (Morrell 1947). The IBWC was successful in resisting such

encroachment despite President Truman's support for the administrative

reform. The Section was able to rely on such figures as Senate Foreign

Relations Chairman Tom Connally, from Texas, to spearhead its defense,

as well as Secretary of State George Marshall (U.S. National Archives

1947). More recently, the Commission has resisted encroachments in the

area of sanitation and sewage management and even expanded its juris-

diction in this sphere in competition with the Environmental Protection

Agency (Jamail and Ullery 1979, p. 11).

The administrative independence of the U. S. Section has further

contributed to the policy independence of the SEction from the Depart-

ment of State. The State Department has no management authority over

the U. S. Section except through policy oversight. The Section
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independently administers its own personnel and budget and is responsible

to the congressional appropriations committees rather than the State

Department in this respect (IBWC 1973d, pp. 3-4, 25).

Finally, the U.S. Section, and the Commission as a whole, enjoys

a reputation as a border corps of engineers who render technical, not

policy, advice to their member government (Timm 1932). Though this is

more institutional mythology than fact, the U. S. Section has taken full

advantage of its technical expertise to maintain an advisory-apolitical

image.

The success of this apolitical approach is seen in the longevity

of tenure enjoyed by the Commissioners. On the U. S. side, unlike other

U. S. Commissions, the post of Commissioner is a career appointment, not

a political one. This is dictated in part by the 1944 Treaty's require-

ment that the Commissioner be a licensed engineer (Article Two). But it

derives also from the traditional non-policy making image of the

Commission itself. The tenure of the Commissioners and staff, allows the

two national bodies to accumulate skills and expertise concerning their

operational mandate that amount to a near monopoly on technical expertise

in this area. Thus it is not surprising to find that congressmen and

agency personnel, in the State Department and elsewhere, defer to the

U. S. Section for specific advise on both technical and policy matters

related to boundary waters.

These domestic characteristics of the U. S. Section impact on

its diplomacy. The U. S. Section is specially attentive to the needs

and demands of its border clientele in fashioning agreements. Prior to
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undertaking any action that may affect one or several of its client

states, the Section will fully consult with those clients and obtain

their support. It, more than the Department of State, considers itself

as the representative of the border states in diplomatic affairs.

This posture is seen in negotiations on the Chamizal conflict and in the

salinity crisis. In the Chamizal case, the U. S. Section strongly

resisted any solution that would deny reasonable benefits to the City

of El Paso and was eventually able to devise and promote such a solution

(Martin 1980). In the salinity crisis, the U. S. Section served as

intermediary between the states and the Department of State. It was

instrumental in refashioning the Committee of Fourteen on the Colorado

and did not itself take the lead in devising the final package agreement

put together by Brownell (Brownell 1972). Though Minute 242 was sub-

sequently criticized by some basin state leaders, as seen above, the

U. S. Section was praised for its efforts (U. S. House 1974).

The U. S. Section's need to mediate between the basin states and

Department of State in reaching international agreements underlies its

conservative approach to politically sensitive subjects. Where political

differences either domestically or bilaterally have complicated solutions

to border problems, the Commissioner's have, in Charles Timm's words,

simply avoid(ed) the subject and direct(ed) their energies towards some

constructive work in which both states have a vital interes" (Timm 1972,

p. 27). Extensive consultation and reliance on technical expertise are

hallmarks of the U. S. Section's diplomacy. Likewise, the U. S. Section

attempts to provide as many benefits as possible to its client states
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and will seek the most advantageous solution political feasible domestic-

ally and bilaterally. Such cautious and regionally oriented diplomacy

has sustained its clientele support and reinforced the strength of its

bilateral agreements. It has also led to effective working relations

with the Department of State. This relationship is seen in the near

automatic approval of its minutes and the limited number of issues that

reach the desk of the Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs

and the Secretary of State (Martin 1980).

The Mexican Section, in contrast, is fully integrated into the

Foreign Ministry and significantly less client oriented than its

U. S. counterpart.	 Administratively, the Mexican Section operates as

a functional unit of the Ministry within the General Directorate of

Boundaries and Waters (CILA). The CILA also house the Mexico-Guatemala

Commission, though that body is far less active than the Mexican Section

of the IBWC (Matthews 1973-74, pp. 30-31).

As a unit within the Foreign Ministry, CILA operates with greater

independence than other departmental offices, though that does not

approach the autonomy of the U. S. Section. The strength of the Mexican

Section, and CILA, rests in its technical expertise on boundary and

water matters within the Ministry, over which it maintains a virtual

monopoly. This predominance in expertise is facilitated by the fact that

the Commissioner of the Mexican Section, as well as the Director of

CILA, both enjoy career appointments and long tenure, an unusual con-

dition for senior staff in the Foreign Ministry. The influence of the

Mexican Section is also facilitated by the separation of CILA's functions
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from those of the United States country office--located within the

Directorate General for North America. Formally, CILA occupies the

same administrative rank with the Directorate General for North America,

an indication of the improtant stature of the Commission as well as the

importance Mexico attaches to its northern boundary. The limitations

of the Mexican Section, however, are many. It does not bear financial

or administrative oversight over all aspect of its operations, with

basic functions, such as personnel and fiscal administration, being

shared with the administrative office of the Foreign Ministry. Option-

ally, the Mexican Section is much smaller than its U.S. counterpart,

reflecting the absence of a construction division within the Section and

a greater sharing of responsibilities with other Mexican agencies (Day

1972). The functions, for instance, of managing the hydroelectric

facilities of the international dams o n the Rio Grande are left on the

Federal Electric Commission, while other functions in the sphere of

sanitation and sewage are shared with the Ministry of Health and that of

Public Works and Human Affairs (Martin del Campo 1980).

The most distinctive aspect of the Section's diplomacy, however,

is its pattern of consultation. The Section deals almost exclusively

with the United States and the Foreign Ministry in its diplomatic

relations and feels little need to consult politically with the states

or municipalities that it serves. The Section makes technical consulta-

tions with local political officials and offices of federal agencies,

but otherwise has little need to seek their support for its functions.

The political dimension of the Section's operations is handled by CILA
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in consultation with the Sub-secretary for Foreign Relations (the second

most authoritative position in the Ministry) and the Secretary himself

(Martin del Campo 1980; Koslow 1969). The Mexican Section, therefore,

serves the Foreign Ministry rather than a border clientele group.

The operations of the Mexican Section respond to national

interests instead of regional concerns. In this respect, the diplomacy

of the Mexican Section sees more participation by the Foreign Ministry

in comparison with the State Department's relations with the U. S.

Section. The agreements of the Mexican Section are routinely worked out

with the CILA and the Sub-secretary of Foreign Relations before they are

approved by the Mexican government (Bustamante 1979; Martin del ,Campo

1980).

In sum, each of the two national sections conforms to its

national structure of water policy making and diplomacy. In the

United States, where distributive norms have governed policy formation,

the U. S. Section of the IBWC has developed as a client oriented agency

with autonomy from the State Department. In return for congressional

support, the Section represents the views of the border states to the

Department of State and seeks solutions that maximize clientele benefits.

Its diplomacy is conditioned by the need to adjust the needs and demands

of border--and basin--states with international needs and demands

emanating from Mexico.

The Mexican Section, on the other hand, reflects the central-

ization of policy making in Mexico, and is highly integrated into the

structure of decision making in the Foreign Ministry. It functions more
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narrowly as a diplomatic agency, sharing operational functions with

other ministries. Although its activities do provide benefits to

Mexican border states and communities, it does not solicit clientele

support. The diplomacy of the Section is carried on internal to the

Foreign Ministry where it is reviewed and ratified at the highest

levels. Thus the Mexican Section represents national rather than

regional policy interests and plays almost nothing of the mediational

role seen in the functions of the U. S. Section.

Conclusions and Implications 

The preceeding review of domestic-foreign policy linkages

substantiates the determinative effect of domestic water policy systems

on previous bilateral water disputes and shows how this influence has

affected negotiations in the past. The negotiation of bilateral water

agreements in the United States has been conditioned by institutions

that foster a distributive pattern of political influence and a mobil-

ization style of policy making. These political patterns broadly

structure the policy objectives each government has and is likely to

pursue in bilateral water disputes as well as its specific style of

bargaining and diplomacy. Because such patterns emanate from the

institutional character of the political system they are apt to affect

negotiations regarding a settlement of the groundwater controversy.

Policy formation in the United States is grounded in private

water rights, state water law and the federal structure of adminis-

tration and representation. This system nourishes local, state, regional

and federal power in the making of United States water policy.
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As seen in the water disputes above, the border and basin states

are able to draw on a range of resources to exert leverage in water

disputes. The states exercise power through both legislative and

executive branches of government. In the Congress, the principal arena

of state power, leverage is enhanced by western states' power in key

committees and congressional norms of deference to regional and state

interests in this issue-area . Conversly, in the executive branch

states are able to promote their interests through clientele ties with

certain federal agencies that are influential in the water area. These

ties are particularly strong where the agency has a regional mandate,

as in the case of the Water and Power Resources Service and the U. S.

Section of the IBWC. Moreover, the states exercise substantial economic

power and are able to sustain pressure at the federal level when their

interests are at stake.

State power is enhanced by incentives to act collectively in

defense of existing apportionment arrangements. A treaty that allocates

water internationally affects the whole basin even where its primary

impact affects a few basin states. The prospect of allocating water

basin-wide as a consequence of bilateral water agreements is a strong

incentive for state activism in fashioning United States' objectives in

these conflicts.

Mexico's authoritarian pattern of policy making is seen in the

predominant role exercised by the Foreign Ministry in the water dis-

pute above. In contrast to the United States, Mexican water policy and

diplomacy is centralized and limited to the executive branch of the
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federal government, with little or no direct influence by states and

local interests.

Debate within the Mexican government on bilateral water issues

has largely been confined to a few cabinet ministries, with the

Ministry of Foreign Relations and its subsidiary, the Mexican Section

of the IBWC, exercising most influence on policy questions and negotia-

ting strategy. Only once in the process of adjusting the Mexican

position in the treaties above did the Foreign Ministry yield authority,

in the early phase of the 1944 negotiations. The failure of the strategy

advocated by the Ministry of Agriculture gave the Foreign Ministry first

voice in the development of Mexican diplomacy in bilateral water matters,

a role that has subsequently been reinforced. The role of other

ministries has been to provide technical assistance and advice to the

Foreign Ministry. Ultimately, in each of the agreements reviewed above,

the Mexican President approved the negotiating strategy and bargaining

outcomes and resolved inter-agency conflicts.

Nevertheless, it is evident that the Foreign Ministry is subject

to certain political constraints. In the 1944 Treaty the Ministry was

subject to contending ideological preferences within the Mexican

government, principally from the Ministry of Agriculture. Thus the

Foreign Ministry's own norms, inclining towards the use of legal prin-

ciples in international law, precedent, juridical consistency and prag-

matic bargaining, were opposed by a hard line nationalism advocated by

the Ministry of Agriculture.
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The ideological differences within the Mexican government,

however, were not the result of political demands emanating from local

or state constituencies affected by treaty outcomes. To the extent that

Mexican state and local interests were involved their role was

petitionary. Local requests for government assistance were voiced and

support provided for the government's diplomatic initiatives. Demands

that exceeded the limits of officially sanctioned activity were

suppressed. Once agreements were concluded, the government successfully

mobilized widespread support for the treaties.

The structure of domestic politics shapes both the policy

objectives each government seeks to realize in bilateral water disputes

and its negotiating style. Although substantive differences in water

controversies vary from case to case, the objectives pursued by each

government have taken a distinctive form. With policy development

centered at the national level, Mexican diplomacy has stressed national

values and sought to reinforce the legitimacy of the national government

as symbolic defender of the national patrimony. Such values have been

important in view of Mexico's historic relations with the United States.

The stress on defense of national sovereignty is seen throughout the

proceedings leading to the 1944 Water Treaty and the salinity accords

of 1973. The need to legitimize the government as protector of national

sovereignty is an ideological constraint that Mexican diplomats must

be especially sensitive to in negotiations with the United States over

water.
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The United States' policy, though no less concerned with pre-

serving national resources, is not subject to the symbolic and

nationalistic constraints incumbent on the Mexican government. Instead,

its policy constraints are those of a highly fragmented policy system

where subnational interests play a major role in defining the stakes

and strategies of water disputes. Policy objectives first emerge as

local interests that must be defended or promoted rather than issues in

which the national government has a direct and priority interest. The

result is a less ideological and nationalistic form of issue definition.

Domestic water policy patterns have also influenced the

negotiating strategies employed by each country. Policy centralization

in Mexico has favored the use of a principled approach to water issues

as well as an in-house form of diplomacy insulated from domestic

pressures. As seen in the cases above, Mexican diplomacy has proceeded

from several precepts of international law that Mexico has relied upon

to pursue its interests in water disputes with the United States. These

precepts--the doctrines of equitable utilization, commonwealth, and

geographic unit of transboundary water basins--are bolstered by general

foreign policy principles that have guided Mexican diplomacy. Such

principles as respect for national sovereignty, non-intervention, self

determination of states, and equality of nations under international law

have dominated Mexico's foreign policy and function in the broad sense

as decision rules for Mexican policy makers (Koslow 1969, p. 74;

Tucker 1956, p. 189). These notions reinforce the nationalism seen in

bilateral water disputes and strengthen Mexico's commitment to the

precepts it has pursued in these controversies.
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Just as the Mexican policy system has enabled Mexico to follow

a principled approach to bilateral water disputes, so it affords Mexican

diplomats insulation from domestic pressures. Mexican foreign policy

in the water area exemplifies its diplomacy towards the United States.

Policy formation has been confined to the Foreign Ministry in con-

sultation with a small group of technical advisors from other ministries,

subject to presidential oversight and guidance. Authority in water

issues has become more concentrated as a result of the salinty crisis

and the administrative reforms of the L'opez-Portillo administration,

particularly the merger of water related functions in the SARA, and

recent changes that assign the Foreign Ministry precedence over .other

agencies in matters relating to relations with the United States.

The centralized in-house nature of Mexican foreign policy in

the water area provides Mexico with policy flexibility in bilateral

negotiations. Students of Mexico's relations with the United States

report its tendency to employ a personalized approach, generally

peferring to "deal only with the highest levels of the U. S. Government"

(Ronfeldt and Sereseres 1978, p. 46). This "closet" diplomacy insulates

Mexican officials from domestic criticism. Limited participation and

a personalistic style allow Mexican diplomats the opportunity to adjust

their diplomatic agenda with discretion and negotiate issues as flexibly

as events allow.

A consequence of this diplomatic flexibility is the Mexican

option of selecting a linkage strategy of negotiation when that is

strategically expedient. Mexican diplomacy has generally avoided
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issue linkage due to the greater strategic leverage of the United

States. Although Mexico has typically initiated issues in bilateral

relations (Wyman 1979, P. 107), it has normally preferred to deal with

issues separately, appealing to principle or bargaining as feasible

in each case (Ronfedlt and Sereseres 1978, p. 59). Where Mexico has

seen distinctive advantages, however, as in the water area, it has

pursued a linkage strategy free of domestic constraints in this regard.

United States' negotiating strategy, however, is much less

flexible than Mexican diplomacy in the water realm. Both goals and

tactics tend to be developed on an ad hoc, expedient and participant

basis. Issue management in its pluralistic policy milieu encourages

the separation rather than linking of issues.

The United States' negotiating style is seen in the absence of

well defined principles and direction in relations with Mexico

(Fienberg 1981, p. 38). As a rule, United States' Mexican policy has

been reactive rather than positive. Donald Wyman notes that in fifteen

major bilateral conflicts since World War II, Mexico introduced the

issue eleven times (1979, p. 107). As seen in Chapter 3, this pattern

is evident in water conflicts.

In the water issue-area, the Department of State is only one

actor among several at the national and subnational levels having

leverage on bilateral negotiations. The negotiating process first

takes the form of mutual accommodation among interested parties before

bilateral negotiations are formally joined. The national interest,

represented directly by the Department of State and the U. S. Section
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of the IBWC, is worked out through a complex process discussion and

bargaining with domestic interests. The number of government agencies

and private interests involved in the making of water agreements insure

that few decisions will be made in the closet. Thus, the Department

of State has little discretion over the position it must represent in

bilateral water relations.

The United States position on linkage reflects this pluralistic

pattern of policy making. In the water cases reviewed above, the

United States sought to avoid explicit issue linkage. Linking issues

is seen as increasing the complexity of negotiations already too

unmanageable given the many voices resonating in U. S. domestic politics.

Because linkage strategies inevitably require tradeoffs among issues,

they are potentially divisive in the decentralized political environment

of water resources. Moreover, the United States' strategic advantages

in previous water conflicts, both hydrological-geographic, economic

and political, have been deemed sufficient to attain U. S. policy

objectives on an issue by issue basis.

Thus, the domestic policy environment in both nations fosters a

pattern of foreign policy behavior in the water realm that is sure to be

seen in the groundwater dispute. The prospects for settling that dis-

pute are in good measure a function of these political dynamics in the

water issue-area. However, the groundwater conflict does vary sub-

stantively from earlier water conflicts. Its characteristics do portend

some deviation from earlier patterns of resolving water conflicts. In

the succeeding and final chapter, the various dimensions of the
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groundwater dispute are summarized from the previous chapters. The

findings are then brought to bear on an analysis of various hypothetical

approaches to resolving the groundwater dispute in order to identify

the most likely avenue for proceeding toward a bilateral treaty on trans-

boundary groundwater.



CHAPTER 7

THE GROUNDWATER CONFLICT:
PERSPECTIVES ON A SETTLEMENT

Emergence of the groundwater dispute in U.S.-Mexican relations

clearly indicates the seamless web of hydrological interdependence along

the international boundary. Just as clearly, however, it brings into

focus the less tangible administrative and political differences

demarcating the boundary between the two countries. The interface be-

tween the hydrological dimensions of the groundwater situation and the

political divisions that nurture national interests shape the prospects

for a groundwater agreement.

In some respects, the groundwater conflict resembles earlier

disputes over surface waters. As in most of these disputes, the ground-

water issue is an apportionment problem not yet covered by formal treaty.

The conflict is also similar in its institutional and political aspects.

The treaty making process is, formally at least, centered at the federal

level in each nation, involving the foreign ministries, IBWC sections,

and federal legislatures as these institutions' legislative and admini-

strative powers bear on international waters disputes. Nor has there

been real change at the level of the political system. Patterns of

pressure and influence in both countries have remained relatively con-

stant for nearly forty years.

The differences between the groundwater situation and earlier

surface water controversies are, however, substantial. Hydrologically,

293
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the groundwater conflict is novel, involving a different set of technical

problems, a wider array of specific apportionment disputes, and a

strategically mixed situation with respect to the capacity of one

nation or the other to limit the amount of water used by its neighboring

state. Economically, the groundwater conflict occurs in an environment

of rapid development such that groundwater, though marginal in terms of

its availability and costs, now plays a significant role in the border

water economy. The economic importance of water in the arid border

region has been a strong incentive to maximize groundwater development.

Historically and legally, both Mexico and the United States have main-

tained different legal philosophies reflecting their national interests

in border water disputes. The groundwater conflict, however, remains

novel in terns of international law, allowing for innovation in legal

strategy with respect to equity and apportionment considerations.

Finally, the politics of the groundwater situation is also

different, despite the fact that the basic structures and institutional

context remain largely the same. One important difference is seen in

the greater institutional power of the IBWC in this policy realm.

Although its powers do not formally extend to groundwater, it has come

to exercise nearly comprehensive authority in the water resource area

and is better established as a broker of national interests today than it

was forty years ago. In short, its institutional authority has been

bolstered and reinforced since it received its mandate in 1944, and this

strength is an important consideration in evaluating the prospects for

a groundwater treaty. On the other hand, the large number of local
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groundwater disputes brings into play for the first time an array of

water interests in each of the four U.S. border states and along the

reach of the Mexican border that must be considered in any comprehensive

arrangement on groundwater. These interests tend to be more localized

than those in previous water conflicts where the stakes were more

extensive and interests mobilized basin wide to influence water resource

decisions in bilateral affairs. There is yet some incentive for the

development of basin wide coalitions in the groundwater dispute, but the

strength of these coalitions may not prove so strong as in earlier water

controversies. Further, the groundwater situation finds both countries

as comparative equals as strategic claimants to groundwater resources.

This condition alters the political terms that will frame the negoti-

ations on groundwater.

In general, the dissimilarities between the groundwater situation

and earlier water conflicts add to rather than diminish the difficulty

of settling the conflict on a comprehensive basis. Nevertheless, the

groundwater conflict falls into an issue-area in bilateral affairs

characterized by peaceful adjustment of differences for nearly a century.

From the official perspective of both countries, the various and

successive diplomatic agreements on water resource disputes have been

highly successful in eralizing satisfactory solutions to water problems.

In this respect, groundwater conflict is conditioned by a history of

mutual adjustment through diplomatic means that augers favorably for

a similarly satisfactory settlement in the groundwater case.

Settling the groundwater conflict depends, as is true of any

international resource conflict, on each nations' capacity to adjust
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its economic and legal differences. The principal constraints, however,

remain political. They are grounded in the differences in political

structure and patterns of interest that characterize water politics in

each country. These patterns, herein described as "distributive" and

"mobilization" styles cf policy formation, are conducive to different

modes of issue politics, political limitations that affect each nation's

negotiating style, differences in principles and strategy, and the

general policy boundaries each nation must consider in negotiating the

issue.

In this chapter, the basic obstacles to a groundwater

treaty--hydrological, economic, legal and political--will be summarized

from the preceding discussion and applied to an analysis of several

proposals for resolving the groundwater controversy. Examination of

these proposals in view of the political limitations affecting the

resolution of this conflict should indicate the most practical, and

most likely, avenue towards a settlement. In the concluding section, a

scenario for resolving the groundwater dispute will be suggested and the

basic implications of the dispute for U.S.-Mexican relations outlined.

Obstacles to a Groundwater Treaty 

In the preceding chapters of this study a number of differences

and obstacles to a groundwater treaty have been identified in the spheres

of hydrology, economics, law and politics. These difficulties must

be circumvented or overcome in any treaty making effort.
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Hydrological

A settlement in the groundwater controversy must surmount

several difficulties that stem from the hydrological features of the

dispute. These problems maybe put into two categories, those that are

technical in nature, and those political problems arising from

hydrological features of the conflict.

The technical problems, as seen previously, arise from the

present inadequate state of knowledge concerning the quantity and

location of groundwater resources along the border. The groundwater

basins traversing the international boundary have not yet been

adequately mapped, nor have technical studies on groundwater resources

been coordinated across the boundary. Even in those areas where con-

siderably information on the groundwater basin exists, such as in the

valley of the Upper Rio Grande and the lower Colorado River Valley area,

detailed information on water use and its geo-hydrological effects are

incomplete. Consequently, both nations lack the necessary information to

develop a comprehenisve water treaty at this time.

The acquisition of data and agreement on technical aspects of the

groundwater controversy is the primary condition governing a settlement.

This fact is recognized in the clause of Minute 242 that commits both

Mexico and the United States to cooperate in developing the technical

data requisite to negotiating the groundwater controversy either in

specific regions or as a comprehensive package. The national sections

of the IBWC are conjointly developing and systematizing information on

groundwater basins along the border. Although this task has been a
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low priority on IBWC's agenda with no set target for completion, emphasis

has been given to areas of greatest contention.

The impact of hydrology on the politics of the groundwater

conflict stems from the large number of problem areas ranging along the

length of the international boundary. Individual groundwater situations

touch an array of governmental jurisdictions and interests on the

U.S.-Mexican border, involving every state and over half of the munici-

palities adjacent to the boundary. Each area of groundwater dispute,

however, remains local and does not directly affect other water users

on a regional basis. This feature is particularly salient to water

politics in the United States where interstate alliances have been

formed on a basin wide scale in past surface water disputes.

The effect of hydrology on patterns of interest alliance to

fragment and weaken the strength of such alliances at the federal level

whether earlier alliances that unified U.S. border and basin states in

water disputes with Mexico will be maintained is uncertain. In some

cases, as in the El-Paso-Cd. Jurez area and that of the lower Colorado

River basin, U.S. states have a natural basis for coalition. In others,

such as the individual problem areas outside the inter-state river

basins, incentive to cooperate in alliance is lessened by the scale of

the problem and its isolation within a particular state and community.

Some potential exists, however, for the formation of a border

and basin state alliance in the manner of past surface water disputes.

As seen previously, groundwater is now viewed as part of a comprehensive

system of water supply conjuctive with surface sources in the border
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area. Affected states along the border will undoubtedly stress the

"common pool" effect of a diminution or augmentation of the water

supply on the basin at large in order to generate support for their

positions towards my proposed groundwater agreement. Evidence of this

is seen in the State of Arizona where the head of the Water Resources

Department--who also chairs the influential Committee of Fourteen on

the Colorado River basin--has been on record as opposing a groundwater

treaty with Mexico (U.S. General Accounting Office, 1980; U. S. House,

1974). Considered in light of past concert where water issues have been

at stake, the formation of strong coalitions of border and basin states

in the U.S. on this issue cannot be ruled out. The groundwater contro-

versy, however, allows for deviation from earlier patterns of alliance

and interest among U.S. states in developing agreements with Mexico.

Further implications of the fragmenting effect of hydrology on U.S.

domestic politics will be discussed in the section on political obstacles

to a groundwater treaty.

Legal

The principal legal obstacles to a groundwater treaty derive

from past differences in legal doctrine on surface water between Mexico

and the United States and the inadequacy of present international law in

the area of groundwater as a basis for guiding legal argument in the

dispute. As seen previously, the United States and Mexico have, with

minor exceptions„ maintained consistent legal positions in surface

water disputes that accord with their respective strategic positions on

surface rivers. The Mexican position has been characterized by reliance
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on three principles, those of commonwealth, equitable utilization and

geographic unity of river basins. The United States position has been

defined by emphasis on territorial sovereignty, extant uses, and denial

of the geographic unity of river basins.

As strategic conditions dictate, it is reasonable to assume that

both nations will advance their claims on the basis of the principles

adhered to in previous water conflicts. However, the strategic situation

in the groundwater conflict is quite different from earlier surface

water conflicts in the number of situations being considered, the mix

of upstream-downstream positions in the various groundwater situations

along the international boundary, and the problems involved in con-

trolling groundwater flow across the international boundary. The

variation in individual groundwater situations complicates the taking

of consistent legal positions across the spectrum of transboundary

groundwater situations.

In the case of the contrasting principles of territorial

sovereignty and commonwealth, it is probable that the U.S. and Mexico

would pursue their longstanding preferences. The major groundwater

conflict areas in the lower Colorado River basin and the upper Rio

Grande exhibit the characteristics of classic upstream-downstream con-

flict where the U.S. is the upstream party and Mexico the downstream

party in the manner of earlier surface water controversies. This posi-

tion will not serve all cases, however, as illustrated by situations

along the Arizona border at Nogales or along the San Pedro River. Else-

where, the variety of upstream-downstream siutations is bound to com-

plicate consistent adherence to favored legal doctrines.
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The utility of the respective positions on equitable utilization

and extant use is less clear due to the lack of information on ground-

water use along the border. In view of Mexico's longstanding com-

mitment to the notion of equitable utilization, it may continue to

support the principle in all cases of groundwater dispute. In the

El Paso-Cd. Juárez case, for instance, such a claim would help preserve

existing Mexican uses against greater and rapidly increasing groundwater

uses in the American city. However, under present interpretation of

the International Law Association's (ILA) rules recommending application

of the equitable utilization principle, the state contributing most to

a water basin's drainage is preferred in an apportionment solution

(Caponera 1980, p. 93). The value of the principle for raising the

issue of apportionment in order to secure Mexico's basic interests must,

therefore, be weighed against the possibility that the principle

might justify a settlement favorable to the United States, depending on

the determination of drainage contributions.

On the other hand, Mexico may well have an advantage in terms

of present uses in the Colorado River zone. Here too, the principle of

equitable apportionment might prove an inadequate instrument for

securing Mexico's basic claims given the relative contributions to the

basin's drainage. Its greater dependence on groundwater for agricultural

purposes, however, would provide Mexico with a strong extant use claim

relative to the United States. Similarly, increased Mexican use of

groundwater along the international boundary might well cause the

United States to reconsider its strict adherence to the precept of extant

use as a basis for apportioning groundwater.
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The difficulty the groundwater situation poses to the conven-

tional legal doctrines of both countries is also seen in the case of

the concept of geographic unity of river basins. Mexico has been the

articulate defender of the notion of geographic integrity whereas the

United States has defended the view that geographic unity should not

be considered a basis for apportionment of shared surface water. In the

matter of groundwater, however, there is already some precedent for a

reconsideration of these positions. In the Imperial Valley, for example,

the U. S. Office of Water and Power Resources has adopted the view that

groundwater in the valley is integral to the watershed of the Colorado

River and, therefore, covered within the context of the present 1944

Water Treaty apportioning surface water. On the other hand, Mexico,

during the salinity crisis, rejected the use of groundwater from

Wellton-Mohawk as part of the Colorado River watershed, and is not likely

to accept U.S. claims that Imperial Valley groundwater is integral to

the surface watershed of the Colorado and, therefore, beyond the reach

of negotiations on groundwater. In short, the groundwater situation

suggests that the two countries may choose to reconsider--or, at least,

refine--their positions on the geographical integrity of groundwater

basins.

The respective positions of each country in past surface water

disputes, however, is a limited guide to the doctrines each nation amy

adopt towards apportioning common groundwaters. The absence of a body of

international groundwater law allows both nations to construct their

legal defenses without being bound to the prescriptive language of
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existing precedent concerning surface water apportionment. Certain con-

cepts, like those of "international drainage basins" (supporting the

notion of geographic integrity) and "equitable apportionment" have

acquired prescriptive power with bearing on international groundwater,

petroleum, and other transient resource disputes across international

boundaries. These notions, however, remain more firmly established with

respect to surface water conflicts than in relation to groundwater. The

major obstacle to a groundwater treaty from the legal perspective,

therefore, is the relative absence of legal prescription to which both

nations could turn for reference in apportioning their groundwater

resources. In lieu of such principles, both Mexico and the United States

must innovate, and are apt to draw upon a variety of sources in develop-

ing their legal positions.

Economic

The economic obstacles to a groundwater treaty are seen in the

growth and development of the border region and the importance of

groundwater in the regional economy. Both U.S. and Mexican borderlands

are national leaders in population growth. Water demand in the border-

lands is increasing and will continue to grow through the turn of the

century. While U. S. agricultural demand has grown at a slower rate in

recent years--seen in a decline in growth rates as well as growth

relative to other sectors of water demand--urban and industrial uses are

rapidly increasing. Present growth trends are fostering heavy overdrafts

of groundwater in the major zones of groundwater dependency along the
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border. The costs associated with overdrafting function as incentives

to transfer uses towards more cost efficient purposes, but also serve

as incentives to maximize and conserve each nation's water resources.

Except for a few zones where groundwater quality is poor, or

where regular recharge from surface sources occurs, groundwater in the

United States' borderlands is overdeveloped. New groundwater stock is

extremely limited and presently in the process of development.

In Mexico, both urban and agricultural uses continue to develop

at a rapid rate. The general trend or more rapid rates of urban growth

in relation to diminishing rates of agricultural growth appears to obtain

as it does in the U.S. However, groundwater on the Mexican side is not

so fully developed as in the U.S. The Mexican government is presently

promoting groundwater development as part of the comprehensive plan for

augmenting its food supply. Further, the rapid rate of growth of

Mexican cities along the border, the relatively low per capita use of

water compared to the U.S., and government programs to expand water use

systems in major urban areas portend rapid increase in the absolute and

per capita level of water use in urban settings.

In both countries lack of effective regulation contributes to

overdrafting and waste of groundwater resources. While the log term

economics of water use auger for transfers of uses away from water

intensive uses, in the short term both domestic and international con-

tention over limited groundwater stock is accentuated. Thus the economic

situation is conflict prone and conducive to unilateral efforts to

maximize water use rather than cooperative efforts to manage the
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esource on an equitable basis in the long term interests of both

countries. The countervailing short term economic interests of each

nation, channeled through their respective political systems, is the

fundamental conflict to be adjusted in a groundwater settlement.

Political

The basic differences in political institutions and processes

bearing on the formation of water policy function as barriers to

political adjustment and international cooperation between Mexico and

the United States. Water policy making in Mexico is characteristic

of policy development in a mobilization system. Law and administrative

authority are highly centralized in federal institutions. Public

participation in policy development is limited to the petitionary

pattern, otherwise it emerges from within federal administrative agencies

concerned with foreign affairs, agriculture and water resources, and

budget and planning. Representative institutions such as state and

federal legislatures have only a token role in water policy.

The Mexican system contrasts with the distributive pattern of

water politics in the United States. Law and administrative authority

in the U.S. are highly fragmented between the federal government, states

and localities. Private ownership of water and a decentralized political

structure encourage active public participation in the formation of

water policy, both domestic and foreign. Consequently, the principal

arena for the exercise of political power in the water sphere are state

and federal legislative bodies.
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These structural characteristics accentuate the difficulty of

resolving the substantive resource conflicts between the two countries.

Differences in domestic political structure result in procedural and

substantive differences in the foreign policy sphere that hamper

adjustment of water disputes. Disjunctive patterns of politicization,

policy objectives, negotiating style and bargaining strategies are

fostered by these structural dissimilarities in national systems of

water policy development.

The structural features of the policy system in each country

insure different patterns of politicization in water policy development.

In the United States the major stage of politicization is policy

formation. Structural decentralization guarantees states and local

interests a major role in the development of federal water policy.

Whether water policy initiatives emanate at the federal level or in the

states, they must negotiate a political process in which the states and

local interests have the opportunity to shape the outcome. Traditionally,

the federal congress has been an important arena for the expression of

state and local interests in water policy. In the Congress individual

states' representatives tend to be deferential to the views and interests

of representatives of other states. This pattern serves as a limit on

administrative development of water policy and its consequences

illustrated in the close alliance of federal water agencies with local

interests in the process of policy formation.

Politicization in Mexico tends to take place at the implementation

stage as government officials seek to enlist support for the administra-

tion's policies. At the formulation stage of the policy process,
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administrative officials are, in all but the most exceptional circum-

stances, subject only to inter-bureaucratic checks on their authority

to generate policy. The petitionary pattern insures that certain

local interests will be heard but does not provide local or state

interests with independent political leverage. At the stage of

implementation, however, the government seeks to enlist support for

its initiatives in order to reinforce the legitimacy of the government

and to facilitate the actual work of putting the policy in place.

Thus, while Mexican officials exercise considerable discretion in

policy development, they are sensitive to the possibilities of pro-

moting their policies upon formulation and adoption.

It is important to note that the differences in domestic

political structure, as they impact on the formulation of foreign policy,

are particularly acute in the case of a treaty, and are apt to be

sharpened by the groundwater controversy. Treaties tend to be highly

visible policy initiatives with binding effects that cannot be uni-

laterally altered or otherwise changed within the context of domestic

politics alone. U.S.-Mexican treaty arrangements take priority over

domestic water policies and so, in a legal sense, constitute a frame-

work not only for bilateral water relations but also for domestic water

policy. Local and state interests have in the past paid particular

attention to the development of water treaties and are likely to do

so in the groundwater case.

The domestic pattern of issue politicization also conditions

the objectives each government will seek in bilateral water relations.
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The Mexican pattern of politicization, for instance, leads to certain

substantive and symbolic concerns that condition Mexico's interests

in bilateral relations. Because the legitimacy of the government has

been reinforced by asserting Mexican national sovereignty in relations

with the United States, its foreign policy dealing with the U.S. must

not appear to sacrifice the national patrimony. This concern is seen

in the water agreements examined in this study. While this criteria

is obviously subject to interpretation--what, in fact, constitutes a

sacrifice?--it sets limits on Mexican flexibility in developing its

objectives in negotiations with the United States. Conversely, the

politicization of policy formulation in the U.S. insures that concrete

objectives must be worked out on an ad hoc basis subject to what is

politically expedient in acquiring state and interest group support

for federal policy. The general objectives of U.S. policy in bilateral

water negotiations are strictly to obtain the best bargain based on

what states and other interests are willing to accept--or, more

accurately, what a winning coalition of interests and states in the

federal Congress is willing to accept. Such an approach allows states

and local interests to exert controls over the actual content of U.S.

water policy objectives.

Yet another area shaped by somestic political structure is the

manner each nation adopts in negotiating with the other. The dis-

tinctive modes of diplomacy typical of each nation are, as seen

before, general features of bilateral intercourse that are pronounced

in the area of water relations. The U.S. Department of State, the
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formal agency of diplomacy, is one voice among several in the formula-

tion of foreign policy in this area. The policy it pursues cannot

be fashioned independently, but must be adjusted to fit the politics

of the states first. Institutionally, where a treaty is involved,

policy is worked out through the U.S. Section of the IBWC acting as

broker between the interested states and the Department. When

state support is assured, then the U.S. Section and the Department of

state attempt to negotiate the position with Mexico. This two tier

approach to diplomacy nurtures an ad hoc and pragmatic approach to

water relations that is characterized by the participation of many

interests and ongoing bargaining. The political structure also under-

lies the traditional U.S. aversion to issue linkage in any form. The

linkage of issues further complicates the difficult task of reconciling

contending domestic interests and fashioning consensus for a treaty

approach.

In Mexico, however, centralization virtually excludes local

and state level participation in the development of water agreements.

Policy development is centered in the Foreign Ministry acting with

the advice and technical assistance of SARH. The high priority given

to relations with the United States reinforces the Foreign Ministry's

domination of the policy process. The desire to minimize public

interference in foreign policy decision making contributes to the

personalized, in-house nature of Mexican foreign policy making with

the United States.
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The centralization of foreign policy making also enables

Mexico to pursue its principled approach to foreign affairs. The

formulation of Mexican water policy tends to be deliberate and

principled, based on longstanding axioms of Mexican foreign policy

generally, and legal precepts in the shpere of international water

relations developed in the several bilateral water disputes previously

mentioned. While these precepts are not immoveable guides to

Mexican behavior, they do provide a reference for the fashioning of

Mexican policy and a degree of policy continuity. The use of such

principles as a basis for constructing the U.S. position in negoti-

ations has not been possible given the ad hoc bargaining style needed

to reach consensus in the U.S. policy system.

Finally, the centralization of policy also conditions the

Mexican attitude towards issue linkage. Although Mexico has

ordinarily avoided issue linkage in relations with the U.S. it has

done so to strategic disadvantage, not because it needed to

disaggregate issues in order to manage its domestic politics. This

is particularly evident in the water area where it has not hesitated

to link issues when opportunity allowed. Generally, centralization

affords Mexico flexibility in choosing its strategy for bargaining

with the United States, external--strategic--constraints permitting.

Variation in the strategic positions of both countries across the

spectrum of groundwater cases should afford Mexico the opportunity to

pursue a linkage strategy advantageously.

Differences in the politics of the policy process, in the

substantive and symbolic objectives sought in a groundwater treaty,
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and contrasting styles of negotiation and bargaining constitute

significant impediments to adjustment. As previous water treaties

are guides to future negotiations, these differences can only be

overcome through a long process of bargaining and adjustment, coupled

with strong presidential support for a treaty. The bargaining process

is political and stands in contrast to a legal, or prescriptive,

solution based on abstract principles of equity. Apart from binding

arbitration, a solution to the groundwater conflict must take into

account the political realities of substantive and procedural dif-

ferences that mark relations between Mexico and the United States where

water is concerned.

In the next section, several proposals for a groundwater treaty

are examined with a view to their political feasibility: that is, the

degree that these solutions fit the political interests of both

countries and are compatible with the structural differences that

shape political action in this policy area. The merits and deficiencies

of the various approaches are noted and the most politically satis-

factory alternative identified. Based on this discussion a brief

scenario for arriving at a settlement of the groundwater conflict is

advanced. A short discussion of the implications of the groundwater

dispute for bilateral relations follows in the concluding remarks.

Politics and Approaches to Settling 
the Groundwater Dispute 

As Minute 242 addresses the groundwater problem, it may be

seen as the latest stage in U.S.-Mexican efforts to pacifically
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resolve water resources disputes arising from their common border.

The groundwater conflict, however, is different from previous water

disputes. As a hydrological situation it is unique, not only as it

addresses a dimension of the hydrostructure previously neglected,

but in the range and variety of problems encompassed along the border.

The hydrological aspects of groundwater raise management issues that

have previously been neglected in the settlement of surface water

disputes; including conjunctive management of water resources,

regulating water use on both sides of the border, and extending the

field of environmental control to encompass the complete hydrological

process in each and all of the drainages crossing the boundary.

Implicitly, Minute 242, Articles five and six, recognizes these issues

by calling for a comprehensive groundwater treaty, limiting the ex-

tractions of both nations in the Colorado River zone near San Luis,

Sonora, and requiring consultation in all instances of future ground-

water development within five miles of the international line on either

side of the border.

The groundwater dispute holds promise as a catalyst for up-

grading the quality of water and environmental management along the

U.S.-Mexican border. The most rational and effective method of pre-

serving and utilizing the borderland's groundwaters would follow the

prescriptive guidelines for international river basin management

developed by international organizations such as the United Nations or

the rules of the International Law Association. Such prescriptive

norms include the equitable apportionment of groundwater (to include
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those defined as underground streams or tributary to surface streams

and rivers), the regulation of groundwater pollution (to include

remedial procedures and sanctions), a program of rational management,

the measurement and regulation of extraction and use, the monitoring

of acquifer recharge, penalties and remedies for abuse of water usage,

and a program for the short and long term development of waters

corresponding to the requirements of communities and ecological

limitations in both countries. These recommendations have been

reiterated in various forms by most scholars analyzing the groundwater

controversy and constitute the optimal conditions a groundwater

agreement might achieve.

The prospects for upgrading transboundary water management

as an outgrowth of the groundwater controversy are improved by the

current function and role of the IBWC. As previously seen, the IBC

presently exercises jurisdiction over the major international rivers,

its separate sections sharing management and operation authority

with other domestic agencies in each country. The IBWC with its long

history of managing the land boundary and boundary waters has steadily

increased its jurisdiction in the domain of water resources, most

recently in the Boundary Treaty of 1970, Minute 242 in 1973, and

Minute 261--extending the Commission's jurisdiction in the field of

water quality management--in 1979. In view of its longstanding diplo-

matic and operational functions in this sphere, it is the logical

agency to assume jurisdiction and functions pertaining to transboundary

groundwater resources.
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Scholars have variously advocated enhancement of the Commission's

authority, ranging from simply altering its present formal jurisdiction

to encompass groundwater, to augmenting its management authority in

line with ILA guidelines, contingent on political feasibility. Such

a settlement would be accomplished through means of a new treaty, a

protocol--or addition--to the present Water Treaty of 1944, or an

authoritative minute of the IBWC.

Very little mention, however, has been made of the political

feasibility of the proposals indicated. Some understanding of the

prospects for resolving the groundwater conflict can be had by subject-

ing these various alternatives to inspection in view of the political

and substantive conditions previously identified.

The principal approaches to settling the groundwater contro-

versy have been summarized by Barbara Burman and Thomas Cornish,

as well as Albert E. Utton (Burman and Cornish 1975; Utton, 1978).

These scholars together identify nine different methods--not all

mutually exclusive--that might be used to deal with the groundwater

controversy. These include the following: (1) Maintenance of the

status quo, (2) equitable apportionment, (3) correlative rights

doctrine, (4) prior appropriation doctrine, (5) present use doctrine,

(6) riparian rights doctrine, (7) international adjudication or

arbitration, (8) comprehensive management, and (9) case by case

bargaining.

It is useful to consider these various approaches in terms of

their emphasis on the two basic dimensions of any solution to the
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to the groundwater conflict, apportionment and management. Apportion-

ment refers strictly to the allocation of water between two or more

parties; management to the administration of water apportionment and

other elements associated with use. All of the various solutions can

be evaluated as they touch on these dimensions of a solution.

Status Quo

The simplest response to the groundwater conflict would be to

avoid seeking a solution, to maintain the present state of affairs

along both sides of the international boundary. As a solution to the

groundwater conflict, this approach avoids both international apportion-

ment and management issues; it does, however, have apportionment and

management effects.

Under present conditions, the apportionment and management of

groundwater is strictly a function of domestic behavior on both sides

of the boundary. As seen in previous analysis, current domestic

patterns project increasing demands for water in Mexico and the

United States. Because current management practices in both countries

tend to be lax, there is considerable incentive to engage in wasteful

uses of groundwater and unregulated withdrawal, or mining, of the

resource. Growth will accentuate these patterns of groundwater

development in lieu of a treaty or agreement apportioning border

groundwater and may foster greater international competition than

presently exists in the form of pumping wars.

The status quo solution to the groundwater conflict is, in

effect, no alternative at all, but a response to existing political
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conditions that impede a groundwater settlement. Minute 242 is

evidence of the fact that both nations prefer a common solution and

perceive the necessity of an agreement in light of present trends.

Present trends in demographic growth and water consumption can only

intensify antagonism in this issue area that, if left unaddressed,

will ramify into the general sphere of bilateral attitudes and

relations in the manner of the salinity crisis and disputes over

surface rivers. Thus a non-status quo solution will eventually be

forced by persistence of extant conditions and trends. The preferable

response, from the perspective of both countries, already indicated in

Minute 242, is to anticipate and forestall worst case development by

arriving at a settlement or settlements that apportion groundwater and

provide for either international or domestic management solutions or

their development. An agreement of some type is the only alternative

to "crisis decision making" and is necessary in order to optimize

water management alternatives aimed at permitting a wider range of use

options and conserving the quantity and quality of the resource.

Equitable Apportionment

In the realm of actual solutions to the groundwater conflict,

the most frequently mentioned approach to settlement is to apply the

doctrine of "equitable apportionment", sometimes referred to as

"equitable utilization", to the groundwater situation. The doctrine

of equitable utilization is specifically an apportionment solution

that does not, except incidentally, take the question of management
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into account. It is,however,expressly developed as an equity doctrine

for the settlement of internation--as opposed to domestic--or federal--

water resource disputes.

The criteria for determining equity under the rule of

equitable approtionment are not fixed, but under the Helsinki Rules of

the ILA, adopted in 1966, would minimally include consideration of:

1. The geography of the basin, including in particular the

extent of the drainage area in the territory of each basin

State;

2. The hydrology of the basin, including in particular the con-

tribution of water by each basin State;

3. The climate affecting the basin;

4. The past utilization of the waters of the basin, including in

particular existing utilization;

5. The economic and social needs of each basin States;

6. The population dependent on the waters of the basin in each

basin State;

7. The comparative costs of alternative means of satisfying

the economic and social needs of each basin State;

8. The availability of other resources;

9. The avoidance of unnecessary waste in the utilzation of waters

of the basin;

10. The practicability of compensation to one or more of the co-

basin States as a means of adjusting conflicts among uses; and,
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11. The degree to which the needs of a basin State may be

satisfied, without causing substantial injury to a co-basin

State (Caponera 1980, pp. 293-294).

According to the ILA these criteria should be supplemented by what-

ever additional considerations are necessary in order to take into

account "all relevant factors", with special regard to each nation's

right to a "reasonable use" of the waters of a drainage basin

(Lipper 1967, p. 79). Because different criteria are utilized to

determine equity in a particular situation, this approach entails a

range of potential solutions to water conflicts so long as the

notion of equity is realized in each case. In practice, this means

that both countries should recognize the solution arrived at as

equitable and acede to the settlement--whether achieved through nego-

tiation, adjudication or arbitration--on that basis.

Equitable apportionment must be viewed as a prescriptive

device that calls for parties to international water disputes to

recognize the claims of other parties sharing-a common resource as

legitimate, requiring a cooperative solution, preferably one achieved

through negotiation and compromise on sovereignty issues and national

interests. The concept has been developed expressly to deal with

international water conflicts where no appeal to higher authority is

possible short of international adjudication or arbitration. As a

doctrine, equitable apportionment is the most widely prevailing

principle for the settlement of these conflict currently accepted in

practice and theory of international law.
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Politically, the doctrine has several distinct strengths as a

precept to be applied to a solution to the groundwater conflict. First,

it recognizes that both parties have legitimate claims in the ground-

water conflict. Second, it is a flexible doctrine, allowing a range

of solutions to be considered in terms of a comprehensive settlement

or set of argeements addressing the various groundwater situations

along the border. Third, it allows the parties to consider all

aspects of a situation in arriving at a solution. Fourth, it allows

the parties to employ whatever negotiating procedures they wish in

resolving the dispute subject to their common concurrence that the

solution is fair and their voluntary compliance with the procedures

selected. Fifth, the principle is compatible with any of a number of

specific solutions to the groundwater conflict that might be adopted

by the two countries. In this sense, it should be understood as a

overarching precept that might govern the use of specific formulas

or mechanisms for solution. Finally, this doctrine has been a basic

element of the Mexican approach to bilateral water conflicts and,

therefore, is already acknowledged by one major party to the ground-

water dispute. The United States, on the other hand, has not formally

adopted the doctrine in water conflicts with Mexico, although it

has expressed support for the doctrine in similar disputes with

Canada (Lipper 1967, pp. 25-26). There is, therefore, substantial basis

for the use of the equitable apportionment doctrine in the groundwater

case.
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Equitable apportionment is a legal principle, however, that

must be adapted to political circumstances. Its strengths are also

its weaknesses. As legal precept, it provides no practical guidance

for addressing the political conditions that influence U.S.-Mexican

water relations. Some scholars, for instance, have suggested that

under an equitable apportionment solution, the IBWC be assigned

responsibility for administering the settlement (Utton 1978). This

suggestion is reasonable in view of the IBWC's history and present

capacities, but does not follow from the equitable apportionment

prinicple as such. All such proposals must remain subject to the

concrete conditions and preferences of the sisputants, Mexico and the

United States. Nor does equitable approtionment provide anything more

than a prescriptive injunction where claims of sovereignty are con-

cerned. Such prescription is useful, reflecting the norms of the

community of nations at its best. The realm of international law,

however, still cannot dictate in the face of adamant assertions of

sovereignty; politics and power still govern. The only direction the

principle of equitable utilization actually offers is its implicit

suggestion that the most effective political means possible be

pursued. Finally, concrete conditions, including politics, determine

the extent that the principle may be useful in realizing national

interests. As seen above, although Mexico has strongly adhered to th -e

doctrine in past water disputes, its greater reliance and use of ground-

water along the border may render the doctrine less useful for securing

its present groundwater use. Conversely, the United States may
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find itself with stronger defense of its own interests by accepting

the doctrine.

Nevertheless, as the most widely accepted principle of inter-

national law, the doctrine of equitable apportionment is certain to

figure in any settlement of the groundwater conflict. Both the United

States and Mexico subscribe to the doctrine in some form and certain

situations, as seen above. In particular, equitable apportionment

benefits less potent nations in resource conflicts, those whom depend

on the recognition of the legitimacy of their claims by a more powerful

nation or nations in order to achieve an adjustment of their claims.

Mexico is apt to make use of the principle as it has in the past to

promote its interest in the groundwater dispute.

Legal Prescription-U.S. Domestic Law

More specific legal formulas for apportioning transboundary

waters can be found in the legal percepts utilized at the level of the

several U.S. states. These precepts, to include the doctrines of

riparian rights as practiced in Texas, correlative rights in California,

and prior appropriation in New Mexico, are essentially apportionment

devices rather than management techniques, although several state

doctrines have been modified to allow management (clark 1977). Insofar

as these doctrines are used to settle water disputes within and among

the border and basin states of the United States, they are mentioned by

various commentators in the context of considering approaches to the

groundwater controversy. Because the legal formulas have similar
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characteristics from a political perspective, they can be discussed as

related approaches to a groundwater settlement.

The riparian rights doctrine is derived from English common

law. It allows each overlying land owner to extract an unlimited amount

of water within his proprietary domain. Thus rule, in which pro-

prietary right is absolute in determining rights of withdrawal, is the

least relevant of the legal precepts mentioned from an international

and political perspective. At the international level, if adopted as

a mechanism of apportionment, the rule would permit virtually all of

the present practices of utilization and withdrawal, resembling nothing

more than a sanctioning of the status quo.

Politically, the riparian doctrine has no prospect for con-

sideration. Application of a universal precept dictating the specific

form of apportionment of all transboundary groundwater disputes is apt

to be resisted where one national party has no experience with, or

preference for, the doctrine, or where a party with experience in the

doctrine has little commitment to it. Both of these conditions obtain

in this case. The Mexican legal tradition has never recognized

riparian rights as a means of apportioning water and is sure to view any

such proposal for apportioning border water as contradictory to domestic

practice and international precepts like equitable apportionment. Any

attempt to use riparian doctrine is certain to be viewed in Mexico as

a threat to the security of its water supply since the riparian doctrine

implicitly favors the party with greatest resources to develop and

exploit the resource. In the United States, on the other hand, only
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one border state, Texas, practices the riparian doctrine in strict

form in apportioning its groundwater. Other states have moved in-

creasingly further away from the riparian doctrine or reject the

doctrine outright. While the fragmentation of water law in the United

States is generally a barrier to the use of any single legal precept

as an apportionment formula, state opposition to the riparian doctrine

in its strict form is bound to be greatest due to the lack of regula-

tory authority entailed in that precept.

Another legal precept that might be considered as a basis for

apportioning border groundwater is that of correlative rights. The

correlative rights doctrine is related to the riparian rule. It

prescribes the prorationing of shared groundwater based on proportion

of overlying land belonging to each party in relation to the amount of

water available in the common pool. Unlike the riparian rule, it does

restrict the right of withdrawal where the uses of a party are judged

to enfringe on the "correlative rights" of others common to the re-

source. This adjudication must be made by a recognized authoritative

body, ordinarily a court of law.

In the case of the groundwater dispute, the correlative rights

formula would serve as a mechanism of apportionment, with management

left to the perogatives of each country. An international tribunal,

either extant or developed for the purpose, would serve as the adjudi-

catory body. Commentators have mentioned the IBWC as a candidate to

perform the adjudicatory functions entailed in correlative rights

solution to groundwater apportionment. In this case, IBWC would be
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provided with authority to determine the extent and nature of the

resources at issue, to make the adjudication, and oversee the apportion-

ment of water pursuant to the adjudication made.

Objections to the use of correlative rights as a formula for

apportionment may be made on practical and political grounds. As a

practical solution, the correlative rights approach improves on the

riparian doctrine insofar as it provides a mechanism for regulating

withdrawals and a measure for apportionment. Restrictions on withdrawals,

however, are limited to cases brought to litigation, usually after abuses

have been detected. This does not have to be the case, as seen in

California where water rights have been adjudicated for whole basins in

advance of specific conflicts of interest and case by case litigation.

But the correlative rights approach nevertheless remains loose in its

restrictive aspects and provides little guidance for beneficial utiliz-

ation, planning and management (Utton 1978).

The political obstacles to the correlative rights formula are,

however, as extensive as those in the case of riparian rights. First,

correlative rights has the same darwbacks as universal precept as the

riparian doctrine. It has no history in Mexico, and is common to

only one broder state in the U.S. The chances of obtaining consensus

on the use of this principle in either Mexico or the United States are

slight.

Second, a major point of contention is bound to be the determin-

ation of the land area overlying individual basins and the quantity of

water contained therein. Such a determination entails a significant
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concession of sovereignty by both countries and will require creation

of a strong authority to implement. It is unlikely that either Mexico

or the United States would fully surrender their sovereignty claims to

a supranational agency empowered to apply the correlative rights

principle in each instance of groundwater dispute. Even where such an

agency, the IBWC perhaps, were empowered to apportion groundwater in

some or all disputes, the contention and controversy raised by its

decisions--given the pronounced interest of each nation in the adjudi-

cation--would direct criticism at the agency that might undermine its

authority. In the specific case of IBWC, such criticisms could injure

its effectiveness in other functional areas within its jurisdiction.

Moreover, the degree that both countries are apt to remain

wedded to their sovereignty claims is affected by political structures

in both countries. Mexico, in particular, is apt to be defensive of

its sovereignty in the water area considering the symbolic and ideo-

logical importance attached to patrimonial questions in the Mexican

political system and their heightened importance where relations with

the United States are concerned. In the U.S., debates over water

sovereignty are centered at the state level given the distribution of

federal powers. Because property and water constitute one of the

great remaining bulwarks of state power in the federal system, indivi-

dual states are exceptionally jealous of their powers in this area

are found to resist a concession of sovereignty as well. The unwilling-

ness of both-countries to pursue surrender of sovereignty in settling

water controversies is seen in their past reluctance to turn to
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international adjudication of disputes. The U.S. has, in particular,

been leary of adjudication in water conflicts and reluctant to

utilize legal formulas generally as a method for settling water con-

flicts.

Finally, the correlative rights approach applied as a universal

precept in the groundwater case runs counter to the established practice

of bargaining solutions to bilateral water problems. This is true as

well of the other legal precept solutions that might be pursued.

Fragmentation of interests in the U.S. will inevitably lead to strong

differences of opinion on legal precept at the level of the several

states that can be adjusted only through bargaining and compromise.

Precept is apt to suffer in this process. As seen in past water dis-

putes, the Department of State has sought to adjust states differences

by negotiating each dispute as separately as possible from other related

issues. At the international level such differences in precept between

related issues has served as incentive to settle these issues through

bargaining. Mexico has been more consistent in relying on legal precept

to advance its interests and has likewise preferred to bargain rather

than commit itself to a single legal course. Though its attitude has

been shaped by strategic realities, it has reflected Mexico's percept-

ion that more was to be gained through bargaining than strict commitment

to legal principle and international adjudication. In particular,

where opportunity to link water issues together in a bargaining package

presented itself, Mexico saw opportunity to improve its terms in a

settlement. Adherence to a legal solution, therefore, is likely to
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be viewed in Mexico and the U.S. as inimical to the prospects of

linkage and overall flexibility in settling the groundwater dispute.

The remaining legal precepts, prior appropriation and present 

use, have similar problems in application. The first of these, prior

appropriation, apportions water based on the determination of earliest

beneficial use. This precept is common to both U.S. and Mexican legal

traditions throughout the arid border region and, therefore, might be

expected to circumvent some of the problems of employing a legal

principle unfamiliar to one or both of the contracting parties in a

settlement. Under present circumstances, as in the past, the use of

this formula for apportionment favors the United States, where water uses

have been established earlier than those in Mexico. Furthermore, the

principle is dynamic, permitting each country to build up its "beneficial

uses" over time, thereby favoring the country most able to exploit the

resource. Such a principle would most surely set off a wasteful pump-

ing war along the boundary as both nations sought to augment their

beneficial uses of water. It is instructive to note that Mexico has

resisted the U.S. argument for prior appropriation in past surface water

disputes on the basis of a preconceived disadvantage in a race to

develop water resources. Although Mexico may be more able to compete

in a pumping war with the United States, its downstream location in

several major groundwater basins--the Colorado River basin and upper

Rio Grande River basin, for instance--and the costs associated with

such a war are apt to prove strong deterrents to consideration of this

apportionment principle.
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Moreover, as a precept for apportioning water among nations

there remains the difficulty of adjudicating competing national claims.

As in the case of correlative rights, neither country is likely to

subject its sovereignty to the superior authority created for purposes

of determining prior uses. Finally, as noted by Jerome Lipper, the

principle of prior appropriation has no standing in international

law (Lipper 1967, pp. 64-65). Jurists dealing with international law

view prior appropriation as amechanical doctrine that fails to take

equity considerations into account.

The case of present, or extant, uses is similar to that of prior

appropriation, except that the determining principle for assessing

each nation's entitlement to water is set at a fixed point in time

rather than being allowed to change over time in the manner of prior

appropriation. The distinction is important, however, rendering its

application less mechanical and obviating the need for superior authority

to determine prior uses on an ongoing basis. It is in this form that

prior appropriation has been adapted and used in previous bilateral water

disputes as a principle for apportioning transboundary water.

Nevertheless, extant use bears many of the same problems

associated with prior appropriation. It would apportion groundwater

in each water basin with little regard to principles of equity or need.

As seen previously, it has been firmly resisted by Mexico in the past.

Even though it might confer some advantage on Mexico given its present

levels of groundwater utilization in certain locations along the

boundary, these advantages might well be offset by similar advantages
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accruing to the United States in other areas. Finally, as a precept

of international law, the extant use principle has little standing by

itself. Only as it has been used in conjunction with other criteria

for apportionment, as seen in the case of equitable utilization, has it

had international relevance.

In sum, the use of legal precepts as uniform formulas for re-

solving the groundwater conflict is frought with practical uncertainties

and political obstacles. Finding an acceptable legal precept is hindered

by national sovereignty, differences in legal practices between the

two countries, different political structures and past experience with

legal precepts. The use of any one of these as a comprehensive formula

in the groundwater case can virtually be ruled out. However, different

legal precepts may enter into the settlement of individual cases of

dispute along the boundary, although it is doubtful that such principles

will be employed without some modification reached through a process of

bargaining.

International Adjudication and Arbitration

The historical attitudes of both countries towards international

adjudication have been suggested earlier in this study. Under inter-

national adjudication both nations would submit their differences in

each case for binding decision by an international tribunal. Either

an established body like the International Court of Justice at the

Hague or an ad hoc arbitral body as used in the El Chamizal dispute

might be employed. Such a solution is inherently piecemeal rather

than comprehensive, dealing with apportionment only, and likely to be
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chosen only where political negotiations have proven ineffective.

Historically, arbitration has proven unacceptable to the interests of

both nations and, hence, has been avoided as a mechanism for settling

water apportionment problems.

Nevertheless, arbitration must be considered as a potential

solution to the groundwater conflict, albiet one not preferred by

either country. Arbitration is a crisis solution, reflecting the

failure of political means to settling international conflicts. If

political differences prove intractable, both countries may consider

arbitration as a means for settling a particular case or cases.

Arbitration would be compatible with a solution that ceded formal

jurisdiction over groundwater to the IBWC or some other agency with

a mandate to seek solutions on a case by case basis. Here arbitration

might be used where irresolvable differences at the level of the

IBWC--or other agency--subject to approval of its separate govern-

ments--were encountered in particular instance.

As a practical and historical matter, however, it is most likely

that both nations will continue to avoid an arbitrated solution.

Such a solution would exacerbate bilateral relations by drawing

attention to their failure to reach a mutually satisfactory solution.

It would risk weakening the current institutional framework for manage-

ing bilateral water agreements, the IBWC, not only through failure

to reach a settlement, but if an outside agency had to be brought in

to oversee the implementation of an arbitrated settlement. And if

one or another nation failed to accept an arbitrated solution it might
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again become a celebrated cause of contention in the manner of the El

Chamizal dispute. Finally, both nations have already indicated their

preference for a negotiated solution. Arbitration, therefore, remains

a very last resort that both nations will try to avoid in settling the

groundwater dispute.

Comprehensive Management

Of all the proposals indicated as solutions to the groundwater

conflict, the most progressive from the perspective of international

law and hydrology is the option of comprehensive management. The

comprehensive management approach addresses both apportionment and

management aspects of the groundwater situation in a solution that en-

compasses all of the aforementioned objectives prescribed by the

International Law Association with reference to equitable apportion-

ment. Such a solution entails the creation of a supra-national agency,

the IBWC or some other body, with authority to reach a determination

on approtionment based on equitable utilization in the case of each

transboundary groundwater basin, and to set management standards

designed to achieve optimal beneficial use of groundwater. The supra-

national agency would ideally realize the hope for full functional

integration in managing transboundary water resources for the benefit

of both countries.

The political obstacles to comprehensive management, however,

are many. The approach entails an unprecedented concession of

sovereignty, one neither country is apt to consider. Full functional
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integration of water management practices along the boundary would re-

quire an extensive revision of the present treaty framework as well

as the functions of domestic management agencies in each country.

The functions of the IBWC would need nearly complete redefinition,

assuming that agency was selected to exercise the comprehensive

apportionment and management powers in the water sphere. Even if com-

prehensive management was limited only to groundwater, revision of

the current treaty framework would prove necessary in order to define

the functions of any agency given charge of goundwater management in

relation to surface water apportionment and management practices. Any

such effort to substantially revise the 1944 Treaty would certainly

bring to the fore all of the old interests and disagreements laid to

rest with that document. It would evoke the full range of structural

and substantive political differences extant between the countries in

the field of water issues. Reopening these questions in relation to

the groundwater situation, moreover, might well result in less co-

operation and integration than presently exists, weakening rather than

strengthening bilateral institutions like the IBWC. The obstacles and

risks, therefore, are sufficiently great to prevent diplomants on both

sides of the border from considering this option.

The goal of comprehensive management, however, is not irrelevant

to a solution to the groundwater problem. Comprehensive management

remains a significant prescriptive idea directing attention to needs

and possibilities in border water management. Given current political

constraints, however, comprehensive management cannot be advanced as a
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solution as such or otherwise approached directly as a technique for

improving water management practices along the border.

Case by Case Negotiation

The mostpoliticallyfeasible solution in the present context of

U.S.-Mexican water relations is a case by case, incremental approach to

the groundwater conflict. As Utton has noted, such an approach closely

resembles current practices at the level of the IBWC and the respective

foreign ministries (Utton 1978, p. 646). The case by case solution

does not require any significant modification of current institutional

arrangements at the level of the IBWC, and would allow for consideration

of both apportionment and management aspects of the groundwater problem.

Both governments, with the IBWC performing its usual brokerage and

diplomatic functions, would be able to negotiate agreements on one or

several basins, utilizing whatever formulas for apportionment appropri-

ate to the circumstances that the two governments could come to agreement

on. Agreement would necessitate a treaty for each case or set of cases

under consdieration, and would very likely charge the IBWC with the

administration and interpretation of those agreements.

The advantages of the case by case approach are seen in its

evolutionary response to emerging problems along the international

boundary and its congruence with the political structures that shape

U.S.-Mexican water relations. In contrast to current and emerging

groundwater problems, the case by case approach allows individualized

solution to particular groundwater situations that vary considerably in

terms of their hydrological, economic, and political dimensions. At
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present, it is impossible to predict the range of problems that may

emerge in the future, or the way current controversies will develop

before they are settled. The case by case approach is the most

effective way of retaining administrative flexibility in the ground-

water situation where a sacrifice of national sovereignty in a program

of comprehensive management is not politically feasible.

The political advantages of the case by case approach are

compelling. Such an approach does not change the current exercise

of sovereignty by both nations where their national resources are

concerned. Agreement would very likely follow the form of current

surface water arrangements where apportionment was the primary

objective, and management, apart from those specific duties necessary

to regulate the apportionment process, was left to domestic agencies.

The case by case method allows both countries to take the political

route that has proven successful in settling past water controversies,

namely that of bargaining and compromise on elements of the agenda and

terns of the settlement. Depending on the positions taken by each

country, it is possible to contemplate the linkage of several cases

in a common agreement that provided advantages to both countries.

Particular legal precepts might well be adapted in each case tailored

to the circumstances of a given basin. Settlements reached would

serve as a precedent and basis for the consideration of other cases

as these emerged on the agenda of U.S.-Mexican water relations.
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Scenario for a Settlement 

In view of the political limitations affecting settlement of

the groundwater conflict, there is little doubt that some version of

the case by case approach to resolving the controversy will be adopted.

Even so, the limitations of the present treaty framework require changes

that would extend the jurisdiction of the IBWC to develop agreements on

groundwater. Moreover, the case by case approach should be made

compatible with the objective of a comprehensive treaty expressed in

Minute 242. Such modification of the current treaty framework, the

1944 Water Treaty, could be achieved either through negotiation of a

new treaty or a protocol to the 1944 Treaty, formally specifying

groundwater to fall within the jurisdiction of the Commission and

urging the Commission to proceed with negotiations to settle such con-

troversies that both governments deemed a priority. Giving the IBWC

formal power to deal with the groundwater conflict would satisfy the

requirement for a comprehensive treaty, at the same time preserving and

strengthening the present institutional framework.

Precedent for such an approach to the groundwater conflict

already exists in the form of an agreement on water pollution recently

signed by the IBWC, Minute 261. This agreement gives the IBWC com-

prehensive authority to resolve conflicts arising from border water

pollution. It was based on a reinterpretation of the provisions of the

1944 Water Treaty providing for certain functions of the Commission in

the matter of "border sanitation problems" (IBWC, 1979a). Under the

Minute, the Commission is recognized as having formal authority to
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consider transboundary pollution problems, but not formula for settle-

ment--in particular, no water quality standards--are specified. The

Commission is required to proceed with negotiations on a case by case

basis as issues acquire precedence on its agenda. The principal

difference between the conditions prompting Minute 261 and those

obtaining in the groundwater case is that Minute 261 is an in-house

IBWC agreement, whereas the groundwater siutation will require a treaty

ratified by legislatures in both countries. This difference is

significant and unavoidable. Within the 1944 Treaty no language lends

itself to a reinterpretation or extension to the groundwater case, a

fact that critics of Minute 242 have already drawn attention to

(Holburt 1978, pp. 233-234). Further, it is clear that groundwater was

expressly avoided as a complicating subject within the context of the

1944 Water Treaty talks (Ely 1967). Despite the need for a treaty,

however, the political aspects of the groundwater controversy and

Minute 261 are similar and suggest that like processes are apt to

obtain in settling the groundwater dispute.

First, both the pollution and groundwater situation involve

controversial areas of jurisdictional expansion where a large number of

existing and potential disputes are found along the length of the

border. Specific controversies, in the case of pollution, were

brought to the IBWC's consideration, similar to the groundwater case.

Second, in both cases the IBWC was highly cautious in exploring

solutions through its diplomatic channels, but otherwise limited itself

to the development of technical data prerequisite to a solution.
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Third, on the U.S. side, the major political concern was and is the

development of state support for an agreement. It was not until the

congressmen from several border states raised the issue at the

presidential level and received presidential support for an agreement

on pollution that the IBWC began to proceed with negotiations on a

comprehensive agreement that would firmly define its jurisdiction

as a precondition to settling specific disputes. As in the pollution

case, such state and presidential support is a necessary prerequisite

for a groundwater treaty. Finally, in moving towards a comprehensive

agreement, negotiations were pursued quietly, through the auspices of

the IBWC, consulting with the several U.S. border states and its

separate foreign miniestries. The same type of quiet diplomacy is

apt to have been seen in the negotiations on groundwater as well.

In the groundwater case, however, the diplomacy that leads to an

agreement must be followed by legislative politics as the treaty is

ratified. In the United States, state and presidential support is

particularly crucial at this point in order to surmount any criticisms

or political opposition that may arise. In Mexico, presidential support

assures ratification.

The case of Minute 261 suggests that a formal extension of

jurisdiction, leaving the settlement of specific problems to case by

case negotiation at the level of the IBWC, is the most acceptable and

likely avenue for resolving the groundwater problem. The present treaty

framework has been developed in response to differences in national

interests and political structures and is designed to mediate those
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differences, not change them. The functions of the IBWC strongly

reflect the interests of both countries in preserving as wide a field

of sovereign control over water resources as the need for coexistence

will allow. IBWC's jurisdiction has been very narrowly gauged--limited

to the boundary only--and has gradually expanded to absorb functions,

as in the case of pllution management, that were not expressly specified

in its formal charter. While further functional expansion is possible,

it is not likely to alter the basic problem solving methods or the

pattern of diplomacy that has characterized U.S.-Mexican water relations.

Further development of the administrative and political powers

of the IBWC, as prescribed in functionalist writing, is not politically

feasible. The IBWC, as seen previously, remains politically dependent

on its separate governments. Neither has indicated any inclination to

cede independent powers to IBWC in any functional area. Although the

Commission 44ields much influence in the settlement of water problems,

its influence derives from its technical record, near monopoly on

information on border water conditions, and political deference to

political interests--the Mexican Section to the Foreign Ministry, the

U.S. Section to the border and basin states and the Department of State.

Any enhancement of IBWC's policy making powers would have to formally

modify this existing state of relations grounded in the 1944 Treaty and

would aggravate domestic political opposition in both countries.
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Implications for U.S.-Mexican Relations 

As the most recent of the several water apportionment disputes

since the boundary was formed, the groundwater conflict demonstrates

again the hydrological and environmental interdependence of the United

States and Mexico. The need for an agreement apportioning this important

resource is evident, as a crisis preventive as the demand for water

mounts and as a precondition to improved water management on both sides

of the border.

The prognosis for a groundwater treaty is positive. The history

of U.S.-Mexican water relations demonstrates that both nations are able

to cooperate in the fashioning of political solutions to bilateral water

problems. The water area continues to serve as a model for U.S.-Mexican

relations in light of recent compacts such as Minute 242 and 261. These

agreements attest that the present framework for settling bilateral water

disputes is still adequate to dealing with the political conditions that

shape cooperation in this issue-area.

That framework fosters a bargaining process in settling water

and conflicts. Each issue or set of issues is considered according to

the political context, allowing either linked or independent solutions

to emerge and permitting each nation maximum political flexibility in

resolving its water conflicts. This flexibility is necessary in view

of the political differences between the two countries and the critical

role of water in the development of the border zone.

The existing institutional framework for resolving water con-

flicts, however, provides a useful forum for of the groundwater issue in
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the IBWC. That Commission, throilgh its - national sections, reflects the

political differences between the two countries. As a diplomatic agency,

the Commission is dependent on the political process at the domestic

level in each country to raise issues on its agenda and provide the

climate for a consideration of these problems. Its established political

and diplomatic procedures, however, provide an effective avenue for

working with the many different political interests once the political

commitment of both nations to a solution is present. Because this con-

dition at least formally exists in the groundwater case, there are

reasonable grounds for optimism that a groundwater treaty of the type

indicated above will be forthcoming.

The political limitations on an agreement are significant,

nevertheless, and diminish the chances for further integration of manage-

ment functions as an outcome of negotiations on groundwater. In the

short run both nations are sure to proceed cautiously in developing an

approach to the groundwater conflict, relying on the careful technical

and diplomatic groundwork of the IBWC's national sections. Given the

stakes involved, the history of bilateral water relations, and the

important differences in political structure, neither country is capable

of surrendering sovereignty in this sphere. Unfortunately, that is the

most fundamental precondition to a comprehensive management solution to

the water situation along the border.

The development of a groundwater agreement, or series of

agreements, would, however, complete the span of jurisdiction currently

exercised by the IBWC over water matters--with the exception of a few
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minor surface stream issues that remain unresolved and in which ground-

water flow is presently the most significant consideration in any

case. It would cap an evolutionary process of gradual expansion of

institutional arrangements for managing the division of water between

the two countries and prepare the way for better domestic water

management in both countries. A treaty permitting IBWC to pursue

solutions to groundwater conflicts along the border would reinforce the

current treaty framework and add further to the diplomatic capacities of

the Commission in this problem area. The benefits to both nations of an

agreement on groundwater should serve as a strong inducement to pursue

the development of such a treaty.

While water and boundary issues do not loom so large in bi-

lateral affairs as they once did, the agreements realized in this

field are models of international cooperation and a cornerstone of U.S.-

Mexican friendship. They are especially important in demonstrating

the capacity of both nations to adjust their political differences in

settling potentially divisive problems arising from their 1965 mile

boundary. A groundwater treaty will reinforce this basic structure of

bilateral cooperation and lend further support to efforts to expand the

sphere of environmental cooperation. Such a treaty will exert a

salutory effect across the spectrum of U.S.-Mexican relations and

set a precedent, as well as a model, for other nations to follow in

solving their international groundwater disputes. For conservation and

for amity, such a treaty should be vigorously pursued.
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